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Baudouin de Courtenay:
His Life and Work

1. The rise of structural linguistics in the twentieth century has been associated in the West with the seminal book of Ferdinand de Saussure, *Cours de linguistique générale*, which was published posthumously (in 1916) by his students A. Sechehaye and Ch. Bally on the basis of his lectures at the University of Geneva. During his lifetime de Saussure had published (at the age of 19) only one book, the *Mémoire sur le système primitif des voyelles dans les langues indo-européennes* (1879), which was perhaps as important for the further development of linguistics as the *Cours*, although it was primarily a diachronic study, while the *Cours* tried to formulate the "general," synchronic principles of language. The implications of the *Mémoire* were stated succinctly by A. Meillet: "le Mémoire," he writes, "apportait, par une innovation, un système cohérent qui embrassait tout les faits, mettait à leur place les faits connus . . . Des hors il n'était plus permis d'ignorer à propos d'aucune question, que chaque langue forme un système où tout se tient."

De Saussure's monograph was highly evaluated also by Baudouin de Courtenay, who was at the time of its publication professor at the University of Kazan: "De Saussure's discovery of the vowel alternations is crucial for the understanding of Indo-European morphology . . . . It is the great merit of de Saussure to have emphasized the role of phonetic relations within the morphological structure of words," a phenomenon which Baudouin preferred to call, in the terminology of the Kazan school, "morphologization of phonetic differences" (1909 (2), 219).*

* For the references to Baudouin's works see p. 48.
While Baudouin de Courtenay was in Kazan’ working out his theory of “semasiologization and morphologization of phonetic differences,” i.e., of the function of sounds in the lexical and grammatical system of a language, de Saussure was occupied with the formulation of his “phonétique séméiologique,” a discipline he defined as dealing with “des sons dans chaque idiome en tant qu’ayant une valeur pour l’idée.” De Saussure did not, however, publish his findings, for he was ridden with doubts about the validity of his new method and was deeply troubled about the consistency and cohesion of his new, synchronic approach to language.

Unlike de Saussure, who lived in the hub of linguistic activity, which was at that time dominated by a genetic approach to language, Baudouin de Courtenay moved boldly ahead with a small following of students to elaborate and to publish his findings, for in the remote Russian city of Kazan’ he was more or less immune to the criticisms and attacks of his Western and Russian colleagues.

Both men were thus essentially set on the same course of inquiry, which amounted to no more nor less than a complete overhaul of contemporary linguistics. Their principal goal was a description of language as it is, and not as it was, or how it came about—a goal that, in the words of Baudouin de Courtenay, could only be accomplished through “a radical revision of [linguistic] principles and methods” that would be predicated in the first place on the coining of a “completely new terminology” and, in the second place, on a “reformulation of the relations of linguistic elements” (1909, 261). De Saussure echoes these statements: “En matière de la langue on s’est toujours contenté d’opérer sur des unités mal définies,” and “la linguistique travaille sans cesse sur de concepts forgés par les grammairiens, et dont on ne sait s’ils correspondent réellement a des facteurs constitutifs du système de la langue.”

The striking similarities of formulation and outlook between the Polish and French scholars were not the result of mere convergence of ideas. Baudouin de Courtenay followed the linguistic literature of his time closely (as attested by the long biographical lists attached to his programs of lectures and books) and, as we have seen, he regarded de Saussure as a true innovator in linguistic theory, whereas de Saussure’s writings reveal an intimate familiarity with Baudouin’s thought, to the extent that some passages of the *Cours* echo almost verbatim Baudouin’s formulations. Baudouin and his pupil, Kruszewski, were also singled out by de Saussure as the only European scholars who truly contributed to linguistic theory: “Baudouin de Courtenay et Kruszewski ont été plus près que personne d’une vue théorique de langue; cela sans sortir de considérations linguistiques pures; ils sont d’ailleurs ignorés de la généralité de savants occidentaux.” The intellectual affinity between Baudouin de Courtenay and de Saussure was recognized by other linguists, for example by de Saussure’s disciple, Meillet, who wrote that between the Russian and French schools of linguistics “on ne constate du reste... aucune différence essentielle de principes et de méthodes,” whereas some of Baudouin’s disciples are known to have claimed that de Saussure’s *Cours* contained nothing that they had not already learned from Baudouin. Neither of these claims were quite accurate, for although Baudouin and de Saussure were guided by a common objective and principles, they differed in their emphasis on and the solutions given to various linguistic problems.

It would, however, be an oversimplification to credit only Baudouin de Courtenay and de Saussure with the revival of general linguistics and the broadening of its scientific horizon. As early as in the seventies and eighties of the last century, i.e., at the very height of the Neogrammarian movement, a reaction to the one-sided historicism and blunt empiricism of the “comparativists” had already set in. This reaction started mostly outside of Germany, since the Leipzig school of linguists had, according to H. Schuchardt, succeeded in silencing all other linguists in Germany. Some of these linguistic reformers propounded ideas which were clearly at variance with Neogrammarian dogma: thus the American W. D. Whitney emphasized, like de Saussure, the social character of language and its importance as a system of signs; in France, M. Bréal and A. Meillet were raising the questions of meaning and of semantic change; G. I. Ascoli and H. Schuchardt (of Graz), like Baudouin de Courtenay, undermined the notion of linear development of languages through the study of linguistic geography and language mixture. Schuchardt stressed, like Baudouin de Courtenay, the creative role of the speaker in linguistic change; G. von der Gabellentz, like de Saussure and Baudouin de Courtenay, focused attention on the general and synchronic aspects of language; the Swiss J. Winteler, the Englishman H. Sweet and the Russian Caucasianist P. Uslar were about to arrive, independently of Baudouin de Courtenay, at the concept of the phoneme. This
ferment in European and American linguistics did not, however, proceed in a straight line, but, like all novel intellectual currents, followed a somewhat meandering course. The boldest and most systematic among these innovators, de Saussure, Baudouin de Courtenay, and Kruszewski, were not themselves consistent in their views and shared, in fact, many tenets of the Neogrammarians, together with the scientific preconceptions of their time. Thus de Saussure believed for some time that a diachronic approach must precede the synchronic study of language, and that historical change is not subject to systematization, whereas Kruszewski and Baudouin were convinced that one of their main achievements was the discovery of the laws of analogy, in which they merely preceded the Neogrammarians. Baudouin shared with the latter, furthermore, a dualistic conception of language as a complex of physiological and psychological phenomena, and especially in his early writings he showed faith in the strict laws of causality and in the march of progress, leading to the greater "humanization" of language and to its greater simplicity determined by the principle of least effort. These positivist and mechanistic elements that are ingrained in the thought of the Swiss and Polish linguists do not, however, diminish the novelty of their ideas, which formed the foundation of modern linguistics.

It may be pointless and unrewarding to compare the respective merits of Baudouin and de Saussure for the subsequent direction and development of twentieth-century linguistics. Neither of them produced a unified system or a mature work which would weave the various strands of their thought into one fabric. The impact of the Cours (whose elliptical and inconsistent statements can only, in part be blamed on the notes of de Saussure's students) on twentieth-century linguistics is well known, and it has remained until now the most programmatic and most cited work of that linguistic trend which has become known in Europe and America as "structural linguistics" (a term that was actually coined by R. Jakobson). The work of Baudouin, on the other hand, has remained virtually unknown in the West, first because most of it was written in languages that are inaccessible to Western scholars (Polish and Russian), and second because it is scattered in journals and publications that are not readily available even in Eastern Europe (the 1969 Soviet edition of Baudouin's writings has now made most of them accessible in Russian). And yet it now seems possible to assert that the ideas of Baudouin have been more seminal and have withstood the test of time better than the structuralist ideas advanced by Ferdinand de Saussure. It will be remembered that the linguistic conception of de Saussure is organized around a set of dichotomies, or rather irreconcilable antinomies, which were apparently designed to overcome the blunt empiricism of the empiricist approaches to the language. Some of these terms and concepts were first formulated by the Kazan linguists, who, as Baudouin tells us, developed at one time a veritable "mania" for coinage new linguistic terminology (1895 [150]: 1903, 54ff.). To Baudouin and his followers we owe in addition such technical terms as "phoneme," "morpheme," "grapheme," "syntagn," "distinctive feature," "alternation," which have become the stock-in-trade of any practicing linguist. The polarities established by Baudouin were, on the other hand, less extreme than those introduced by de Saussure, and in consequence more realistic and fruitful. In place of an ordered synchrony, which is opposed to a disordered diachrony, Baudouin speaks of the laws of statics and dynamics that apply to history and to synchrony, and in place of a collective langue that is opposed to an individual parole, Baudouin recognizes the role of the speaker and the interaction between the conservative social norm and the creative, innovative power of the speaker in the speech act. For de Saussure language is only "form, not substance," whereas for Baudouin it is both form and substance. That is why for de Saussure "dans la langue il n'y a que des différences sans termes positifs," and why de Saussure defines the phonemes as having "une valeur purement oppositionnelle, relative, négative," while for Baudouin the phonemes are oppositional and relative, but at the same time consist of positive, phonetically definable properties. For de Saussure language is, like a game of chess, a tightly ordered, "algebraic" system of relations, whereas Baudouin admits fluctuations and free choice, as well as the constant interference of social, spatial, and temporal factors. De Saussure's Cours has, furthermore, remained a theoretical program, a guidepost for modern linguistics, whereas Baudouin's work has from the beginning had a more pragmatic orientation and has pointed the way to concrete, empirical investigations. Thus there is hardly a topic in modern linguistic research
that has not in one way or another been inspired by Baudouin and for which he has not himself done the spadework. This is of course partly due to Baudouin’s long and productive life, and partly to the fascination he holds for generations of linguists, beginning with his Kazan’ disciples and continuing with his students in Europe and in America. The vitality of his thought, however, is mostly due to the activity of those linguists who were directly or indirectly associated with the Linguistic Circle of Prague, who have consciously continued in the course he set and who have more than any single “structuralist” group or school defined the landscape of modern linguistics. R. Jakobson’s work on phonology and distinctive features; N. Trubetzkoy’s research in Russian morphophonemics; L. Sˇčerba’s, R. Jakobson’s, and U. Weinreich’s studies of “mixed languages” and areal diffusion; Jakovlev’s and J. Vachek’s contributions to graphemics; E. Polivanov’s and L. Sˇčerba’s work on the various levels of language and types of scientific notation; A. Martinet’s and R. Jakobson’s investigations in diachronic phonology; R. Jakobson’s analysis of child-language—all are, in one way or another, the outgrowth and further elaboration of Baudouin’s ideas and program. And what is even more striking is that Baudouin himself has clearly delineated (and indicated as the impending tasks of twentieth-century linguistics) a number of linguistic areas such as typology, language universals, sociolinguistics, and the relation of linguistics to other sciences, which are only now beginning to move into the forefront of linguistic research.

2. Jan Baudouin de Courtenay (whose full Christian name was actually Jan Ignacy Nieciał) was born on the first of March 1845 in Radzynin near Warsaw. After the completion of high school (where his chief interest was mathematics), Baudouin entered the historical-philological faculty of the short-lived Polish University (Szkola Gówna) in Warsaw, where he received his master’s degree in 1869. By ancestry a Frenchman and nominally a Catholic, he considered himself a Pole and an atheist. But having lived and taught most of his life in Russia, Austria, Latvia, and Poland, he was, in effect, a cosmopolitan who, in the words of Meillet, “a pu le malheur de n’appartenir tout à fait à aucun pays.” He could trace his origin to a long line of French aristocrats that included Baldwin, count of Flanders, the founder of the Latin Empire in Constantinople in the thirteenth century. His impoverished great-grandfather migrated to Poland, where he became colonel of artillery and head of the court-guard of the Polish king, August II. His grandfather was Kamnowski (Chamberlain) of the last king of Poland, Stanislav August Poniatowski, a man of letters, who translated Molière and wrote several books on mesmerism.

Baudouin continued his studies in comparative Indo-European, in Sanskrit, and in Slavic philology in Prague (under Schleicher), in Berlin (under Weber), in Jena, Leipzig, and St. Petersburg. He received a doctorate in Leipzig (in 1870) for previously published linguistic work, and a master’s degree in St. Petersburg (where his Polish degree was not recognized) for his study on the Old Polish language before the fourteenth century.

An independent and searching spirit, he had respect neither for his Neogrammarians mentors in Leipzig (Leskien, Brugmann, Delbrück) nor for his Russian supervisor, I. I. Szeneski, whom he considered a dry and narrow-minded philologist. All his life he claimed to be self-taught, though he was obviously concerned (certainly in his early work) with similar problems as the former, and owed some of his interests (especially the one in Slovenian dialectology) to the latter. To Szeneski he was also indebted for his first position as docent (assistant professor) of comparative grammar at St. Petersburg University. In 1872 he was sent by the Russian Academy on a field trip to Southwestern Austria and Northern Italy to investigate the local Slovenian dialects. The main result of this field trip was his Opýt fonetiki rez’janskih govoro (Phonetic Outline of the Rezhia Dialects) for which he was awarded the Russian doctorate in comparative Indo-European grammar. In conjunction with his Slovenian fieldwork, he came into personal contact with Ascoli, whose lectures he attended in Milan and who must have influenced his view on dialectology and on the mixed character of languages.

In the fall of 1875 Baudouin moved to Kazan’, first as assistant professor, and, a year later, as full professor of comparative Indo-European linguistics and Sanskrit. The nine years spent in Kazan’ mark the “Sturm und Drang” period of Baudouin’s scholarly and pedagogical career. Although he tried his best to get out of this provincial, frontierlike Russian-Tartar city (as evidenced by his letters and pleas to Jagić), he found there a lively and exciting scholarly community, a group of brilliant disciples and followers (including
N. Krużewski, V. Bogorodickij, S. Bulić, and the Turkologist V. Radloff, and immediate publication opportunities (in the Zapiski of Kazan' University). Baudouin's linguistic program subsequently became known as the teachings of the "Kazan' school," whose primary aim was—according to the testimony of one of his students—"the application of a strict scientific method to linguistics and the study of the modern [linguistic] ideas of European scholarship."[13]

In 1883 Baudouin de Courtenay moved to Dorpat (Tartu) to occupy the newly founded Chair in Comparative Slavic Grammar. In addition to Slavic linguistics, he continued to study and teach general linguistics, Baltic dialectology, and Lithuanian texts (Donelaitis). From Dorpat he transferred in 1893 to Cracow as professor of comparative linguistics and Sanskrit. His delight in being finally at a Polish university and in the company of an eminent colleague, J. Rozwadowski (a general linguist and Indo-Europeanist), and within the fold of the Polish Academy of Sciences was, however, short-lived. As a result of his attacks against the bureaucratic and nationalistic Austro-Hungarian administration, his five-year contract was not renewed, upon which Baudouin returned to Russia, to St. Petersburg, where he remained until the end of World War I. He again attracted and raised a new generation of outstanding linguists and Slavists (E. Polivanov, L. Sčerba, L. Jakubinnik, S. I. Bernítejn, M. Vasmer). But his commitment to social and political causes got him into personal difficulties there too. Because of a brochure in which he attacked the Czarist political suppression of national minorities (entitled "The Territorial and National Mark in Antonomy" and dedicated to "all patriots"), he received a two-year prison sentence (in 1913), which forced him to suspend his teaching and to spend several months in jail.

He was actually freed by the outbreak of World War I and he resumed for a brief period his teaching at St. Petersburg University. With the formation of an independent Polish state, he was invited to the Chair of Indo-European Linguistics at the University of Warsaw. He died November 3, 1929, at the age of 85.

Baudouin de Courtenay combined a profound belief and passion for science with an equally strong faith in the rights of man and social justice. He would make no compromise for reigning fashions, and he chided some of his compatriots for their obsequiousness to German scholarship ("a Russian or Pole," he said, "may also have original ideas" (1901 [217]). He had little patience with "nihilism" and "apathy" in science, with philological peddlers and collectors of data. At the same time he believed that ideas are not the exclusive monopoly of "specialists," and he viewed his teaching as a venture to be shared with his students. He defended his students from unfair attacks and credited them with their discoveries and terminological inventions. "Krużewski," he wrote on more than one occasion, "enlivened the intellectual atmosphere of Kazan'..." He has taught me many things, and has been able to develop the 'theory' of alternations more 'philosophically', more comprehensively and more precisely than I myself have done, thanks mainly to his strict application of the analytic method" (1895 [150]).

His attitude toward Krużewski was not, however, free of ambiguity and jealousy, as evidenced by the petty and ungenerous Necrology (1888) which he wrote upon the death, at the age of 37, of this brilliant Polish linguist.

Baudouin dedicated all of his long and active life to the study and understanding of language and languages. He embraced the nineteenth-century belief in "generalizations" and "laws," though he conceived them in a spirit quite different from that of his Western colleagues. He could speak and write a large number of languages (Polish, Russian, Slovenian, Czech, German, French, Italian, Lithuanian, Yiddish) and was a specialist in various Indo-European and other languages (Sanskrit, Latin, Slavic, Baltic; Turkic, Finno-Ugric; Indo, Esperanto).

During his life he was honored by many societies and universities, mostly for his work in historical linguistics. His more important work in general linguistics found almost no echo outside the circle of his immediate students and followers. Meillet himself, who paid him otherwise high tribute, considered him "le dernier survivant du grand renouvellement de la linguistique, et en particulier de la linguistique historique." It is for this reason, and because of his deep modesty, that Baudouin could not divest himself of doubts concerning the value of his lifetime work or of the importance of his school. "Any mention of the so-called Kazan' school," he wrote, "is bound to evoke an ironic smile," "a playful operatic mood," if not "downright hostility. . . . The Moscow linguistic school [of Fortunatov] is quite a different matter; its founder is a scholar of great knowledge and has the ability to concentrate on a few problems; Moscow is a great city, and the Moscow school can boast of many disciples" (1909, p. 48).
He looked back with "bitterness" at the "fragments" and "pieces" in which he advanced his pioneering ideas, and he blamed his lack of training, his inability to concentrate, and his personal hardships for his failure to leave any "major unifying works." Like the other bold innovators in linguistic theory at the turn of the century, he was acutely aware of the incompleteness of his results and of being out of step with his own generation. This feeling must have been particularly poignant toward the end of his life, for in his native Poland he had almost no followers. In a later letter to Ulaszyn, one of his few Polish disciples, he wrote: "At every step I have met only blows and disappointments. . . . Laisse nous oublier que nous avons vécu." It was the task of the following generations to vindicate his name and outstanding achievements.

3. It is generally agreed that the emergence of a structural approach to language is intimately connected with the formulation of the two interrelated concepts of system ("d'où tout se tient") and of invariant (with the correlative notion of variant) which modern linguistics has come to share with other sciences. It must not, however, be forgotten that these concepts were first advanced in early nineteenth-century linguistics, though they were then given a somewhat different interpretation.

The idea of an "organic" whole (which determines the function and properties of the parts) as opposed to a "mechanical" system (in which the whole is a sum of its parts) was the credo of the Romantic philosophers of language, and it was clearly stated by W. v. Humboldt: "Es gibt nichts Einzelnes in der Sprache; jedes ihrer Elemente kündigt sich nur als Teil eines Ganzen an . . . [die Sprache] muss in jedem Augenblicke ihres Daseins dasjenige besitzen, was sie zu einem Ganzen macht." But, since the sign cannot, according to Humboldt, be separated from what it designates (for it is neither the product of reason nor of social agreement), it follows that the study of language would remain a chimerical enterprise if we were to ignore "the dry mechanical analysis of its physical aspect." The analysis of language must recognize the mutual dependence of its external and "internal form": "Die Verbindung der Lautform mit den inneren Sprachgesetzen bildet die Vollendung der Sprachen, und der höchste Punkt dieser ihrer Vollendung beruht darauf, dass diese Verbindung . . . zu wahren und reinen Durchdringung werde." The degree of "per-

fection" and "interpenetration," or of the "synthesis" of phonetic matter with grammatical form, was, however, soon to be measured (especially through the works of Schlegel and Steindal) in terms of "internal flexion" (i.e. the vowel alternations within the stem), which was supposed to lend proof to the superiority of the "synthetic" languages over other types of linguistic structure.

Despite its reputed "atomism," nineteenth-century linguistics also had a fairly clear conception of "invariance" which it applied historically and not synchronically, for the actual aim of the comparative method was to reduce the variant forms of the Indo-European languages to a common prototype, i.e. to original invariants. But the subsequent refinement of this method led to a stronger interest in the "formulas of correspondence" and in the processes of phonetic change than in the reconstruction of the proto-language. The success of the physical and biological sciences inspired, further, the belief that language develops according to natural and immutable laws that are independent of man and society. Imbued with the notion that causality and determinism are the only valid principles of science, linguists were no longer content with "predicting" the past on the basis of the present, but attempted to establish laws of change valid for all time. To admit any exceptions to the "blind" and "necessary" forces of phonetic change was, according to Leskien, to deny the scientific character of our discipline, and the first thesis of the Neogrammarian program enunciated by H. Osthoff and K. Brugmann reads: "All sound changes follow laws that are without exception [ausnahmslos] . . . for all speakers of a given speech community and for all words in which the given sound occurs." But when Osthoff elaborated on these "laws" he felt it necessary to specify that the boundary of any given dialect must be defined "as narrowly as possible" [("so eng als möglich")]. while the second thesis of the above-mentioned program had already made allowance for forms that result from analogical levelling and thereby cludge the effect of the "phonetic laws." In the words of Baudouin, the vaunted "phonetic laws" turned out to have a predictive power similar to that of "meteorological" forecasts (1910 [278]). The concept of phonetic laws thus underwent, toward the end of the nineteenth century, the same transformations as the general concept of natural law: From a universally valid principle applicable to all cases, it has been demoted to a rule of uniformity and statistical regularity that
is not exempt from the workings of chance. On a theoretical plane
the new scientific mood is most clearly reflected in H. Paul's *Prin-
zipien der Sprachgeschichte* (1886). Linguistics, declares Paul, is not,
like the natural sciences, a "science of laws," but a "historical
science" that deals with unique, nonrepeatable events, and its hero
is not abstract society, nor the no less abstract "Völkerpsychologie,"
but man and the individual speech-act (*Sprachhaftigkeit*). "For
between abstractions there can be no causal relations; these obtain
only between real objects and [concrete] facts." This attitude,
in turn, prompted him to question the possibility of scientific
hypotheses and generalizations about language and to deny the
very existence of language as a social norm: "In reality we have to
recognize as many languages as there are individuals." The pre-
sumed aversion to theory and the call for plain fact gathering are
also proclaimed by Osthoff and Brugmann, who urged the linguist
"to leave the murky circle of his workshop, which is beclouded with
hypotheses, and to step out into the clear air of palpable reality." And since linguistic reality is made up in its entirety of "speaking
individuals," the linguist deals, in effect, with only two types of
phenomena: the physiological production of speech-sounds which
are subject to mechanical change, and the psychological processes
of association which generate new linguistic forms. This methodo-
logical dualism did not, however, seem to involve any contradic-
tion, for in the final analysis both types of phenomena could be
reduced to a common psychophysical or physiological base. "The
constant interaction of phonetic laws and analogy formation," wrote
Wundt, "becomes more comprehensible when we consider them
not as disparate and opposing forces, but as conditions both of
which are in some way ultimately rooted in the unitary psychophysical
organization of man." The fin de siècle was thus in linguistics (as in other sciences) a period of intellectual disarray in
which its practitioners not only gave up faith in the integrating and
explanatory function of science, but lost hold of the very object
of their study, language. Having renounced the great explanatory
schemes of history propounded by their predecessors, they clung to
the positivist belief in the "bare fact" which finds its explanation
in a preceding fact, and to the psycho-physiological view of lan-
guage as an activity that is shared by a given speech community by
virtue of repetition and imitation. It was this mechanistic and
atomistic conception of language that Baudouin de Courtenay set
out to correct, even though he did not always succeed in shaking off
its influence.

Baudouin de Courtenay has on various occasions summarized the
main tenets of his "school," but none of his "statements of
linguistic principles" (including the one reprinted on p. 212) can serve
as an accurate measure of his theory of language, for they mix
polemic and topical pronouncements with statements of a
more general and lasting import. As a true "philosopher of lan-
guage," Baudouin was always deeply absorbed in general linguistic
questions, and utterances on these questions are scattered in all his
books, articles, and even insignificant reviews. Baudouin saw the
first and indispensable step toward a renewal of linguistics in its
emancipation from the "philological and archeological approach"
that had dominated it throughout the nineteenth century (1900,
237), and in its return to a synchronic analysis of language. "The
study of living languages," he wrote, "must precede the study
of extinct languages," as the study of any subject must proceed from
the known to the unknown and not vice versa (1897 [215]). "When
one is too absorbed in things that happened in the past," he quoted
Descartes as saying, "one remains quite ignorant of things that hap-
pen in the present" (1900, 254). He proposed that each subject be
first of all treated in terms of its own, intrinsic properties "without
forcing upon it alien categories" (1897 [214]), for only thus can
one gain an understanding of the "static laws and forces which act
in the synchronic state of a language" (1876/77 [107]) as opposed to
the dynamic laws and forces which condition the development of
a language. What he held most against so-called comparative
grammar was that it "works only with several dozens of roots" and
does not attempt to "cover entire languages" with "fragments" but
to provide "an insight into the entire structure of a given language" (1901 [116]). From this, he said, stem the "perverted methods of
investigation" which characterize "philological linguistics" (1889
(2) [127]). Although Baudouin distinguished and emphasized the
two dimensions of synchrony and diachrony and the two types of
"laws and forces" that govern their difference, he was never
tempted to exaggerate the importance of one at the expense of
the other, nor to say with de Saussure that "tout dans la langue est
histoire, . . . qu'elle se compose de faits, et non de lois," or that
"tout ce qui semble organique dans la langue est en réalité con-
tingent et complètement accidentel." On the contrary, even in
his early Programs he pointed out the complementary aspects of permanence and change (1871 [71]; 1876/77 [93]), while in his later works he explores in detail the interplay of statics and dynamics and the presence of synchrony (i.e. of stability) in diachrony, and the penetration of diachrony (through the accumulation of historical layers) into synchrony. Baudouin’s conception of the tasks of linguistics differed in most other respects from that of his positivistic colleagues, whose scientific credo was “zuerst sammeln, dann erklären.” “The goal of all science,” he wrote, “is explanation,” because “reality is not a heap of incoherent and disconnected phenomena” (1871 [72]). Observation and interpretation must go hand in hand, and though it is an empirical science, linguistics must not be content with pure induction but must make “the broadest possible use of the deductive method” (1871 [64]). He rejected as arbitrary the division between natural science as a science of “laws” and historical science (including linguistics) as a science of “facts.” “All sciences dealing with comparison and generalization of details,” he wrote, “are ‘natural sciences’ if they reveal the organization and regularity hidden in the phenomena, whereas they become ‘historical sciences’ if they dwell only on accidents and exceptions” (1881 [2]).

The linguist must not be content with the registration of haphazard and sporadic facts (1877/78 [118]) but must attempt at each step to discover “the genuinely distinctive properties of language” and “the laws [which] are hidden in the depth, in the intricate combination of various elements” (1910 [276]).

The historical-comparative method, he insisted, is not the sole approach to language but constitutes only “a single moment in the history of our science,” since “comparison is not an end but only a means” and “cannot be considered the monopoly of one or a few sciences” (1871 [58d]). The so-called phonetic laws which aspire to the status of “natural laws” are, in effect, no more than “observations” about the uniformity of phonetic correspondences (1910 [275]). Although Baudouin himself appears to have been a believer in strict historical determinism—“given the knowledge of the past,” he wrote, we can “predict the further internal development of a language” (1876/77 [108])—he later abandoned this optimistic nineteenth-century viewpoint: “The assumption of ‘sound laws’ operating ‘without exceptions,’ of gradual, purely physiological change in a definite direction,” he wrote, “is not confirmed by the actual facts of language and is in contradiction with its sociopsychological character” (1927 [285]). And when he contemplated the direction of morphological change, he formulated for himself—as he tells us—a theory which he labeled “evolutiones linguanuum interstitium.” According to this theory the formal expression of some grammatical categories keeps alternating cyclically, “like a ‘perpetuum mobile,’ between suffixation and prefixed.” “The result [of this change] is constant oscillation, vibration and eternal evolution which is reminiscent of the eb and flow of the tides” (1920 [597]).

In opposing the reigning concern with historical change, Baudouin pointed out that “in spite of all the fluctuations and variations, we must note the presence of ‘conservatism’” (1910 [269]) and that the concept of “statics” is applicable not only to synchrony but also to diachrony. The “laws of development in time should therefore be viewed as a counterpart to the laws of resistance to historical change,” i.e. the laws of “dynamic stability” (1877/78 [116]); certain features are exempt from change, for “there is a limit to the changeability of sounds” (1876/77 [34]). The formula that “something is constantly being changed” should therefore be complemented by the formula that “something is constantly being preserved, something remains stable” (1910 [269]). The mere registration of phonetic, lexical, and formal differences between languages does not explain the direction of historical change. In describing the development of a given language, the linguist should rather attempt to identify “the general tendencies” which constitute “characteristic and invariant properties” (1871 [65]) and enable us to identify languages or entire groups of languages.

The theory of gradual, uninterrupted, and unidirectional change found, in Baudouin’s opinion, a striking refutation in the phenomenon of language mixture which he had occasion to observe in vivo during his field work in Slovenia. Linguistic diffusion, he noted, took place both on the axis of spatial contiguity (between speakers of different languages and dialects living in adjacent areas), and on the axis of temporal succession (between speakers of different generations), though he did not fail to notice that it also operates at a “distance” (among nomads and migrants and between old and modern languages). Distrustful of genealogical reconstructions and bent on refuting the concept of linear development, Baudouin exaggerated the importance of language mixture (though
probably no more than his contemporary, Schuchardt). Thus, he ascribed the phenomenon of “mazurzenie” in Polish dialects and the loss of free stress in West Slavic to the influence of a Finno-Ugric substratum, and the formation of Armenian to the mixture of the Indo-European with a Japhetic language (1901 [219ff.]). At the same time he made some truly cogent observations, such as that in linguistic diffusion the victory generally goes to those forms that are grammatically simpler. In addition to explaining the history of certain linguistic facts, the problem of languages in contact was for Baudouin connected with the synchronic issues of coexisting systems and the speaker’s ability for code switching. In recognizing the coexistence of languages serving special social and expressive functions (e.g., argots, secret languages, languages of traders, and different styles of speech, such as slovenly, rapid, or solemn speech) he rejected the myth, so dear to the Neogrammarians, of a homogeneous society and an “average national language” (1871 [79]: 1910 [269]). He defended the usefulness of international artificial languages (against the attacks of Brugmann, Delbrück, and Leskien), arguing that “artificiality in language or man’s conscious participation in the fate of a language is only a matter of degree (1871 [52]: 1907 [356ff.]).

Baudouin’s position also differed from that of most of his contemporaries with regard to the status of territorial dialects. The “phonetic laws” were, according to prevailing opinion, most tangible at work in dialectal speech, which was allegedly least affected by foreign or cultural influences. Dialects were consequently regarded as the most reliable source for the reconstruction of an original language. “Only in the veins of dialect speech,” wrote Osthoff, “flows pure, unadulterated blood of millennia.”26 The belief that language varies from individual to individual led, on the other hand, to the conclusion (shared by such men as H. Paul, G. Paris, and J. Gilliéron) that dialect boundaries do not exist and are only an invention of the linguist.27 Similar considerations weakened the faith in the accepted divisions of Indo-European languages, a faith some linguists (e.g., Brugmann and Förstermann) tried to salvage by comparing the largest possible number of diverse features. “One must view with utmost scepticism,” wrote Delbrück, “all classifications of the Indo-European languages except the Asiatic group,” whereas Meillet was of the opinion that the only valid criterion for defining a linguistic unity was “le sentiment des sujets parlants.”28 Baudouin, on the other hand, who was an experienced dialectologist and who came into contact with “mixed” German-Slavonic and Italo-Slavonic dialects, recognized that dialects could be described as independent linguistic entities, or what he called “linguistic individuals” (1875, IV). With respect to the Indo-European languages Baudouin also questioned the established classification schemes, quipping that “A. Schleicher built his classification (the ‘tree theory’) on wood, whereas J. Schmidt built his (the ‘wave theory’) on water (1909, 227), and arguing that “the genealogy of languages is not as simple as the pedigrees of nobility (1884 [318]). Genealogical classification was for him only one of the possible, and by no means the most important, way of grouping languages. “At the present state of our science . . . ,” he wrote, “one cannot speak (in most cases) of a genetic classification in the strict sense of the word, but only of a scientific characterization of various groups of languages and dialects” (1877/78 [118]), for “what is important is to identify characteristic traits that are of general significance that pervade the phonetic and morphological structure of language and not disparate details of a secondary nature, or facts which are mere surrogates of the general features” (1884 [318]: 1871 [64]). He implemented this program by providing the first typological description of the Slavic phonemic systems and a brilliant outline of the phonological history of a Slavic language (Polish). What he tried to emphasize in his diachronic studies was not so much the phenomena of change as the phenomenon of “dynamic stability,” and the “common tendencies” which define the limits of historical change and “determine the unique structure or composition of a given language” or group of languages (1877/78 [118]).

Just as he opposed the reduction of language to an aggregate of disparate facts, he resisted the efforts to treat the language of a community as a sum of individual speech acts. “Language as a complex of constituent parts and categories,” he wrote, “exists only in potentia” (1871 [68, 78]: 1889 (2) [134]), and must be distinguished from the “continuously recurrent process of social communication” and “knowledge and understanding of language differ from [their] command more or less as knowledge of physiological processes differs from their performance” (1870 [76]). But the distinction langue/parole was not, in his opinion, reducible to the opposition "social product" vs. "individual activity," for he rec-
ognized that the speech-act itself is a social act, and that language opens to the speakers possibilities of choice which presume an active and creative process. "Language," he said, "is throughout a psychological-social phenomenon" (1889 (1) 106); 1889 (2) 139]; it is both "a tool and an activity," (1907 [256]) because "thinking and membership in society are the two basic conditions for language in the proper sense of the word" (1889 (2) 154). The opposition between the individual and the collective "will be overcome if we adopt the concept of collective individuality" (1910 [275]). "The feeling for language is not merely a clever formula or will-o'-the-wisp but a real and objective phenomenon of language" (1902 [315]). Thus he returned to Humboldt's conception of language as a dialectical unity in which the "I" and the "Thou," the individual and the social, the inherited and the acquired constantly define and presuppose each other.

"Even the most ordinary and least scientifically trained mind performs tentative, unconscious, and partly conscious linguistic operations," Baudouin wrote in 1889; "the science of linguistics introduces nothing new in this respect; it only perfects and refines our thinking [about these processes], frees it from the accidents of chance, and substitutes a chain of conscious and clearly defined concepts for a mass of vague and diffuse ideas" (1889). Linguistic activity is not, in other words, mere "repetition" and "imitation" but a process of "integration and systematization," of "uninterrupted semantization and classification" in which every word (be it even a nonsense word) is interpreted in terms of its phonetic and "structural" (i.e., morphological) affinity to other words. The phenomena of folk etymology and analogical levelling (which Baudouin called "morphological assimilation"), the grammatical mistakes made by children and the reinterpretation of foreign words are not, therefore, to be treated as a sign of "linguistic pathology," but rather as "a sign of the creative ability" of the speaker to "group isolated words into semantically well-defined patterns" (1915, 1888). This grouping, according to Baudouin, involves two principles of association that were first formulated by Kruszewski (who adopted them, in turn, from the English philosophers): association by similarity and association by contiguity. These two laws of association make the mass of words into a harmonious whole of coordinate systems (or nests) and ordered series (or rows)" (1889 (1), 184ff.). But unlike Kruszewski, who applied these principles only to morphology, Baudouin recognized their validity for phonology as well, because, as he pointed out, the laws of "grouping" and "equilibrium" apply to all the elements and levels of a language (1889 (1) 189).

4. Baudouin de Courtenay's principal contribution to modern linguistics is his elaboration of a theory of phonology and morphophonemics which has served as a point of departure for all subsequent research in these twin branches of linguistics. His work on the role of sounds in the structure of language was, however, a direct outgrowth of the nineteenth-century development of phonetics and the phonetic orientation of comparative grammar, which in the seventies had become bogged down in practical difficulties and internal contradictions.

The phoneticians of that time (mostly students of the physiological and physical aspects of speech) were inspired by a quest for maximal accuracy and objectivity, which could be reached, they believed, by recording and classifying the minutest, "microscopic" nuances of the speech-sounds and by analyzing them into ultimate articulatory activities. "Like the chemist," writes Techmer, "who decomposes cells into molecules and atoms, the phonetician is interested in the simplest physical properties of sound matter," whereas Osthoff exhorted the linguist "to catch the smallest nuances of live language with photographic faithfulness and precision... and to put into fetters the fleeting, changing sound [den beweglichen, lebendigen Sprachlaut in Fesseln zu schlagen]." A program which is reminiscent of the impressionist ideal of the time to capture on canvas all the transient visual impressions with an innocent eye ("Monet," wrote Cézanne, "n'est qu'un œil, mais quel œil!").

The realization of this ideal turned out to be elusive when the phonetician was confronted with the practical task of describing previously unanalyzed dialects or "primitive" languages, which imposed the need for a unified system of notation and which prompted research on international, "rational" alphabets that would employ a manageable number of distinctive signs. This dilemma between theory and practice was clearly stated by Ascoli: "In describing dialects [the linguist faces] only two real difficulties: to reconcile the requirements of physical precision which are by nature [le quali sono di lor natura] infinite with the needs of
history and practice, to eliminate the uncertainty of acoustic perceptions." Skepticism in the value of physical measurements was also expressed by Sievers: "Even the most subtle acoustic investigations will not yield to the linguist any more useful material than the simple subjective evaluation by ear." Because of the constant fluctuation of the sound, the researcher, he concluded, "must select only that nuance of sound which is its typical representative." The isolation of the "typical representative" of a sound, the distinction between its "essential" and "accidental" properties (Winteler) or, finally, the quest for sounds which are in "gegensätzlicher Verwendung" (Sievers) or "independently significant" (Sweet) imposed itself in the seventies of the last century as an inescapable problem that demanded theoretical solution, and prepared the ground for Baudouin's phonological theory.

The immediate impetus for this theory came, however, from the contemporary debate concerning the role of "analog" in phonetic change, or more generally, the interrelation of the "psychological" (i.e., morphological) and "physiological" (i.e., phonetic) aspects of language. The purely historical and physical approach of the "comparativists" to phonetic change was first most seriously challenged by de Saussure's monograph, in that it (1) treated proto-Indo-European as a synchronic system; (2) discussed the vowel changes in terms of morphological alternations; and (3) posited the existence of purely relational, unspecified phonetic units. After the appearance of de Saussure's monograph, it was no longer possible to treat "phonetic change" apart from morphology, or to claim that analogy is an exception to the regularity of phonetic laws. The opposite seemed now rather to be the case, namely, that phonetic change disturbs the regular relations of the grammatical forms, while analogical levelling counteracts the "blind" force of phonetic change or, as de Saussure put it:

Le phénomène phonétique est un facteur de trouble. Partout où il ne crée pas des alternances, il contribue à relâcher les liens grammaticaux qui unissent les mots entre eux ... le mécanisme linguistique s'appuie et se complique dans la mesure où les irrégularités nées du changement phonétique l'emportent sur les formes groupées sous des types généraux.

De Saussure's ideas fell on fertile ground in Kazan, for they converged on many points with those of Baudouin and Krusiewski (the latter wrote an enthusiastic review of de Saussure's work in 1881). Krusiewski's study, Über die Lautabwechslung (Kazan, 1881), provides the most lucid summary of Baudouin's and Krusiewski's solution to the question of analogy and phonetic change and of the phonological theory to which it gave rise.

In the synchronic state of a language, Krusiewski argues, there are two types of "sound-changes," or to be more precise, of alternations of sounds. The first type (which Krusiewski calls "divergents") involves imperceptible, "microscopic" variations of one and the same sound and is due to different "anthropophonic" (i.e., purely physical) conditions, whereas alternations of the second type (the so-called correlatives) involve phonetically different sounds and are due to different morphological conditions. An example of the first type is the "change" of $s$ to $z$ in intervocalic position in the German Haus: Häuser (where $s$ is the "primary" and $z$ the "secondary" divergent), and an example of the second type the alternation of $s$ with $r$ in such German forms as gewesen: war (where $s$ is the "primary" and $r$ the "secondary" correlative). The mistake of the historical linguists, according to Krusiewski, in that he applies the criteria of gradual phonetic change, which concern the alternations of the first type, to those which belong to the "psychological sphere" and are phonetically dissimilar and discontinuous. The correlatives are neither exceptions to the "regular" (or "pure") phonetic laws, as argued by the Neogrammarians, nor are these laws less regular at the present than they were in the remote past, as claimed by Curtius. Both types must be viewed as being equally regular and "without exceptions," their difference consisting only in that the variations of the first type are conditioned (or as we would say now, "predictable") phonetically, whereas the modifications of the second type are conditioned morphologically and are thus associated with different grammatical functions. Between the alternations of the first and second type there is, indeed, a necessary relationship of a historical order, for "a spontaneous process of degeneration" inevitably transforms the variations of the first type into alternations of the second type. Krusiewski subdivides the latter alternations further into "correlatives" which express "minor internal differences" (i.e., different lexical items), and into "correlatives" which render "broader internal differences," or those between "entire families of words." Krusiewski thus draws a sharp distinction between the "combinatorial," contextual variants which are incapable of carrying grammatical functions and "in-
dependent phonemes" which are associated with grammatical distinctions. "Without the concept of the phoneme," he concludes, "it is impossible to study either phonetics or morphology" (45).

It is through the study of alternations that the perennial question of the relationship of sound and meaning, the signum and the signatum, was thus again brought into sharp focus, serving as a point of departure for a deeper and many-sided functional interpretation of the role of the sounds in language. Baudouin was the first in modern linguistics to recognize that "sounds and their combinations, or the sensory, external, peripheral aspect of language, means nothing by itself" (1889 (2) [139]), and that "languages are neither phonetic nor acoustic in their nature" (1910 [262]), but that the proper function of sound is to serve the "central, psychological" level of language, i.e. that distinctions of sounds are connected with distinctions of meaning. According to Baudouin, the semiotic function of sound was first understood by the Hindu grammarians, who "by means of analysis (vyākaraṇa) and abstraction tried to establish the sounds and sound complexes that serve to modify meanings," and who "to a large extent surpassed all that was accomplished after so many centuries by European scholars" (1909, 111). The "role of sound in the mechanism of language" (1871 [61]), and the interrelation of the meaningful and meaningful-differentiating elements of languages was to absorb Baudouin's attention during his entire life, starting with his first paper on consonantal alternations in Polish (in 1869), up to his late inquires on the "morphologization and semasiologization of phonological elements" on the one hand, and the "phonologization of morphological elements" on the other (1915, 177-78).

In the same year, 1881, Baudouin published his lectures on the comparative grammar of the Slavic languages (Nekotorye otdelnye ...), in which the interpretation of the alternations resembles closely the one offered by Kruszewski. The alternants (or "comparents") are still treated from both a comparative and intralinguistic viewpoint with an equation established between the etymological "correspondences" and the alternating "correlatives" of homogeneous morphemes. The phoneme is still defined here as a "mobile component of a morpheme and a marker of a given morphological category." However, the same study also makes an attempt to broaden the definition of the phoneme beyond its purely morphophonemic framework. Baudouin proposes here to limit the use of the term "sound" only to "conditions of anthrophonetic dependence." The linguistically autonomous sound, or the phoneme, can on the other hand be arrived at only by "purging it of the accident of divergence" which splits the unified sound into its anthrophonetic varieties. This unified, discrete sound is the result of "abstraction" and of "phonetic generalization," or "the sum of generalized anthrophonetic properties." As such it must be distinguished from that other notion of the phoneme which treats it as "an alternating component of a morpheme." In the future, Baudouin concludes, it will be necessary to have different terms and a different notation for these "two aspects of the concept of the phoneme" (1881 (2), 122).

The theory of alternations received the fullest treatment in Baudouin's An Attempt at a Theory of Phonetic Alternations (1895), through which he, no doubt, also tried to assert his claim to the authorship of the theory vis-à-vis Kruszewski. The principal emphasis of the essay is on the interdependence of the diachronic and synchronic aspects of alternations, for, as the author tells us in the Introduction, the former aspect had been ignored by the Hindu grammarians (who "lacked a feeling for history and chronology"), while the latter had been ignored by contemporary European grammarians. What Baudouin specifically examines is how the phenomena belonging to the axis of succession (Nachender) acquire different functions and coexist on the axis of simultaneity (Nebeheimer). For "the periods of development," he had written in another context, "do not replace each other, as one sentence replaces another, but each period creates something new, which in the imperceptible transition from one stage to another prepares the basis for subsequent development" (1871 [55]). The synchronic state of a language is the result of a historical process in which the same means are used for different ends (1871 [76]) and in which, as in a geological cross-section, layers of different historical periods exist side by side as mobile and productive formations and as unproductive, inert residues that resemble "extinct volcanoes."

According to Baudouin there is an unceasing tendency to endow sound matter with "semasiological and morphological" functions so that the "divergents" become in time converted into "traditional alternations," and the latter into "mobile correlatives." The correlatives themselves may eventually replace each other, as when the Sanskrit gana is replaced by qyddhi, or when the Slavic k-č,
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k~c alternation is replaced in Russian verbs by the more general k~k' alternation (by analogy to verbs which employ the alternation of hard and soft consonants). A peculiar place is in Baudouin’s triadic scheme assigned to the “traditional alternations” (i.e., alternations which are maintained only by force of tradition), which hover between the anthropophonic divergents and the phonetic correlatives as an unmotivated “irrational” type that has no clear-cut morphological function and is doomed to be either eliminated or converted into productive “correlatives.” Intent on drawing a sharp demarcation line between the phonetically conditioned and morphologically motivated types, Baudouin failed to examine in any detail the complex, systematic relations between the various types of alternations and to discover that, like other elements of language, the alternations form a dynamic, hierarchical system which is correlated with the stratification of grammatical categories. A more serious methodological shortcoming is Baudouin’s tendency to list the alternants but to omit rules that would correlate and derive one set of alternants from another, more basic set. “If it is claimed,” Baudouin writes, “that the č in pieczę, rączka is derived from k, then one could with equal right insist that, on the contrary, the k of pieče, ręka is derived from č. . . . It would be a sign of poor thinking, and a historical error, to claim that the k in cioè, nić is based on κt (or γt)” (1895 [160]). In a synchronic description, he insisted, we must operate with “purely phonetic difference between etymologically related morphemes,” and not with “change.” Note that a similar approach to the alternations is taken by de Saussure: “Il est très incorrect de dire, comme on le fait volontiers, que la a de Nacht se change en ã dans le pluriel Nächte: cela donne l’illusion que de l’un à l’autre terme il intervient une transformation. . . . En réalité nous avons affaire à une simple opposition de formes.” It is only in his later work that Baudouin came to posit the question of the “irreversibility of alternating relations” and to emphasize that the Polish u or i can be “predicted” from o and x (as in the forms koza/koska, mucha/muszka) but not vice versa. Baudouin’s reluctance to operate with base forms and rules is understandable if we keep in mind the novelty of his theory and his apprehension that any reference to “change” or to prior and “derived” forms might be misinterpreted as meaning historical phonetic change (which happened anyway). Another reason why Baudouin might have rejected an approach that operates with “primary” and “secondary” alternants was that he found it wanting also with respect to “primary” and “secondary” divergents which were posited by Kruszewski and which, Baudouin must have felt, could not lead to a correct interpretation of the phoneme. That this was indeed the case is apparent from Baudouin’s critical review of Kruszewski’s work written in 1895, which marks in many ways a new phase in the development of Baudouin’s phonological theory. In this review Baudouin takes exception to Kruszewski’s one-sided approach to the phoneme as a member of alternations, and to the putative distinction set up between sounds as purely physical phenomena and sounds that possess, because of their morphological function, a psychological reality. “Linguistics,” he argues, “is throughout a socio-psychological science.” Kruszewski’s “anthropophonic” bias prevents him from recognizing the linguistic status of both the phonemes and the divergents. He makes “an unjustified and illogical jump” and “switches from the central, psychological aspect of language to its periphery” when he divides the morphemes into “plain, bare sounds” in the way he divides sentences into words, and words into morphemes (1881-1893). It is, perhaps, only in the language of a talking machine or phonograph that morphemes, words, and sentences are made up of complexes of “physical, semantically irrelevant sounds.” Kruszewski’s “acoustic” approach causes him also to treat speech-sounds as ultimate indivisible units, whereas “in the language of physiology and analysis, the sound is a complex of heterogeneous, but coordinated activities,” which must, in turn, be reduced like all elements in language to “the common denominator of their meaningful associations” (1884). Kruszewski “precludes the possibility of precise analysis” when he treats the phonemes of language as if they were “species of animals and plants.” Phonetic change is not the result of natural laws, but of the different complexity or clarity (określoność) of the sounds themselves. Equally misleading is Kruszewski’s attempt to group the phonetic divergents into a single unit on the basis of their phonetic similarity or “anthropophonic affinity.” “This criterion, according to Baudouin, is “completely false and without any foundation,” and is ultimately based on the “subjective opinion of the investigator.” Kruszewski himself indicates the inadequacy of this criterion when he states that it applies to “most cases,” for if it does not apply to all cases, it cannot serve “as a distinctive feature.”
this posited capacious mental entity should encompass only the distinctive features of a sound, and not include all the other, non-distinctive elements that are present in the speech-chain.

Baudouin's conception of the phoneme as a "complex of articulatorio-acoustic properties" thus only superficially resembles the modern theory of the phoneme as "a bundle of distinctive features" which was introduced into linguistics by R. Jakobson. While for Jakobson the distinctive features are the *invariant* properties of a speech-sound which are present in all its manifestations "on the motor, acoustical or auditory level," for Baudouin they remain representations of acoustic-articulatory attributes that are divorced from the actual speech-sounds and are unified into a "sound-image" only in the mind. Baudouin does, it is true, often assert that in considering the psychological aspect one must not forget the social aspect of language ("everything constant belongs to the psychological world...but is possible only in society" (1915, 157), but the twentieth-century dichotomy between an internal, psychological and an external, physiological (or physical) reality is not thereby overcome. That is why one also finds in Baudouin's writings a tendency to identify the properties of the phoneme with those of its "primary variant" or "imagined psychological unit" (1895 [900]), or to group the variants in terms of their presumed psychological similarity ("although the Russian i and y are pronounced differently, they are psychologically closer to each other than they are to other sounds" (1903, 36-37)). This uncertainty and vacillation also explains why the phoneme was identified with the "primary," contextual variant also in the work of some of Baudouin's students (e.g., Szerba). One must not forget, on the other hand, that a whole generation of linguists after Baudouin kept groping for an adequate definition of the phoneme, defining it either in physical terms (as a "class" or "family of phonetically similar sounds"), or in psychological terms (as an "ideal sound"), or as neither one nor the other, i.e., as a "fiction."

As far as Baudouin's psychological theory of the phoneme is concerned, we may discern in it a weaker and a stronger variant. In his earlier writings Baudouin merely states that "an analysis from a psychological viewpoint (as opposed to a "purely phonetic analysis") deals with the relationship between the psychological content of language and the psychological equivalents of sounds, i.e. with the "sound-images" (1884 [315]), or that the phoneme is "a psycho-
logical equivalent of the sound complex” (1899, 351; 1903, 39).

The psychological significance of the phoneme lies here primarily in its connection with the meaningful, “central, psychological” level of language. Baudouin himself had on various occasions expressed reservations with regard to the psychological dogma that dominated late nineteenth-century linguistics. “Linguistics,” he wrote, “must be regarded as an independent science, not to be confused with either physiology or psychology” (1871 [86]), “the question of what is psychological in the strict sense must be left to philosophers and psychologists” (1884 [315]) because linguistics has its own psychology (which he proposed to call “glotto-psychology” (1909 [2], 267)), and, although “linguistics may be considered a socio-psychological science,” psychology and sociology are only its “ancillary sciences” (1889 [3], 139).

In its “stronger” variant, Baudouin defines the phoneme (or phonemes) as “a sound of the same intention,” but of “different anthropomorphic realization” (1895 [171]; 1910 [266]), as “phonetic notions which exist objectively in men’s souls” (1910 [272]) and as a “sound-image which is mobilized in the mind not being strong enough to reach the world of the sense or to become perceptible” (1929 [2], 294), as or “the periphery of the speech apparatus” (1929 [2], 288). In refusing to view sound as a sum of physical data governed by natural laws, Baudouin thus came full circle to embrace a view of the phoneme as an incorporeal and inaccessible mental image, a nonnomen which is prior to and richer than the world of phenomena. In this too, then, he found himself in accord with Humboldt and his idealistic conception of the speech-sound: “Man muss die Sprachbildung überhaupt als eine Erzeugung ansehen, in welcher die innere Idee, um sich zu manifestieren, eine Schwierigkeit zu überwinden hat. Diese Schwierigkeit ist der Laut und die Überwindung gelingt nicht immer in gleichen Grade.”

In departing from the earlier morphophonemic interpretation of phonemes which he had shared with Kruszewski, Baudouin was free to examine the speech-sounds in their multifarious aspects and functions. In the lectures for the year 1876/77 he had already broached the question of the “dynamics” and “mobility” of sounds, i.e., their role in “phonomorphology” as opposed to the “statics” of sounds, which deals with “the parallelism of sounds,” and “the distinctive properties that give rise to certain oppositions” (833). He repeatedly underscores the distinctive capacity of sound, which goes beyond its morphological function: “Psychophonetic alternations are one of the morphological means on a par with other inflectional and derivational devices and belong, in fact, to morphology, not to phonology, whereas it is the task of phonology to define those phonetic features that are associated with morphological nuances and differences” (1899, 360) and “morphologization affects only certain articulatory-auditory distinctions... whereas semasiologization affects all articulatory-auditory distinctions” (1927 [282]; 1912, 174). Baudouin cites the use of rhyme, alliteration, and other poetic devices as evidence of the “double affinity of sounds” (1884), i.e., of their “phonological-morphological” and “phonological-semasiological” functions. The latter function is illustrated by such “minimal” pairs as Russian tomb/dom, ball/pal, delal/stal, den/l’en (1912 [2], 174; 1927, 395). The morphophonemic processes of a language use the distinctive features selectively, as, for example, in Russian, where they involve primarily the features of palatalization and of stressed and unstressed vowels (1917, 254). Under “statics of sounds” Baudouin considers also the different utilization of sounds in various grammatical classes and forms, or the association of certain phonetic elements with certain morphological forms (1915, 205ff.) and the role of “prohibitive analogs,” which prevents phonetic change in some grammatical forms (1903, 54). Sounds are, further, distinguished in terms of their active or passive role in the system, which accounts for their different psychological intensity and strength (1884 [315]). The sounds that occur in grammatical morphemes carry a “psychological stress”; they are the “strong phonemes” which serve to differentiate morphological categories and are resistant to change (1884 [313]; 1899, 358; 1903, 40; 1910 [266]; 1929 [2], 292).

The phonemes of a language, according to Baudouin, form “groupings” of “paired” and “nonpaired sounds” which are at the basis of “the equilibrium of language” (1877/78 [266]). Certain oppositions are basic and stable, whereas others vary and fluctuate, and are bound to disappear (1889, 188; 1910 [371]). The difference in “the phonetic make-up of languages,” according to Baudouin, can serve as a useful criterion for a typological “characterization” of languages (1876/77 [92]; 1902 [391]). Phonetic relations can also be studied statistically (1876/77 [84]; 1876/77 [92]). Thus one may compare “percentages of various sounds in a given language,” the “ratio of single phonemes to clusters, of “kinakemes” to pho.
nemes, of phonemes to syllables, or of syllables to phonetic words (1876/77 [84]; 1915, 171).

The sounds of language may further be utilized in a “syntactic function,” to mark boundaries between words and word-groups (“syntagms”), or as “phonetic cement” (1876/77 [109]; 1881 (1), 149; 1889 (1), 181; 1908, 171), i.e., as features which signalize units of the higher, semantic level of language and which integrate them into wholes. These, as we would say now, configurational and redundant functions of the speech-sounds Baudouin studied from the point of view of word and sentence morphology (“morphology of the second degree”). For example, stress, which in Russian is “morphologized and semasiologized,” is also utilized to indicate the unity of a phonetic word, whereas in Polish it performs only the latter function; a similar function is in the Turkish languages, performed by vowel harmony (1876/77 [109]; 1908, 171). Voicing, which is distinctive in Polish, can at the same time mark a word boundary in some of its dialects (e.g., glos narodu vs. wiosna; 1908, 171). Baudouin’s concern with the stability and instability of fluctuation of sounds inevitably led him to the study of the “facultative sounds” of language (1929 (2) [311 ff.]), though he obscured this problem by reference to latent psychological forces that strive to, but cannot, be realized in the speech-act. As was his wont, he examined the question of stylistic variation from a variety of viewpoints: from a paradigmatic and syntagmatic point of view (e.g., the varying stability of phonemes and the tendency to “weaken” some of them at the end of a word); with reference to morphology (e.g., the omission of phonemes in certain grammatical forms); with relation to writing and other conservative forces which contribute to the preservation or restoration of some phonemes. The existence of facultative sounds was to him further proof of the dynamic character of language and of the intrusion of the factors of time and space into synchrony.

Baudouin’s inquiries into phonology and morphophonemics are closely related to his work on writing and on “visual language” in general. Though he devoted most of his efforts to clarifying the role of sound in language, he was, like de Sauvage, aware of the importance of signs that employ other physical means and that supplement or even replace the verbal sign (as in the case of deaf mutes). He was not affected by the mystique of the speech-sound that was the legacy of the Romantics, and he predicted “the vindication of the rights of visual language, which is now held in contempt by linguists who still confuse letters with sounds” (1909, 264). He envisaged two lines of approach to the study of visual language: one that would explore gestures that accompany the spoken word or are used in its stead; the other that would study systems of writing and various types of scientific notation. To the last two Baudouin devoted a number of penetrating studies that deal both with the orthographic systems of various Slavic languages (especially Russian) and with general theoretical questions. In considering the role of writing in the perception and use of spoken language, he urged attention to the three types of members of a speech community: language-learners who are in the process of acquiring spoken and written language; illiterates who are only in command of spoken language; and the educated who have a mastery of both spoken and written language (1909, 265). “Even the simplest elements of writing,” Baudouin declared, “are the result of a deeper analysis of the complex linguistic representations” (1910 [271]). Writing systems that refer to the phonemic level of language are “phonographic,” whereas those that refer to the semantic level are “morphographic” or “syntagmographic.” Systems that utilize only one principle of representation are “monistic,” whereas most systems incorporate more than one principle and are “dualistic” or “pluralistic,” 1917, 280; 1929 (1) [286]). Baudouin’s concern is directed primarily to phonemography, i.e., to the type “in which the division of the sentence into syntagmas or syntactic elements is not taken into consideration” (1929 (1) [286]). He points out that the letters, or “graphemes” of conventional alphabets are not the equivalents of phonemes, for the latter consist of more elementary components, while the former are global, “synthetic” units. But in addition to “synthetic” graphemes, some languages make use of “analytical,” “diacritic” graphemes which correspond to the distinctive features; e.g., the Polish diacritic marks in ą, ś, ć etc. (1915, 211 ff.). The graphemes, like the phonemes, may also indicate morphological relations, as in the European alphabets which employ capital letters, or as in Arabic or Hebrew, where special letters are used to mark word boundaries. Of equal interest to Baudouin are those writing systems that omit certain features, as for example the Semitic system, which ignores vowels, or those of various European languages that do not mark the prosodic features. Baudouin constantly calls attention to the “confusion of concepts” which results
from the identification of phonemes with letters. On the other hand, he emphasizes the conservative role of writing and the existence of double-written and spoken-norms, and he reminds us that “without the representation of graphemes there would not have been formed in our minds the representations of phonemes as discrete articulatory-acoustic units” (1915, 211). In this way he makes the point that as a derived, secondary system which selects and gives prominence to certain features of the verbal code, writing itself exerts an influence on that code.

5. We shall now consider Baudouin de Courtenay’s contribution to morphology, typology, and diachronic linguistics, which were no less pioneering than those he made in phonology and morphophonemics. In the nineteenth century, morphology was the only branch of linguistics that had a direct bearing on typology, as it provided the criteria for the classification of genetically unrelated languages. Historical linguistics, on the other hand, was a strictly genealogical, reconstructive science, and it was Baudouin who gave it a broader, typological outlook.

Baudouin’s ideas on grammar and morphology are intimately related to his synchronic approach to language and must be seen, like his phonology, as an attempt to outflank the difficulties which emerged within traditional comparative grammar. The morphological analysis of the Indo-European word, which was so brilliantly initiated by Bopp, gave rise to doubts by the sixties and seventies of the last century about the possibility of an objective reconstruction of the Indo-European inflection and the decomposition of the word into its ultimate components. Linguists like Fick and Sayce had come to question the “empty clatter of stems and suffixes,” which to B. Delbrück had become no more than “useful operational terms” without objective reality. In his disillusionment Delbrück called for a return to the grammatical practice of the Greeks, for whom the word, rather than its parts, was the ultimate unit of language, while adding that “the Greeks were naive, whereas we are resigned.”44 Far from rejecting the attainments of historical grammar in breaking up the word into its morphological components, Baudouin sought rather to put the analysis of the word on a realistic, synchronic basis. He had little patience with Delbrück’s pessimism and criticized him for ignoring “the objective-psychological factors” which make morphological analysis possible (1909, 259). Baudouin’s main effort during his Kazan’ period was, in fact, directed toward a deeper and general linguistic interpretation of the morphological structure of the word.

In his review of Kruszewski’s work (in 1886), Baudouin points out that the proper title of Kruszewski’s Outline of the Science of Language (1885) “should have been The Word and its Components, for “the problems we discussed in Kazan’ concerned mostly the structure of the word and not the totality of language” (1889, 1), 176). He reiterates the idea in his remarks on Bogoroditskii’s work: “Analysis of complex wholes into their components has been the central interest of the Kazan’ school . . .: analysis, decomposition into features is in all sciences the beginning of precise investigation” (1903, 54). But in further elaboration of his ideas Baudouin progresses inevitably toward a more comprehensive view of morphology as a branch of linguistics that encompasses not only the external, formal side of language, but also its internal, conceptual aspect. Having thus begun as an adherent of Steinthal and under the shadow of Schleicher, who emphasized the material morphological differences between languages, Baudouin at the end of his career moves closely to the Humboldtian conception of “inner form” as the organizing force of the external elements of language, and thereby concludes the great cycle of nineteenth-century linguistics, which moved from the general and universal to the individual and particular, and then back to the universal and general properties of language. While Baudouin’s first paper (in 1869) dealt with the morphological analysis of the Slavic word, one of his last papers (1900) boldly resumes the question of the influence of language on the organization of our perceptions and knowledge. But in this paper, as elsewhere (1909, 187ff), Baudouin rejected Humboldt’s idealistic interpretation of the relation of thought and language, treating language rather in the rationalist and modern spirit, as a system of signs, and linguistics as a pivotal science among other semiotic sciences. “Linguistics,” he wrote, “is one of the sciences of mental, human phenomena which are expressed by means of signs and symbols drawn from the physical world” (1909, 247–48), and in the future, he predicted, “a linguistic mode of knowledge” will take its place alongside the “intuitive-artistic” and the “analytic-scientific” modes of cognition (1909 (2), 270; 1904 [255]).

In his early work on morphology Baudouin sought first of all to
identify the basic units of the sentence and the word. Words and fixed expressions are "the syntactic atoms" (or "syntagms"), whereas "roots in the broad sense" are the "morphological atoms" (1877/78 [114]; 1912, 19) of language. To the last he later assigned the term "morpheme," which would cover any component of a word (Meillet found it to be a "joli mot" and borrowed it in his translation of Bruguemann's comparative grammar). Baudouin questioned the Indo-Europeanist theory according to which only the endings are subject to change, whereas the stems are of a fixed, immutable nature. In a study submitted for publication to Schleicher in 1869 (which was turned down for its unorthodox views and was published only thirty years later), Baudouin tried to demonstrate the historical transformations that the Indo-European nominal stems have undergone in Slavic as a result of phonetic and morphological processes. In this study, which advances the theory of "reinterpretation" (Перерасчленение) or "morphological absorption" (later developed in greater detail by Kruszewski), Baudouin is able to show that far from being opposite and antagonistic forces, phonetic and analogical developments do interact to produce a new type of (consonantal) stem and new types of endings. Through this study Baudouin posits, in addition, the question of the exchange of functions between the lexical and grammatical elements, a question that was broached only later by Meillet.61 He also puts into a new context the problem of analogy that had been raised by the Neogrammarians to the rank of a psychological "law" on a par with the phonetic laws (though they used it only as a last resort), and which they treated as a kind of "quantitative" proportion between disparate forms selected at random. For Baudouin analogical leveling is primarily a "qualitative," grammatical process (1905, 47) which is possible thanks to the existence of "fixed yet mobile systems" (1908, 164), i.e., morphological patterns that allow the speaker to interpret and to regroup the elements of a word. "Reinterpretation," analogy, and folk-etymology are for him the three types of processes that prove "the reality of the morphemes" and show that "linguistic creativity takes place not only in the field of syntax, i.e., in the combination of ready-made words into phrases and sentences, but also in the combination of morphemes into words" (1917, 281). The live and constant process of "semantic interpretation" and "reinterpretation" is continually confirmed by the use of puns, the creation of new "roots," and the "mistakes" in the language of children (1876/77 [98]; 1903. 44ff.; 1917, 284ff.). Baudouin examines and classifies the morphemes of a language according to various criteria: their central vs. peripheral position in the word; their degree of independence; and their lexical, syntactic, or morphological functions (1909 (1), 189ff.; 1912, 85ff.). Morphology "in the broad sense" is defined by Baudouin as including both the study of word structure (i.e. morphology proper) and the study of sentence structure (syntax). Morphology together with semasiology and lexicology pertain to the "central aspects of language," to its "psychological content" (1884 [313]; 1889 (1), 200). Of these three fields only morphology is truly a part of linguistics, since it exists "exclusively in language and nowhere outside language" (1909, 182), whereas semasiology (which includes the study of grammatical categories and the parts of speech) deals with "extra-linguistic representations." This distinction, which is drawn in most of Baudouin's early writings, must be seen as his tribute to the nineteenth-century tradition (by no means dead even now), which identified the study of structure with that of its external form, relegating the study of meaning to psychology or to other sciences. In his later works Baudouin abandons this antimony, emphasizing the "linguistic reality" of grammatical concepts (1922; 1930), and defines morphology more generally as the combination "of objective phonology" and "objective semasiology." These two," he writes, "constitute the basis of linguistics as a separate science" (1915, 186). The question of the "correspondence between these two qualitatively different (рядногутунове) representations" (1915, 219) and of its expression in different languages is one of Baudouin's central preoccupations, one that, as we have seen, guides his entire approach to phonology and morphophonemics. The formal and meaningful elements of language are, according to Baudouin, in constant interplay, yielding either "complete harmony" or "disorder and chaos" which languages perpetually strive to correct. The optimal type of "correspondence" is achieved in the Uralo-Altaic languages, which are for Baudouin (as they were for Sapir) "sober and orderly," whereas the Indo-European languages that were so glorified by the Romanics as the realization of the synthesis of "matter" and "form" present a picture of "disorderly linguistic thinking" (1909 (1), 185; 1922, 82). Despite his bias in favor of the agglutinative languages, Baudouin succeeds in unravelling the systematic, though far more complex, "harmony" in
such a typically synthetic language as Polish, where he shows that the difference between various parts of speech and grammatical categories is matched by a corresponding difference in the structure of their stems, by their different types of endings and morphophonemic processes (1915; 1922). In his study on the Influence of Language on World-View and Mood (1929), Baudouin points out, must not be identified with the world of outside reality, for it is a system of abstract ideas, a “mythology” which, like Midas converting all he touched into gold, converts all our experience into linguistic form. The grammatical categories of a language are obligatory and affect every lexical item, like “the obligatory designations of religion which are written in passports even of professed atheists” (254). Baudouin illustrates the obligatoriness of grammatical meaning with various types of gender that give rise to “etymological myths” and put their stamp on religious beliefs, on poetry, on folklore, and on the arts. The grammatical categories are further discussed in terms of their mutual, binary relations, within which the particular categories are opposed to each other as specific and less specific, i.e., as marked and unmarked terms (1922, 122ff.). Within the category of person, for example, only the first and second persons designate persons proper, while the third person is opposed to these as a “non-person,” which explains why the third person also figures in impersonal constructions. Within the system of tenses the present is opposed to the past and the future as a “tempus aeternum” that may designate either, while “in extra-linguistic thought” the present does not even exist, for it is “an infinitely small point that moves continuously from the past to the future.” In his relentless quest for generalizations, Baudouin subsumes under a common heading grammatical categories that at first glance seem to be of a totally different order. Thus he sees in the formation of a new class of numerals, in the high frequency of zeroes, in the use of “arithmetical” or “geometrical” aspects (such as the semelfactive, iterative or punctual and durative), and in the use of argumentatives and diminutives, the reflection of increased “quantitative” or “mathematical” thinking in Polish (1922, 142ff.). These, and many other such novel ideas, are scattered in all of Baudouin’s mature writings.

Equally timely is Baudouin’s work in the field of linguistic typology. Beginning with his earliest lectures and programs, he raises the question of a “scientific characterization of various groups of languages and dialects” (1877/78 [118]). “Under close scrutiny,” he argues, “all the genealogical schemes which have absorbed so much energy appear to be inadequate” (1884 [311]). At the same time, he came to recognize the one-sided and “anti-quated” character of the prevailing morphological classification of languages which was based on a single, external principle and according to which the inflected, “synthetic” languages (with their “internal flexion”) represented the “apex of development” (1876/77 [108]). It is important to remember that typological comparisons, which enjoyed some vogue at the beginning of the nineteenth century, had fallen into disrepute at the time of Baudouin’s activity, when linguistics was declared (e.g. by Paul) to be a strictly “historical science” and when Brugmann denied, on theoretical grounds, the value of such comparisons. Even Meillet, who expressed a vivid interest in typology, believed that it could not be done without a prior historical description of a maximal number of languages, a requirement that would have postponed the enterprise indefinitely. Baudouin, on the other hand, saw in the structural comparison of languages simply an extension of the internal analysis of a single language, because he was convinced that the two approaches were complementary aspects of the same inquiry into the general properties of language. “A morphological or structural classification of languages,” he wrote, “is based upon the similarity of their actual states independent of their historical relations . . . and depends upon universal conditions, and properties common to all people regardless of their origin” (1889(4) [197]). But such a classification, he stipulated, presupposes the existence of descriptive grammar which states the facts of language in their mutual relation at a given period of history (1909, 180). In his early lectures and programs he believed only in the fruitfulness of a morphological classification which would “define first the psychological character of language, and then its external form as a reflection of internal activity” (1877/78 [119]; 1871 [65]; 1884 [311]). But later he came to acknowledge that “the current state of our science hardly permits such a characterization of the Indo-European languages or of the Slavic languages either. Such a characterization is, at any rate, far more difficult than a characterization of phonetic features and of their historical development”
(1884 [315]). The success of such a classification, he warned, would depend entirely on the selection of features of "general significance," and not of "disparate facts" (1884 [312]). In his program of lectures for the year 1877/78 (published in 1881), he himself offered the first phonological typology of the Slavic languages which is based on two such features of "general significance" for the Slavic world, stress and quantity. The presence of one or both of these features enables Baudouin to single out five different Slavic areas: (1) Serbo-Croatian, which combines stress and quantity; (2) Slovenian, which admits the long/short opposition only under stress; (3) East Slavic and Bulgarian, which lack the opposition of quantity; (4) Czech and Slovak, which lack free stress; and (5) the other West Slavic languages, which lack a free stress (where the stress is of an "anthropophonic" nature). With some minor corrections, this classification is still valid today and is, in effect, the neatest classification that can be made for the modern Slavic languages. "In comparing systems," Baudouin wrote, "we should not compare individual sounds, but the various elements of sounds, their phonic components" (1902 [312]). Thus he raised the question of the different utilization of the feature of nasality or stress in the various Slavic languages, the relation of stress to the quality of the vowels (1884 [315]), and the different character of the palatal ɬ in Polish and in Russian. In traditional "comparative grammars," he complained, "such comparisons have [hitherto had] almost no place" (1902 [321]). From a typological point of view he also examined the Slavic categories of gender (1929, 225ff) and distancing (1912 1)), and he offered a typological comparison of the Indo-European with the Turanian and Uralo-Altaic languages that makes reference at the same time to their phonological, morphological, and syntactic features (1876/77; 1909). Among the salient facts of the Turkic languages, he mentions the configurational function of stress and the morphologized character of vowel-harmony, the progressive character of its alternations, the autonomy of syllables as morphological units, the nominal character of these languages, their lack of gender and of syntactic congruence. At the same time he emphasizes the "contradictions in their word and sentence structure," i.e., the initial position of the dominant morpheme or the root within the word, and the final position of the dominant syntagm, the subject, within the sentence (1930 [306]).

In addition to comparing languages in terms of their phonological and morphological properties, Baudouin also recognized the need for classifications based on phenomena of linguistic diffusion showing the role of geographic contact and cultural influence in the formation of "mixed" languages (1902, 1909: 1930).

Baudouin’s approach to diachronic linguistics, like his work on typology, rests on the premise that any comparison of systems in time presupposes the description of their discrete, synchronic states. "This approach," he declares, "attempts to establish two actually given periods in the development of a language and to determine the direction of change of various categories of sounds and of the sound system as a whole" (1884 [315]). Phonological change is, in Baudouin’s conception, not merely a replacement of sounds and of their inventories, but a "rearrangement of... the articulatory-auditory combination of the phonemes" (1910 [270]). In his early formulations, Baudouin identifies synchrony with statics, and diachrony with dynamics (1877/78 [116]); but the laws of the former, in his opinion, are connected with the laws of the latter (1870, [71]), since "the beginnings of dynamic sound changes [take place] in the synchronic state of a language" (1876/77 [92]). The possibility of change or of the dynamics of sounds is, in other words, conditioned by the "stability" or "variability" implicit in the sounds of language, i.e., by the internal stratification of the phonemic oppositions. "Through all the fluctuations and deviations the linguistic facts and their causal relations exhibit remarkable uniformity and regularity... which characterize both the stability of the combinations of the articulatory and auditory elements and their fluctuations and changes" (1910 [270]). The various sounds of a language, writes Baudouin, have a different "potential" for change, and "they carry in their very nature the germ of their relative stability and variability" (1889 (1), 187). The proper description of historical development must, like typological comparison, consider the two interconnected aspects of invariance and variation, and can be accomplished only by "generalizing the entire line of historical development" (1903, 35) through the study of linguistic "tendencies" that pervade the history of a particular language (1876/77 [118]).

Baudouin’s historical treatment of Polish phonology (1922, 323ff) is an illustration of such a description that focuses both on the permanence of a given phonological system and on its "drift," or its movement along a more or less determined path. The direction of
change, Baudouin reminds us, is not "an exact formula of phonetic law, but rather a statistical constant" (1916 [87]). Looking at the history of the Polish phonological system as a "whole" beginning with Indo-European until its modern dialectal differentiation, Baudouin underscores first of all the "conservatism" of some phenomena (or, rather, of some "distinctive features and their combinations") that have remained intact throughout the history of the language. Second, he distinguishes in this history two main phases of development, one of which extends from Indo-European to Common Slavic, and the other from Common Slavic to modern Polish. Each of these stages is characterized by a different trend which lends meaning and unity to each of its particular changes. In the first stage there is a tendency to strengthen the vowel system at the expense of the consonants, whereas in the second stage the trend is reversed. The first tendency is manifested in the loss of Indo-European aspirates and palatals, in the elimination of final consonants and clusters, in the formation of nasal vowels, in the influence of vowels upon consonants, etc., whereas the second tendency leads to the loss of diphthongs and syllabic sonants, to the closing of the syllable, to the introduction of palatalized and palatal consonants, and to the influence of consonants on the distribution of the vowels. This interpretation of the phonological development of Polish is no doubt oversimplified and is open to criticism on several points. First, the Polish dialects do not conform to this dyadic scheme, for some of them belong rather to the vocalic type, having preserved (or transcribed) certain vocalic distinctions of Old Polish and having relinquished some of the consonant differences of Common Polish (e.g., the loss of palatalized consonants and of the palatals ɛ, ʃ, l, ʒ); second, it is questionable whether the paradigmatic and syntagmatic (distributional) changes of Polish (or of any other language) can be reduced to a single formula, as either of them may occur independently of the other. But the importance of Baudouin's study lies in its insistence on the "limits of the variability of sounds," i.e., on the constraints that are imposed on the range of change which account for the recurrent character of certain kinds of change within the history of a given language. This approach must not be confused with teleological explanation, which Baudouin specifically rejects: "Between the starting and ending point of historical change ... there is no relationship that could be interpreted as a law of evolution. On the contrary, the path of evolution taken by a series of generations presents an infinite number of discrete points, such that each successive stage depends directly on the conditions of the ... articulatory-auditory representations' of the preceding stage (1916 [87]). What Baudouin tries to emphasize is rather that "comparison is not a goal in itself," and that the quest for general laws must guide the linguist both in vertical (i.e., historical) and horizontal (i.e., typological) comparisons of languages.

6. This introduction is not the place to discuss Baudouin's significance in Slavic linguistics, which was the main field of his professional activities. I shall indicate here only the main areas of his interest and his major achievements. As is apparent from the foregoing, it is almost impossible to separate Baudouin's contributions to Slavistics from his work in general linguistics, for the study of empirical facts was for him always a springboard for broad theoretical generalizations. In all of his general linguistic studies he draws on his vast knowledge of the Slavic languages and dialects, with which he had first-hand familiarity both as a student of Slavic texts and as a dialectologist. He was an extremely talented organizer of field work (as, for example, in Slovenia, where he secured the cooperation of scholars, teachers, farmers, and newspapers), and was an indefatigable collector of linguistic and ethnographic data (which include Serbo-Croatian texts from Southern Italy, Lithuanian folksongs, and a vast store of Slovenian material, most of which remains to be published). His main fields of interest, besides comparative Slavic, were Polish, Slovenian, and Russian. In each of these areas he left a large body of work dealing with the history, structure and/or dialectology of these languages. In Slavic historical linguistics his name is associated with the so-called third palatalization of velars, with the "euphonic" n in the oblique cases of personal pronouns, and with "Linden's law" (the treatment of initial ļ in Slavic). His major comparative works deal with the relationship of Polish, Russian, and Church Slavonic, and with Slavic phonology and morphology.

Baudouin's book on Old Polish Before the Fourteenth Century is still unsurpassed. On the basis of toponymic and anthroponymic material culled from Latin medieval texts, Baudouin succeeded in reconstructing the picture of Old Polish phonology and in defining its principal phonological development (the change of the
palatalized consonants t’, d’, s’, z’, r’ into the palatals ċ, ść, ść, ść and ž). His Psychological Description of the Polish Language and his Outline of the History of the Polish Language not only give a compact and profound analysis of the synchronic and diachronic aspects of Polish, but are among his most mature works on general linguistics. The formerly much-disputed question of the position of Kashubian among the Slavic languages was solved once and for all by Baudouin’s penetrating analysis, which proved it to be a member of the Lekhtian group of the Slavic languages most closely related to Polish (in Baudouin’s catching phrase, it is “plus polonais que le polonais même”).

Baudouin was the first Slavic scholar who put the study of the Slovenian dialects on a scientific foundation. He was also the first to identify the fundamental character of the phonological development of Slovenian, which consisted in transforming the opposition between the long, accented and short, unaccented vowels into a maximally differentiated qualitative opposition. Slovenian linguistics is only now beginning to recognize the significance of Baudouin’s insights, after years of haggling over his obviously misguided theory about the ‘Turanian origin of the Rezija dialects. Baudouin also emphasized (contrary to some authoritative opinion of his day) the basic historical unity of Slovenian and Serbo-Croatian as opposed to Macedo-Bulgarian.

Baudouin’s contributions in Russian are scattered in all of his general linguistic works, as he believed that only living languages provide a solid basis for the verification of linguistic hypotheses. Among his specifically Russian works are his analysis of Russian orthography with relation to the sounds of Russian, his lexicographical additions and introduction to Dal’s dictionary, and his study on thief-slang (in the introduction to Trachtenberg’s monograph). His lectures on Russian clarified for the first time (after the efforts of Böthlingk, Grot, and Tulov) the basic principles of Russian phonology, and prepared the ground for an outstanding school of Russian phonologists.

Such, then, was the scope of this remarkable scholar and teacher.

The present translation is the first rendering into English of Baudouin de Courtenay’s works, which were written originally in Russian, Polish, German, and French. I have profited mostly from the Russian edition of these writings, which was published in Moscow in 1963 under the editorship of V. P. Grigor’ev and A. A. Leont’ev. I have consulted the original publications for ambiguous or difficult passages and have translated items VII, XII, XVII, and XXI directly from the German and Polish.

This selection of articles and books is intended to give a diversified, though fairly compact, picture of Baudouin’s representative works. The Statement of Linguistic Principles (VIII) has a purely historical value and is included here because it is well known and has been frequently cited. The first eighteen studies are entirely within the field of general linguistics, and the last four deal with Slavic topics. The material is otherwise presented in a chronological order.

In addition to the omissions in the Soviet edition (marked in this book by . . . ), I have omitted a number of passages and phrases, most of them in the nature of introductory or concluding remarks, plus some metaphors, and the mathematical tables which would now appear obscure and have no bearing on the arguments (these omissions are marked by ( . . . )) In a number of cases I have added (in brackets [ . . . ] ) explanatory notes and minor corrections.

Baudouin’s writings present a serious challenge to the translator. Succinct, epigrammatic, and almost classical formulations are embedded in a stream of redundant statements, piled-up metaphors, and poorly organized sentences which are bound (especially in their German form) to test the patience of any reader. This translator can only concur with Meillet’s verdict on Baudouin’s style: “Sa manière de s’exprimer était gauchie, peu idiomatique; on dirait que jamais il ne se sert d’une langue maternelle.” Total fidelity to the original text would have been as much a disservice to the modern reader as to Baudouin’s basically lucid ideas. I have therefore chosen to be faithful first of all to Baudouin’s thought, without departing too drastically from his wording. On the other hand, I have tried to adhere to Baudouin’s linguistic terminology, although he himself was not always consistent. For the benefit of the English reader I have included a glossary of Polish and Russian words which he did not translate (in his German and French texts).

It is my pleasant duty to thank Professor Thomas A. Seboek of Indiana University for his encouragement for me to undertake this onerous though rewarding task of bringing Baudouin to the English reader, and Mr. Bernard Perry of Indiana University Press for his support and patience with this endeavor. I also wish to thank
my students, David Henderson and Terry Metz, for helping with
the translation of certain chapters.

EDWARD STANKIEWICZ
Yale University
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Some General Remarks on Linguistics and Language

Inaugural lecture for the Chair of Comparative Grammar of the Indo-European Languages, given December 17/29, 1870, at St. Petersburg University

Gentlemen: Inaugurating these lectures on the so-called comparative grammar of the Indo-European languages, I consider it appropriate first to characterize, in general terms, the object of our studies and to define its relationship to other studies. The science to which the subject of my present talk belongs is linguistics; it follows that whatever is related to linguistics is also applicable to the comparative grammar of the Indo-European languages, although the latter has some features of its own which do not pertain to linguistics in general. This fact is inherent in the nature of the subject as well as in the methods which have been elaborated for it historically.

In the general characterization of our science, I shall try first of all to define its limits showing (1) what should not be expected of it, and (2) its essence. I shall then try to define its subject, i.e., the nature of language. My lecture will thus be divided into two parts: (1) linguistics in general and the so-called comparative grammar of the Indo-European languages in particular, and (2) language in general, and especially the Indo-European languages. Both these parts are closely related to each other, overlap, and condition each other, making a precise division between them almost impossible.

As a starting point in defining the science of linguistics, I shall take up the commonly held belief that grammar is the science which teaches us how to speak and write correctly in a certain language. This continues to be the view of many grammarians, who, in fact, define the subject of their science this way. Obviously,
facilitates understanding, correct use, and fluency. The application of art in this area consists in the improvement of practice, exercises, and teaching methods. Midway between the study of a native language and the study of foreign languages is the study of the literary language, that language which unifies a whole people and facilitates the mutual understanding of its members, and which usually represents (with some modifications) the colloquial speech of the so-called educated class (in contradistinction to folk dialects). In countries where the literary language differs considerably from the local dialects (for example, in Germany), its study is for many people not much easier than that of a foreign language.

3) The art of teaching language to deaf-mutes is characterized by methods all its own. Audible language is not accessible to deaf-mutes who possess only the language of pantomime. And although they may produce sounds which resemble language sounds, these sounds exist only for the hearer; the movements of the articulatory muscles are to the deaf-mutes of the same order as a grimace or gesture of the fingers. The training of deaf-mutes to pronounce words audibly takes into account the anatomical and physiological aspects of grammar.

Only a clear knowledge of the sounds of language (as opposed to their graphic representations) and of the origin and structure of words can provide

3) a good method of teaching children (and adults) to read and write a given language, and

4) an orthography and spelling which reflect the achievements of our science.

B. Everyday needs, the tendency toward convenience, simplicity, and facilitation of social intercourse have brought forth in each nation possessing a literature of its own a single, more or less standardized, and educated language which serves to unify the members of the nation and which serves as a link between successive generations. Because of this very function, such a language unavoidably tends to be conservative and to resist the course of natural development. The role of human consciousness in this matter is of paramount importance.

The conscious and unconscious striving toward regularity, order, and correctness may, in turn, give rise to a linguistic purism which borders on pedantry and which leads to constant inter-
ference with the natural course of language, to the proscription of phenomena that appear to be irregular, and to prescriptions of how things should be. The grammarians concoct “inexorable” rules, together with exceptions to the rules, that are supposed to enable a foreigner to speak a given language “more correctly” (i.e., in accordance with the grammar) than the native. But grammarians, approaching language from such a viewpoint, do not understand its development: they do not know that seeming grammatical exceptions can be explained by the history of the language and are either remnants of past “rules” or harbingers of future ones. It is pleasant to legislate, if only in the field of language, and every (or almost every) practically oriented grammarian tries to arrogate to himself the right to pass verdicts in this area. It is very difficult to resist this temptation, and the disposition to organize and to improve one’s native tongue is shared even by enlightened and objective minds.

If to the above-mentioned factors we add the effect of ever greater politeness and flattery, accuracy and logic, we obtain a more or less complete picture of the interference of man’s consciousness upon language, which at a certain point of development introduces true artificiality into language. Although the extent of this interference is limited, it leaves a definite mark on the structure and make-up of language.

C. In addition to the linguistic skills which form a bridge between science and life, between theory and practice, there is that skill which enables science to operate, namely its technical aspect. It includes, among others, the practice, continuity and dissemination of science, and allows for its growth, new discoveries, and methods; it speeds up the research of scholars and facilitates its mastery by beginners.

The main conditions of the pursuit of science are, in my opinion, the availability of adequate data and proper scientific method.

Adequate data can be gathered only through the study of pertinent phenomena, through the identification of the scientific facts which circumscribe the object of inquiry. In the case of language this means the practical study of languages, the categories of which we wish to comprehend scientifically and treat theoretically. Only by acquiring a practical knowledge of the languages one is dealing with can one avoid the kind of errors committed, for example, by

Th. Benfey in his Griechisches Wurzellexicon, where the author interprets the Old Church Slavonic prazdinojg (ferior) as “they beat me” instead of “I celebrate,” or ukraja (futur) as “to rave, make noise” instead of stehlen “to steal,” etc. For our purposes it is sufficient to understand the languages; to speak them fluently and to write them is desirable, but not necessary.

The gathering of data goes hand in hand with the elaboration of a scientific technique, or method, for (1) the analysis of facts and the inferences drawn from them, and (2) the presentation and transmission of scientific results. The latter includes all kinds of teaching aids and exercises, and such auxiliary means as translations from one language into another or from one form into another (e.g., morphological and phonetic translations), etc.

One may now ask whether the subject of our course, linguistics, falls within one of the above-mentioned practical pursuits. Will we attempt to provide instructions for the successful study of languages by people with the gift of speech or by deaf mutes? Or shall our course be a guide for the study of reading and writing, including orthographical prescriptions and rules? Or shall we be concerned with the purification and improvement of language and its application to everyday needs? Will our lectures, finally, be an exposition of technique, methodology, and propaedeutics?

I must answer all these questions in the negative. The subject of our course will not be the acquisition of a skill, nor its practice, nor a technique, but primarily the pursuit of science, theory, scientific knowledge, with science being interpreted as the exercise of the human mind on the sum total (or complex) of more or less homogeneous facts and concepts.

But the theoretical study of language can also be heterogeneous, depending on the interpretation of the tasks and methods of our science. If we ignore the purely practical aspect, whose aim is the mastery of foreign languages with a maximum of fluency and a minimum of reflection (which is in direct contradiction to the requirements of science, since it calls for a passive attitude toward foreign languages plus an ability to imitate, whereas science aims at a conscious mastery of facts by means of independent reflection—cf. the remarks above concerning linguistic skills), linguistics or the historically developed, conscious, scientific investigation of languages and human speech in general can be discussed in terms of its three distinct approaches.
1) A descriptive approach, an extreme empirical one, which sees its task in gathering facts and generalizing from them in a purely external manner, without attempting to explain their causes or to establish their affinity and genetic relationship. The adherents of this approach see all the wisdom of science in the preparation of descriptive grammars and vocabularies, in editing linguistic records, in preparing material without any conclusions, which for some reason or other are always considered overly bold or premature. This attitude stems in part from too strict a critical or skeptical turn of mind which flatly denies the possibility of any real science for fear of reaching the wrong conclusions or of stating hypotheses that might eventually be disproved; in part, however, this attitude must be ascribed to a kind of mental laziness and a desire to avoid the question of the usefulness and goal of gathering data, a desire which thus reduces science to a purely empirical endeavor, to some sort of meaningless game. These scholars defer the explanation of data ad acta, ad meliora tempora, losing sight of the important fact that the accumulation of details and their primitive, slavish, purely external explanation may eventually be useful not to themselves, nor to science directly, but to other investigators who will profit from these data if they are trustworthy and conscientiously prepared. It is obvious that if science is to avoid this situation of not seeing the forest for the trees, its practitioners must by all means abandon this approach.18 Nevertheless, as the first, preliminary step in science, pure description is indispensable. Accurate and faithful observation is, indeed, the first requirement of science, and it is given to few to do it to a high degree of perfection; many can look, but only few can see. Good descriptive grammars, text editions, and dictionaries will always remain a vital need of our science; without them theoretical conclusions of genius will lack a factual foundation.

2) The contrary of this modest and restrained approach is the speculative, philosophizing, aprioristic and childish approach, whose adherents recognize the need to explain phenomena but do not know how to go about it. They think up certain aprioristic (both general and particular) principles and force the facts without much ado, into the strait jacket of these principles. Herein lies the source of the most heterogeneous, biased grammatical theories concerning both the development of language and such language-related fields as history, the study of antiquities, mythol-
at facts. All that exists is reasonable, natural, and lawful; this is the watchword of any science.

Many see in “comparison” a special, distinctive mark of the modern science of language, and therefore quite readily and almost exclusively use such terms as “comparative grammar,” “comparative philology,” “comparative study of languages” (Vergleichende Sprachforschung), “comparative linguistics” (Vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft), “comparative philology” (Philologie comparée), etc. It seems to me that this view is motivated by a certain narrowness and clingingness; if we consider the intentions of the “comparative” grammarians and other “comparative” investigators of language, we can say that every science could be adorned with the epithet “comparative.” And thus we could speak of comparative mathematics, comparative astronomy, comparative physics, comparative psychology, comparative logic, comparative geography, comparative history, comparative political economy, etc. Indeed, comparison is one of the indispensable operations of all sciences, as it is the basis of thinking in general. The mathematician compares magnitudes, obtaining in this way data for his synthetic and deductive reasoning; the historian arrives at his conclusions by comparing different phases of a certain kind of human events. Comparison in linguistics plays the same role as it does in the other inductive sciences: it enables us to generalize from facts and opens the road to the deductive method. From another viewpoint, however, “comparative grammar” has a historical meaning: it owes its origin to a new school, a new trend that has made significant discoveries. For this school comparison has meant the comparison of related languages and, more generally, of similarities and dissimilarities of languages;18 but it does not mean comparison of linguistic facts in general, for the latter is a necessary prerequisite of all scientific analyses of language. A similar historical meaning attaches to the names “comparative anatomy,” “comparative mythology,” and so on. However, we must not forget that this is only a single moment in the history of a science, when comparison applied in a novel, hitherto unknown way, has yielded vast and completely new results. But if we are to name a science, not after its transient phases or particular scientific procedures but after its subject matter, then we should forgo such names as comparative grammar or comparative linguistics or explanatory grammar (erklärende Grammatik) or explanatory linguistics (erklärende Sprachwissenschaft) or com-

parative philology.19 The most appropriate name for the science of language (which is not unlike the natural sciences) would then be simply the study of languages and of human speech in general, the science of languages (jazykovedenie, jazykoznanie), or linguistics (linguistik, glottistik). The name should not commit us to anything but only indicate the subject of the field in which the scientific questions arise. At any rate, a science may be called by any name, and in particular it may be called “comparative,” so long as it is clear that comparison is not the end but only a means;20 and that it is not the monopoly of linguistics but the common property of all sciences without exception.

I have noted that linguistics investigates the life of language in all its manifestations, correlates the phenomena of language, generalizes from the facts, sets up laws of the development and existence of language, and looks for its operating forces.

Law here means a formulation, a generalization that states that under certain conditions, after a or b, there appears x and y, or that a and b in one domain of phenomena (for example, in one language or in one category of words or forms of a given language) corresponds to x and y in another domain.21 For example, one of the general laws of the development of language holds that a more difficult sound or group of sounds is replaced in the course of time by one more easily pronounced; another holds that abstract notions develop from more concrete ones, etc. There are seeming exceptions to these laws; nevertheless, under closer scrutiny the exceptions appear to be governed by certain causes, by forces that have prevented the cause for forces accounting for the general law from embracing the seeming exceptions. Once convinced of this, we must realize that our original generalization was inaccurate and incomplete and that the genus proximum of our law must be corrected by a limiting differentia specifica. Only then does it become clear that the seeming exception is, strictly speaking, only a corrobor.ation of the general law.22

It is appropriate to call the common causes, the common factors, which effect the development of language and determine its structure and composition, forces. Such forces are, for example:

1) habit, that is, unconscious memory;
2) a tendency toward convenience, which expresses itself (a) in the transition from more difficult sounds and groups of sounds to easier ones (in order to conserve muscular and neural activity),
(b) in the simplification of forms (through the analogical influence of stronger forms on weaker), and (c) in the transition from the concrete to the abstract in order to facilitate abstract thinking;

3) unconscious forgetting and failure to understand (forgetting what was not known even consciously and failure to understand what could not even be understood consciously); but not fruitless, negative forgetting and lack of understanding (as is the case in conscious mental operations), but productive, positive forgetting and lack of understanding, which produce something new by encouraging unconscious new generalization;

4) unconscious generalization, apperception, i.e., the force by which a nation groups all the phenomena of mental life into certain general categories. This force is analogous to the force of gravity in planetary systems: just as the force of gravity produces certain systems of heavenly bodies, so the force of unconscious generalization accounts for certain systems and families of linguistic categories; and just as a heavenly body when it leaves the field of attraction of a given planet, moves in space alone until it is drawn into a new system, so certain words or forms whose connection with related forms is lost to the feeling of a nation (or, like loanwords that have at first no connection with the native words of a given language) stand by themselves until they are attracted into some family of words or category of forms through the speakers' ability to create new words through analogy, etc.;

5) unconscious abstraction, the unconscious tendency toward separation and differentiation. If apperception is the centripetal force in language, this force (based on unconscious abstraction) can be compared with the second, or centrifugal force, while both forces together make up the force of gravity in general.

The action of the above linguistic forces is deployed in two areas and presents, as it were, two aspects:

1) the purely physical aspect of language, its system of sounds and groups of sounds which is connected with the organic make-up of a given speech community and which is subject to the continuous influence of inertia (vis inertiae);

2) the feeling for the language of a given speech community. The speakers' feeling for a language is not a fiction, not a subjective invention; it is a real, positive category (function) that can be defined in terms of its properties and effects, and which can be objectively confirmed and proven by facts.

The struggle of the above-mentioned forces determines the development of language. Of course, this struggle and the action of linguistic forces in general must not be personified; science does not deal with myths, but with representations and concepts. Laws and forces are not living beings; they are not even facts; they are products of man's intellectual activity, whose purpose is to generalize, to correlate facts, and to find their common denominator, their common formula. Nor are they demonic ideas, as suggested by philosophers of a certain school; they are generic concepts (Artbegriffe), which are all the more powerful the wider the range of the phenomena which they encompass and explain. On the other hand, these laws and forces, as, in general, all concepts and conceptual categories, are not global in their kind, but sums of innumerable specific representations and concepts.

I shall refrain from a more detailed analysis of forces and laws, since (1) time does not permit, and (2) strictly speaking, it is the subject of logic, that science which deals with the foundation of knowledge and abstract thought in general. I shall only pose the question: can the general categories of linguistics be treated as laws and forces in the same sense as the laws and forces of physics and other natural sciences? Indeed they can, since the forces and laws of the natural sciences are nothing but unifying formulas of thought, more or less successful generalizations. Their superiority lies only in the simplicity of the phenomena and facts which they examine and in the uninterrupted development of the sciences themselves, which have allowed them to apply mathematical computations and thereby to acquire a high degree of clarity and accuracy, while the highly complex processes of language and the brief history of the science of linguistics have kept its generalizations in a more or less precarious and unstable state. This, however, should not perturb us, considering that the general categories arrived at by the most recent schools in the biological sciences (zoology and botany) are hardly more accurate and clear; they too are only more or less successful generalizations and not forces and laws, if they are to be measured by the same exacting standards that we have become accustomed to apply in the fields of astronomy, physics, chemistry, etc.

It should be apparent from the foregoing remarks that two elements are inseparably linked in language: a physical and a psychological one (of course, these terms must not be interpreted as meta-
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physical but as generic concepts). The forces and laws and the life of a language in general are based on processes which are of concern to physiology (to anatomy and acoustics) and to psychology. But the same physiological and psychological categories make up a rigidly defined subject which is investigated by the historically developed science of linguistics. Most of the questions raised by the linguist are never broached by the physiologist or psychologist; consequently, linguistics must be regarded as an independent science, not to be confused with either physiology or psychology. Similarly, physiology examines the same processes, laws, and forces of whole organisms whose abstract analysis is of concern to physics and chemistry; nevertheless, one cannot dismiss physiology in favor of the latter sciences.

Having thus defined, though only in an approximate and inexact manner, the subject of our discipline and the scientific approach that reflects best its present-day state, I shall try to draw an outline of its internal organization, that is, to present to you, gentlemen, the basic branches of linguistics as they have developed historically.

One must first distinguish pure linguistics, linguistics per se, whose subject is language itself as the sum total of more or less homogeneous facts that belong totally to the so-called manifestations of human life, and applied linguistics, whose subject is the application of the results of pure linguistics to questions pertaining to other sciences.

Pure linguistics presents two large areas of research:

A. the exhaustive study of empirically given, fully formed languages.
B. the study of the origin of human speech, the original formation of languages, and the investigation of the general psycho-physiological conditions of their uninterrupted existence.

A. Empirical linguistics is divided into two parts: (1) in the first, language is examined as a composite of parts, that is, as the sum of heterogeneous categories which are organically (internally) interrelated; (2) in the second, languages as wholes are investigated according to their affinity and formal similarity. The first part is grammar, the analysis of the structure and composition of language; the second is systematics, or classification. The first can be compared to anatomy and physiology, the second to plant and animal morphology in a botanical-zoological sense. It should be understood that, as everywhere in nature and in science, there are no sharp boundaries between them and that research in one field is based on and delimited by the results obtained in another field.

In order to analyze the structure and composition of a certain language, it is very useful, perhaps necessary, to know to what formal type the language belongs; and in order to explain its phenomena by corresponding phenomena of related languages, one must define its place within a certain linguistic branch or family. Similarly, only an examination of the structure and composition of languages provides a solid foundation for their classification.

1. To give a step-by-step analysis of a language, one may subdivide grammar into three basic parts: (1) phonology (phonetics), or the study of sounds, (2) word-formation, in the broadest sense of the word, and (3) syntax.

1. The first condition for a successful study of sounds must be a strict and clear distinction between sounds and their graphic representations. Since no orthography is completely consistent or accurate in rendering sounds and sound combinations, and since inadequate methods of teaching and practice have contributed, or, to be more fair, have not removed the misconceptions stemming from a primitive concrete conception of reality, the observance of the above-stated condition requires that one approach the analysis of sounds in parallel (with writing); each sound or group of sounds must be compared with the corresponding graphic sign or letter or group of letters. The subject of phonetics includes:

a) the analysis of sounds from a purely physiological point of view, the natural conditions of their formation, their development, their classification, their division (even here we cannot approach language apart from man, but must regard sounds as acoustic products of the human organism).

b) the role of sounds in the mechanism of language, their value for the feeling of a speech community, is determined not so much by their physical properties as by their physiological nature and their origin and history, which involves the analysis of sounds from the viewpoint of morphology and word formation;

c) the analysis of sounds from a historical viewpoint: the genetic development of sounds, their history, and their etymological and morphological affinities and correspondences.

The first, physiological (a), and the second, morphological (b)
parts of phonetics analyze the laws and conditions of the existence of sounds at a given stage or moment of the language (the statics of sounds). The third, or historical part studies the laws and conditions of the development of sounds in time (the dynamics of sounds).

2. Word formation, or morphology, traces the gradual development of language: it reconstructs the three periods of this development (monosyllabism, agglutination or free juxtaposition, and inflection). The parts of morphology are:

a) etymology, or the study of roots;
b) stem formation, or the study of derivational suffixes and of stems or bases;
c) inflection, or the study of desinences and complete words that are found in highly developed, inflected languages.

As generally in nature and science, here too it is difficult to draw clear-cut boundaries and to decide whether a given question falls into one or another category. The transition from a lower to a higher stage of development (or from an earlier to a later stage) is, after all, accomplished, not by leaps and bounds, but slowly, gradually, and imperceptibly.

3. Syntax, or word combination, investigates words as parts of sentences and defines them by their function in connected discourse in the sentence (a function which determines their division into parts of speech); it studies the meaning of words and forms in their interrelation. It, furthermore, analyzes whole sentences as parts of larger units, and the combination and relationship of these units.

Just as anatomy is not applicable to the study of all organisms (for example, osteology applies only in the study of vertebrates), not all of the above-mentioned parts of grammar apply to all languages. Thus, for example, the study of monosyllabic languages (whose main representative is Chinese) involves only phonetics and syntax; of word formation there remain only the problems of etymology, that is, the analysis of particular kinds of roots.

The grammatical study of a language requires adherence to the chronological principle, that is, the principle of genetic objectivity with regard to the development of language in time. This principle is founded on the following propositions:

1) No language is born suddenly; it is the result of a gradual and unique development through different periods spanning many centuries. The periods of development do not replace one another as one sentry replaces another, but each period creates something new which, in the imperceptible transition from one stage to another, prepares the basis for the subsequent development. The cumulative effects of changes occurring over a period of time can be observed only at discrete stages; in the natural sciences they are called strata. Similarly, one may speak of strata with regard to language, and the separation of strata is one of the principal tasks of linguistics.

2) The mechanism of a language (its structure and composition) at any given time is the result of all its preceding history and development, and each synchronic state determines in turn its further development.

3) It is inappropriate to apply to the structure of a language at a given period the categories of a preceding or following period. It is the task of the investigator to describe a language structure precisely as it is at each period and only then to demonstrate how the structure and composition of that period could give rise to the structure and composition of the following period. The requirement of genetic objectivity also applies to the investigation of different languages; it is unscientific to ascribe arbitrarily the categories of one language to another language; science must not impose alien categories on its object of study, but must seek in it only what really exists, what defines its structure and composition.

Grammatical problems can be tackled in two ways: they can be discussed in terms of the general categories of (our) science, in terms of the homogeneity of the particular facts, or they can be treated in terms of their genetic development. The first approach identifies similar phenomena in various areas of human speech, or in all languages accessible to the investigator, or within a strictly defined group of languages (or even in one language), with the ultimate goal of formulating general categories, the laws and forces which explain linguistic phenomena. The second approach describes the natural course of a language, abstracting and systematizing only as much as is indispensable for any science; otherwise it traces the internal development of its subject matter (either from the oldest to the most recent period or only of one particular period). This internal history of a language (or languages) must be clearly distinguished from its external history, which approaches language ethnologically, from the point of view of the fate of its
speakers, and which is consequently a part of applied linguistics, inasmuch as it applies its systematics to ethnography and ethology (it is in this sense that we speak of applied linguistics as bearing on other sciences). Ordinary grammars select and describe only a certain period in the history of a language. But in order to be truly scientific, one ought to compare the state of the language at this period with the entire development of the language.

The degree of scientific perfection reached by contemporary linguistics is such that, with the amount and precision of available empirical data, and with the knowledge of the history and current tendencies of a language, and drawing upon comparable findings in other languages, we can generally predict the future internal development of that language or construct its past in the absence of written records.

For lack of time I shall not give examples, the more so because in this course many examples will be brought to your attention. Of course, with regard to the future, these scientific (but not prophetic) linguistic predictions are by no means as exact as the predictions of, let us say, astronomy. They are only capable of pointing out in general terms a future phenomenon, but are incapable of determining the exact moment of occurrence of such a phenomenon. But even this is quite encouraging and proves the validity of current research methods, and brings linguistics closer to the goal of all inductive sciences, that is, the broadest possible use of the deductive method.

II. Systematics, classification of languages, must not be undertaken with a view to superficially facilitating their study by ordering them on the basis of randomly selected or preconceived characteristics. A truly scientific and modern classification of languages must take into account their natural development and be founded on their genuinely distinctive properties.

In the field of cognate languages, that is, of languages that have developed from a common language and have merely modified the same original material (as a result of the diverse conditions that affected the speakers of these languages), classification itself is only a different aspect of the history of a language. We need only regard these languages as entities, or better, as complexes of meaningful sounds and sound groups presenting a unified whole in the mind of a given people and, on the other hand, to single out the properties of individual languages which set them apart from others or which they share with a larger group in order to realize that the history of language yields eo ipso a genetic classification of languages. At the same time one must keep in mind that the principle of the genetic differentiation of related languages must be sought not, as is usually done, in phonetic, lexical, and formal differences, but in the general tendencies that determine the unique development of the entire mechanism of a language, since only these tendencies constitute characteristic and invariant properties which enable us to identify individual languages in a family of more or less closely related languages.

Along with genetic classification, there is morphological classification, which distinguishes languages in terms of their structural properties, that is to say, the structural properties which make up the second part of grammar: morphology, or word formation. The morphological difference between various groups of languages is the result of an original and fundamentally different world view of the speakers of these languages, which must have preceded the actual formation of these languages and contributed, in fact, to their formation. Therefore, morphologically different languages cannot be genetically related. Conversely, genetically different languages may belong to the same morphological type, exhibiting an identical, or at least similar structure.

Cutting across the genetic and morphological classification there is the division of inflected languages into primary and secondary, synthetic and analytic. In the primary languages the composition of words is still keenly felt and flexion is still expressed by means of endings, etc. In the secondary languages, words are made up of mere sequences of sounds, and inflectional relationships are expressed by means of independent words. The basic character of the two types is, nevertheless, the same: they only employ different means to render similar tendencies and functions. Here too, one can hardly draw sharp boundaries, in view of the great variety of transitional states. Moreover, even the most evolved flexional languages exhibit rudiments of the secondary type, while the languages that have moved furthest in the direction of the secondary type retain traces of their original primary structure.

Of the seven known, scientifically described, and genetically ordered groups of languages, two have attracted the greatest attention, for they are most highly advanced in their morphological, flexional structure and their speakers have formed the most civi-
rizet and influential nations in world history. These are the Semitic and the Indo-European groups (branches) of languages. The latter has been subjected to a particularly close scientific scrutiny, and the method of studying it has been applied to the study of other groups as well.

The method of our science can best be understood when it is applied to a strictly defined family or branch of languages. We shall study the Indo-European languages exclusively, investigating their structure and composition during their historical development and their mutual relationships. The Indo-European (Aryan-European) branch is divided into eight separate families: (1) Indic, (2) Iranian, (3) Greek, (4) Romance, (5) Celtic, (6) Germanic, (7) Lithuanian, and (8) Slavic. These families separated at different times from a common original language, but some of them remained together longer than others and present more resemblances.

On the last matter scholarly opinion is divided, and one must confess that the methods used for resolving it are far from satisfactory (cf. the discussion above on the principle of the genetic classification of languages). We may regard as settled the close kinship of Indic and Iranian, of Slavic and Lithuanian, and probably of Greek and Romance.

The oldest written records of the Indo-European branch are represented by the Vedas, the sacred literature of the Indians. Their language, Sanskrit, later became, in a somewhat modified form, a common literary vehicle. Thus Sanskrit is not a popular language, but rather a sacred literary language of the same order as Old Church Slavonic (for the ancient Slavs) and contemporary High German (for the Germans). Sanskrit is very important for the study of the Indo-European branch in general both because of the detailed and successful analysis which it received at the hands of native grammarians and because of its transparent structure. However, Sanskrit is only one of the members of the Indo-European branch of languages (it is not the proto-language, being but one of the derived languages with the oldest records), and it does not exhaust the wealth of questions raised in the study of this branch; strictly speaking, similar questions arise in a detailed historical study of any other language or family (for example of Slavic, Germanic, or Greek). But a thorough knowledge of the grammatical structure of Sanskrit will do no harm, as long as one avoids the widespread fetishization of Sanskrit and as long as one does not force its categories on the study of other languages.

B. Grammar and systematics complete the scientific investigation of historically existing languages. The second part of pure linguistics deals with questions that lie outside the domain of historically attested facts, such as the beginnings of human speech, its original formation, the general psychological-physiological prerequisites of its existence, the influence of a people’s world view on the development of their language and, conversely, the influence of language on the world view of its speakers, on the psychological development of a people, etc. Many investigators of language relate these questions to anthropology and psychology, but it seems to me that since they refer to language, they should also be studied from a linguistic viewpoint, the more so as their solution depends on data provided by the empirical part of our science, by historical linguistics.

Applied linguistics includes:

1) the application of grammatical data to questions of mythology (by comparing etymologically similar words, which are especially pertinent to the reconstruction of a prehistoric period, the study of which constitutes the field of so-called linguistic paleontology). Grammatical investigations are also relevant to the study of mutual relations between various peoples;

2) the application of systematics to ethnography and ethology and to the history of peoples in general (the classification of languages in relation to the classification of peoples); and, finally,

3) the application of the results of the second part of linguistics (the beginning of language, etc.) to questions of anthropology, zoology, etc. (the contribution of the linguist to these fields is, however, secondary).

In the preceding exposition, I have tried to define linguistics, to point out its basic questions, and to present its internal organization and historical development. But so far I have not posed the question of what is language, though a clear, even a negative, definition would be quite instructive.

Before answering this question, I consider it necessary to refute most emphatically the prejudice held by some scholars that lan-
guage is an organism. This view was formed on the basis of analogy, though it must be apparent that analogy does not constitute a proof. The recourse to analogy is, in effect, a way of avoiding genuine, serious analysis. It gives rise to empty talk, to scholarly phrase-mongering, which misleads superficial minds and serious people alike. Without entering into a more detailed analysis and critique of the thesis that language is an organism, and without bothering to define the nature of an organism, I shall only remark that an organism, like an inorganic substance, is something tangible that fills a certain space and which, furthermore, eats, drinks, breeds, etc., whereas man’s speech (and the existence of language depends on that, of course) is connected with the movements of his speech organs and the resulting vibrations in the air that produce the sense impressions which are associated with corresponding representations in the mind of the hearer and the speaker. To treat language as an organism is to personify it, to detach it completely from the speakers, from man, and to lend credence to the story of a certain Frenchman who was supposed to have said during the winter campaign of 1812 that his words did not reach his listener’s ear but froze in the air halfway. If language is an organism, it must indeed be a very delicate one, and the parts of this organism, words, could hardly be expected to brave the severe Russian cold.

I shall forgo analyzing all the errors and fallacies that ensue directly or indirectly from the misconception that language is an organism. But before I submit the final definition of language, I shall draw your attention, first, to the distinction between human speech in general (as a sum of all present and past languages) and between separate languages, dialects (or the languages of each individual). Second, I would like to point out the distinction between language as a complex of constituent parts and categories that exist only in potentialia, as a sum of all possible individual variations, and language as a continually recurrent process based on the social character of man and his need to give concrete expression to his thoughts and to communicate them to other human beings (language—speech—the human word).

In the light of all that I have said, as well as what has not been fully said, and even of what has been left unsaid, I propose the following definition of language: Language is the audible result of the normal activity of muscles and nerves. Or: language is a complex of separate and meaningful sounds and groups of sounds which are unified into a whole by the feeling of a certain people (as a collection of perceiving and unconsciously generalizing individuals) who form, in turn, one category, one intellectual species, owing to the language which they all share (…).

NOTES

1. In the historical development of any art (not the fine arts only), one must distinguish between unconscious art, that is, ordinary practice preceding theory (although even here unconscious invention is possible), and conscious art guided by theory and knowledge. In the same way, in science one can distinguish between the accumulation of fragmentary knowledge by the savage or uneducated man and the critical analysis of facts and the conscious generalizing of the educated and capable man.

2. See “On the Study of the Native Language in General, and in Particular during Childhood. From the Discussions of I. I. Serebrensky” (Zvestija imp. Akademii nauk po ostatel’stvu russkogo jazyka i slovesnosti, vol. IX, 1866, pp. 1-51, 273-332; special reprint; fasc. 2, SPB, 1866). Here we also include all textbook-grammars and other books whose aim is to facilitate the study of their native language and the mastery of foreign languages by children.

3. Here we include the art of translating well from foreign languages into one’s own language and vice versa.

4. The study of rhetoric pertains to linguistics only externally, i.e., as so-called orthoepy; internally, i.e., in terms of the choice and arrangement of thoughts, rhetoric pertains to dialectics or logic.


6. Such rules and exceptions can only evoke an assertion for grammar in an independent, positive, and objective mind. Goethe said of grammatical rules and exceptions: “Die Grammatik misshel mir, weil ich sie nur als ein willkürliches Gesetz ansehe; die Regeln schienen mir lächerlich, weil sie durch so viele Ausnahmen aufgebrochen wurden, die ich alle wieder besonders lernen sollte” (Aus meinem Leben, Dichtung und Wahrheit, 1).


8. Thus, for example, even Schleicher, who considered himself strictly an observer of the natural development of language and made no allowance for the interference of free will upon the natural development of human speech, was concerned with the purity of his native language; he frequently spoke out against various "nonorganic," as he called them, phenomena in the German language that had been introduced by ignorant schoolmasters and called upon
his fellow countrymen to avoid such transgressions. In particular, the second part of his *Deutsche Sprache* is full of passages remarkable for their sermonizing vein and patriotic zeal. Here the practical approach was carried to an extreme. This book had the incidental purpose of awakening the "Nationalgefühl" of the Germans; in my opinion this is almost the same as trying to stimulate an appetite by an article on cooking.

9. "As an 'empirical' linguist," says Schleicher, "I am firmly convinced that only a working knowledge of languages can be the basis for linguistic studies and that one must first strive, as far as possible, to become acquainted with the languages selected as the subject of research. Only on the basis of solid, positive knowledge can one do anything worthwhile in our science. Dixidisse quidat. Thus, one who wants to devote himself to Indo-Germanic linguistics must first thoroughly study all the older Indo-Germanic languages, read texts, etc. Anyone who neglects some languages as less important will surely regret this later." (Schleicher, in *Die Wurzel AK im Indogermanischen von Dr. Johannes Schmidt. Mit einem Vorworte von August Schleicher* [Weimar, 1865], p. iv).


11. It is desirable to develop as fine a feeling for the languages studied as the general education of former times (the 16th and 17th centuries in Western Europe) enabled one to acquire for the so-called classical languages (Latin and Greek, but mainly Latin).

12. Knowledge and understanding of languages differ from command more or less as knowledge of physiological processes differs from their performance (of course, the disparity between the respective subjects makes for the inaccuracy of the comparison).

13. And for one who studies the theoretical side of linguistics, it is quite useful to acquire the widest possible knowledge of various languages, as I mentioned above.


15. The natural consequence of this approach is a narrow particularism which denies the propriety of comparing similar phenomena in different languages and restricts itself to the confines of a single language.

16. Thus, for example, all the words of all languages are regarded as arising from consonant groups signifying "rooster" in Dr. Max Müller's *Bau-Waw-Theorie und der Ursprung der menschlichen Sprache* . . . von Dr. Christoph Gottlieb Voigtmann, . . . (Leipzig, 1865); cf. Johannes Schmidt, in Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung, XV, pp. 353-37; Voss concludes that all the words are from the original groups *phyb, feb*, and *geb*; cf. J. Grimm, "Über Erymologie und Sprachvergleichung." *Kleine Schriften*, I, p. 397.

17. Recently there has been a tendency to compare human language with that of animals; this kind of comparison may be expected to yield completely new results.

18. As is known, the explanation of phenomena is the basic goal of all science; explanation, therefore, cannot be considered the monopoly of one or a few of them.

19. To identify philology with linguistics means, on the one hand, to narrow the scope of their respective subjects (since philology deals with all phenomena of the mental life of a people, not only with language), and on the other, to define them too broadly (since philology has so far confined itself to a certain people or group of peoples, while general linguistics investigates the languages of all peoples). Philology, however, as it has developed historically, is not a homogeneous science but a conglomerate of parts of different sciences (linguistics, mythology, history of literature, cultural history, etc.) which find their common denominator in the fact that the carriers of these heterogeneous phenomena, which make up the subject and scientific problems of philology, are the same. Hence we can speak of classical (Graeco-Latin) philology, Sanskrit, Germanic, Slavic, Romance philology, and many others.

20. Some scholars, in fact, see all the wisdom of linguistics in comparison for comparison's sake (or gratuitous articles), and they forget that there are many other interesting aspects of scholarly pursuit.

21. This is the basis for distinguishing laws of development in time from laws that define the synchronic state of a subject in space (or at any given moment of its existence), that is, for distinguishing that which undergoes change from what is essential and fundamental. The laws of one type pass into the laws of the other type; they are mutually related.

22. The necessary conditions for a scientific law are: (a) with regard to the subject: identification, clarity, and accuracy; (b) with regard to the object: generality.

23. Besides these and similar forces that affect the whole life of language, we must assume the existence at a certain stage of the development of mankind of another force (albeit a comparatively weak one): the influence of man's consciousness on language. This influence unifies the forms of language and in its own way improves it, since it is a consequence of the striving toward the ideal, as discussed above (in the analysis of linguistic skills). Although the influence of consciousness on language is manifested fully only in some individuals, its results are, nevertheless, transmitted to the whole speech community, slowing down the development of language, counteracting the influence of unconscious forces, which generally tend to accelerate development, all this for the sake of making language an agent of unification and the mutual understanding of all the present, past, and future members of a speech community. This (force) produces a certain stagnation, whereas languages which are not subject to the influence of human consciousness develop rapidly and without inhibitions. The role of consciousness also expresses itself in the (conscious and unconscious) influence of books and literature in general on the language of a literate people (e.g., the influence of Church Slavonic books on the pronunciation of the clergy in the Orthodox Slavic countries), the influence of literature on the popular language (e.g., the influence of Church Slavonic not only on the inventory of words but on the structure of spoken Russian) or the acceptance of certain bookish and newspaper expressions as
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Sometimes, despite all the efforts of investigators, it is impossible to discover what forces or causes bring about particular phenomena. In such a case, the question of cause must remain unanswered until more favorable circumstances allow the explanation of the phenomenon in terms of cause and effect. For a methodical mind, it is impossible to accept the existence of phenomena without a cause and at the same time to pursue science seriously. Nevertheless, many scholars, in analyzing the various manifestations of the so-called inner life of man, prefer mystical explanations to natural ones and introduce into science completely unscientific categories such as purposefulness, chance, interference of demonic forces, etc., not only in cases where definite causes have not yet been discovered but even in cases where the phenomenon in question is explainable by forces and laws already known to science. To seek an objective principle in phenomena in order to explain them is inadmissible. To say, for example, that "every historically formed nation lives in order to manifest and fully develop the capacities and traits bestowed upon it by Nature (!), in order to create a special culture, to contribute its share to human civilization" amounts to imposing upon science heartfelt and even noble intentions, letting loose one's fancy, forgetting that the development of science (the preachings and the daydreams of idealists notwithstanding) is predicated on the question "why?" (and not "for what purpose") and on the answer "because" (and not "in order to"). Scholars of this nonscientific stamp explain the general character of the manifestations of a given people, which is determined by its disposition and external conditions (or what we usually call "culture" and "civilization") as something bestowed upon them from above. These preachers of supernatural forces readily speak of the "spirit of a people," the "spirit of language," the "spirit of an age" (for example, in explaining particular phenomena by the spirit of the age), and the like, forgetting Goethe's cogent remarks:

Was ihr den Geist der Zeiten heisset,
Das ist im Grund der Herren eigner Geist.

A positive-thinking man first asks: aut . . . aut, i.e., whether purposefulness, destiny, free will, chance, * dogma, etc., and similar beautiful ideas can serve as instruments of explanation or not. If we begin to explain the most trivial phenomenon by purposefulness, destiny, free will, and the like, we must henceforth always admit similar explanations. To treat reality as a heap of incoherent and disconnected phenomena is to dismiss all causality, all science. I repeat: a methodical mind cannot at one and the same time admit the existence of phenomena without cause and not reject science. Science does not allow for compromises: it demands cool, unprejudiced, and abstract thinking. We must distinguish between the categories of linguistics and the categories of language: the former are pure abstractions; the latter, however, are the living part of language: sound, syllable, root, base (theme), ending, word, sentence, different categories of words, and the like. The categories of language are also categories of linguistics, but they are based on the speakers' feeling for the language and on the objective and unconscious conditions of the human organism, while the categories of linguistics in the strict sense are predominantly abstractions.

25. Cf. Theodor Benfey, Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft, pp. 8-9. On the whole, however, all sciences constitute but one science, whose subject is reality. Individual sciences are the result of the attempt to divide the labor; yet this division is based on objective data, that is, on the greater or lesser similarity and affinity of phenomena, facts, and scientific questions.

26. In addition to linguistics proper as the study of language, linguistics includes two kinds of scientific pursuits which have been left aside here: (1) the history of linguistics (the investigation of the development of linguistic concepts and their realization in literature and pedagogy) which forms a part of the general history of the sciences, but which must be practiced by students of language, since they alone have a special interest in it and are sufficiently equipped to deal properly with the history of their science; and (2) linguistic protoepideutics, methodology, the theory of scientific techniques, whose task it is to work out the best methods of studying and furthering a science in all respects (to work out rules for study, research, and presentation).

27. Here it is apropos to mention a question of linguistic methodology which may contribute to the more accurate definition of some problems that arise in the various branches of pure linguistics. Such is the question of gathering material and the preliminary operations performed on it.

The material utilized in the positive section of pure linguistics falls into three categories:

1) The directly given material, or the multifarious variety of living languages accessible to the investigator. This also includes the national language in all its variety, the spoken language of all classes of society, by the rich or poor, the language of the peasancy as well as of the educated class ( . . . ). This material should include the language of all layers without exception: the speech of streeturchins, tradesmen, hunters, workmen, fishermen, etc.; the language of different age groups (children, adults, old people) and of people under special conditions (for example, the language of pregnant women), the language of personalities, individual language, the language of families, etc. Of further interest are place names, proper names, and traces of foreign influence (something akin to linguistic fossils).

2) Records of language (in chronological order), literature not in the sense of cathetic or cultural products, but as a record of language. The contemporary literature of modern languages is only a document; it is not the language itself.

For the reading of ancient monuments, paleography is a necessary linguistic tool. But documents are never a sufficient record of a given language, and data derived from their investigation must be supplemented by the study of the structure and composition of the contemporary language, if one exists, and by deductive reasoning and comparison with other languages, if it is extinct.
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Usually the documents of a less civilized people transmit information about their language more faithfully than do those of peoples which have created artificial literary languages and writing systems. In the same way, present-day material that is of interest to linguistics includes, for example, letters of uneducated and semi-literate people. Linguistic records include not only entire works, but also single words and phrases occurring in a foreign language (cf. my O drnepos'ikom jasyhe da XIV stolitiia, sections 1-5). While the study of a living language can be justly compared with zoology and botany, it would be inaccurate to compare the analysis of documents with palaeontology, inasmuch as language is not an organism and words are not parts of an organism; consequently, words cannot leave visible traces, real imprints (fossils) of their former existence, as do organisms or parts of organisms of animals and plants. Written records present only arbitrary, visual signs (graphs) of the audible sounds of language and allow conclusions about language only by analogy. The linguist cannot even see the structure of living languages (although he may hear their sounds), and he can judge the language of written records only by comparison and other scientific means. At the same time, the naturalist can sometimes re-create the structure of extinct organisms on the basis of fossils.

The preliminary operations based on the material of living languages and documents consist of the presentation of all the richness of languages in a published form, through the preparation of descriptive grammars and dictionaries.

3) Indirect material for inferences and conclusions about language is provided by: (a) children's language (which throws light on the formation of sounds, their alternation, the feeling for the root, the tendency to differentiate, etc.); (b) natural flaws in the pronunciations of individuals; (c) the pronunciation of deaf mute; (d) the pronunciation of foreigners and their general treatment of a foreign language (this throws light on the difference between languages and on the nature of the languages compared).

The second part of pure linguistics, which deals with the beginning of the human word, with the primitiv formation of sounds, etc., provides us no direct, only indirect, material, from which we can draw analogical inferences and conclusions:

1) The linguistic development of an individual illuminates the primitiv formation of language, since we are taught by the natural sciences that the individual recapitulates, on a smaller scale, the changes of the species. Of primary interest here is the observation of the infant, of the young child, beginning to babble (revealing from the earliest age the rudiments of his future language). Observations thus made can be projected mutatis mutandis into the epoch of primitiv speech. Nevertheless, analogical statements in this area should be made with great caution, since our baby differs from the primitiv man who is about to begin or has just begun to speak: (1) zoologically: (a) in a collective sense, in that it represents another degree of development of the human species, a different brain structure and nervous system; (b) in an individual sense, in that it represents another degree, another stage of individual development: (2) the baby finds himself among people speaking a ready-made language, which has been formed over many generations, each of which added something to the language of its predecessors; the baby faces
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from the start ready-made cultural relationships, while primitiv man lived in a close relation with nature and submitted to its influence passively.

2) The comparison of various degrees of cultural and intellectual development of various peoples leads us to the conclusion that the contemporary stage of humanitv simultaneously presents different stages of its development ranging from half-wild savages to the highly advanced Causasian tribe (race) (cf. the simultaneous existence in a society of children, adolescents, adults, elders, etc.). To gain an approximate picture of the primitiv state of language, it is most instructive to investigate the languages of savages. When direct observation is impossible, one may draw this information from works of other scholars and from dependable descriptions by travelers.

3) The study of the general trends and direction in the development of languages enables one to retrace this development backward and to arrive at more or less tenable conclusions concerning the formation of primitive languages, even though these appear to us in advanced stage of development. It is clear that some modern languages retain, if only in a rudimentary state, much that constituted the essence of primitive languages.

The indirect observations concerning the original formation of languages should be corroborated by anatomical and physiological studies of man's nervous system, which should, perhaps, serve as a point of departure.

28. This comparison must not be taken literally for, as we shall see below, language is not an organism, whereas anatomy and physiology, just as the morphology of organisms, deal with actual organisms. The correctness of the comparison is based on the identity and similarity of the mental processes that occur in both areas.

29. The investigation of the sounds of language from a physical point of view must take into account the findings of physiology and acoustics. Some investigators of language show no interest in acoustics and physiology, depending in this matter on their own resources. I think that the scientific study of a subject can profit from various kinds of investigation and must not ignore the results of related sciences. Otherwise one is always performing the work of a Sisyphus { ... }

30. The imperceptible transition from one state to another, the imperceptible effect of the slowly but thoroughly operating forces in language (as of other phenomena in life) can be expressed by the algebraic formula \( O \times \infty = m \), which means that when an infinitesimal change occurring at a given moment is repeated an infinite numbers of times, the final result is a noticeable, definite change. In the passage of time, extension of space, the action of a drop of water on a stone, etc., there is always an elusive, critical point when something vanishes without even leaving a tangible trace.

31. The first attempt to bring together and to synthesize this kind of investigation and to establish the separate layers in the formation of Indo-European is Georg Curtius' treatise, "Zur Chronologie der indogermanischen Sprachforschung". Abhandlungen der philologisch-historischen Classe der Königl. Sächsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, 113, Leipzig, 1867. Curtius distinguishes seven main periods in the formation (Organisation) of the Indo-European languages: (1) the period of roots (Wurzelperioden); (2) the
period of root determinants (Determinativperioden); (5) the period of primary verbs (primäre Verbalperioden); (4) the period of stem (base) formation (Periode der Themebildung); (5) the period of complex verbal forms (Perioden der zusammengesetzten Verbalformen); (6) the period of the formation of cases (Periode der Kasusbildung); and (7) the period of adverbs (Adverbdieperioden).

One of the main conclusions of his work is that language employed the same means at different times in completely different ways (dass die Sprache dieselben Mittel zu verschiedenen Zeiten in ganz verschiedenen Weise verwendet [p. 193]). The different changes of identical sounds under identical conditions can likewise be explained only by assuming a different chronology of these changes.

32. The error of many scholars is that in a genetic classification they carelessly compare languages of different stages of development, such as Sanskrit and Slavic, Sanskrit and English (the first is a very ancient, and the second a highly advanced Indo-European language).

33. As for the two main approaches of the inductive sciences (see above), it should be observed that the second approach chiefly generalizes and explains phenomena in terms of their genetic and synchronic relationships, whereas the first approach seeks to establish general laws and forces.

34. The external history of a language is closely connected with the fate of its speakers, the fate of its people. Its study comprises the geographic and ethnographic diffusion of a given language and the influence upon it of foreign languages (and vice versa). It deals, further, with the literary or spoken use of a given language, with the social status of its speakers, with its expansion in space (e.g., the spread of French, German, English, and the so-called universal languages) or in time (e.g., Latin, Greek, Church Slavonic), with its use by and function for other peoples, and other such questions. The internal history of a language, on the other hand, deals with its natural development apart from the fate of its speakers but of course not apart from the physical and psychological make-up of its speakers. The internal history can ignore the fate of the language, focusing only on the changes which occur within the language. Internal history investigates how a people speaks at a certain time or over the course of many centuries, and why it speaks in this way, while external history asks how many people speak the given language and where. The first approach concentrates more or less on the question of quantity, the second on the question of quality (\ldots). The external and internal histories of a language (which are the object of a science, not the sciences) are related. The effect of the former on the latter seems to be stronger than the converse. The influence of foreign languages, literary treatment, native command, geographical conditions of the country determine the more or less rapid development of a given language and its specific character. The internal history of a language, the degree of its flexibility (though by itself an insignificant factor) determine the faster or slower development of its literature and are decisive factors in determining the question of the change of language, that is, when a given language is to be viewed, because of its deep changes, as a new language and its dialects as new and autonomous entities. The subject matter of the external history of a language is largely the same as that of history and history of litera-

35. One of the important tasks of scholarship is to re-create the so-called original and basic languages (Ursprachen and Grundsprachen), i.e., the languages represented in modified form by actually existing languages. But one must keep in mind that the reconstruction of the original and basic languages represents not real phenomena but deductively obtained scientific facts.

36. The external test of the genetic relationship of languages is the possibility of phonetic translation from one language into another, that is, the possibility of rendering each word (except borrowings) of one language in the form of another language in accordance with specific sound laws and sound correspondences.

37. From this point of view, languages are most generally divided into monosyllabic, agglutinative, and flexional.

38. For an example, let us take the two extremes, the monosyllabic and the inflected languages. Inasmuch as language determines the national frame of mind, people speaking monosyllabic languages have never had (as a people or nation) and never will have a need to express conceptual relationships by means of material forms, sounds, and sound groups; we may even assume that speakers of such languages lack the conception of formal relationships altogether, which is not the case with speakers of inflectional languages. The effort of abstraction which has led to the distinction of noun, verb, and other parts of speech is in the monosyllabic languages rendered through a strictly defined word order (e.g., the predicate follows the subject, the attribute precedes the subject, etc.). In the flexional languages, this task is achieved by means of purely formal elements.

39. This, of course, does not prevent a people from substituting a language of one structure with a language of another structure, and from breaking away from a given ethnic group or national language; it is sufficient to point to the Negroes in America who have adopted French or English; but when such a change takes place, there is probably a change also in the frame of mind of the people. On the other hand, the morphological structure of one language may combine with the material of another language (of course, only through borrowing); an example of this is the combination of Chinese structure with Russian material discussed in an article of S. I. Čerepanov, "Krajinskoe kitaijskoj narodnoj russkoj jazyka," in Izvestiia imp. Akademii nauk po otdeleniiu russkogo jazyka i slavjans, II, pp. 570-77.

40. However, this may be due to our inadequate and narrow morphological classification. Given a more precise and less narrow classification of the structure of various languages, the distinctions may turn out to be more numerous than has generally been assumed until now.

41. These groups are: (1) Indo-European, (2) Semitic, (3) Hamitic, (4) Finno-Ugric or Ural-Altaic, (5) Dravidian, (6) Polynesian or Oceanic (Malayan), (7) South African.

42. The original basic difference between the Indo-European and Semitic languages is matched by an original basic difference in the religious beliefs of
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their speakers or nations. The seeds of their religious differences must have been planted at a time when man was beginning to be man, beginning to speak; the form in which the deity enters into contact with man is personified for the Indo-Europeans and is endowed with prophetic powers for the Semites.

43 The close kinship between the Balto-Slavs and the Germans, pointed out by Grimm and Schleicher and now accepted by most scholars, was, surprisingly enough, expressed as early as the 13th century by a Polish chronicler, Bogusław: "Sic et Theutonici cum Slavic regna contigua hauentes simul conversatione e incolunt, nec alia qualis est in mundo est, ubi tom communis et familiaris, veluti Slav et Theutonici." (cf. my O drewno'Tchom jasne do XIV stoletia, dictionary entry slawianin). The close kinship of the Slavs and the Lithuanians was recognized by the Poles of the 17th century. Here is what the well-known Polish writer Pasek writes on this subject: "W czasie św. pisarza downy Jutlandczyków od niemieckiej, jak Łotwy albo 2mudži od Polaków." (There is the same difference in speech between the Jutlanders and the Germans, as between the Latvians or Lithuanians and the Poles.) [Pamiętniki Pasek [Petersburg, 1860], p. 19].

44. Cf. the attempts to explain the biblical tale of the Tower of Babel. "In dem letzten Worte sehen wir sogar, wie die Sige von dem Bischof Hatto durch die Volkstümlichkeit verursacht wird, ähnlich wie man im Pentateuch mehrere dergleichen etymologischen Sagen, die Mythe vom babylonischen Thummbau (die bekanntesten nur auf der Basis der Forschungen des Namen Babel an hebr. babyl beruht) an der Spitze, längst erkannt hat" (Förstemann, "Deutsch sprachliche Volkstümlichkeit" in Zeitschrift für Vergleichende Sprachforschung, . . . , ed. by Aufrecht and Kuhn, 1, 6).

45. Here one must remember the dictum omnis definitio pericula et forgo a real definition that would implicitly include all properties of language in one condensed formula, since these properties can be known only through a study of details; it is sufficient to give a nominal definition that indicates only the subject of study without defining a priori all its properties and peculiarities.

46. We can observe an organism with our eyes, but language only with our hearing; what appears to our eyes in books is not language, but its graphic representation (e.g., an alphabet). An organism appears to us globally; it has continuous existence from the time of its birth until death. Language as a whole exists only in potentia. Words are not bodies and not elements of a body: they appear as complexes of significant sounds and sound groups only when man speaks, and they exist as representations of significant sound groups only in the brain, only when man thinks in them.

47. The word presents primarily two sides to observation: the sound form and the function which, as body and spirit in nature, never appear separately, even in actuality it is impossible to separate them without destroying the other side (cf. Dr. Johannes Schmidt, Die Wurzel AK im Indogermanischen. . . . [Wiener, 1865], p. 2). Form and content, sound and thought, are so inseparably linked that neither can be changed without producing a corresponding change in the other (ibid., p. 1). In this view of the nature of language there is obviously something missing that might link sound and meaning; namely, the conception of sound as an interpretation of the external side of the word.

Some General Remarks on Linguistics and Language

This shortcoming is the result of treating language apart from man. For where is the sound-form of thinking and writing, the processes which require the so-called function of words? These processes are, in fact, carried out by combining concepts of the object (meaning) with representations of sound (in writing, with representations of visual signs), and not with the audible production of sounds. A case in point is the deaf mute whose "speech" produces sound-waves and corresponding sound impressions that are perceived only by the hearer; the deaf mute assimilates the so-called function, not with sounds and sound-representations, but with certain movements of the organs and their representations; the effect of these movements on the air and on the ear of the hearer is to him incomprehensible. Some people are also known to have learned English (whose sounds are represented by a very difficult orthography) by sight without the help of a teacher. For such people the so-called function of English words is associated not with the sound form of the words, but with their graphic signs (compare the substitution of visual musical notes by tactile ones in teaching the deaf to play music). And could it be claimed that meaning (function) is, on the other hand, inseparable from sound for people endowed with a good ear who listen to a foreign language which they do not know? In all these cases, there is supposed to be some mystical association of the sound form with the so-called function without the participation of the individuals (the speakers who do not hear, the people who only read, or who hear but do not understand). The views referred to above are based on a narrow, falsely interpreted notion which applied consistently would vitiate the notions of birth, life, and death of the organism, and of the organism itself. For a deaf organism retains its external form more or less (appearance and bodily structure), but loses its essential functions which give way to functions characteristic of a different organism.

48. Perhaps I shall soon see the possibility of treating more closely and critically the misleading view that language is an organism and similar views, such as that linguistics is a natural science (like botany and zoology), that it is completely different from philology, that language and history are opposed to and incompatible with each other, etc. I shall also try to point out some other errors and false notions about language and linguistics, which are in part unconsciously shared by the public and in part consciously fostered by scholars.

49. The language of an individual can be examined in terms of quality (way of pronunciation, choice of words, forms and phrases peculiar to a given individual, etc.) and in terms of quantity (the store of words and expressions used by the given individual). As for the latter, cf. Max Müller, Farbe und anders über die Wissenschaft der Sprache. . . . Für das deutsche Publikum bearbeitet von Dr. Carl Böttger (ed. Leipzig, 1860). pp. 217-21. One must also pay attention to the distinction between ceremonial and daily language, family and social language, and generally to linguistic diversity under various circumstances of life, to the distinction between the common language and the language of specialists, to varieties of language according to mood: the language of feeling, imagination, cerebration, etc.

50. From this point of view, language (or dialect, even individual speech) does not form a whole, but is a generic concept, a category into which one
may fit a complex of actual phenomena. Cf. also the concept of science as an ideal, as the complex of all scientific data and inferences, as opposed to science as a repeated scientific process.

51. Language is one of the functions of the human organism in the broadest sense of the word.

II

A Program of Readings for a General Course in Linguistics With Application to the Indo-European Languages in General and to the Slavic Languages in Particular (1875–1876)

Division of linguistics into pure and applied. Pure linguistics includes: (1) the comprehensive analysis of objectively given, existing languages, and (2) the study of the beginnings of human speech or language, the original formation of languages, and the general psychological-physiological conditions of their uninterrupted existence. The first, positive part of linguistics includes: (1) grammar and (2) systematics. Also of interest to linguists is the history and methodology of their science.

The Indo-European languages in general and their classification. Scholarly views concerning the gradual separation of these languages. The newest theory of J. Schmidt rejecting the possibility of any systematization in this area. The major families of the Indo-European languages.


GRAMMAR

Division of pure positive linguistics. Analysis of language as the basis of subdividing grammar. The simplest, elementary analysis of a concrete language, proceeding from complete expressions of thought (connected, live, concrete speech) to sentences, from sen-
ences to words, from words to their significant, meaningful parts (words as complexes of significant, meaningful parts), on the one hand, and to purely physiological, acoustic parts of speech, to sounds on the other hand (words as complexes of discrete sounds). Analysis of words from different points of view. Division of grammar into (1) phonetics, (2) morphology, and (3) syntax.

I. Phonetics

Preliminary remarks: (1) The necessity of distinguishing sounds from corresponding letters. (2) The history of the development of writing and the origin (formation) of phonetic writing. (3) The difference between alphabet, graphics, and spelling (orthography). (4) Rendering of sounds of one’s native tongue by symbols of the generally used native alphabet and graphics. Detailed survey of (a) the letters of an adopted alphabet which are used to represent the individual sounds of a given language, and of (b) the sounds of a given language that are represented by individual letters of an adopted alphabet.

Letters of incompletely literate persons and so-called illiterate works in general. Their significance in defining the phonetic character of a language. Survey of individual confusions and so-called mistakes, and slips of the pen. (5) Scientific alphabets, graphics, and spelling. Requirements of precision and adequacy.

The Science of Sounds—Phonetics

What is a sound of language? Its definition from the standpoint of (a) acoustics, (b) anatomy and physiology, (c) psychology.

In considering the sounds of language, two factors must be distinguished: (1) the physiological, in the strictest sense of the term, and (2) the physiological-psychological. The sounds of language may be examined from three points of view: (1) the acoustic-physiological, (2) the psychological (word-forming, morphological), and (3) the historical, or etymological. The physiological and the morphological parts of phonetics examine the laws and conditions for the existence of sounds at a given moment of the history of a language (statistics of sounds), whereas the historical part deals with the laws and conditions of the development of sounds in time (dynamics of sounds). Sound analogy.

Program of Readings (1875-76)

A. The Statics of Sounds

Part I. The Acoustic-Physiological Aspect.

Purely physiological categories of sounds. In examining them it is necessary to make use of the results of acoustics, physiology, and anatomy.

1. The physiological statics of sounds in the strict sense of the word.

a. Anatomical-physiological and acoustic conditions of the formation and physical existence of sounds. Purely physiological categories of sounds. Analysis of sounds in general, apart from their role in the mechanism of language.

More detailed division (classification) of sounds. Division according to quality. According to quality, sounds are primarily divided into vowels and consonants; their physiological and acoustic differences. Distinctive features of true vowels and true consonants.

Division of consonants. Simple consonantal elements. (1) Anatomical division, according to the speech organs that participate in the production of individual consonants. (2) Physiological division according to the manner of pronunciation. Table of consonants.

Table of vowels. Qualitative distinction: pure vowels and nasal vowels; full vowels and reduced vowels. Quantity of vowels: space and time, stress and length.


Complex vowels. Double vowels, or diphthongs. Definition of diphthongs. Their different categories: (a) phonetic distinctions; (b) genetic distinctions.

Transition from vowels to consonants and vice versa. Simultaneous combinations of vowels and consonants (the unification of a vowel and consonant into one complex sound). Nasal vowels.

The relative clarity and perceptibility of individual sounds.

Table of all the sounds of the Indo-European languages.

(a.) Parallelism of sounds based on their distinctive physiological properties. These distinctive properties give rise in languages to certain oppositions (parallels) of sounds. The investigation of
these oppositions constitutes the object of the second part of phonetics, inasmuch as in primary languages they are intimately connected with the meaning of words and their parts.

b. Sounds in the syllables. The (physiological) syllable as distinct from the simple combination (complex) of sounds. Various categories of syllables.

c. Sounds in the word. Combinations of sounds in general. The distinction of place in the syllable and in the word with relation to the character of sound. Stability of sounds.

d. Sounds in the overall language of man or of a nation. Relativity of the categories of sounds. Influence of external conditions on the sounds of a language. The relation of language to a nation with respect to sound. The uniqueness of seemingly identical sounds in different languages. The uniqueness of variations of sounds.

The characterization of languages in terms of their phonetic makeup. The difference between the Asiatic and European group of the Indo-European languages. Similar differences in the European area, for example, the difference between the Germanic and Balto-Slavic languages. Differences in the Slavic area. Subgroups: Russian (Great Russian and Ukrainian), southern (Bulgarian, Slovenian, Serbo-Croatian), and northwestern (Polish, Czech, etc.).

Statistics of sounds. Ratios of the number of various sounds in a given language. Evaluation of the statistics of sounds.

2. Dynamic factors.

Static beginning of changes (substitutions) in sounds conditioned by their physical (physiological) properties. Different categories of sound change based on the difference between the various categories of sounds. The role of habit in using certain sounds and combinations (e.g., combinations of consonants) which are apparently more difficult than other sounds which are avoided. Phenomena of assimilation, etc., encountered among all peoples and at all times.

Physiological explanation of sound change. Theoretical and graphic, psychological explanations of assimilation, permutation, and the general tendency toward economy. Comparisons with everyday events. What appears to be unique and to occur only once produces, through countless repetitions, deep changes in the whole language, i.e., in all individuals speaking the language. What appears to be sporadic can, under certain conditions, become a constant linguistic habit.

The conflict between habit and the tendency toward economy. Other factors affecting sounds. Compensatory lengthening. Different categories of compensatory lengthening.

Sound laws: (a) laws of the combination of sounds at the synchronic state of a language; (b) sound laws in the evolution of language (they are dealt with in the third part of phonetics).

Part II. The Psychological (Word-Formational, Morphological) Aspect.

Examination of sounds from the morphological, psychological standpoint. Their significance in the mechanism of language and for the "feeling" of a given speech community.

The mechanism of sounds, their relations and so-called dynamic interaction based on the connection between sound and meaning. Here we examine the influence of certain sounds on meaning and, conversely, the influence of meaning on the quality of sounds. This is the result primarily of the parallelism of sounds, that is, their physiological oppositions. For example, the distinction between soft and hard sounds, based mainly on the mutual relationship of vowels and consonants, the distinction between long and short, stressed and unstressed, voiced and voiceless sounds, etc. Detailed examination of the parallelism of sounds in various languages. The assumed psychological utilization of parallelism of sounds in the primary Indo-European language.

Original quantitative and pre- or postpositive gradation (gradation), etc. Stress as the probable cause of original gradation. Distinction of original diphthongs and those due to secondary processes; contractions.

Secondary, qualitative gradation. Replacement of gradation by distinctions of stress.

Gradation of vowels and consonants, based on the previous development of the language and on parallelism of sounds. The "unconscious" use of secondary phenomena and differentiation for internal purposes, for differences of meaning. The psychological role of sound parallelism in parallel roots and in the formation of stems and forms.

The discrepancy between the physical nature of sounds and
their value in the mechanism of language and in the perception of language. The psychological role of sounds in a given language as the result of physiological conditions and of historical sound-changes. The loss of the psychological, internal role of sounds, i.e., of their mobility (variation) in secondary, analytic languages. The evidence of Romance, Germanic, and Bulgarian. A common tendency in all Indo-European languages. The difference between sound laws in native and borrowed words. The decline of the morphological significance of sounds in secondary words which are treated as mere conglomerates of sounds. Borrowed words; words not transparent in their composition, whose composition has been forgotten. Secondary languages.

B. The Dynamics of Sounds

Part III. The Historical, Etymological Aspect

Development of languages with respect to sounds. The etymological, historical aspect of sounds. Change and stability of sounds.


Sound changes conditioned by both static factors discussed above:
by the purely physical and the psychological-physiological factors which continually interact with each other in the development of language. In presenting the development of a certain language, it is thus best to discuss the entire development itself, without setting up abstract divisions.

Three common causes (dynamic factors) of sound change: (1) the tendency toward convenience, or conservation of muscular and neurological activity (a purely physiological factor); (2) the loss of connection, or of the awareness of a radical connection between words; (3) the prevalence of the psychological aspect of sounds over the physical one.

The main force behind all purely phonetic sound-changes is the tendency toward convenience, which accounts for the shortening, disappearance, and replacement of more difficult sounds by easier ones; in this respect it is important to note the difference between primary and secondary languages.

Phonetic (physiological or psychological) explanation of seeming exceptions (deviations) from this tendency. The preservative effect (influence) of some sounds upon adjacent (preceding or following) sounds with the possibility of the disappearance of the influencing sounds. The appearance of new sounds as a result of purely physiological or internal, morphological causes. 1. (a) Insertion (eipenthesis), its explanation; (b) Compensatory lengthening, its explanation; (c) The German sound shift (Lautverschiebung); (d) Influence of stress, etc. 2. (a) Lengthening of radical and word-formational vowels for derivational purposes; (b) Gradation, polynaglaie, etc.; (c) The role of analogy, folk etymology, and, in general, of unconscious generalization on the basis of newly formed associations and suppression of older ones.

Relative ease and difficulty of sounds in a given speech community.

Categories of sound change: e.g., (1) simple disappearance of a sound for the sake of easier pronunciation; (2) complete assimilation accompanied most often by disappearance, or by compensatory lengthening. Sound changes: (1) independent of other sounds; (2) influenced by other sounds (a) within the same syllable or (b) in contiguous position, across syllables. Examples of the latter are: (1) the German Umlaut; (2) the effect of stressed syllables on the weakening (reduction) and shortening of adjacent syllables; (3) Avestan and Greek eipenthesis; (4) Slavic compensatory lengthening.

Quality of sound changes with relation to the position in the word: (1) beginning of the word; (2) middle of the word; (3) end of the word.

The law of word-final pronunciation (Auslautgesetz) conditioned by habit and the general structure and history of a given language. The development of this law in Greek, Gothic, Lithuanian, and Common Slavic. The disappearance of all unstressed syllables following the stressed one in French, and the resulting generalization of stress on the final syllable.

The category of words and of sound combinations which are subject to unusually great, or sporadic, shortenings.

The tendency toward expressiveness and differentiation of two or more originally identical words or of formal parts of words by varying the quality of sounds. The loss of awareness of the origin of a word. The force of inertia.

The limits on the changeability of sounds.

2. Common sound changes in the Indo-European languages in general and in the Balto-Slavic languages in particular.

Historical shortenings and changes of sounds that appeared at a
period of transition: (1) from ancient Indic to modern Indic; (2) from ancient Greek to modern Greek; (3) from ancient Romance to modern Romance; (4) from Anglo-Saxon to modern English; (5) from Old High German to Middle High German and from Middle High German to New High German; (6) from Common Slavic to the modern Slavic languages, etc.

3. Etymological kinship and identity of sounds in one language or in related languages due to the historical change of originally single sounds.

History of sounds. The basic sounds of basic forms.

Phonetically distinct sounds (and words) can be identical etymologically when they develop from originally identical sounds; conversely, originally distinct sounds can in the course of time become identical phonetically. Examples of complete phonetic identification or of partial similarity of etymologically different words from one or more languages. Homonymy, Ambiguity. The results of identification (including disappearance) of originally different sounds, especially in more advanced languages.

Sound laws and sound tendencies not strong enough to become an established habit.

The law of sound shift (Lauteverschiebung) in German.


In studying the history of the Indo-European languages, one may detect certain tendencies of divergence which vary according to the properties and state of development of the respective languages and which could provide the basis for a genetic classification of these languages. Among these tendencies which are determined by physiological and psycho-physiological (morphological) factors, are, among others, the following:

1) The constant tendency toward economy combined with the force of habit. The tendency toward simplification and shortening of sounds (including their loss or substitution by zero).


b. Replacement of sounds by easier sounds without the influence of other sounds. The tendency toward shortening, weakening, and disappearance of sounds. Shortening of sounds (of vowels and consonants) to an acoustic minimum, then to a minimum in the sense of preserving the time needed for their production, but without the actual pronunciation of the sound up to its loss, either without a trace or with [compensatory lengthening]. The law of shortening (or narrowing) in the historic development of vowels. The potential for survival of easier, more conveniently pronounced sounds, and the susceptibility to change of more difficult sounds; stability of sounds.

Seeming exceptions to the above mentioned general tendency. The appearance of new sounds: of consonants in clusters that are difficult to pronounce (insertion); of consonants between vowels (elimination of “hiatus”), etc. The replacement of the spiritus lenis by full consonants varying according to the following vowel. Relevant in this respect is also:

2) The tendency toward compensation for shortening.

a. Compensation for the shortening (or lengthening) of a given sound completed in the sound itself. Features (moments) of sounds. The reasons for the qualitative (acoustically) change of short and half-short vowels. Lengthening, or the increase in the duration of the air-stream, is neutralized in the case of narrowing of vowels by changing it to a vowel.

Likewise, shortening, or the decrease in the duration of the air-stream, is neutralized by opening. Lengthening counteracted by narrowing, and shortening counteracted by opening. The effect produced by increasing the duration of a vowel at the expense of its opening remains, consequently, roughly the same. The strength and intensity of the air, and the duration of its flow as the chief factors of this increase. The law of shortening or narrowing of vowels in a historical perspective.

b. Compensation for the narrowing or disappearance of a certain sound; compensation in preceding or even following sounds (or syllables). Compensation as the result of the conflict between habit and the tendency toward economy. Four types of compensatory extension: (1) compensatory extension for single sounds (cf. above); (2) compensatory extension for the loss of consonants; (3) compensatory extension for the loss of vowels or syllables; (4) so-called contraction. Three types of compensatory phenomena can be distinguished: (1) lengthening of vowels, (2) opening of vowels, (3) stressing of vowels. In general, compensatory extension (or, rather, compensatory strengthening) consists in pronouncing a
given syllable with greater energy in compensating for the weakening or loss of a certain muscular activity.

3) **The double direction of change.**

The total or partial disappearance of a certain category of sounds brings about a new state or a return to the older state.

4) **The tendency toward balance.**

In the realm of vowels, a tendency toward shortening or narrowing; in the realm of consonants (in which narrowing is more difficult) a tendency toward opening and longer duration.

5) **Gradual loss of the distinctiveness of sounds.**

The definiteness of sounds in primary languages reflects the greater sensitivity of primitive people. The gradual loss of the definiteness of sounds goes hand in hand with the loss of the significance of words. The ever increasing non-distinctiveness and fusion of consonants. Increasing non-distinctiveness and fusion of vowels; fusion of unstressed vowels. Loss of diversity. The loss of musical (esthetic) feeling for language among some peoples.

6) **Qualitative nuances of quantitative distinctions.** Replacement of quantitative types of gradation by qualitative types of gradation. Qualitative shading of quantitative differences: (a) of hard and soft consonants; (b) of short and long vowels, etc.

7) **Loss of the significance of sounds.** The gradual decrease of vocalic and consonantal types of gradation, increasing immobility of vowels and consonants. The distinction in this respect between primary and secondary languages. The gradual development of a fixed stress.

8) **Weakening of the esthetic character of language** in its external and poetic and creative forms. Weakening of the esthetic character of language through the loss of the distinction of stressed and unstressed syllables and long and short ones. Simplification of the plastic aspect of language. Confusion of stress with quantity, etc.

The physical and geographic conditions of a country have an influence on the organic make-up of a people, which in turn determines the character of their language. Conversely, the language influences the make-up of the speech organs and the physiognomy of both the individual person and the entire people. Probably as a result of physical conditions and the specific development of language itself, some languages tend to make predominant use of the front speech organs, and other languages of the back speech organs,

---

**Program of Readings (1875-76)**

etc. The corresponding difference between the Asiatic and the European branches of Indo-European.

Tendencies toward the future state of a language condition its present state.

The importance of phonetics.
III

A Detailed Program of Lectures for the
Academic Year 1876–1877

A. PHONETICS

I. Statics of Sounds (Continuation)

1. The Purely Physiological Aspect of the Statics of Sounds (Continuation).

   The influence of foreign languages on the phonetics of a given language.
   The influence of external conditions on the sounds of a language, on a people's pronunciation. The influence of a people's occupations, its way of life.
   The uniqueness of seemingly identical sounds in different languages.
   Characterization of languages according to their phonetic make-up. The range of sounds peculiar to each language.
   The statistics of sounds. Ratios of individual sounds in the living usage of a given language.

   The beginnings of dynamic sound changes in the synchronic state of a language.

   The beginnings of sound changes (alterations) conditioned by their physical (physiological) properties.
   The stability of sounds.
   The relative ease or difficulty of sounds.
   Different categories of sound changes: assimilation, dissimilation, metathesis and others. Comparison with similar phenomena in writing (slips of the pen) and in everyday events.
   Static features of sounds.

II. The Dynamics of Sounds, i.e., the Historical, Etymological Aspect of Phonetics

   Dynamic changes of sounds. Changes of sounds with time. The two major dynamic factors of the changes (alterations) of sounds:
   1) The purely physical (physiological) factor, whose operation is determined by sound laws.
   2) The psychological factor, consisting of the analogy of sounds.
   The properties of sounds, complexes (combinations) of sounds, words. The property of sound as the product of the tension of muscles and nerves in an infinitely small unit of time and the duration of a sound. The property of a vowel, obtained by multiplying...
its median breadth by its duration (continuity). The definiteness of a vowel is reduced in proportion to the reduction of its properties.

Stability of sounds:
1) Static stability, i.e., resistance to changes at a given moment in the existence of a language;
2) Dynamic stability, resistance to historical changes. A limit is placed on the changeability of sounds.
3) General cause of dynamic sound changes (substitutions).

Changes of sounds:
a) independent of the influence of other sounds, merely as the result of the tendency toward convenience.
b) due to the influence of other sounds, owing to contact with other sounds.
c) as a consequence of the place occupied by a certain sound in a word or phrase. The effect of different positions in the word on the quality of sound changes: the beginning, middle, or end of the word. The law of word-final combinations of sounds (Auslautgesetz).

The preservative action (influence) of some sounds on others with which they are combined. This influence is reflected, of course, also in the disappearance of the originally influencing sounds.

Sporadic shortenings of sounds in some categories of words.
3) General sound changes in the Indo-European languages in general, and in the Balto-Slavic languages in particular.

The parallel development of sounds. Proportions of sounds in their change in three directions: (1) the historical, the transition from an old to a new state; (2) the geographic, dialectological; (3) the static, at one and the same in the same dialect.

Physiologically identical sounds of different languages have a distinctive value depending on (their place within) the entire sound system, and their relation to other sounds. Another range of sounds. Comparison with the tones of music.

4) Etymological kinship and identity of sounds within one language or in related languages, which is based on their history, i.e., on their development from one and the same original sound. Phonetic translation.

The splitting of one sound into two or more. The fusion of several sounds into one.

5) Characterization of general tendencies in the development of

the sounds of Indo-European languages and of the general directions of this development.

1) The main direction of dynamic, purely physiological changes of sounds. The tendency toward convenience, i.e., toward the reduction of the properties of sounds. The law of shortening or narrowing of vowels in historical perspective.

Seeming exceptions to this direction in the development of sounds. Appearance of a new sound, polynasal, compensatory lengthening, etc. The explanation of such phenomena, either in purely physiological terms or in terms of the influence of popular word formation, analogy, and other types of unconscious generalization (apparition).

2) The tendency toward compensation for the shortening of sounds.

Compensatory lengthening and, more generally, compensatory strengthening of a sound, i.e., increasing its substance as a result of the conflict between the tendency toward convenience and habit.


The increase in stability of sounds, both vocalic and consonantal.
6) Gradual loss of the definiteness of sounds.

The qualitative shading of quantitative distinctions.

The loss of the significance of sounds, as well as of their internal vitality and mobility.

Weakening of the esthetic character of a language regarding its sounds.

Linguistic formulas and abbreviational symbols in phonetics.

B. MORPHOLOGY

... Morphological distinctions in languages of different structure. The basis for a morphological classification of languages.

The intimate connection of morphology and syntax.

Subdivision of morphology. Morphological statics and morphological dynamics. Forms and their functions, i.e., their inner meaning.

I. Roots

As the main, governing parts of words, i.e., roots from a static-morphological point of view....
Concepts of the root of a word. Determination of the root by its external appearance and meaning.

The three-way principle of the subdivision of roots: (a) phonetic (open, closed, etc.); (b) genetic (primary, secondary, etc.); (c) by meaning, by the role of the roots in a given language (verbal roots, nominal roots, material (lexical) roots, and pronominal, demonstrative, formal roots, etc.).

Reduplication (gemination) of the root.

Root determinants (determinants of roots): (Wurzeldeterminative). The distinction between root determinants and suffixes.

Relaxes (representatives, substitutes) of the primordial roots of the Indo-European proto-language in individual Indo-European languages.

Phonetic differentiation of roots, that is, the differentiation of roots as a result of sound laws.

Parallel roots.

The overlapping of formerly distinct roots.

Relative stability of roots.

Change in the form of roots. Change in the form of roots under the influence of analogy. Ascribing a different meaning to a root under the influence of analogy.

Transfer of the center of gravity of a word from one root to another, that is, transfer of the role of the main root to the subordinate root which previously had a secondary role (of prefix, affix, or other) in the word. Cf. my review of the work “Izskorshenija drevnejslavjanskogo peresova XIII Sloe Gregoriija Bogeslava... A. Budilovila” (in ZMN, November 1871, pp. 170–84).

Traces of independent roots in contemporary languages, either only in meaning or in meaning and external form. Sanskrit roots in the meaning of independent words.

The uninterrupted formation of new words.


The different form and meaning of verbal particles.
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Vocative case and imperative mood.

The gradual elimination of roots. The gradual weakening of the vitality of roots.

Languages with and without roots. The complete elimination of roots as categories of language in analytic languages.

Words with and without roots. Words belonging to a family and isolated words.

Words that have no roots, even in synthetic languages:

1) native words with a forgotten root;

2) alien, foreign, borrowed words from other languages. . . .

Semi-assimilation and full assimilation. The distinction between foreign words (Fremdwörter) and assimilated words (Lehnwörter).

What criteria should be applied to borrowed words?

A) with respect to the source, to the language from which it is borrowed:

1) place: from which dialect was it assimilated?

2) time: when was it assimilated?

B) with respect to the borrowing language:

1) place: by which dialect was it assimilated? by which social class of the people? was the assimilation colloquial or bookish, etc.?

2) time: when was it assimilated? The strength of the assimilation process earlier and now. The temporal distance of the assimilation as a factor in the loss of the foreign character of the borrowed word. Cf., among others, my O drevnejpol’skom jazyke do XIV stoletija, §§113, 114, 44.2.

C) was a certain word borrowed from another language directly or through the intermediacy of other languages, i.e., is it a natural, unborrowed word in the language from which it was borrowed, or was it borrowed from some third language?

The profound distinction between several (two or more) words borrowed from one and the same source, i.e., representing variants of one and the same foreign word.

The fate of borrowed words, their wanderings. Return of a borrowed word, in reshaped form, to the language from which it was originally borrowed.

Assimilated common nouns borrowed from the names of peoples or from the names of persons and surnames or from place names of a particular type.
International words which are, so to speak, the product of a compromise between two peoples.

Thorough assimilation, as a result of which the foreign word ceases to be foreign. Analogously, the root is forgotten in native words.

Different ways of assimilating foreign words:
1) purely phonetic;
2) the borrowed word acquires suffixes and endings by analogy to native words. The converse is the combination of foreign suffixes and endings with native words;
3) assimilation through folk etymology or popular word formation (Volksetymologie).

Folk etymology as a force that revives words which have become ossified in their composition and have lost their connection with the former root.

Folk etymology as proof of the vitality of roots as a linguistic category.

The effect of folk etymology on truly foreign (borrowed) words and on native words with a forgotten root.

Comparison of folk etymology with gravitation in planetary systems.

Different categories of folk etymology:
A. **External** categories, producing change in the external form of a word, contrary to sound laws: (1) adaptation to a root of similar meaning; (2) mere adaptation to a comprehensible form.

B. **Internal** categories, consisting in a new interpretation of a given word, without a change in form (its external shape): (1) interpretation by meaning, adaptation to a form with a similar meaning; (2) subsumption under some category and the assignment of a meaning.

Incorrect (false) interpretations of the composition of words in writing.

The role of folk etymology in the confusion of graphic signs. Etymological myths.

Puns based on folk etymology.

Learned word-formation resulting from ignorance of the laws of a language. Conclusions drawn from it by mythologists, historians, ethnologists, etc. . . .
2. Compounding in the narrow sense of the word (συνδέσμος, 
compositio, Zusammensetzung).
Categories of compounds:
- compounds of two nominal or verbal stems;
- compounds of nouns with nouns;
- compounds of verbs with nouns;
- compounds whose composition has been forgotten, as a result of 
either the loss of the autonomy of one of its parts or of shorten-
ing; and
- compounds of nominal or verbal stems with particles.
3. Compounding of existing forms, juxtaposition (συνδέσμoν, 
Zusammenrückung).
Juxtaposition of dependent and coordinate forms.
Epitheta ornatia.
Expressions unified into one fixed form. . .

IV. Formation (and Origin) of Declined 
and Conjugated Parts of Speech. . .

V. Inflection (Flexio)

. . . The distinction between inflection and word formation. De-
cension, conjugation.
The distinction between the noun (substantive, adjective) and 
the verb.
Formation of inflected forms. Different theories. The theory of 
agglutination and the theory of “adaptation.”
How is inflection accomplished?
Mobility of endings, mobility of inflection.

1. Declension (Declinatio).
The meaning of the cases.
The origin of case endings.
Number. The dual (dualis). External expression of number dis-
tinctions in the declension.
Gender from a formal point of view.
The development of genders in different languages. Languages 
that do not now and never have designated genders.
Gender in the Indo-European languages. Fusion of genders. The 
gradual elimination of this category in the Indo-European lan-
guages.
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What is meant by gender form (motion) and the case endings in 
adjuncts? Congruence (agreement) of the adjective with the sub-
stantive.
What is meant by gender and number in verbs?
The Turanian languages.
The meaning of gender in declension.
The development of forms of declension.
Diversity in declension.
The declension of substantives and pronouns. The declension 
of pronouns and adjectives. Secondary development of the com-
pound declension of adjectives in the Slavic and Baltic languages.
Change in the forms of declension. Their shortening and sim-
plication.
Stems (themes) of declension.
Primordial stems of the Indo-European proto-language. Primary 
stems, equal to roots, and secondary stems formed from roots by 
means of suffixes.
Stems endings in vowels and stems ending in consonants. (Vo-
calic and consonantal stems).
Different layers in the development and formation of the forms 
of declension.
Different views on the character and meaning of the stems 
themes) of declension. The genetic point of view. What are stems 
from this point of view?
Change of stems. The transition of ancient stems of the proto-
Indo-European language to new stems, for example, in the Slavic 
languages.
The gradual shortening of the stems of declension as a result of 
phonetic laws and the interaction of phonetic and morphological 
factors.
In Slavic there are no vocalic stems of declension. Proofs of this 
statement.
The loss of endings and, in general, the shortening of the end 
of a word favors the development of exclusively consonantal stems. 
The loss of endings, but not of the need to express case relations-
ships by means of inflection. Only two solutions are open to lan-
guage in such situations. The assignment of new functions to rudimentary 
suffixes.
Fusion of the end of the stem with the ending.
The rudimentary existence of vocalic stems (themes) in Slavic
languages is real from an external point of view as well as from the point of view of their meaning. Traces of original final vowels of stems (themes) in present-day case endings and in compounds. Traces of the distinction between vocalic and consonantal stems in the diverse declensions.

Parts of former stems in the role of endings.

Revival of declension with the help of new, exclusively consonantal stems.

The formation of consonantal stems in place of vocalic ones even at the oldest historically attested stage of the Indo-European languages.

Differentiation of stems. Fusion of stems.

The influence of analogy on the stems (themes) of declension.

Disappearance of the less frequently used categories of stems.

Diversity of the declension in the Indo-European languages.

Strictly, one should not speak of the diversity of the declension of nouns or stems in all (grammatical) cases, but only of the diversity of the declension in some (grammatical) cases.

2. Conjugation (Conjugatio)

... Stems (themes) of conjugation.

Personal endings. Their origin and development.

Number in the verb in general and in the personal endings in particular.

The significance of voice in general and in the personal endings in particular.

The gradual loss of diversity in personal endings.

The replacement of personal endings by pronouns.

Tense. Different categories of tense. Objective and subjective tenses. The intersection of categories.

Stems of the tenses.

Reduplication, gemination, as a feature of completed action.

Stems of past tenses.

The augment. Its origin.

The future tense and its bases.

Moods. Means of expressing their distinction.

Aspects. Number and duration of action. Means of designating aspects: (1) special suffixes, (2) prepositions (prefixes), (3) gradation of the root vowel.

Deverbal substantives: participles, gerunds, infinitives, supines.
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The meaning of the infinitive.

The conjugations. Their subdivision. Different systems of dividing the conjugations of verbs.

Primary and secondary conjugation.

Distinction between verbal stems and present tense stems. Stems of aspects, moods, tenses.

Vocalic and consonantal stems (themes) of conjugation.

Morphological and phonetic shortenings of the stems of conjugation (cf. the stems of declension).

Compound verbal forms.

The analytic state of verbal forms.

The loss of feeling of stems and endings. Osification of verbal forms in secondary languages.

The prevalence of the descriptive (periphrastic) principle.

VI. Analogy

... Analogy as a force of language operating against tradition and sound laws. Analogy as a special case of the force of unconscious generalization (apperception). The difference between analogy and folk etymology.

Factors of analogy: (1) phonetic, (2) syntactic, (3) purely morphological.

The interaction of analogical factors in the historical development of language.

Different manifestations of analogy in the forms of declension and conjugation (in the forms of nouns and verbs).

Analogy of stems and analogy of endings.

Directions in the working of analogy:

1) external, when one form is replaced by another without change of meaning;

2) internal, when the form remains unchanged but acquires a new meaning, is interpreted differently. Its effect upon linguistic feeling.

The effect of the second category on the change of the system of declensions and conjugations, i.e., on the morphological shortening of bases.

On the other hand, the entire declined or conjugated form may become a stem.

Various tendencies and special causes (reasons) for the operation of analogy (evoking the influence of analogy):
the preponderance of the feeling of identity of forms over their external diversity and sound laws;
2) the loss of the original function (meaning) of certain forms;
3) the tendency toward distinctiveness of forms;
4) the tendency toward simplification of forms, etc.
The effect (influence) of analogy:
1) at the beginning of a word;
2) within a word;
3) in final clusters, at the end of a word, in desinences, etc.
The effect of the last type of analogy manifests itself in: (1) stems, (2) desinences, and (3) whole, complete forms.
General conclusions about analogy.

VII. The Elimination of Inflection

... The distinctiveness of desinences is suppressed (obscured). Substitutes for desinences. Prepositions. Pronouns: (1) demonstrative pronouns in the function of articles, (2) personal pronouns in the function of personal endings.
Analytic (separate from the word) substitutes for desinences appear at first in support of desinences, then take their place.

Which part of grammar should deal with the article, prepositions and the personal pronouns which modify verbs: syntax or the study of inflection?
Ossification of certain forms.
The complete loss of some inflectional categories.

VIII. Particles

... Ossified inflected forms in the function of particles and auxiliary words.
Adverbs are by origin case forms of nominal (substantive, adjectival) and pronominal stems, verbal forms or entire expressions.
Prepositions develop from adverbs.
The splitting of one preposition into two or more. The merger of several prepositions into one as a result of sound processes and analogy.
Subordinate particles. Subordinate expressions. Desultory word-expressions and desultory expressions.
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Integral, fixed forms and even expressions serve as the basis for further formations. Cf. my "Wortformen und selbst Sätze, welche in der polnischen Sprache zu Stämmen herabgesunken sind."
Statistics in morphology. Cf., among others, F. F. Shaviński, Obliczenie wyrazów zawartych w trzech słownikach: (1) Lindego, (2) w Wilkeńskim, (3) Rybakiewskiego, przez . . . ego (Warsaw, 1873).

IX. Etymology. Kinship of Words

As a part of morphological dynamics.
The genetic kinship of words, roots, affixes, desinences, stems (themes), etc. . . .

X. The Meaning of Words. Semasiology

... Changes of meanings. Main tendencies and currents. Loss of the original meaning of a root.
Splitting of roots with respect to meaning.
Merger of the meaning of different roots under the influence of sound laws and analogy.
Fusion of borrowed and native words.
Directions in the development and change of the meaning of roots: (1) from indefiniteness (vagueness) to definiteness, (2) from the concrete to the abstract.
The substitution of words (of space) by words of time.
Roots of Indo-European languages for which no basic concrete meaning has been found. Cf. George Curtius, Grundzüge der griechischen Etymologie, pp. 101, 178, 312, 231.
Internal form (innere Form) in language.
The influence of foreign words on a people's world-view with relation to the native language. Foreign meanings present in native words.

C. SYNTAX

... Division of syntax:
1) the meaning of parts of speech and forms of words;
2) linking (connection) of words (of separate sentences and the linking of sentences).
Two parts of syntax (as in phonetics and morphlogy):
A. Statics: (1) the form of expressions and sentences and of parts of sentences; (2) the meaning of expressions and sentences and of parts of sentences.
B. Dynamics: (3) the origin of expressions and sentences and of parts of sentences.

Etymological explanation of syntactic phenomena and, conversely, syntactic explanation of the appearance, development, and loss of various forms.

Interpretation of the various parts of speech as constituents of the sentence.

The meaning of forms as means for linking words into a whole.

Languages with and without form.

Analysis of analytic forms. Particles and auxiliary verbs.
Replacement of words of place by words of time.
Replacement of one case by another.
The connection of words, the sentence.
Agreement of words as distinct from their subordination or dependence. Congruence as distinct from attraction.

Congruence and attraction as they appear (manifest their action): (1) in the linking of words, (2) in the linking of sentences.
Congruence, fusion of two concepts into one.
The distinction between the attribute and predicate.

The influence of syntax on inflection. The formation in Slavic (and Lithuanian) of two adjectival declensions. The article.

Attraction (gravitation) in comparison with assimilation of sounds. Different categories of attraction: regressive and progressive, etc. Attraction in the linking of words and sentences. Shortenings and omissions due to attraction. Sporadic, isolated attraction and permanent attraction which lends form to individual expressions and determines the development of a language.

So-called *tmesis* (τμήσις) of the Scholastics. The gradual transition of adverbs into prepositions. Free juxtaposition of words due to frequent repetition and habit becomes constant and obligatory. Repetition of the same preposition, owing to congruence, before the substantive, the adjective, and the verb.

The synthetic and analytic structure of language from a syntactic point of view.
The linking of sentences.
Changeability of language.
The development of language due to individual stimuli, slowly, with no sudden jumps. The formula: \( O \times \infty \).
The effect (influence) of inertia (sis inertiae) on language.
Explanation of changes in language.
The greater or lesser degree of changeability of a language with relation to geographic, historical, and ethnographic anthropological conditions. The influence of climate and soil. The influence of the nature of a people and of its education.
The influence of consciousness on language. The influence of books.
The relationships between literary and popular languages.
The history of a language. Methods of re-creating and illustrating the history (development) of a language: (1) individual development of particular persons, investigation of children’s language, etc.; (2) literary monuments in chronological order; (3) examination of the structure and composition of living languages in all their diversity and the separation of the various layers of their formation.
Stratification in language.
The chronological principal in the examination of the structure and composition of language and languages. The chronology of phonetic, morphological, and syntactic processes.
Two aspects of the history of language: the external and the internal.
Having studied the course of the development of a certain language in comparison with others, one should be able to predict its further internal development.

E. CLASSIFICATION OF LANGUAGES

... The definition of morphological classification. Its principles. Refutation of the theory which sees in individual groups only different degrees of perfection of a single principle (element) of morphological structure that leads gradually from monosyllabic ity and agglutination to inflection.

Can a morphological classification (characterization, description) of languages be based on their phonetic properties? The sameness of phonetic processes and laws in languages of completely different morphological structure. Compare the sameness of chemical and physical processes in organisms of morphologically different structures. To what extent and from what standpoint are the data of phonetics suitable for a morphological classification?

Which morphological and syntactic aspects (pertaining to the structure of words and sentences) should be considered in a morphological classification of languages?

Is a morphological classification of languages possible at the present time? Is a morphological classification altogether possible, and should it not be replaced by a characterization of individual groups (branches) of languages? Linguistic geography and ethnography.

What language types have been determined scientifically?

Is it possible to reduce these types to a common denominator, i.e., to derive all of them from a common type? Can we assume the common origin of the inflected Indo-European, the inflected Semitic, and the agglutinative Turanian languages?

The relationship between the morphological and genetic classification. Is genetic kinship between languages of different morphological types possible? Is there a necessary coincidence between genetically related languages and languages of identical morphological type?

Morphological translation from a language of one type (structure) into a language of another type. Its distinction from phonetic translation and translation of meanings.

Characterization of languages of the Indo-European branch in comparison with those of the Finno-Turkic (Turanian, Uralo-Altaic) branch. What is the major morphological difference between the two branches?

The phonetic cement which in both branches conjoins several syllables into a whole, i.e., into one word as a syntactic unit comprising morphological (formal) parts. Stress and vowel harmony. Stress unifies the syllables into one word only phonetically, as syllables, while vowel harmony unifies the syllables not phonetically, but morphologically (roots in the role of suffixes).

On the one hand, preservation of the autonomy of syllables as morphological units, and on the other, subordination of all syllables to one syllable. Variability vs. invariability of the root. Gradation of vowels vs. their psychological immobility; in the latter case, flexional relations are expressed through suffixes instead of vowel gradation, etc. On the one hand, integration of all syllables
(including those of the suffixes) into one word, and on the other, distinctiveness and autonomy of the suffixes which enter, so to speak, only temporarily into a union with the main root.

On the one hand, the endings and affixes form a tight unity with the stem (or root); on the other hand, almost all affixes and endings function as autonomous units.

On the one hand, regressive sound change (when following sounds influence preceding ones) and, on the other hand, progressive sound change (e.g., vowel harmony, the assimilation of following consonants to preceding ones, the disappearance of following consonants and not of preceding ones).

[Compare the parallel distinctions in social life and in history in general: (1) (parallel to regressiveness in language) the striving toward ideals of the future influences social and political movements and brings about political upheavals (the life of the mind, ideals, ideas, etc., outstrip reality and are so strong as to evoke at times attempts at their immediate implementation); (2) (parallel to progressiveness in language) social and political conservatism wherein the course (of the present and future) is almost exclusively controlled by the past.]

The Turanian languages lack genders (genera) etc., and personification in general is far less often manifested than in the Indo-European languages.

A verbal character prevails in the Indo-European languages, and a nominal (adjectival and substantival) character in the Turanian languages. To compensate for the weak development of independent verbs, the Turanian languages employ a large number of auxiliary verbs.

In the Indo-European languages there is grammatical congruence of subordinate words with the main word; in the Turanian languages, only the main word is logically speaking "declined" and "conjugated"; congruence does not exist at all.

The Turanian languages preclude internal analogy of forms consisting in a new interpretation of the same form, such as the reinterpretation of the former nom. sg. feminine (collective) gospospis as a nom. pl. masculine.

The completely different word order in the sentence of the two types of languages.

From a historical, developmental point of view, all Indo-Euro-

pean languages are predisposed, because of their very structure, to change from a synthetic state to an analytic state, while the conservative Turanian languages are safeguarded against this kind of change: because of agglutination, they are, to begin with, "analytic" and have the means of replacing suffixes that have lost their distinctiveness with new, productive, and meaningful suffixes. In the Indo-European languages that are subject to strong sound changes and shortenings, it is possible to preserve the synthetic structure for some time by means of analogy, etc.; but in the end, all such means are exhausted, and the transition to an analytic state follows inevitably.

The genetic classification of languages, based on their common provenience from one original language. Original basic forms and derived ones. The importance of geographical and chronological criteria.

Phonetic translation (the rendering of the sounds of individual words of a given language by the sounds of another language by observing strictly defined sound laws and established sound correspondences) as a firm and infallible test of the genetic kinship of languages. Is such phonetic translation possible in the case of all genetically related languages? Distinction of stages, different degrees of development (for example, the synthetic and analytic languages of the Indo-European branch). Phonetic translation: (1) between synthetic languages; (2) between synthetic languages and their descendant analytic languages; (3) between analytic languages going back to a single synthetic language (for example, between French, Italian, Roumanian, etc.); (4) between analytic languages that developed from different, but genetically related synthetic languages (for example, between English, French, and Modern Greek). In the last case, phonetic translation is usually impossible; and consequently, it is impossible to establish the genetic kinship between such languages (for example, between Hindu, Modern Persian, Albanian, a Neapolitan or French dialect, Celtic, English, Bulgarian). If these secondary languages were the only representatives of Indo-European, no one would have thought of their genetic relationship. The great importance of the most ancient synthetic languages in defining genetic kinship.

Discrepancies in the lexical material because of the loss of words and roots in some languages, or because of borrowings.
A Baudouin de Courtenay Anthology


Much more rapid changes and phonetic "decay" in analytic languages than in synthetic languages. The transparency of analytic languages, whose words are felt not only singly, but also in their morphological make-up. The words of analytic languages are subject to the action of sound laws alone, and are not protected from change by a live awareness of their morphological structure. The lack of mutual intelligibility among peoples speaking closely related analytic languages, as opposed to intelligibility among speakers of synthetic languages which may be genetically more remote. For example, Avestan and Sanskrit vs. the dialects of Milan and Naples.

Identical sound-changes in analytic languages and in synthetic languages from which the former are derived.

The question of mixed languages.

The question of the influence of foreign languages on the syntax of a given language.


The probable influence of the Finnic and Turanian languages in general on Lithuanian and Celtic.

Phonetic influences: (1) between genetically related languages; (2) between languages of differing morphological type (here the influence is much more pervasive, penetrating the entire phonetic structure of a given language).

The probable influence of foreign languages on the phonetic proprieties of various Slavic dialects. The loss of vowel length and of mobile stress.

Germanized dialects of the Slovenized Germans of southern Austria.

The Rezian dialects (of Slovenia).

The Romansch dialects of northern Italy, Switzerland, Tyrol, and Gorizia.

The great importance of similar questions for ethnology as ethnic and national history.
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The Genetic Classification of the Indo-European Languages

Different views of the basic question: how are we to interpret the genetic relationship of the Indo-European languages?

The theory of gradual disintegration of a basic, primary language into derivative, secondary languages, which is represented by the genealogical tree (Stammbaumtheorie). The main variants of this theory. The Indo-Italo-Celtic group and the Germano-Balto-Slavic group; the Asiatic and the European groups.

The modern geographic theory which rejects the concept of gradual disintegration of large linguistic entities into smaller ones and which posits instead a series of "wave-like" transitions from one linguistic entity into another (Wellentheorie).

A Detailed Program of Lectures for the Academic Year 1877–1878

... GRAMMAR

Chapter 1. Analysis of Language as the Basis for Subdividing Grammar. (Cf. A Program of Readings for a General Course in Linguistics, p. 81).

Step-by-step analysis of language. Definition of concepts: speech, sentence, word, expression. Morphological, etymological parts of the word: root, prefix, desinence, etc. Phonetic elements of connected speech: syllable, sound, etc. Words and expressions as syntactic atoms, units of the sentence and of connected speech. Roots in the broadest sense of the word as morphological atoms, units. Sounds as phonetic atoms, units of words.

The division of words from various points of view, phonetic and morphological.

The subdivision of grammar into phonetics, morphology, and syntax. Etymology, semasiology, and lexicology.

A. Phonetics


Necessary preconditions for the precise investigation of sounds:
1) Distinction of letters and sounds.
2) Reduction of subjectivity to a minimum. What is the role of subjectivity in the investigation of sounds?

Breakdown of phonetics:

* Henceforth abbreviated as PR. Page numbers refer to the English text of the Programs.
consonantal and vocalic, etc., even though from a strictly physiological viewpoint, the phonetic equivalents of soft sounds may be hard, and vice versa, etc. The discrepancy between the physical nature of sounds and their role in the mechanism of language, as reflected in the feeling of native speakers.

Chapter 9. *The Distinction Between Statics and Dynamics of Sounds. . . Sound Laws (Lautgesetze):*

a) the laws of combination of sounds at a given stage of a language; laws of the equilibrium of language.

b) laws of the development of language; laws of the historical change of language.

The study of the laws of the equilibrium of language is the subject of statics; the study of the laws of development in time and of historical change of language is the subject of dynamics.

Branching (grouping) of sounds. On the one hand, paired sounds, and on the other, non-paired or isolated sounds. Examples. Correspondences and groupings of sounds: (a) purely static (static-physiological), (b) dynamic and static (static-etymological).

a) Correspondences and groupings of sounds due to static-physiological changes. Examples.

b) Correspondences and groupings of sounds due to dynamic changes. Examples.

The $\emptyset$ (zero) sound as a minimal phonetic entity. As a result of the gradual decrease of a sound and then of its complete disappearance, there develop dynamic and static relationships (correspondences, groupings) of sounds in which one of the members has a certain magnitude and the other is infinitely small, or zero: $S : \emptyset$ (where $S$ represents any sound).

Examples of the distinction between:

a) (static) relationships of sounds in a stable state, laws of simultaneity, and

b) (dynamic) laws of development in time.

Only the latter is based on the comparison of related languages and of different periods in the history of a single language.

Fusion of sounds in their origin.

The stability of sounds is twofold, static and dynamic.


... The psychological aspect in the life and development of the sounds of language. The psychological explanation of phonetic phenomena.

---

Detailed Program of Lectures (1877-78)

In examining the sounds of language one must distinguish two factors: (a) the physiological (physical) in the strict sense of the word, and (b) the physiological and psychological. . . .

The interaction of physical (physiological) and psychological factors of language statically and dynamically.

The psychological part of phonetics:

a) static factors: gradation, phonetic cement, etc.;

b) dynamic factors: sound analogy as a factor countering sound laws, etc. Sound analogy as a force in the statics and dynamics of sounds. . . .

THE CLASSIFICATION OF LANGUAGES

Chapter 1. *Genetic Classification in General.*

The recognition of linguistic kinship is based not on chance similarity of entire, undivided words, but on the full etymological correspondence of both the main and secondary (subordinate) elements of words according to strictly defined sound laws. For this reason we must first divide words into their morphological parts and then establish their relationship with the same parts in other languages.

The identity or similarity of roots reduced to the simplest form. The identity or similarity of formal (word-forming) elements of the word. The identity or similarity of the functions of these elements. Grammatical identity or similarity.

Phonetic translation, or transposition of the sound-form of certain words of one language into the sound-form of another language according to strictly defined sound laws and sound correspondences. The possibility of phonetic translation is a reliable, unmistakable test of the generic kinship of languages, although the impossibility of phonetic translation is no proof of its absence. Cf. *Program of 1876-1877*, p. 108.

The kinship of languages is based on their provenience from one common language. Genetically related languages are, in other words, different variants of one and the same proto-language, of an original primary language.

Observance of geographic and chronological conditions. One cannot directly compare English words with Russian ones, Modern Greek words with Polish ones, etc., without reducing them first to older and, consequently, closer degrees of development. Cf. *atavism* in biology. The similarity between nephews and uncles is not ex-
plained by the descent of the former from the latter, but by their
descent from the same grandparents or great-grandparents.

It is even more difficult to deduce the phenomena of one lan-
guage from the phenomena of another cognate language (e.g.,
phenomena of Latin from Greek, English from Polish, Russian
from Old (Church) Slavic).

Yet it is possible, and even necessary, to compare the relationship
between languages related in an ascending and descending line.
Thus, for example, it is instructive to compare the relationship
between Prakrit and Sanskrit with the relationship between the
Romance languages and Latin. . . .

The reasons for the disintegration of one language into several.

The views of Max Müller and E. Renan. The appearance of
dialects preceded the formation of one homogeneous, unified lan-
guage ("Dialekte sind überall vor der Sprache dagewesen").

Is it possible at the present state of our science, to have a generic
classification of any particular branch of genetically related lan-
guages? For the time being, one cannot speak (in most cases) of a
genetic classification in the strict sense of the word, but only of a
scientific characterization of the various groups of languages and
dialects. . . .

The requirements for a scientific classification of related lan-
guages.

The bases for a classification—
Not sporadic phenomena, but common tendencies determine
the unique structure and composition of a given language. It is
necessary to seek out those tendencies whose beginnings were
present in the once unified, common, base language, and then to
determine which tendencies (which aspects) came to predominate
in the various groups and languages derived from the base language.

Common tendencies are established by generalizing individual
facts and phenomena of the derived languages and by deductions
concerning the base language. . . .

. . . From a scientific standpoint, two languages may be considered
completely different entities if:

1) the morphological parts (morphemes) of their words, or their
simple and indivisible words (which cannot be deduced from pre-
ceding forms) have nothing in common in either their phonetic
material or their syllabic structure;

2) the laws of the original combinations of the simple words
differ absolutely in the two languages being compared. The
impossibility of phonetic translation, however, is not sufficient proof of
the ultimately different origin of the two languages. . . .

Chapter 2. Principles of Morphological (Structural) Classifica-
tion in General. (Cf. Program of 1876–1877, p. 108.)

Refutation of the theory which sees in separate groups only dif-
f erent degrees of perfection of a single principle (type) of mor-
phological structure, and which considers inflection the apex of per-
fection, which is arrived at first, through monosyllabicity, and then
through agglutination.

Can a morphological (structural) classification (characterization,
description) of languages be based on their phonetic properties?
The identity of partial phonetic processes and laws in languages of
a totally different morphological and syntactic structure. Totally
different morphological types of languages, languages with a com-
pletely different structure, may be phonetically identical, may
share the same phonetic laws, changes, and correspondences both
dialectally (geographically) and chronologically (temporally). Com-
pare the sameness of chemical and physical processes in organisms
of completely different morphological structure in biology. Ani-
mals and plants of different form, origin, and overall structure may
share the same laws of blood circulation and feeding, may have the
same tissues and perform the same functions.

Which morphological (pertaining to the structure of words) and
syntactic (pertaining to the structure of sentences) features need be
considered in a morphological (structural) classification of lan-

"Internal form" (innere Form) as a basis of classification. The
internal feeling of language (innere Sprachsin) determines the
internal form, i.e., the actual system of grammatical categories of a
given language.

Internal form simultaneous with phonetic form. However, one
should define first the psychological character of language and then
its external form as a reflection of internal (psychological) activity.

The definition of language: the form of language in general is
defined by combining the two aspects of the internal relation to
the psychological material (Auffassungsweise) and the means of
word formation. Consequently:

I. 1) The primary basis for a classification of languages should
be the relationship of matter and form and its morphological manifestation.

1) The relation of subject and predicate. "Etymological" form:
   a) Nomen, Nominativus,
   b) Verbum finitum.

True nominatives and true finite verbs are alien to formless languages, to those that do not distinguish matter and form.

II. Three morphological devices of word formation:
   1) Immutability of words and simple juxtaposition;
   2) Agglutination (adding on) of affixes;
   3) "Appending" [приобретаніе] (Anbildung, adaptatio).

On Pathology and Embryology of Language

1. Physiology is the study of normal organic processes; pathology is the study of deviations and abnormalities. In the field of linguistics, the description and explanation of ordinary, normal linguistic behavior belongs to the realm of physiology, and the description and explanation of linguistic abnormalities to that of pathology.

   Just as pathological phenomena may consist of the same elements as normal physiological phenomena, but in a different arrangement and different quantitative ratios, so abnormal linguistic behavior is not something utterly different from normal linguistic behavior, but a kind of pathological overgrowth (hypertrophy) of some linguistic elements at the expense of others, or the loss (atrophy) of some elements. In other words, the study of abnormal phenomena deals with certain elements which have developed one-sidedly but are also found in normal behavior, or attempts to explain the loss of some elements.

2. The study of abnormal biological (organic or linguistic) behavior also sheds light on normal changes which take place in the course of generations. A weak and infrequent deviation repeated over several generations may acquire sufficient strength to become, in the end, a characteristic of the entire species. Individual deviations may yield the same result, but in a shorter period of time.

   Individual linguistic deviations differ from historical deviations affecting a series of generations. In the latter case we have to do with the sum total of a long chain of minute changes and substitutions of one kind of activity of the speech organs for another (speech organs are here intended in the broadest sense of the word, i.e., including not only the speech organs proper, but also the brain), whereas individual deviations appear in the form of definite, so to
speak, macroscopic substitutions. The quantitative and qualitative differences between the substituted and substituting functions in individual deviations is usually far greater than those which affect the entire speech community and lead eventually to historical changes.

3. In the historical development of language, we are dealing with a mass of interacting individuals who inherit linguistic features or adopt them from their contemporaries, whereas in the case of individual linguistic deviations we have to do with one passive individual who is exposed to the influence of his environment, but is incapable of adopting all its linguistic features because of a defective speech apparatus. He is thus forced to replace the difficult features by simpler ones, or to omit them altogether.

It is precisely this defectiveness, the individual character of the deformation, that constitutes the main difference between individual pathological deviations and the historical changes affecting an entire speech community with its organically and linguistically normal individuals.

4. A similar distinction must be made between the language of pathological individuals and that of children learning to speak. The language of children is a subject for a special field of study, which we may call linguistic embryology. The phenomena of acoustic and mental substitutions occurring in child language are similar to those of individuals suffering from speech defects. But the deviations in speech of children are transient and due to the underdeveloped state of their speech organs, whereas the linguistic deviations of defective individuals are fixed and chronic and cannot be removed, unless we remove the organic defects themselves, a process which is rarely possible.

5. It is otherwise difficult to draw a fixed line between the language of children and that of linguistically defective persons. Some children develop linguistically very rapidly and quickly acquire the average linguistic norm of the given speech community. Usually, children speak in their own way for a certain period of time, acquiring only gradually a clear pronunciation and correct speech. For the duration of that intermediary period, children, too, must be considered linguistically pathological. In addition, we must distinguish various types of linguistic deviations. Some begin with birth, and some develop later in life as a result of physical or nervous disorders. Deviations of the first type are either absolutely incurable or may be overcome in part or completely. Deviations of the second type differ from the incompletely formed language of children only quantitatively, i.e., by their degree of duration. The case of Wladek M., presented below, illustrates the type of linguistic deviations which slowly recede but which cannot be completely eliminated.

6. We distinguish two aspects of language: the psychological and the physiological, cerebration and phonation, or (1) language in the proper sense of the word, and (2) pronunciation. The essence of language lies, naturally, in cerebration, i.e., in the brain processes, which are inherited through zoological development and tractable to the influence of the environment. Pronunciation, however, is indispensable as the final sign of cerebration, as the connecting link between the cerebration of different individuals endowed with the faculty of language.

In accordance with the above distinction, we may further divide linguistic deviations into cerebral and phonational. In either case there is either a complete inability to function, or the ability to substitute one function for another. The inability to function may apply only to some elements of the language, or to the language as a whole. In the latter case we deal with complete aphasia, or muteness.

7. Pathological linguistic phenomena are called aphasia. Aphasia may be complete or partial. In the first case the individual does not speak at all; in the second, he is incapable of controlling some elements of the linguistic performance.

8. Since I consider the study of such phenomena very interesting and useful, I have devoted particular attention to the language of partial aphasics and to the language of children, whenever the opportunity presented itself. In this way I have collected a great deal of material on the pathology and embryology of language.

I should add that the material in my possession pertains almost exclusively to the phonational aspect of language, i.e., to the pronunciation of the studied individuals. I have had little opportunity to investigate the cerebral aspect of language systematically.

Gradually I intend to develop and publish the materials I have collected. I will begin with the description of the linguistic deviations of a partial aphasic, Wladek M.
GENERAL REMARKS

... 104. Leaving all generalizations for a special work that will contain the results of a thorough investigation of the different forms of pathology and embryology of language, I shall limit myself to the following remarks:

105. 1. As W.M.'s incorrect pronunciation gradually improved, some of his deficiencies were eliminated, but others were not. It is possible to eliminate, at least partially, deficiencies due to laziness and apathy or to the dynamics of the organism. Thus, for example, instead of the original substitution of the consonant group $x_n$ by $n$, $x_n$ was pronounced. But deficiencies due to the structure of the body, to anatomical defects, cannot be eliminated. Thus, W.M. will obviously never regain $r$, $l$, or $k$, $g$. He will never learn to distinguish in his speech the three series of consonants (1) $s$, $z$, $c$, $z$, (2) $s$, $z$, $c$, $g$, (3) $s$, $l$, $c$, $g$, although he distinguishes them clearly by ear. The overall defect of W.M.'s pronunciation, which is muffled and nasal, will also forever remain in his speech.

105. 2. W.M.'s pronunciation is characterized by a prevalent use of dental consonants, i.e., of $t$, $d$ and their combinations, instead of $k$, $g$, and other sounds. Something similar (i.e., the increasing prevalence of dental consonants, or the condensation of speech functions toward the end of the tongue) occurred in the historical development of various language groups, especially Indo-European.

106. 3. At first W.M. replaced both mid vowels $o$ and $e$ by the vowel $a$; then he replaced only $e$ by $a$, and finally he acquired both mid vowels. This indicates the physiological difficulty of pronouncing the mid vowels. It is also known that the original Indo-European $o$ and $e$ became $a$ in the history of some languages of that family. For example, Sanskrit has $a$ instead of the original $e$ and $o$; German and Lithuanian have $a$ instead of the original $o$, etc.

108. 4. The replacement of consonant clusters in W.M.'s speech at a very early date resembles the replacement of clusters in the Finnic languages (Finnish, Estonian, Hungarian and others); e.g., $st > t$, $zd > d$.

109. 5. As in all languages (and, more generally, in anything that develops) one can distinguish strata in W.M.'s speech that originated at different periods of time. Cf. my remarks about the words paminscoé, majiti, etc. (§ 86, 91 (not included here)).

VI

On The Tasks Of Linguistics

My task is far more difficult than that of other lecturers. I refer not only to the lack of time for preparing this lecture as I would have liked to and as the subject deserves. What is worse, educated society regards our science with minimal interest. This low estimate expresses itself, by the way, in the view, communicated to me second-hand, that “linguists can only lecture about where to dot the i’s.”

There may actually be linguists with stores of knowledge this rich, as there may be scientists and physicians who can only explain the art of shearing sheep or milking cows. Yet as natural science is not confined just to these skills, linguistics is not limited to dotting i’s and crossing t’s. Although I consider myself only an ordinary practitioner of linguistics, I am able to do far more than prescribe calligraphic and orthographic rules.

Mainly to counter this sort of opinion of what linguists do, I will first speak briefly about the goals and tasks of linguistics in general, and then proceed to a more detailed presentation of the nature of our science, and explanation of the causes of linguistic change.

The role played by grammar, a part of linguistics, in the schools helps to propagate and give credence to such lay opinions as the one cited above. School grammar is usually content to give detailed practical rules, in the conviction that its task is to teach how to speak and read a given language correctly. This by itself is, obviously, more than “dotting i’s,” but it is still a very modest, practical goal.

First of all, I must caution against the very confusion of linguistics and philology.

Philology, as it has developed historically and as it is usually
presented by its practitioners, is a conglomerate of knowledge, of detailed information about a variety of matters, and not a science in the strict sense of the word; on the other hand, linguistics is a monolithic and well-defined discipline. The aim of philology is to reproduce and re-create the life of a particular nation in all its manifestations. Philology’s leading position is held by classical philology, which aims at the multifaceted investigation of the Greeks and the Romans, the two most celebrated peoples of European antiquity. The benefits of this philology, which was born at the time of the Renaissance and Humanism, have been immeasurable in the education of generations of European peoples. The ancient Romans, and especially the Greeks, stood head and shoulders above the fanatic and backward men of the Middle Ages. Acquaintance with classical antiquity, with its literature and philosophy, must have shaken the monastic minds, freed them from the bonds of scholasticism, and implanted the broader views characteristic of those (ancient) times.

Classical philology has had a long and uninterrupted existence. It is still being developed, and it is zealously watched over. But its civilizing role has ended. The travesty of classical philology which is perpetrated in our high schools can only harm young minds. As a science, philology must be regenerated and its horizons widened; otherwise, it will be but a remnant of antiquity, unsuited to the modern requirements of science.

Recently, new branches of philology have arisen in Europe. These are in part distorted replicas of classical philology: Indic philology, Semitic philology, Chinese philology, Germanic, Romance, Slavic philology, etc. Some of these branches (Indic, Semitic, Chinese), while only recently making their appearance in Europe, flourished long ago in the homelands of the people they study; Chinese and Indic philology, for example, are far older than classical philology, the brain child of Europe.

In a more precise sense, one may treat, for example, Polish philology as the many-sided study of Polish society and the Polish nation together with its literature.

Regardless of the people or nation investigated, philology collates information from various fields of science pertaining to a given society. It is a kind of encyclopedia which includes the history of philosophy; the history of literary and intellectual accomplishments; the history of society and socio-political struggles (i.e., general history and sociology); the history of legal organizations and legislation; the history of customs and morals, or ethnology; the history of beliefs, or mythology; the history of language, or grammar in the broad sense of the word—in other words linguistics.

In origin, linguistics is everywhere in the debt of those philologists who first studied language for special purposes, that is, as a means of investigating other aspects of the intellectual life of a nation, but then discovered the pleasure of studying language for its own sake and created the science of grammar. So it was in India, among the Arabs, and finally, in Europe. As a result, linguistics long bore, and even now to some extent bears, the stamp of its origin in philology. Hence the peculiar character of philological linguistics, which still employs improper, perverted methods of investigation. Today it would be inconceivable for a natural scientist to begin his investigations on forms which had long ago disappeared or which were preserved only in fragments and only then to proceed to the study of the world around him. But this is the method that is still dominant in linguistics. From old to new, from inaccessible to accessible, from the monuments of a language to the language itself, from letters to sounds—this is the order in which most linguists pursue their object of study. Thus the history of language degenerates into a history of literary monuments, or even into a chronological survey of works about language, into mere erudition, into a bibliography of opinions, into a knowledge of books. Hence the scorn for the surrounding world, for the lingua vulgaris, and hence the "aristocratic" contempt for facts. In his discussions of language, the philologist asks: what is its parentage? Does it boast ancient written records? Does it have a history of several dozens of generations who used it for literary purposes? Only a language which can thus attest its nobility is deemed worthy of investigation by these learned men. Hence the overestimation of Sanskrit's importance vis-à-vis the study of less ancient languages; the overestimation of Latin and ancient Greek, of Gothic and Old Church Slavonic vis-à-vis the later representatives of the same linguistic family. In fact, however, the study of modern languages, accessible to us in all their facets, is far and away more important. My statement may strike some people as eccentric, but the natural scientist will understand me immediately. The study of paleontology supposes the study of zoology, botany, etc., and not the reverse.
As the name itself indicates, linguistics is the scientific investigation of language, or human speech, in all its diversity.

Like other phenomena, linguistic phenomena give a first impression of chaos, disorder, confusion. But the human mind has an innate ability to shed light upon seeming chaos and to find harmony, order, system, and causal relationships in it. Linguistics is the goal-directed activity of the human mind to find order in the phenomena of language.

Even the most ordinary and least scientifically trained mind performs tentative, unconscious, and partly conscious operations. Every human mind systematizes, generalizes, seeks causes. As far as language is concerned, everybody learns first to distinguish himself from others and his own speech from the speech of others; everybody can distinguish his native language from other languages, given the opportunity to hear them; everybody can distinguish a sentence, containing a thought, from something that is not a sentence; everybody can isolate words and their particular meanings from what is not a word. The distinction between meaning (the internal content, as it were) and the combination of sounds which serves to render meaning is strange to no one. Perhaps not everyone is fully aware of it, perhaps not everyone is able to express or formulate it, but the distinction is undoubtedly grasped, if only subconsciously, by every normal person. The science of linguistics introduces absolutely nothing new in this respect; it only perfects and refines our thinking (about these processes), frees it from the accidents of chance, and substitutes a chain of conscious and clearly defined concepts for a mass of vague and diffused ideas.

Linguistics is concerned with the investigation of language, i.e., human speech in all its diversity. But bearing in mind the fact of the existence of perhaps several thousand tribal and national languages and recognizing that a lifetime—given even the greatest of abilities—is hardly enough to acquire knowledge of even a small fraction of them, we submit that the ideal of linguistics as complete knowledge of languages is unattainable. No book could present the entire system of linguistics. No human brain could comprehend the whole mass of pertinent facts. Each investigator masters only a small fragment of the whole, through which he gains a view of the whole and creates for himself a more or less adequate picture of the nature of language in general.

On the Tasks of Linguistics

Here a comparison with the crystal as an ideal mathematical form and with those fragments of crystals that are encountered in reality, naturally suggests itself. As the mineralogist re-creates a picture of the whole crystal from a piece, so we can reconstruct the homogeneous whole (of language) on the basis of knowledge of some of its parts.

Let us now take a look at the variety of problems facing linguistics. These problems may be divided or classified in various ways, depending upon where one begins.

I

Thus, for example, starting with the distinction between the individual and tribe or nation, we draw the distinction between the individual and tribal or national language, and between individual linguistic development and the history of a tribal or national language.

Individual language may develop normally from the speech of an infant to the fully fledged speech of a child, and from child speech to that of an old man; or its development may be abnormal and defective.

Whatever is individual is at the same time general, universal. Since the simplest elements of individual development are shared by all people, embryology and pathology of language are a part of general linguistics, as distinct from the study of particular languages or language families.

Alongside the study of individual language, one must place the study of tribal and national languages, i.e., languages that are distinguished from each other by the names of tribes or nations that use them, such as Polish, Czech, Serbian, Russian, Ukrainian; German, Danish; French, Italian; Lithuanian, Latvian; Estonian, Hungarian.

But can we speak about the development of such languages?

Real development is uninterrupted as, for example, the development of the cells of an organism, of the parts of a plant or animal, or of seeds into plants, etc. In all such instances there is a constant, invariant base and gradual uninterrupted change of properties and their arrangement.

There are different types of development. The simplest form of development is represented by the purposeful growth of indi-
individual organisms. In animals and human beings, this refers both to the physical and mental development from the embryonic state throughout the life cycle.

The periodic development of individuals is a more complex kind of development. The reproductive process of living beings must be mentioned first. The ovum is transformed and becomes an animal, a living being: this being develops individually but, at the same time, part of it is transformed into an ovum, which in turn is able to generate a new living being, and so on indefinitely. Similarly, a seed becomes a plant, part of the plant becomes a seed, and the seed becomes a plant again, etc.

Continuous periodic development may be complicated by the metamorphoses to which an individual may be subjected during his lifetime. Thus, for example, a butterfly’s ovum gives not a butterfly, but a caterpillar; from the caterpillar, a chrysalis; and only the chrysalis, a butterfly, which again lays eggs that undergo the same metamorphoses. This kind of development is fairly common in the animal and vegetable kingdoms.

All this pertains to the development of entire organisms. Similarly, there is continuous development of various properties, such as the nervous system, the muscles, etc.

In the case of language, development concerns only individual linguistic peculiarities, and not the peculiarities of a collective language. To begin with, the development of individual languages, up to the point when the child acquires full linguistic mastery, must be separated from the study of collective languages. Can there be uninterrupted development in linguistic communication between different individuals? Each individual acquires his language anew, inheriting perhaps only a different degree of general linguistic ability. He receives the stimulus to speak by means of the senses, especially voice, from individuals about him, and in turn affects their speech. There is not and cannot be a direct way, a direct link between the linguistic images of one individual and those of another. There is only the indirect link through the mediacy of sound symbols and, in general, of mental connections, that is, the so-called associations and arrangement of concepts. Linguistically, the individual can develop only in society; however, language, as a social phenomenon, cannot develop; it can only have a history.

History is the succession of homogeneous, but different, phenomena conjoined by indirect, rather than direct, causality. Such a succession of phenomena is found, for example, in geology: we shall probably learn about this concept of history in geology from the forthcoming lectures on the past and future of the earth.

A similar kind of succession is found in language. Language as a social phenomenon, the language of a group or nation, cannot have development; it can only have a history.

Thus, one of the first tasks of linguistics is to face the difference between the individual and society.

II

We face the second task of linguistics when we turn to the problem of the origin of language, i.e., to the formation of language within the human species, as opposed to language as a fully developed, finished product.

For the individual, the beginning of speech is the beginning of his linguistic development, whereas for the human race the beginning of language is the beginning of its history.

In his gradual development from lower, prehuman species, man became man only when he developed language, or speech, as we know it.

Do animals therefore completely lack the faculty of speech? Careful investigations have shown that many animals have the rudiments of speech. Thus, for example, cats in feeding and guarding their young use some ten different voice modulations to express danger, threat, endearment, encouragement, enticement, etc. The rudiments of speech have also been found in apes and monkeys, the species nearest to man, e.g., the orangutan and the howler monkey (Brilla). The great diversity in the language of birds, especially the domesticated varieties, is known to everyone who has had the opportunity to observe them. In any case, it is undeniable that some animal species use modulations of voice as a means of communication. However, none of this is the equivalent of human language, which employs arbitrary symbols in great number and in most complex combination. The language of animals is characterized by necessity, directness, and invariability, i.e., by traits directly the opposite of those which constitute the essence of human language. At least this is true of the language of domesticated birds and animals observed by me. I know nothing of the language of the orangutan which I have not had the occasion to study or to read about in scientific works.
On the other hand, there obviously exist human tribes whose language is in a rudimentary state and cannot possibly be viewed as human in the full sense of the word; consequently, such tribes are halfway between animal and man.

In view of the fact that the structure of the languages of various groups differs in principle and cannot be reduced to a common denominator, i.e., to an originally common state, and since some languages are in the process of being created, while others have gone through many stages of development lasting perhaps thousands of years, we must conclude that the myth of the common descent of all men (from one couple) is contrary to science.

Similarly, one must discard the hypothesis of the origin of the whole human race in one place from some kind of animals of a lower species. Man as a social being endowed with language originated in different places and at different times from different lower species of anthropoids.

In this connection the question arises why human communication employs only the voice, an organ that affects only our hearing, and not other sensory organs.

The organs of smell and taste are out of the question. To be sure, "nature often speaks to us by means of taste and smell" as in warnings of danger. But how far would we get if mutual understanding were to depend on the nerve endings of the mucous membranes of our nose and the surface of our tongue? The sense of touch requires direct contact at a minimal distance. It is, indeed, possible to express one's feelings and intentions by pinching, kicking, elbowing, stroking, kissing, but all these are too confined to serve as a means of linguistic communication.

Thus only sight and hearing remain as senses which can function at a distance and carry the greatest variety of impressions. Only the eye and ear can compete with each other to fulfill the communicative needs of language. That visual language may exist side by side with acoustic language is, in fact, attested by the existence of highly developed and diverse sign-languages, e.g., among the Indians of North America or the deaf-mutes as well as by the various systems of writing which employ visual symbols to convey meaning directly (as in Chinese writing) or indirectly, through the intermediacy of sound.

We may hypothesize that, in its primitive stage, human speech employed sight and hearing constantly and simultaneously, the voice being assisted by vivid mimicry, as is still the case among some tribes and with some individuals. Why, then, did the voice prevail, while gestures were discarded? Why did linguistic communication confine itself to acoustic means, forgoing the use of visual means?

The answer seems simple enough. The voice can be heard in the dark, through obstacles that would curtail sight, or when one's back is turned to the speaker; the voice can be heard from a distance at which only an exceptionally sharp eye would be able to make out gestures, even in the best light. Light waves travel in a straight line, whereas sound waves move in all directions. Air as a vibrating medium surrounds man everywhere and at all times; light is not always and everywhere present. That is why we speak with our voices and not with grimaces and finger movements; that is why mimicry, which formerly accompanied speech, gradually was reduced to playing a very modest role.

In concluding this section on the foundations of language, I shall venture to add that people were able to begin to speak only when they ceased to walk on all fours, when they stood up on two legs with their heads raised and their necks straight, so that their larynx and windpipes were placed vertically and not horizontally to each other. The extent to which the standing position facilitates the production of speech is best demonstrated by birds, which may learn to imitate human speech, a feat completely unattainable for more highly developed quadrupeds. A child begins to utilize his speech organs as adults do only when he is able to walk, or at least to hold himself erect. If we attempt to speak standing on all fours, we can see how much more difficult it is than when we stand erect on our two feet.

III

I shall now proceed to the tasks of linguistics in the investigation of fully developed tribal or national languages.

The concept of language as a complex and integral whole is merely an ideal. The ideal and actuality are not the same. Thus it is possible, for example, that the concept of a Polish language comprises something that may not exist, and may never have existed
or been established. Here we may again recall the analogy of the crystal. As crystals found in nature are but parts of ideal crystals, the native language that any Pole carries in his mind is but a fraction of the whole.

What aspects of the total language, the full and ideal model, does grammar consider? (For I am now thinking specifically about grammar.)

The central core of the ideal model consists of the average and fortuitous cross section of the languages of individuals of a given speech community.

Each individual language comprises an internal, central aspect and an external, peripheral aspect, i.e., a mental or cerebral aspect and a sensory aspect lying outside the cerebral region. Every language consists, in other words, of language proper and speech. But do both aspects exist on equal terms in each individual? Can they not be reduced to one common term?

Only the linguistic images of an individual have extension and development. The sounds uttered at any given moment and the activity of the speech organs are transient, just as is any combination of tones produced in singing or instrumental playing. Only the competence of the organs, only habits are subject to gradual development, but never the external acoustic aspect of individual language. Speech sounds and the corresponding movements of the speech apparatus may exist and be repeated only in so far as they leave an impression on the nervous centers, on the brain or mind, in the form of permanent representations.

Everything concerning human language as such is located in the brain. Without a brain, without a mind, there might be a talking machine, but not a man who thinks and is part of society. Thinking and membership in society are thus the basic conditions for language in the proper sense of the word.

This being the case, what aspects of this ideal model of collective language are of interest to grammar?

First, we must identify the movements of the speech apparatus that have been acquired through practice, through habit, but which are conditioned by the nervous system and the brain; these movements are at the same time intimately connected with voice, with the acoustics of speech.

Second, there is an internal (central) or psychological aspect, also closely connected with articulatory and auditory representations.

In the first case we deal with phonation, or speaking; in the second, with cerebration, or speech in general.

The external aspect of language, or phonation, is the subject of phonetics, or the science of sounds, at present the most advanced and most thoroughly elaborated part of grammar. Phonetics investigates the various kinds of pronunciation, the nature of sounds and the activity of the speech organs, the interconnection of sounds and their formation and production at each moment of their historical development. It examines the organs, or instruments, of speech which participate in the pronunciation of the different categories of sounds of a given language, the production of speech in different parts of the speech apparatus, the relationship between musical and purely linguistic aspects of language, the role of tones or sounds in distinguishing meanings of words, and their historical origin.

Here belong such questions as: the difference between the vowel sounds e and a in gnieść-gnatas; the difference between the vowel sounds o (or ọ) and a in dogodzić-dogadzać, chodzić-chadzać, prosić-proszać, skrzyć-skrocąć; the difference between the vowel sound i and the combination of sounds oj in pol-i polę, gniec-gnoi; the difference between the consonant sounds s (or ș) and ch in ulosy-ulochy, nos-noch, kluki-klui, kalocze-kaloch, etc. How were they pronounced by earlier generations, and how are future generations likely to pronounce them?

What were the operations and movements of the speech organs of our ancestors and what sounds were uttered in certain positions of particular words at a given stage of a language? From what sounds did the consonants and vowels s, š, č and e, o develop historically in words such as sadźć, sen (alongside sto, słona), or żelazo, cztery, maże, piecze, siejota, wiole, sen, etc.

Phonetics should provide an answer to these and similar questions.

The other parts of grammar investigate the central aspects of speech, the cerebration of a given language.

First, we must distinguish between the simplest psycho-linguistic elements which appear in the guise of sound (the morphemes) and their combinations. For example:

po-łożyl-iśmy na pod-łożę,
leży na łóżku...
A Baudouin de Courtenay Anthology

This part of grammar poses such questions as: what is the form of the main, central elements of words (the roots)? What internal relationships of words do they (the morphemes) mark, and do such markers exist in general? What is their place with relation to the main element? What is the origin of these meaningful segments or elements of words?
The part of grammar that deals with these and similar questions is called morphology, or the study of words and their constituent parts. It is divided into:

1) the study of the formation of words, or word-formation;
2) the study of changes of words, or inflection, which, in the case of our type of language, has two main parts: declension and conjugation.

After morphology in the narrow sense of the word comes syntax, or the study of the sentence as a simple unit and as a unit consisting of words. It studies the combination of words into sentences, and the principles of such combinations.

Morphology in the narrow sense, plus syntax, constitute morphology in the broadest sense of the word.

Finally, the psychological content itself, the linguistic concepts which exist independently but manifest themselves through linguistic forms, are the subject of a separate part of grammar, semasiology, or the science of meaning. This part of grammar investigates the images of the outer and inner worlds in the human mind apart from linguistic form. The questions it poses are: what types of concepts are expressed (or designated) in the given language? What are their relations? What is their origin? How do meanings change? And so on. As an illustration, I might mention the recurrent process of increasing meaningfulness [osmyslenie znachenija], the process of transition from the concrete to the abstract. For example, skutek, raz, obowiązek, pojmować, lekać się, wstyd, wstydzić się, Germ. Scham; dowcip, wątpić, badać, łączyć, buzić, dusza, duch, Bóg, Żeś; biec; niebo, ziemia, kryzuda, części...

IV

Grammar treats the phonetic and cerebral elements of collective (tribal) languages. But for the sake of a general characterization and classification of the linguistic world, we can treat these languages as indivisible wholes, as separate entities.
The classification of languages presupposes a precise definition of their differences and, in the first place, of their similarities. These similarities may be due to:

1) the genetic kinship of languages of certain peoples and tribes, or
2) the general similarity of the nature and change of languages, independently of their historical or genetic relations.

Similarity between genetically related languages is due to the fact that these languages present but modifications of the same linguistic material. Thus, for example, the Slavic languages are related and resemble each other as modifications or variants of a common Slavic linguistic state. The same principle accounts for the more remote similarity and affinity between Slavic and such other Indo-European (Indo-Germanic) languages, as Sanskrit (together with the whole Indic group of languages), Iranian (Bactro-Persian), Armenian, Greek, Latin (together with the Romance languages), Celtic, Germanic, and the Baltic languages—Lithuanian and Latvian, the languages nearest the Slavic group.

The parallel investigation and comparison of genetically related languages is the subject of so-called comparative grammar.
The other kind of classification, the morphological or structural classification of languages, is based upon the similarity of their actual states, independently of their historical relations, and on the linguistic changes which appear to depend upon universal conditions, on properties common to all people regardless of their origin.

Morphological classifications up to now have been very inexact, mainly because a great many languages have not yet been investigated at all. One of the most popular classifications, though probably not the most successful, divides all languages of the world into three main groups, or classes: (1) isolating monosyllabic languages, whose chief representative is Chinese; (2) agglutinative, affixing languages, among which Turkish, Turkish, Hungarian, etc., have been the most studied; and (3) inflected languages, which include the Semitic languages and the above-mentioned Indo-European languages.

Through lack of time, I shall not dwell on the basis of this classification, but I shall only remark that its accuracy is very questionable.

Even if it were most accurate, however, we should have to remember that the state of a language or languages under consideration is not eternal, fixed, and unchangeable, but transitional. The
best proof of how deeply the structure of a language may change is the transformation from “synthetic” inflected languages, in which the internal form of a word is varied, into analytic languages with external affixes, which has taken place repeatedly in the history of the Indo-European tongues.

It is enough, for example, to compare the structure of Latin with that of the Romance literary languages (French, Spanish, and Italian), and especially their most recent varieties (i.e., the various French and Italian dialects), to realize the extent of their difference.

Among the Germanic languages, literary English has moved the furthest in this direction; among the Slavic languages, Bulgarian is a representative of the new type of language differing from the old state of Slavic in approximately the same way as, for example, French differs from Latin.

In classifying languages, we must reserve a special place for mixed languages, which include, in a certain sense, both the language of migrants, kowzennopolski (root-Polish), and the polska szpracha of the students of Dorpat. To this category also belong such crystallized and well-defined languages as Yiddish-German, the Chinese-Russian dialect of Kjaxta and Maj[n]čina, the Chinese-English dialect of the southern coast of China, and others. We tend to look down on these languages, contemptuously labeling them “jargons,” but we ought not to forget that such jargons often grow into very respectable and powerful languages. It is sufficient to mention the example of English. In general, we have the right to doubt the purity of a great many languages; it does not take a linguist to know that almost every language includes many foreign elements.

Classification of languages must, furthermore, take into consideration the existence of special languages for social groups and trades (legal or illegal) and, especially, of secret dialects and argots (e.g., of criminals, thieves, vagrants).

Finally, we need to stress the difference between naturally developing languages and artificially cultivated, literary languages, a difference analogous to that between wild and domestic animals or between wild and cultivated plants. This kind of distinction may evolve in any language family. Thus, for example, the Romance family produced Latin first, and then six other of the best known literary languages (French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Provençal, and Roumanian); I shall say nothing of the different provincial and territorially circumscribed literary languages. In the Germanic family there is German, Dutch, Danish, Swedish, English, etc.; in the Slavic family, Church Slavonic, Russian, Polish, Czech, Serbian, Croatian, Slovenian, Bulgarian, Ukrainian, Slovak, Lusatian, and there are others.

Another, completely separate, category is represented by Vola-pükh, the “invented” artificial language par excellence.

V

The foregoing remarks pertain to the history of language, i.e., the investigation and description of existing languages and the causal changes occurring within them.

Recently a new science, or branch of science, has come of age; it concerns itself with the factors that support the life of language and bring about its changes.

As I have already noted, the basis of language lies exclusively in the central nervous system. Sounds and their combinations, or the sensory, external, peripheral aspect of language, mean nothing by themselves. Proof of this is the fact that an unknown foreign language, the sounds of which we can distinguish quite precisely, is not a language for us. This is further corroborated by the fact that some people have the ability to utter over a long period of time various sounds and combinations of sounds which neither they nor anyone else can comprehend. But would anyone call such “senseless gibberish” language? And since the basis of language is purely psychological, linguistics must be considered a branch of the psychological sciences. But, insofar as language exists only in society, and the psychological development of man is possible only through intercourse with other people, we shall rather say that linguistics is a psychological-sociological science. Those who consider language an “organism” and linguistics a natural science are obviously in error.

In view of the fact that both psychological and social factors operate in language, we must regard both psychology and sociology (the science that deals with the interaction of people in society) as ancillary sciences of linguistics.

Proper comprehension of the external aspect of language (phonation) requires the help of anatomy, physiology, and acoustics. Physiology, in combination with microscopic anatomy or the histology of the brain, might help us understand the psychological
the present meaning of the Polish word dziadzinec from dziad ("ancestor, grandfather") harks back to the period of private land ownership in contrast to pole "field," which represented the property of an entire community. The word golińiec from golę (compare the Latin hostis with hostes) designates the road by which the golięc, i.e., "outsiders," usually merchants, arrived, while the word gospoda (Herberge) designates a place or settlement of the golięc. The etymological connection between chlop "peasant" and chłopiec "boy" and between rob "slave" (OCS rab), robota and Czech robě, robítko, Russian rebenok, reběnok "child," etc., as well as the use of otrok (infans) with the double meaning "slave" and "child" show that the legal position of children and slaves at one time was more or less identical; neither children nor slaves had a voice; both were considered "infants" in the family. The foreign origin of the words szlachta, szlachet, herb, herbie, księga, król, and cesarz supports other, historical evidence that these institutions and concepts were imported to Poland from the outside.

The importance of this aspect of applied linguistics is that it enables us to reconstruct the culture of a people who have left us neither written records nor material objects. With the help of linguistics we can learn how a given people lived, how it dressed, what kind of dwellings it had, what kind of domestic animals it kept, whether it was agricultural or nomadic, what kind of grains and plants it knew, what kind of family relations it had, how it was organized legally, etc.

No less important is the application of linguistics to ethnogenesis, i.e., to the science of the origin of peoples, although here the ground is less firm.

The application of linguistics to practical life has hitherto been very modest. Of particular relevance is its application to pedagogy, or rather didactics. Its main task is the design of the most suitable methods for the teaching and study of one's "native" and foreign languages. (The study of one's own literary language is of central importance.)

The application of linguistics to rhetoric is less pertinent, for it is limited, in fact, to instructions on the correct pronunciation of words, on the correct use of forms, and of word order. Oratory in general is based on logic and psychology.

Linguistics could be applied with great success to teaching deaf mutes how to read and write.
Rational instruction of normal people in reading and writing (including spelling) ought to be based on linguistic knowledge; anybody who knows how to read and write will probably admit the importance of such an application of linguistics.

Linguistics could also be applied to practical politics. Its findings could be most helpful in objectively and theoretically defining states and national entities. Such political groups as Switzerland and Austria present particularly interesting problems.

The transmission of a national tradition, the possibility of preserving the heritage of one’s ancestors, can be best accomplished through the study of the national literary language, and the preservation of the purity and integrity of one’s literary language requires a knowledge of grammar, one of the most important parts of linguistics. I should also mention the importance of Latin for all of Europe (particularly during the Middle Ages), and of the Italian literary language for the politics and ethnography of modern Italy.

Contained within the right limits and without degenerating into a mania, grammatical purism (or concern for linguistic norms) should be guided by the recommendations of theoretical linguistics.

In the field of invention, I should mention the universal language, Volapük, whose value and practicality is often exaggerated; however, it seems to me that in a modified form it might actually serve as a universal vehicle of commerce and industry. Indeed, the inventor of this artificial language must have acquired a thorough acquaintance with the grammars of many languages before he set out to realize his ambition of inventing an artificial international language.

From what I have said, it should be apparent that the contempt in which linguistics is held as a science of little practicality and applicability is to some extent justified. I do not intend to influence the minds and feelings of the majority of people holding this view. I shall only take the liberty of calling attention to the difference between man and animals.

Leaving aside the question of language, I shall dwell on a more important and more obvious difference. As man emerged from the animal state, the scope of his activities was enlarged through the help of instruments of the external world. At first he fought with his teeth and his claws; but then he turned to the club, the stone, the spike, the arrow, the rifle, and the cannon. At first he was protected from atmospheric changes by furs and hides, but his further progress was marked by the use of clothes and of the hearth. Primitive “man” devoured raw food, but man has invented pots and roasting spits, plates, spoons, knives, and forks. Primitive “man” propelled himself from place to place using his own legs, but man invented the use of the wagon and of domestic animals, of steam and of complicated machines. Primitive “man” could only sing, i.e., play on the flute situated in his throat, whereas man started out with the pipe and tin box and finished with splendid modern music. . . . Primitive “man” communicated by means of his own organism, with his hands, vocal cords, throat, tongue, teeth, nose, etc., but man proceeded to invent writing, artificial light, and electricity. Thus the primordial primitive being was transformed into civilized and socially organized man. These differences are of enormous importance, the more so that they developed unconsciously and spontaneously. But what was the driving force, the guiding idea? At bottom there was the striving toward comfort and convenience, a striving that is also shared by animals. For even animals show a tendency to use the external world for protection against its harmful effects. Suffice it to mention ant hills, beehives, bird nests, beaver lodges, and sticks and stones in the hands of orangutans, chimpanzees, and gorillas.

But no animal, be it the gorilla or chimpanzee, shows the slightest striving for intellectual gratification, satisfaction based on knowledge. The thirst for knowledge and its gratification is proper only to man, and especially to highly organized, conscious man.

Let there be, then, a large part of educated people who refuse to rise above the intellectual level of animals; let them look to science for profit and comfort only. But there will always be some eccentrics dedicated to the pursuit of knowledge and to the widening of their own intellectual horizons. Among the latter there will always be a handful who recognize language as a subject worthy of study and linguistics as a science equal to other sciences.

NOTES

1. These lectures were given by S. Tugutt on the 3rd and 10th of April, 1888.
2. I myself possess this ability to a high degree.
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FOREWORD

I have published a larger work, "Próba teorji alternacyj fonetycznych" (An Attempt at a Theory of Phonetic Alternations) in Rozprawy Wydziału filologicznego (Transactions of the Philological Section) Cracow Academy of Sciences (now Polish Academy of Sciences in Cracow), vol. XX, 1894, pp. 219-364 (also published separately). According to usual procedure, I was also supposed to supply a short summary in German or French for the Anzeiger (or Bulletin) of the Academy. However, since I felt it
necessary to make available to non-Polish-speaking scholars the particulars of the exposition and the course of my argument, and especially the formulas which I have advanced, I had greatly to exceed the maximum length of such a résumé and instead of a short summary, give a German version of the same material. Nevertheless, my entire manuscript was accepted without reservations for preparation by the editors of the Anzeiger, set up completely in galleys proof and painstakingly corrected by me with the kind assistance of Mr. St. Rosnecki, Cand. Mag.; then nearly half the type was set under the heading of the Anzeiger and my German spelling was changed to conform to the style of the Anzeiger. Suddenly, however, toward the end of October, I was told it was impossible to accept such a long work for the Anzeiger (of which a single volume could under no conditions exceed four folios and still cost only 40 Kreuzers). And, in fact, the Anzeiger is not the most suitable place for a work which has cost so much effort. Therefore I decided to publish it as a separate book, even though this entailed the tiresome, not very profitable, and time-consuming task of changing the résumé style into a direct scholarly exposition and the expression "the author" into "I." It also entailed the division into individual chapters and so forth. And I had to do this with the material already in type.

The history of the origin of this modest contribution likewise explains why I have taken my examples primarily from Polish and have cited them generally without translation. If I had composed the German version independently of the Polish original and had not been forced to merely transform an Anzeiger résumé into a separate study, I would have aimed at a greater selection of examples from various languages. Nevertheless, I believe that the Polish examples are quite comprehensive and that anyone will be able to test the general propositions of my work on any other language he might like.

The subtitle, "A Chapter from Psychophonetics," sounds somewhat pretentious; however, by this I merely wanted to indicate that I consider myself an adherent of the linguistic school which emphasizes the psychological factor in all linguistic phenomena. I would advise the beginner as well as the reader who is not accustomed to such explanations not to read this book through from beginning to end without interruption, but rather to study it in the following order: after the "Explanation and Definition of Some..."
acter of their grammatical rules; they give excellent prescriptions for the formation of all kinds of grammatical forms, but we would look in vain for a scientific explanation of the ways and means by which these forms originated.

The concepts of vastra and sraddh have been taken over by European grammarians under the names "Ablaut," "phonetic gradation" and the like, and the theory of phonetic changes has now reached a high level of sophistication. Although European linguists have been dependent on the views of the Indic grammarians, they have surpassed the latter in two ways: first, they have introduced the concept of chronology into their investigations and have made use of it with greater or lesser success; second, they have formed their conclusions on a much broader "comparative" base, using material of a greater variety of languages, including not only related but also unrelated languages.

According to the most recent studies of phonology, the relationship between two different but etymologically related sounds is completely the reverse of what was supposed by earlier linguists; what had passed earlier for the basic form turned out to be a derivative (secondary) form, and vice versa. A characteristic example of this change of viewpoint is the replacement of the theory of "vowel gradation" by the theory which posits the weakening of a stronger phonetic structure and the loss of a part of that structure (F. de Saussure, Brugmann, Osthoff, Hölschmann, and many others).

But even the most recent linguistic works deal with the alternations themselves only indirectly, focusing attention on the determination of phonetic changes and the establishment of the historical priority or origin of the speech sound in question. Furthermore, these works fail to give a satisfactory account of the very concept of alternation or coexistence. One of the works which most closely approaches the concept of alternation developed in my preceding study, and which affirms first of all the existence of alternations, is August Leskien's Der Ablaut der Wurzelsilben im Litauischen (Leipzig, 1884).

The expression "alternation" in the sense in which I use it does appear, however, here and there in contemporary linguistic works. Thus, for example, de Saussure says (Mémoire sur le système primitif des voyelles dans les langues indo-européennes, Leipzig, 1879, p. 12): "The Italic languages have too greatly leveled

the inflection of the verb for us to expect to find in them the alternation of weak and strong forms."

I arrived at the concept of alternation developed in my preceding study more than eighteen years ago, when I was giving lectures on certain aspects of comparative grammar and general linguistics at Kazan University and at the Kazan Theological Seminary.

The customary approach to phonetic differences in the works available to me at that time was to determine the change of one speech sound into another, and particularly to establish "sound laws" and so forth. This approach could not satisfy me for, first, it gave an inadequate account of the chronology or order of the historical layers and, second, it gave an inexact formulation of the actual facts. One such overriding fact is the coexistence of phonetically different but etymologically related speech sounds; only after establishing this fact can one proceed to the investigation of its causes.

My views on the subject at that time were expressed, or rather noted in passing, in my Detailed Program of Lectures for the Academic Year 1876-77, pp. 92-95, 107; in my Detailed Program of Lectures for the Academic Year 1877-78 p. 114f; in Is Lekcij po latinskoj fonetike, Voronej, 1893, and even much earlier in "Wechsel des s (х) mit ch in der polnischen Sprache" (Beiträge zur vergleichenden Sprachforschung von Kuhn, VI, pp. 221-22) (where in 1868 this alternation s || ch was called a "constant gradation used to differentiate meaning"). My ideas on this matter have gradually become more refined and precise. In my Russian lectures I used the word čeredovanie ("alternation") to indicate the co-occurrence in one and the same language of phonetically different but etymologically related sounds.

One of my Kazan students, M. Kruszewski, in his dissertation Nahliudensia nad nekotorymi foneticheskimi javlenijami, svjazannyi s akcentuacii (Observations of Some Phonetic Phenomena Connected with Accentuation), Kazan, 1879, collected the material available in the Rig-Veda to study the alternations caused by the influence of the accent. He acquired a clear and independent view of similar phonetic phenomena and presented it in the introduction to his master's thesis K voprosu o guze. Issledovanije v oblasti staroslavjanskogo vokalizma (On the Question of Gupta. A Study in the Area of Old Church Slavonic Vocalism), Separate offprint
from _Ruski Filologičeskii Vestnik_, Warsaw, 1881 and also in the German version of this introduction _Über die Lautabwechslung_, Kazan', 1881.1

Kruszewski developed the "theory" of alternations more "philosophically;" more comprehensively, and more precisely than I myself have done, thanks mainly to his strict application of the analytic method. It cannot be denied, however, that Kruszewski merely gave another, finer form to what he had learned from someone else. (This was admitted by Kruszewski himself; cf. _Über die Lautabwechslung_, p. 1.) One might take exception to certain shortcomings in Kruszewski's presentation of the theory of alternations. Despite his rigor and analytic method, Kruszewski left many things unnoticed; he did not define the boundaries between the individual classes of alternations precisely enough, and he set up alleged characteristic features of individual classes that could by no means be considered characteristic; on the other hand, he ignored other features which should have been mentioned as the most characteristic for a given class. Moreover, Kruszewski made occasional mistakes in logic. All of this, however, should not surprise us in view of the novelty and difficulty of the subject, and especially if we consider that Kruszewski based his general conclusions on facts drawn from the limited area of phonic changes caused in Russian by palatalization or "softening" of consonants.

Kruszewski's terminology is not satisfactory and cannot be retained today. After all, both works of Kruszewski, his master's thesis and his brochure _Über die Lautabwechslung_, belong to a time when the Kazan' linguists became infatuated with nomenclature, developing a mania for inventing new and unusual technical terms; Kruszewski was wise enough to use some restraint in this respect in his works. This disease reached monstrous proportions in my own _Nekotorye otdely "sramitel'noj grammatiki" slavianskix jazykov_, the reading of which could only be hampered by such technical terms as coherents, homogenes, heterogenes, monogenes, poly- 
genes, amorphism and secondary heterogeneity of morphemes, amorphous correlatives, divergence and anthropophonie coherence, 
mobile correlation and morphological coincidence, coincident correlatives, coexistent correlatives, etc.

However, despite this frightful number of newly coined technical terms, there is a sound kernel of useful observations in this work. Among one of its most original ideas (which was, however, nothing new for me personally, since I had been developing it for several years in my lectures) was the requirement to distinguish native alternations from foreign (borrowed) alternations. Of a certain methodological value are also: first, the distinction of the concepts sound and phoneme; second, the unification of the concepts of root, affix, prefix, ending, and the like under the common term, morpheme; third, the distinction between a purely anthropophonie, physiological, and acoustic analysis of human speech and an analysis based on a morphological and semasiological viewpoint; fourth, the distinction between basic (primary) and derived (secondary) members of an alternation.

Another work of mine appeared almost simultaneously with this selection, "Otryvki iz lekci po fonetike i morfolozi russkogo jazyka, čitanymi v 1880-1881 akad. godu . . ." This work was mainly devoted to an analysis of the divergents in Russian.

The renowned Orientalist Dr. V. Radloff (at present a member of the Imperial Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg) in his article devoted to the application of Kruszewski's principles to the Turkic languages "Die Lautalternation und ihre Bedeutung für die Sprachsentwicklung, belegt durch Beispiele aus den Türkischen," _Abhandlungen des fünften internationalen Orientalisten Congresses ge halten zu Berlin im September 1881_, Berlin, 1882, has replaced the term "phonetic interchange" by "phonetic alternation." The alternations of the first type he calls, as I do, phonetic divergence, divergents; alternations of the second type which in my present terminology are called "traditional alternations" he calls phonetic compensations, compensatory sounds (a not particularly apt expression), and finally he has restricted the term correlation, correlatives to alternations of the third type, as I do, too.

In R. Brandt's recently published book _Lekcii po istoričeskoj grammatike russkogo jazyka, čitanym Romanom Brandtom, Vyпуск I_, _Fonetika_ (Lectures on Russian Historical Grammar by Roman Brandt, vol. 1, Phonetica), Moscow, 1892, we also find a chapter entitled "Ceredovanje znakov" (Phonetic Alternation). But Brandt evidently understands under this term something different from what I have always understood; for he is concerned not with the phenomenon of simultaneity, or coexistence, but with the explana-
tion of phonetic changes which he divides into "changes" (perex-
do) and "substitution" (podstanovki) depending on whether they occur now or whether they occurred in the past. Professor Brandt is absolutely right when he reproaches me for the mass of newly coined technical terms in my Nekotorye odely sroditei soj fon-
etiki. But the same reproach also applies to him, for he has prob-
ably invented more than a hundred completely new technical
terms, which make the reading of his works infinitely more
difficult, and which, in comparison with my own terms, have the sole
advantage of having been coined from native Russian rather than
from Latin. This is, however, a very dubious advantage, for a Latin
technical term can be easily understood by scholars in Europe and
America, irrespective of nationality, while an exclusively national-
term, coined under the influence of puristic tendencies, only in-
creases the difficulty of mutual understanding. Our times, infected
as they are by international animosities, cannot well afford them.

My attempt at presenting a theory of alternants will perhaps re-
ceive no recognition. It cannot, however, be denied that the con-
cept of "alternation" and "alternants" is relevant to an enormous
mass of linguistic facts, for there is probably no sound in any lan-
guage which is completely isolated and does not alternate with
another sound, just as there is no word to which the study of pho-
netic alternations cannot be applied.

Explanation and Definition of Certain Terms

The phoneme — a unitary concept belonging to the sphere of
phonetics which exists in the mind thanks to a psychological fusion
of the impressions resulting from the pronunciation of one and the
same sound; it is the psychological equivalent of a speech sound.
The unitary concept of the phoneme is connected (associated) with
a certain sum of individual anthropophonic representations
which are, on the one hand, articulatory, that is, performed or
capable of being performed by physiological actions, and on the
other hand, acoustic, that is the effects of these physiological
actions, which are heard or capable of being heard.

Phonetics, as a whole, concerns all phonetic phenomena, both
anthropophonic (whether these be of a physiological or auditory
nature) and psychophonic in which the former, sensory phe-
nomena are reflected. Phonetics consists thus of two parts, of an
anthropophonic and psychophonic one.

The morpheme — that part of a word which is endowed with
psychological autonomy and is for the very same reason not further
divisible. It consequently subsumes such concepts as the root
(root), all possible affixes, (suffixes, prefixes), endings which are
exponents of syntactic relationships, and the like.

Explanation of Symbols and Abbreviations

— ... identity in the mathematical sense.
\[ \text{...} \] ... alongside, one occurring alongside the other.
\[ \text{...} \] ... symbol of alternation or co-occurrence, of a unilingual
correspondence, of etymological relationship in one language.
\[ \text{...} \] ... symbol of correspondance, of a multilingual correspond-
cence, or of etymological relationship in different languages.
\[ \text{...} \] ... symbol of transition, change: whatever stands on the left
side of the symbol had changed into whatever stands on the right
side.
\[ \text{...} \] ... the reverse symbol, symbol of the origin of whatever stands
on the left side of the symbol from whatever stands on the right.
\[ \text{...} \] ... symbol of the lack of any connection from either point of
view.
\[ \text{...} \] ... symbol of parallelism.
* ... assumed, reconstructed form.
\[ \text{...} \] ... denied, impossible, or invented form.

CHAPTER I

DEFINITION OF ALTERNATION AND ALTERNANTS.
ESTABLISHING THE NOTION OF ALTERNATION
ETYMOLOGICALLY AND PHONETICALLY.
The Original Cause of Every Alternation.

In every language and in the speech of every individual we ob-
serve a partial phonetic difference between etymologically identical
morphemes. In other words, in every language there are etym-
ologically related morphemes which differ phonetically in some of
their parts. For example, in the etymologically related morphemes
mog- and moż- of the Polish words mog-ε | moż-εs, the first two
phonemes $m$ and $o$ are identical, but the final phonemes $g$ and $z$ are different. Such phonetically different phonemes, which are parts of etymologically related morphemes and which occupy the same position in the phonetic structure of the morphemes (in the cited example, the third position), we shall call alternants, and their relationship to each other, an alternation.

Similarly, there are two obvious alternations in the root morphemes of the Polish words $mróż$ | $mrosz$ (gen. sg.): $u(ć)$ | $o$ and $-s(-z)$ | $-z$. A distinct alternation also occurs at the juncture between the root morpheme and the formal morphemes in the Polish words $plac$-i-c | $plac$-e | $ć$ | $e$. In the base morphemes of the German words $lad$-en | $Lad$-t, $Ver$-lus-t | $ver$-lor-en, $Fros$-t | $frier$-en, $geb$-en | $geb$- $...$, we find the following clear alternations:
1) $d$ | $s$, $ā$ | $ā$; $z$ | $r$, $ū$ | $ā$; $g$ | $g$, $ė$ | $e$, $ā$; $-b$ | $-p$ ($b$).

Strictly speaking, in all such cases we could consider the alternating units to be not phonemes, but morphemes, since only the latter form semantically indivisible linguistic units. Thus, from the point of view of the psychological reality of language, there is an alternation between entire morphemes and their combinations; e.g., Polish $mog$- | $mōć$, $mrosz$ | $mros$-e, $plac$-i | $plac$-; German $lād$- | $lād$-, $lās$- | $lās$, $fros$- | $fros$-, $frīr$, $geb$- | $geb$. The phonetic difference between related morphemes we shall call a phonetic alternation. This alternation is connected with a semantic alternation between the morphemes and entire words. The phonetic alternation of entire morphemes, however, can be reduced to alternations of their phonemes, or the phonemic components of the morphemes.

In terms, then, of phonemes, we shall call phonetic alternants or alternating phonemes such sounds or phonemes which differ from each other phonetically, but are related historically or etymologically. Phonetic alternants, or alternating phonemes are, in other words, sounds or phonemes which, though pronounced differently, can be traced back to a common historical source, i.e., originated from the same phoneme.

Establishing the Notion of Phonetic Alternation and Phonetic Alternants by Etymology.

The semantically basic morphemes of the Slavic words, Pol. $pros$-e | Cz. $pras$-e | Rus. $poras$-e (porossek) | Ukr. $poras$-i (porosja) | SCr. $prās$-e | Slov. (Krajna) $pras$- are etymologically re-


Any such comparison of words and morphemes of different languages rests on the assumption that the morphemes in question are etymologically related. The etymological relationship is established on the basis of semasiological similarity, on the one hand, and partial phonetic similarity of the morphemes, on the other hand.

The phonetic similarity must be neither accidental nor arbitrary, but must recur in a series of morphemes comprising at least partially the same phonemes. Thus, for example, we posit the etymological relationship of the basic morphemes of the above-quoted Slavic words $pros$-e | $pras$-e | $poros$-a... first, on the grounds of their semasiological similarity (they all mean “pig,” “boar,” “swine”), and second, on the grounds of the occurrence of identical phonetic correspondences in a whole series of words ($p$; $s$ with different reflexes: $ra$ | $ra$ | $oro$...). The etymological relationship of morphemes belonging to various Indo-European languages (e.g., *$pors$- | $par$- | $por$- | $far$-...; *$vez$- | $we$- | *$vēg$- | $veh$- | *$vēk$- | $vah$-) is likewise founded on the semantic similarity of the morphemes and the occurrence of regular phonetic correspondences in a series of words ($p$ | $p$ | $p$ | $f$...; or $ar$ | $or$ | $or$... $s$ | $l$ | $k$ | $h$...; $v$ | $v$ | $v$ | $v$...; $e$ | $i$ | $e$ | $e$ | $a$ | $a$... $s$ | $z$ | $g$ | $h$ | $x$ | $h$...).

It is on the basis of similar comparisons that we say: Polish $ra$ corresponds to Czech and South Slavic $ra$ and to Russian $oro$; these diverse Slavic sequences can be derived from a proto-Slavic sequence or; all these Slavic sequences, as well as the assumed proto-Slavic sequence or, have correspondences in other Indo-European languages, i.e., $ar$ in Baltic (Lithuanian and Latvian) and Germanic, or in Latin; Slavic $s$ corresponds to Lithuanian $š$, German $h$, Latin $h$, etc.

It would be a mistake however, to regard the historical-phonetic inference as being unimpeachable. What is etymologically related...
in the different languages are not independent phonemes, but the morphemes in which they occur, i.e., those simplest, indi-
visible semasiological parts of a word which have an autonomous psychological existence. Consequently, when we speak of the af-
finity of Slavic z with Lith. ž, Germ. g, Lat. h, Gk. x, Skt. h, we do
not mean the absolute relationship of these phonemes, regardless of the morphemes in which they occur, but the relative relation-
ship of these phonemes in particular morphemes (vez-, liz-ac-, zim-o). The phoneme z is related to certain phonemes of other
Indo-European languages in words such as sgu, zn-ac, ziaro. . . .
Similarly, Slavic s corresponds to Lith. š + Germ. h + Lat. and
Gk. k + Skt. e in the word *pos-č (prosi-č), etc., but not in such
words as *sedmi, sebe, spu-, bos-, etc.

Thus, all etymological comparisons of words belonging to different
languages are based on the recognition of an etymological rela-
tionship between the morphemes comprised in these words. But
the etymological relationship of the morphemes can be treated as
an etymological relationship of the particular phonemes and their
combinations.

Etymological relationship based on the comparison of various
languages, we shall call correspondence, or interlingual correspon-
dence. But in addition to this type of relationship, there is also the
etymological relationship of morphemes belonging to one and the
same language. Since we recognize the etymological relationship of
different, though similar morphemes, belonging to various lan-
guages, e.g. (pros- | pros- | *pos-) | pros- | pork- | farh-
we should with even more reason admit the etymological rela-
tionship of morphemes belonging to the same language; e.g., mog-
| mol-, rod- | rut, mroz- | mrus, plo- | plo-, etc. The second, or
intralingual type of etymological relationship, we shall call alter-
ation, and the alternation concerning specifically the phonetic
elements of the morphemes, phonetic alternation.

In the case of alternation, or intralingual etymological relation-
ship, we are dealing with speakers belonging to the same speech
community, while in the case of correspondence of interlingual
etymological relationship, the speakers, or more specifically the
carriers of elements forming a relationship of correspondence, be-
long to multiple and ethnically diverse speech communities.

As in the case of correspondence, we can treat the alternation of
morphemes, in their identity and difference, as an alternation of

their constituent phonemes (mog- | mol- can be broken down
into the phonemes m | m, o | o, g | z; and mros- | mrous- into
mr, o | u, z | s . . .). The existence of corresponding and alter-
ning morphemes is due to the fact that the respective morphemes
were in either case historically the same.

What has been said with respect to correspondence—namely, that
it concerns morphemes, and not individual phonemes, and that the
latter form a relation of correspondence only insosfar as they are a
part of certain groups or types of morphemes (i.e., not every Slavic
o corresponds to the Latin o, but only the o of some morphemes)—
holds likewise with respect to alternation. Thus, for example, not
every Polish ż alternates with g, but only the ż which occurs in
morphemes that alternate with morphemes containing g. But while
the correspondence of phonemes implies a correspondence of
morphemes, there are also purely phonetic alternations (variations,
ramifications) of phonemes that are not bound to one or another
morpheme. These variations I have called general phonetic diver-
gents. Thus, for example, the Polish i (y) | i (i) in the phonetic
sequences py, by, my, ty, dy . . . , cy, dzy, sy, ry . . . , cy, dzy, szy, šy . . . , p'jš, pš, mš, . . . , či, dži, si, ži . . . , kši, čši . . . , ji, do not depend
on the semantic value of these sequences. The same holds true
of Polish e, | e, | e, (e, be . . . , pš, b'š . . .), š | š (št, šp . . . , šč, šp' . . .),
č | č, | č, | č (čs, čš, čž, čch | čt, čd, čč, čdž | čb | čb, čg | čg, čž . . .).

Establishing the Notion of Alternation Phonetically

In almost all works and studies dedicated to phonetic questions
we find pronouncements concerning the “transition” of some
sounds into others, the “transformation” (or “change”) of some
sounds into others, and so forth. Thus, for example, Polish gram-
mars speak of the change of k into cz in the words piecz-e, rzecz-ka
. . . (dim.), from pieć-e, rek-a, and of e into q in the words mqą, dąń
. . . from męć-a, dębu . . . (gen.), . . .

Such a formulation of the relationships in question is misleading.
Whoever uses it is confusing an arbitrary, subjective (linguis-
tic) experiment with the objectively given historical processes.

In an arbitrary experiment, we can pass from one sound to an-
other by substituting, according to need, the various movements
of the speech organs. Thus one can easily pass from b to m if one
merely keeps open the nasal cavity by lowering the soft palate.
without changing the position of the other speech organs. In the same way, one can pass from a "hard" (nonpalatalized) \( p \) to a "soft" (palatalized) \( p' \), from \( v \) to \( u \), from \( e \) to \( o \), etc. In this manner, by changing only one property at a time, one can move from \( p \) to \( a \) through almost the entire scale of the speech sounds: \( p' \sim b' \sim b \sim m \sim n \sim d \sim z \sim s \sim x \sim (ch) \sim k \sim g' \sim r' \sim (hv) \sim ([j] \sim i \sim e \sim o \sim u \sim y \sim a \).

But what do we actually do in such an experiment? We gradually alter the groups of phonetic representations and perform the corresponding physiological processes. But we need not confine ourselves to such a gradual change; after pronouncing \( p \) we can directly imagine the representation of \( a \) and implement it phonetically. And then we are indeed entitled to say: "\( p \) has changed into \( a \)."

But what does actually happen? One group of phonetic representations is substituted by another, and their successive implementation gives us a certain right to say: "\( p \) passes into \( a \)," "\( x \) passes into \( y \)." In reality, though, the various associations of representations follow each other, like slides in a kaleidoscope, only in the head of the experimenter. The successive production of sounds corresponding to these associations is only coincidental and certainly not obligatory. Thus even at this stage there is no change from one pronunciation to another, but only replacement of one mental image by another.

In the objective historical development of a language such sound changes are purely fictitious, to say nothing of the types of "transition" such as \( k \) into \( cz \), \( g \) into \( z \) or \( q \) into \( q \). There are neither phonetic changes nor phonetic laws, and there can never be such, if only for the simple reason that human language in general, and the sounds of a language in particular, are not endowed with continuous duration. A word, or a sentence, once uttered, disappears at the moment of its utterance. There is no physical connection between utterances. What links the separate speech acts—be they sounds, phonetic words, or utterances (that are heard and perceived by the ear)—are representations, or images of the memory, which during the utterance itself serve as a stimulus to set the speech organs into appropriate motion.

(The production of sounds) allows for two possibilities: the physiological conditions determining the activity of the speech organs may allow the full realization of the processes intended by the

brain center, or they may inhibit them. In the first case, the phonetic intention coincides with its realization (for example, \( za \), \( va \), \( ar \), \( lu \) . . . Pol. mech., jabłek (gen. pl.) . . . ; ruda, mrów, mąż (gen. sg.); woda (nom. sg.) . . . ); while the second case produces a discrepancy (e.g., Pol. zia—monosyllabic and with a voiced \( z \), \( ržez \)—with an ordinary voiced \( r \), \( atr \), \( tk \), mch, piekł, jabłko . . . ; ruda (słow.)—with \( d \), mrów (mruč.) with \( z \), mąż with \( z \), wodę (wodk) with \( d \). . . . In the second case, our phonetic habits and the universal conditions determining the production of phonetic sequences, compel us to modify the pronunciation of the intended sequences: e.g., stra (with \( s \) instead of \( z \), \( ržez \), \( atř \) (with voiceless and weakened \( r \), \( tk \), mch, piekł, jabłko . . . ; ruf (with a weakened \( l \), mrów, mąć, wodę, . . . .

But even in forms such as csót or matka, the phonetic environment prevents us from pronouncing the \( t \) as clearly and independently as in csota and matek, . . . and compels us to substitute for it \( t \) which is weakened and dependent on the following sound. A sound intended "piek" instead of "piece" or "ržek, ržeka" instead of "ržez, ržeca" could, on the other hand, be pronounced without the slightest difficulty and without necessitating a "change" of \( k \) into \( cz \).

The discrepancy between the phonetic intention and its realization is solved by substituting an intended impossible activity by a possible one.

The substitution can be of two kinds: (a) if the intention, which is founded on related words and forms, cannot be realized, the intended phoneme is replaced by one which is closest to it phonetically (examples above); or (b) the actual pronunciation is imitative of foreign sounds in the speech of others which we intend to reproduce. The latter type of substitution is known to occur (a) in the speech of children and, more generally, within the limits of the native language; and (b) in the rendering of foreign words whose pronunciation is modified in accordance with our own phonetic habits (for example, when French sûr is pronounced in Polish sûr [śjur]).

Phonetic change or "transition" results in all these cases from the discrepancy between the intention and its realization. Only the first type of substitution applies to the alternants and alternants.

The substitution of an intended pronunciation by a possible one
constitutes the only type of phonetic change or "transformation" that may occur in the synchronic state of a given language. What is ordinarily called phonetic "change" or "transformation" of one sound into another is, from an objective point of view, only coexistence, or alternation.

Such coexistence, or alternation, is neither phonetic change in the present nor succession in the historical sequence. It is simply the phonetic difference between etymologically related morphemes. However, its cause is still considered something of a puzzle.

If it is claimed that the ě (ź) in such contemporary words as pieczę, razka, etc., is derived from k, then one could with equal right insist that on the contrary, the k of piekę, ręka is derived from ě. Notice the complicated alternation:

ciec, siec, mieć, strzec | k (g) k
ě
ě
cek-ě, sick-ě, mog-ě, strzeg-ě,
by-ě, da-ě . . . ;

It would be a sign of poor thinking, and a historical error, to claim that the ś in ciec, mieć . . . is based on kć (or gć).

In short, phonetic change, as it is ordinarily understood, is a fiction, a delusion. There can be only:

1) substitution of intended activities by possible ones, (stemming from) the lack of coincidence or discrepancy between the phonetic realizations and intentions, and

2) synchronic phonetic differences, i.e., alternations of a historical origin of morphemes and of their phonetic components, the phonemes.

The two types of phenomena are closely interconnected. Active, dynamic substitutions give rise to embryonic, incipient phonetic alternations; while the alternations which from a contemporary point of view seem to have no cause, can be traced back to substitutions which took place in the past.

Causes of Alternations

If the history of a given language is viewed as something continuous and uninterrupted, it appears that the cause or stimulus (impulse) of a given alternation is a purely phonetic or anthropophonic one. But in the case of mixed languages, the situation must be defined more precisely: the primary stimulus of an alternation
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is probably always of an anthropophonic nature, but it may have its roots (1) in the native language, as is most frequently the case, or (2) in a foreign language from which the given speech community has borrowed the entire alternation or one of its elements.

The original cause of the alternation may still be active in the present, synchronic state of the language or it may have been active in the past. In the latter case it can be discovered by way of hypotheses and historical inferences.

CHAPTER II

CLASSIFICATION OF ALTERATIONS AND ALTERNANTS.

1. Classification of Alternations according to their Causes

The complexity of causes accounting for the emergence and preservation of alternations must ultimately be ascribed to communal life and the physical (anatomo-physiological) and psychological make-up of the members of a speech community.

1. Classification of alternations according to the possibility of determining the anthropophonic causes operating in the synchronic state of a language.

All alternations are either due to living anthropophonic tendencies and to fixed and constantly repeated anthropophonic habits, or they are not due to them. Hence we may divide them into two large classes:

1) neophonic alternations, and

2) non-neophonic, paleophonic alternations.

Alternants of the first class we shall call divergents, and their relationship divergence; alternants of the second class we shall call nondivergents, and their relationship, nondivergence.

2. Classification of alternations according to the possibility of establishing their psychological causes.

All alternations are either associated with representations of certain psychological differences (nuances) of a semasiological (significant) or morphological (structural) nature, or they are not associated with them. On this distinction we base the division into:

1) psychophonic alternants, or correlatives, and
2) non-psychophonetic alternants, or non-correlatives.

The relation of correlatives forms a correlation, while the relation of noncorrelatives forms a noncorrelation.

3. Classification of alternations according to traditional and, more generally, social causes.

All alternations are either the result of repetition and imitation (including transmission from one generation to another) or they are independent of this factor.

All genuine paleophonetic alternations are preserved through tradition and are, consequently, due to social conditions.

Divergences, or neophonetic alternations, arise and are maintained independently of tradition, although there are some divergences whose anthropophonic connection with their causal factors is supported by tradition and linguistic intercourse.

Finally, the correlations or psychophonetic alternations are due, above all, to tradition and linguistic intercourse; but when they become associated with psychological distinctions, the influence of the social factor upon the speaker ceases.

4. Classification of alternations according to internal (autoglotic) or external factors.

All alternations arise either in the uninterrupted historical evolution of a given language, or they are borrowed from other, closely related languages. In other words, the present or past causes of some alternants either lie within the given speech community or result from linguistic contact of this community with other communities or literatures.

Divergences are always of internal origin, for their difference is the result of the varying pronunciation of the members belonging to the same speech community. On the other hand, traditional or even psychophonetic alternations (correlations) may have their origin in foreign sources (Polish h || z in blaby | blasen of Czech origin; or the Russian er || er in smerdet’ | smrad of Church Slavonic origin).

From a synchronic point of view all alternations are internal and peculiar to the given language. They are foreign only from the viewpoint of their provenience.

Alternations stemming from a foreign source are: (a) either totally foreign or (b) partially foreign (e.g., Polish g || h in gardščić | hardy, ganić | hariba; Russian oto | lo in golová | glava).

In terms of their origin, the alternations of the first type could be called foreign monolingual, and those of the second type, foreign-native bilingual.

5. Classification of alternations according to the difference between individual and social causes.

Divergences and correlations are essentially due to individual or, at best, collective-individual causes, whereas traditional paleophonetic alternations are due exclusively to social causes. The individual or collective-individual causes of divergences are anthropophonic.

The individual or collective-individual causes of correlations are psychological.

Inasmuch as we attribute the traditional alternations of one language to social causes, we have even more reason to attribute foreign alternations to such causes; the social factor here embraces not one, but two speech communities.

6. Classification of alternations according to the simplicity or complexity of their causes.

a) All alternations have either one or two causes.

One cause is involved in divergences which are not supported by tradition, and in traditional alternations which are neither divergences nor correlations.

Two causes may be involved in divergences which depend not only on anthropophonic conditions but also on linguistic intercourse, i.e., divergences which are transitional between divergences in the strict sense and traditional alternations; and in traditional alternations which are at the same time correlations, or psychophonetic alternations.

The combination of divergent, or neophonetic, with correlational, or psychophonetic causes, is impossible.

Change of causality comes about in the historical succession: when divergences become traditional alternations; when alternations of foreign origin become traditional alternations; when traditional alternations become correlations, or psychophonetic alternations; when correlations become traditional alternations.
b) The causality of certain alternations is either simple or complex.

One cause accounts for pure divergences, or purely neophonetic alternations, which are not affected by tradition and linguistic intercourse in general, and purely traditional alternations.

Two causes account for correlations which depend, on the one hand, on tradition and, on the other, on individually formed psychophonetic relationships.

II. Classification of Alternations according to the Conflict of Different Tendencies

1. The conflict of tradition with individual needs and tendencies.

Such a conflict pertains to traditional alternations which are not at the same time correlations. Because of their very nature, correlations exclude the conflict between individual tendencies and tradition.

Such a conflict arises when divergences are about to emerge; the final establishment of a divergence marks the unconsciously won victory of individual peripheral tendencies over tradition and linguistic intercourse in general.

However, there are divergences in which the individual tendencies not only do not contradict, but are supported by tradition (e.g., \( s \mid s \) in Polish \( \text{kosza} \mid \text{kodz} \)). Such a state is transitional between divergence in the strict sense and a traditional alternation which, in time, produces the above-mentioned conflict.

In the case of traditional alternations, tradition supports the complexity of phenomena and taxes the memory, while the individual tendencies strive to reduce this complexity and to relieve the memory.

Conversely, in the case of emerging divergents, tradition lends simplicity and unity, while the individual tendencies introduce previously nonexistent distinctions.

Finally, in the case of correlatives, there is agreement and harmony between tradition and individual tendencies.

2. A conflict between individual anthropophonic or peripheral-phonetic tendencies with individual central-psychological tendencies must necessarily appear in divergents which differ because the phonetic intention of one of them could not be realized. In the case of other alternations there can be no such conflict.

III. Classification of Alternations according to their Genesis, or Distance from their Causes

Strictly speaking, we consider here not only clear and distinct alternations, but also incipient (embryonic) and residual alternations. Accordingly, we shall distinguish (a) embryonic, (b) live, and (c) petrified alternations.

1. Classification of alternations according to their distance from the source of anthropophonic causality.

Here we shall distinguish the following stages:

a) embryonic alternations, due to individual tendencies;
b) alternations that develop both individually and socially;
c) developed alternations;
d) established alternations;
e) transitional alternations that are gradually receding and are felt to be obsolete;
f) petrified, residual alternations.

Stages (a) and (d) are preserved mainly through tradition and social intercourse in general; stages (e) and (f) persist as a result of the conflict between individual and social tendencies, in which the former gain the upper hand.

Stages (a) and (b) represent divergences, or neophonetic alternations; (c), (d) and (e) represent traditional or psychophonetic alternations; a variety of stage (d) forms correlations, or psychophonetic alternations; stage (f) represents an alternation only in retrospect, for by itself (from a synchronic point of view) it lacks the kind of phonetic difference which is required to view it as an alternation proper.

2. Classification of alternations according to their distance from the source of psychological causality.

Here we shall distinguish the following stages:

a) incipient alternations; paleophonetic alternations which are beginning to be utilized for psychological distinctions; alternations whose psychophonetic associations are rudimentary. Each member of a speech community must accomplish for himself this process of associating concepts;
b) established, i.e., clear and distinct alternations;
c) disappearing alternations;
d) obsolete alternations.
The last three stages, (b), (c), and (d), are due to both individual tendencies and social factors.

3. Classification of alternations according to the distance from a source originating in a related language.

Here we shall distinguish the following stages:

a) borrowing of foreign alternations by single individuals of a given speech community;

b) individual as well as collective adaptation of foreign alternations and their estrangement from the original source;

c) ultimate establishment of the foreign alternations (in the borrowing language) and their preservation through tradition and social intercourse in general.

Established alternations of this category as subsequently subject to the same changes or loss as the other types of alternations (III.1 and III.2).

With respect to the last type of alternations (III.1–3), one must mention the role of turning points in the history of a language which affect alternations no less than other phenomena of language. Such a change takes place most conspicuously when the phonetic representations and peripheral activities (i.e., activities involving the speech organs) and their corresponding acoustic results form new combinations which differ (…) from previous ones (…).

IV. Classification of Phonetic Alternants and Alternations according to their Etymological Relationship

The phonemes which constitute alternating pairs must always be etymologically related, that is, they must originate from a single proto-phoneme; but this relationship can be of a dual nature:

a) either the phonemes alternate in etymologically related, and hence alternating, morphemes (e.g., g || ʃ in Pol. mog- | mol-, etc.);

b) or the phonemes alternate as components of whole groups of morphemes having a similar phonetic structure (e.g., Pol. ʃiʃ || e in the verbs wy-ćin-a, wy-śyn-a, na-gin-a | roz-bier-a, wy-ćier-a, po-żer-a, etc.; ɔ || o in pick-e, ciek-e, streż-e, grzeb-e | bior-e, wiod-e, nios-e, plot-e, etc.). Lat. i || e in col-lig-o, con-tin-et, ab-īg-it, af-fic-it, etc.; con-fer-o, at-fer-i, im-fer-at, etc.; Goth. i || e(t) (…).

As to the degree of etymological relationship between the alternating phonemes, the two types of alternations differ only quantitatively, not qualitatively. The morphological relationship between the morphemes, i.e., their relationship as members of certain morphological categories, is simply a result of generalization. This generalization is based not only on the comparison of a whole series of morphologically related morphemes, but also on their etymological relationship. Thus the comparison of the Polish forms

1. ciek—ciecz | streż—strzeż | grzeb—grzeb'

2. bior—bierz | wiod—wiodź | nios—niet | plot—plot'

3. ciek—ciecz | tok—tocz | streż—stroż | grzeb—grob | grzeb'

4. bior—bierz | wiod—wiodź | nios—niet | plot—plot'

leads us to establish an alternation which can be regarded as an abstraction of all of these cases, namely to the alternation ɔ || e in pick—bior | ciek—wiod | streż—nios | grzeb—plot.

The comparison of morphemes according to their morphological, formal relationship, and the discovery of phonemic alternations of such types as ɔ || ə in pick—… bior—…, has proved to be extremely fruitful in the recent historical studies of Indo-European phonology which were so auspiciously launched by Brugmann and de Saussure.

The distinction between two types of alternation according to the degree of relationship between the alternating phonemes is closely related to the question of the different directions of the morphological assimilation of morphemes, i.e., to the directions of leveling trig-
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terred by psychological factors. Two directions are most important:
a) assimilation according to etymological relationship, and
b) assimilation according to morphological or structural relationship.

V. Classification of Phonetic Alternations according to
the Simplicity or Complexity of their Relationship

1. The distinction between equivalent and nonequivalent phonemes.

If one phoneme corresponds etymologically to another phoneme, or
if two phonemes correspond to two other phonemes, their relationship is simple. But if one phoneme corresponds to two or more phonemes, then the alternation is one of nonequivalent phonemes.

This type of alternation also includes the alternation of a specific phoneme with a zero-phoneme, i.e., the absence of a phoneme.

There are, furthermore, cases in which a particular phoneme alternates not with another phoneme, or with two or more phonemes, but with a part of another phoneme, or with a phoneme plus a part of a neighboring phoneme. ( . . .)

2. Classification of alternations according to the number of their constitutive members.

Ordinarily there are only two alternants in an alternation, as in the relationship of a unified causality. However, there are also some (though quite rare) cases when an alternation arising from a single cause, a single anthropophonic tendency, includes three or even four phonemes in the various degrees in which it is manifested. An example is the Russian divergence of vowels depending on the accent (ə || ə || ɨ) in gād-, gūd-a | gād-ə | gūdavāg pēk-gūd-a . . .).

3. Classification of alternations according to the simplicity or complexity of the morphemes containing the alternating phonemes.

A series of contiguous morphemes is opposed to a single morpheme. In such a case we either deal with simple morphemes, or we must compare the phonemes of two contiguous morphemes.

Examples of the first type have been cited above; as an example of the second type we can adduce the Polish alternation ći || ć, dźi || dz in plac-i | plac-e, roda-i | roda-e.

4. Classification of alternations according to the distinction between morphemes belonging to a single word and the etymological relationship of morphemes belonging to different words.

An Attempt at a Theory of Phonetic Alternations

All the above-mentioned alternations occur in morphemes belonging to a single word. But if we were to look for a phoneme or a combination of phonemes which alternates, for example, with the final ć of Polish ciec, we would find that it consists of two morphemes which can never be combined: 1) cieć- , and 2) -ć in the infinitive:

\[
ciec \rightarrow \text{cieć-} \rightarrow \acute{\text{ć}}
\]

The pertinent alternation is:

\[
c \rightarrow k- \rightarrow \acute{l}.
\]

Thus, we shall distinguish two types of alternations and alternants:
a) simple ones, which involve sets of phonemes belonging to a single word (e.g., Polish \( \text{dzi} \ | \ \text{dz} \) \( \rightarrow \text{dzi} \ | \ \text{dj} \)),

b) complex ones, in which at least on one side, the phonemes belong to two different words (sict):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{c} \rightarrow k- \rightarrow \text{ciec} \\
\rightarrow \acute{\text{l}} \rightarrow \text{etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

5. Comparison of simple alternations and simple alternating pairs with alternations of morphemes, or of alternating relations.

Simple alternations require no further elucidation here. As an example of an alternation of alternations, we can adduce the Polish:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{t \ | \ ć\} \rightarrow \{k \ | \ \acute{\text{ć}}\} \\
\{\text{plot-ć} \ | \ \text{pleci-ć}\} \rightarrow \{\text{piek-ć} \ | \ \text{pièz-e}\} \\
\{\text{ór-ć} \ | \ \text{ór-ć}\} \rightarrow \{\text{or-ć} \ | \ \text{ó-ć}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\text{nieś-ć} \ | \ \text{nici-ć}\} \rightarrow \{\text{niś-ć} \ | \ \text{nici-ć}\} \\
\{\text{piec-ć} \ | \ \text{piez-e}\} \rightarrow \{\text{piek-ć} \ | \ \text{piez-e}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\text{ciec} \ | \ \text{by-ć}\} \rightarrow \{\text{by-ć} \ | \ \text{by-ć}\} \\
\rightarrow \{\text{by-ć} \ | \ \text{by-ć}\}
\end{align*}
\]
Alternations of alternations, or of alternating relations, are based on a purely formal or structural relationship of morphemes. One could actually set up many more criteria for the classification of alternations. But I shall limit myself for the time being to those discussed in this chapter and shall proceed to a more detailed analysis of some alternating types.

Chapter III

Alternations Classified According to Anthropophonic Causality. The Analysis of Different Types and Their Characteristic Features. Divergences.

As is apparent from the foregoing remarks, every language has gone through the process of splitting originally homogeneous phonemes for purely anthropophonic reasons, regardless of their occurrence in one or another kind of morphemes or morphemic categories. For example, the original phoneme k in Polish has split into k, k', č (cz) and c. A special, psychologically conditioned case of phonetic splitting is the split of phonemes in etymologically related morphemes; for example, of k into k, č and ģ in the morphemes wilk-, wilč-, wilčyko, wilek.

In both cases we find a split of what constitutes, or at one time constituted, a psychological unity. But a phoneme considered apart from meaning-carrying morphemes forms a unity only as a phonetic representation, as an image imbedded in memory, while the phoneme as a component of a morpheme owes its psychological unity to the etymological connection of morphemes.

We must keep in mind another important fact: the conclusion that phonemes which are now distinct, without any apparent reason for their distinction, must have formed at one time a single phoneme is suggested only by etymology, i.e., by etymological comparisons within one language (alternations), or between two or more languages (correspondences). Where we cannot prove the existence of alternations or correspondences, we have no right to assume that one phoneme is derived from another.

One could speak of the splitting of a particular phoneme into several phonemes independently of the etymological connection of the morphemes containing them only if the causal factors are still at work, if they are still fully alive, if one can pin them down, so to speak, in flagranti.

Neophonic factors operate independently of etymological relations. Phonemes or sounds of the same intention but different realization can thus be compared without regard to their etymological connections.

Compare, for example, the split of the Polish "nasal vowels" according to the environment into e, a | en (en), qn (on) | em (em), qn (on) | ěh (ěh), qh (qh) | ěh (ěh), qh (qh) | e, o or the Sanskrit anuyāra.

The Russian vowels a, e, and o, particularly a and e, exhibit different variants according to the following consonant (mat, mel, zakon... | mat', mel', kom...).

In literary German s varies its pronunciation according to its environment.

This kind of contemporary, live split of a psychologically homogeneous phoneme into two or more phonemes we shall call divergence. Divergence is of a purely anthropophonic phonetic nature; it is a divergence of the phoneme itself, regardless of its membership in related morphemes.

But when the differentiation is determined by the etymologically (psycho-historically) related morphemes, the result is a phonetic- etymological divergence or a neophonic alternation, i.e., a rudimentary alternation of morphemes and their constituent phonemes.

Examples:

Pol. s | ś | [kostka | kość, cząstką | cząstka, pionka] | pieśń;
Pol. ź | ż | [voiceless ź] | ż | [wl. l] | r | [wl. r] | [pieśni | pieśń | jabłko, jabłku, wiatr] – [wiatr...];
Pol. i(ą) | i(ć) | [glowy, cnoty... | postaci, soli...];
Pol. –ć | –č [weakened ć] | [cnota] | [cnótą];
Pol. cz (en) | ěh (ćh) | [będę] | [będzie...];
Rus. o | ó | a | o1, e | c1 | [viza] | [vozī, bāba] | [babę, őti...];
Rus. i(š) | i(ť) | [bādy darį... | [korolj, cari...];
Rus. ó | ů | [gōdā, góda] | [godā] | [godovjī pōľgoda...];
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which prevent it. Thus, for example, the position of t in ta, sta is favorable for the manifestation of the properties of t, while in at it is unfavorable. The same holds true of r in ra, rydz, ar as opposed to rda, rdza, . . . of l in ligač as opposed to ligač, and of m, m in my, miglač as opposed to migla, mognie . . .

The cause of any particular divergence is either universal or ethnic, i.e., spatially and temporally conditioned. In other words, the combinatorial-anthropophonic changes, which provide an impulse for the splitting of a phoneme, come about either

1) as a result of continuous, one might say, eternally acting forces, or
2) as a result of transient, temporary forces which act only in a particular period of a given language.

In the latter cases these forces operate

a) synchronically, or
b) they belong to the past of a given language.

Within both the purely anthropophonic and alternational divergences we must distinguish:

1) phonetic habits (e.g., beginning any syllable with a consonant, which accounts for, among other things, the use of the so-called prothetic consonant to avoid hiatus), and
2) accommodation, for the sake of easier pronunciation.

This latter is, in turn, either

a) mandatory and without exceptions in "normal," correct pronunciation (e.g., the divergence of t in ta | tr | tl | ts | tn | at | ant . . .; the alternation of d in dno | den . . .), or
b) reduced to a weak anthropophonic tendency, a tendency curtailed by "prohibitive analogy," i.e., by the striving toward phonetic leveling of psychologically different morphemes.

Features of Divergence

1) The first and basic feature of any divergence can be formulated as follows: the alternating phonetic properties are not individual and independent properties of the anthropophonic variants (modifications) of a given phoneme in a given phonetic position of a morpheme, but are conditioned combinatorially, i.e., they depend on the combination with other phonemes or, more generally, on the conditions of the anthropophonic environment. . .

Two other features are closely allied with the first feature of
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divergence or with the alternations that are caused anthropophonically:

2) Direct definability ("Bestimmbarkeit") and the presence of anthropophonic causes for the alternations, and

3) Generality and anthropophonic necessity of the alternation. Which means that such an alternation

a) occurs without exception in all words and phonetic combinations containing the given phonemes in the given language, and

b) is causally connected with anthropophonic alternations in such a way that

\( x' \) may combine with \( y' \), and

\( x'' \) may combine with \( y'' \), but

\( x' \ldots y' \) or

\( x'' \ldots y' \) are impossible.

4) Divergence is independent of psychological (morphological or semasiological) factors. It occurs on the periphery of language, in the articulation of phonemic complexes which need not be specified syntactically or morphologically.

5) Since the properties of the phonemes \( x', x'' \) are not individual, psychological properties that are stored in the brain center, but conditioned variants which depend on the phonetic environment (\( y', y'' \)) rather than on psychological factors, the anthropophonic variations of the dependent phoneme may go unnoticed. These variations are established automatically by the peripheral phonetic conditions. The possibility of perceiving and marking these variations is, however, by no means excluded and may, in turn, establish a link between divergence and the traditional alternations.

Within the area of divergence or neophonetic alternations, we may, further, distinguish different degrees and varieties, such as:

a) embryonic alternations, which we can discover by means of minute, as it were, microscopic observation, or which we can simply postulate;

b) alternations with clearly definable consequences, i.e., alternations which cannot be perceived in a state of weakened consciousness, but which can be discovered in a state of sharpened or intensified consciousness [e.g., Pol. \( m \) in meck | mchuk, \( r \) in Piotru | Piotr, \( t \) in kot | kot, Russ. \( a \) in brata | brate]. Here a psychologically homogeneous phoneme appears together with its anthropophonic bifurcation;

c) alternations which can be perceived not only consciously but also unconsciously, and which come about, on the one hand, from a split (bifurcation) of the psychological unity and are, on the other hand, supported by tradition [for example, Pol. \( -b- \), \( -p \) in \( i b u | k e b | k e b ' ( p ) \) | \( p \) in kupiec | kupcę, \ldots; Rus. \( t \) \( d \) in swiatą | swiatą].

In deciding whether a given alternation belongs to type (b) or to type (c), we can examine the pertinent facts of language and of writing (the test of writing applies, of course, only to literary languages and literate individuals). Thus Polish \( -b- \), \( -p \) in \( i b u | k e b \) belongs to type (c), since there is also a form \( k e p \) (dim.); so does Russian \( d \) \( t \) in \( b ô d k \) | \( b ô d k a \) in view of \( b ô t o c h n i k \), and \( t \) \( d \) in \( s w i a t a \) | \( s w i a t a \) in view of \( s w i a t e n y j \) (adj.). The Polish spelling \( t c h u \) (gen. sg.) \( t c h n a \) shows that \( d \) \( t \) in \( de c h , o d d e c h , t c h u , t c h n a \) belongs likewise to type (c). In the speech of Polish children who pronounce \( w r u s z e k \) (wurzel) instead of \( w r o s z e k \) (wurzel, pl.), the \( z \) \( s \) alternation \( w r o s - y c \) | \( w r o s - k a \) also belongs to type (c) or, to be exact, is not yet established as a proper alternation.

The three types cited obviously admit in each language a series of transitional stages and oscillations in one direction or another.

CHAPTER IV

Correlations, or Psychophonetic Alternations.

A correlation is an alternation of phonemes in which the phonetic difference is connected (associated) with some psychological difference between forms and words, that is, with some morphological or semasiological difference.

Strictly speaking, the alternation concerns not isolated phonemes (sounds), but entire morphemes, or even words.

At this stage of the development of allomorphical relations, morphology utilizes homogeneous phonemes (i.e., phonemes stemming from an originally single phoneme) as mobile correlatives in the same way as it utilizes mobile word-forming morphemes (affixes), i.e., prefixes, suffixes, desinences, etc. The mobile correla-
tives form a necessary link, an integrating part of some mobile homogeneous morphemes. And like the suffixes or prefixes, the correlates may serve to distinguish morphological categories.

Thus, in Polish, as in other Slavic languages, one class of denominal verbs is still productively formed by means of adding the suffix -t to the primary stem; the final consonant of the stem corresponds to the palatalized consonant which had developed historically by way of spontaneous degeneration at the time of the first Slavic palatalization (which applies at least to the velars k, g, ch): [brudz-] brudzi-t-iɛ, [tup-] tupi-ɛ, [tok-] tocz-y-ɛ, [trwag-] truwacz-y-ɛ .

The locative case of Polish substantives is marked not only by the desinence -e, but also by the change of the final thematic consonant into a sound which developed by way of spontaneous degeneration from a palatalized consonant at the time of the second Slavic palatalization (which applies at least to the velars): [naroniz-e, wol-e, boz-e, straz-e, rzec-e, woda-e, noda-e, strudy-e . . .]

To cite other examples:

In the Polish conjugation, 1st p. sg. nios-e (nios-ɛ), plot-e, gn-e, biod-e, piek-e, mog-e . . . 3rd p. sg. nie-e, piec-e, gno-e, biec-e, piec-e, moe-e . . .

also in the Polish conjugation 3rd p. sg. (2 sg., 1–2 pl.) (lubi mi-o-i, wol-i, rani-ty, trwo-e, trwo-e, su-l-y) noli, woli, swieci, chodzi | 1st sg. (3rd pl.) lub-e, mow-e, wol-e, rani-e, trwo-e, tod-e, trwo-e, su-s-e) nosi-e, wol-e, swiec-e, chodzi-e . . .

nosi-ı, woli-ı, swi-ı, chodzi-ı | not-ı, not-ı, wol-ı, swiec-ı, chodzi-ı, chodzi-ı | verbal nouns and past passive participles:


the same relationship holds in Russian verbs: bros-æ-t’ | brat-æ-t’ | klad-æ-t’ | klad-æ-t’ | stra-æ-t’ | stra-æ-t’ | proki-æ-t’ | proki-æ-t’ | hlad-æ-t’ | hlad-æ-t’ | dolbi-æ | dabli-æ-t’ | xod-æ-t’ | xod-æ-t’ | nosi-æ-t’ | nali-æ-t’ | zapoldzir-æ-t’ | zapoldzir-æ-t’ | zapoldzir-æ-t’ . . .

The nom. pl. masc. of Polish nouns (also adjectives and past tense of verbs) in combination with the desinence -i (ŋ) has a final consonant which underwent palatalization (in the case of the velars, palatalization of the second period) by way of spontaneous degeneration [chot-ı, kac-ı . . ., szli-ı, mil-ı . . ., wile-y, piac-y . . ., wile-ŋ, druzg-ŋ . . ., szl-ı, chodil-ı, dal-ı . . .].

In Modern High German the plural of certain masculine and neuter substantives is formed not only by adding the desinence -e or -er, but also by changing the nonpalatal stem vowel into a palatal (by so-called Umlaut): Wolf, Dorf, Grab, Loch, Wurm | Wôle, Dörfer, Gräber, Löcher, Würmer . . .

In ancient Indic (Sanskrit) some derived names are formed simultaneously through the addition of the suffix -ya- and the correlative change of the simple vowel of the stem morpheme into the second degree of the "vowel gradation" (ṛddhi-): kānteyya-, sāubhagyay, vāiryay, pārthava- . . . from kun-ı, subhaga, vīra, pīthi-ı . . .

As is well known, some suffixes or subordinate morphemes (suffixes, prefixes) can give a word a nuance of coarseness, abstraction, etc. A word can acquire similar nuances through a correlative relation of morphemes, as, for example, in the correlation x (ch) | s in Polish wotoc-y, kłuch-y | wotoc-y, kłus-ki . . .; Russian ra, la | oro, olo; and ś, šd, ź as in grudzianin | gurzianin, gladz | golovoi, prevarčat’ | vorolat’ . . .; French k | ] as in cause | chose . . .

In the last case one could hardly speak of an actual, live correlation that is still perceived by the speakers.

The so-called vowel gradation found in proto-Indo-European and in the other stages of various Indo-European languages is closely connected with a correlative alternation of phonemes in which one member of the alternating pair has a zero-phoneme, i.e., lacks any phoneme:

\[ x \mid | \emptyset \]

This "vowel gradation" may continue to be alive and productive, or its productivity may be waning.

In this context we can also mention the so-called infixes, which are widely used in the Semitic languages.

The possibility of forming new alternating pairs may serve as a proof of the productivity of correlative alternations, particularly when such alternations could not have arisen by way of simple phonetic change. This is the case of the e | c (ɛ) correlation which is used in the formation of Polish diminutives from simple sub-
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statives. Having developed phonetically in words where both ė (č) and ě were the result of various palatalizations of k in different periods of the language, the correlation is also found in words in which the ě goes back to a ě ż and not to a k. The correlation ė || ě (č) was caused by a phonetic development in the words donica, miednicza, krynica, lice, słoneczne, kupeczko... just as the correlations k || ė, g || ż, x (ch) || ś (sz) in ręka | ręczka, noga | noska, mucha | miska... But the correlation ė || ě in correlative pairs of the type święca | ściekczka... was brought about by morphological assimilation ("analogy").

The older nom. pl. of the possessive pronouns nasz-y, wasz-y, has in modern Polish been replaced by nasz-i, wasz-i, because the consonant ș is felt to be a characteristic feature of this case for stems ending in the consonants s, š (sz) or x (ch): nasz | nasz-i... .

The older diminutive forms of the Polish grosz, arkusz were groszyk, arkuszyk (as they are still in some parts of the Polish linguistic territory, e.g., in Lithuania, the Ukraine, etc.): at present these forms have a palatal ș as in arkushek, groshek. (A similar "palatalization" is used in children's speech to express endearment and affection.)

The vowel alternations of Sanskrit which are subsumed under the general term guṇa-., were originally mostly correlative, i.e., morphologically mobile; in the period from which Indic literature dates, this mobility began to change into the psychological immobility of a purely traditional alternation. The so-called vrddhi-on the other hand, became a living, mobile, and productive correlation.

Correlations are always in a state of transition between one type of simple traditional alternations and another. A correlation arises only as a result of the utilization of alternational distinctions for psychological purposes, and this utilization may be repeated generation after generation until it ceases; and when it ceases, the psychophonetic alternation or correlation is converted into a simple traditional alternation. We shall illustrate this general statement with some examples.

The Polish alternation Ø || i (n || in) in pm-e, pń-e || pin-a; -čn-e, -čn-e || -čn-e; in-e, in-e || -čn-e... was at first a mobile correlation, as shown by its extension to the pair gn-e gli-e || g' in-a... ; but at present it is shifting into a state of total psychological

immobility, as are the other alternations closely related to it (čt-e, čt-e || ĺt-a, kśl-ac || kśl-a, bę-a-e || bę-a-e... .

The category of rudimentary psychophonetic alternations also includes the Polish o || O ( where chod-u, bor-u, stol-u, grod-u... chód, bör, stól, gród... ; q || q, q, as in čk-ki čk-ą || teg-i wę-tq-ą; u || U as in such-y || sch-nq-ę... ; German i (e) || a in bind-e || band, ess-e || aβ... .

in bind-e || band, ess-e || aβ... .

We can assume that even the Polish alternation o || e in bior-e, nios-e, wioz-e || bierz-e, nies-e, wiez-e... was once felt to express a relation of different forms or in other words was a true, albeit short-lived, correlation. Now, of course, it shows no trace of correlativeity, for otherwise there could not be any tendency to level the stems and to change such forms as bior-e, nios-e, wioz-e... into bier-e, nies-e, wiez-e.

There are also cases in the history of a language when a particular correlation seems to disappear, but in actuality only changes its outward appearance to be subsumed under a broader, more general correlation.

An interesting example of such a change is found in Russian, where the alternation k || ė, ė || ě in the present tense of verbs of the literary language, e.g., pęk-ą, tek-ą, beręg-ą, steręg-ą... pęć-ą, tek-ą, beręg-ą, steręg-ą... is replaced in dialectal speech by the alternation k || ku, g || gu, e.g., pęk-ą, beręg-ą... pęk-ą, beręg-ą... on the model of the alternations: b || b, t || t, d || d, s || s, z || z, r || r, n || n... (in the forms greb-ı, plet-ı, węd-ı, nęs-ı, węz-ı, ber-ı, gn-ı... greb-ı, plet-ı, węd-ı, nęs-ı, węz-ı, ber-ı, gn-ı... ) All these alternations can be reduced to the single correlation: PØ || PY

(where P indicates palatalization, "softening.", Ø – absence (in this case, of palatalization), and Y – presence (in this case, of palatalization)).

If one considers this process of substitution of the alternation k || ė, ė || ě by the alternation k || ku, g || gu, superficially, one might...
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A particular correlation encompasses all words of a given category without exception, e.g., within the conjugation all verbs of a particular type, within the declension all nouns of a particular type, a particular type of derivatives, etc.

6. The degree of phonetic similarity of the alternating phonemes is in such cases completely immaterial. It is only necessary that there be a psychophonetic association of the representations of particular anthropophonic activities with the corresponding psychological distinctions. \ldots

7. The seeming phonetic changes which occur in the area of correlations are as a rule not gradations, not a movement in a particular anthropophonic direction, but leaps which from an anthropophonic point of view are totally incomprehensible and which are often in contradiction with the general course of historical-phonetic changes.

A striking example of this type is the previously mentioned replacement of Russian \textit{peč\-dt}, \textit{bereż\-dt} \ldots by \textit{peč\-i}, \textit{bereż\-i} \ldots or the use of the Russian imperative \textit{peč\-i}, \textit{bereż\-i}, \textit{pomóg\-i} \ldots instead of the earlier \textit{piecz\-i}, \textit{bereże\-i}, \textit{pomóż\-i} \ldots or the Polish \textit{piecz\,}, \textit{pomóg} \ldots in place of the earlier \textit{*piecz\-} (\textit{*piec\-y}), \textit{*pomóg\-} (\textit{*pomóź\-y}) \ldots

8. Neither the divergents nor the traditional alternations tolerate a change of the alternational correlation or innovations of a particular type. However, one of the characteristic features of the correlatives is the creation of innovations according to a certain model, the possibility of transferring a ready-made correlate relation to new words, the possibility of the incessant reestablishment of the relation.

The transference of a correlation relation can occur

a) within a group of words of a certain type (semantic or lexical transferability), or

b) within a specific morphological category.

9. [The feature which arises from the generalization of a whole series of correlatives.] In the case of divergents, some causal relations are universal. In the case of correlatives, only the ability to form correlate relations is universal; the specific types of correlatives are conditioned temporally and spatially.

10. [The genetic feature, the feature which characterizes the formation of correlatives in individuals.] Each member of a speech community arrives at the divergents by himself directly, by means
of immediate, physiological accommodation, whereas the correlatives are acquired step-by-step, gradually, in proportion to the strength and intensity of psychophonetic associations already formed in one's mind.

In this context it is necessary to indicate that the correlations developed from traditional alternations within one and the same language differ often in their semantic function from those correlations in which at least one member has been borrowed from another related language.

In correlations of the second kind the borrowed member of the alternation generally has a more abstract, loftier, more literary or more solemn meaning than the member formed within the native language whose meaning is usually more concrete and colloquial. Thus, for example, Polish ḥ || g in hańba | ganić, hardy | gardzit . . . (if, indeed, these pairs can be treated as examples of a developed correlation);

Russian ra || oro, la || olo, re || ere, le || oro, re-- || ro--, leć || ľ, žă || ž, o || Ő in grad, grażdanin | goród, goróđanin; glavă, glăvăny | golvă golovăł; prědok | peredok; plen, plenit' | poton, polonit'; razum | rozum; văvovă | răvovă; rab, răbškij | răbškij, răbă, 'osvăčăт, prosvěćenе | specă, prosvesićvaț; čăščaž | čăšča; roštăt' | roštăt' . . . ;

French k || z in cause | chese, camicaille | chien, camp | champ . . . (if again, these represent at all a developed correlation).

As a very rare example of conscious and arbitrary interference with the spoken language in forming a corresponding, or psychophonetic alternation, I shall report the following case which I myself observed. In a Slovenian school in the province of Gorici, in the Karst region, the teacher required the children to replace the word and syllable-final consonantal n ()y characteristic of that dialect (as of almost all Slovenian dialects) with l in conformity with the spelling, not only in reading but even in speaking; hence, dăl, bli, pròsl . . . instead of dâg, biy, pròsny . . . But since this dialect has an l (resembling the Polish, Russian, or Lithuanian ń) in word-initial and word-medial position, the -l-- || -g correlation peculiar to the native dialect in the speech of the school children replaced by the correlation -l-- || -l-- , i.e., the pairs dâla | dâg, biła | biy, prosila | pròsny, dëla | dëlay were replaced by dala | dâl, bila | bit, prosila | prosi, dëla | dëla . . .

A correlation introduced so artificially could obviously not endure and was in time replaced by the normal correlation -l-- || -g.
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However if one did not know the local dialect, he might have concluded on the basis of the speech of these children that the dialect had, in fact, the correlation -l-- || -l. It is almost certain that if the teachers had continued to demand that the children pronounce -l in place of g for a number of generations, the alternation -l-- || -l would have eventually become an established fact of that language.

Finally, we might mention the various layers of alternations, which go back to different periods in the history of a language and which replaced each other as psychologically mobile, psychophonetic alternations, or correlations. Several such layers can be distinguished in Polish: (a) alternations of proto-Indo-European origin, (b) alternations of Common Slavic origin, and (c) properly Polish alternations of more recent origin which have, in part, retained their full psychological vitality.

For with time, correlations may lose their psychophonetic value and become purely traditional alternations that could be compared with extinct volcanoes.

"Analytic" languages, whose morphology shows a tendency toward decentralization, lack morphological correlations.

CHAPTER V

Traditional Alternations.

The phonetic and psychological causes of alternations are, like those of other linguistic phenomena, both individual and social. They are social in that they are not individually phonetic or individually psychological, but collectively phonetic and collectively psychological. Their "social" character is, nevertheless, secondary, since they are not the result of imitation and repetition, but of psychological organization, and serve the psychological needs of each individual belonging to a given speech community.

Although both the divergents and correlatives must be examined from the viewpoint of traditional and social causality, the characteristic feature of divergents is their anthropophonic causality, and of correlatives, their psychological causality, whereas in the case of
purely traditional alternants we can speak only of traditional and social causality.

As has been mentioned above, the original cause for the emergence of all alternants is always purely anthropophonic.

Hence it follows that purely traditional alternants are never original but are the historical continuation of neophonetic alternants or divergents, whose anthropophonic cause has ceased to function as a living factor and belongs now only to the past.

Consequently, all traditional alternations are simultaneously paleophonetic.

Let us illustrate this otherwise simple statement with a few examples:

Polish ród | rod- u, in which -i, (d) | -d- is a neophonic alternation, or divergence, but u(ô) || o is a traditional, paleophonetic alternation.

țmroz | mroz-u: divergence -s(ê) || -z-: traditional alternation u(ô) || o;

mag | meț-a: divergence -ç(ê) || -z-: traditional alternation a || â;

plie-ç | pleși-ê: o || e and t || s are both traditional alternations;

placi- | plac-ç, rotoki- || rods-ç: only one traditional alternation, çi || e, dîs || dz;

the Literary German geb- en | gab: two divergents, g || g and -b- || -p (b): one traditional alternation, e || a;

lad- en | Las-t: two traditional alternations, â || å, d || s (d as occlusive, s as spirant), and one divergence d || s (if one considers these phonemes from another point of view, viz. d as voiced, and s as voiceless);

Fros-t | frier-en, Ver-lus-t | ver-lier-en, ver-lor-en: the traditional alternation s || r.

Fros-t | frier-en: the traditional alternation ð || i (ie);

Ver-lus-t | ver-lor-en: the traditional alternation n || o;

verlier-en | Ver-lus-t, ver-lor-en: the traditional alternation i || e;

Sanskrit nām- | nāma: the traditional alternation n || a.

From the point of view of their origin and historical evolution, the traditional alternations fall into two main groups:

1) those that developed directly from divergents, or neophonetic alternations that have lost their live anthropophonic cause;

2) those that have gone through several stages; at first the di-

vergence became a traditional (sic! the author obviously means neophonic) alternation which was, in turn, utilized as a correlation that subsequently lost the ability to express psychological distinctions and became a plain traditional alternation.

1) Examples of traditional, paleophonetic alternations, which are derived directly from divergents of neophonetic alternations:

a) alternations which had developed as a result of palatalizing or dispalatalizing accommodation, i.e., “softening” or “hardening”:

Polish l || x (ch) [szed-t chods-i . . .]

t || t [ciek- | ciec | tok; cie-ki, ciq-ä | teg-i, ws-taq-ka . . .].

b || b' [br-æ | bior-e, bierz-e . . .],

o || e [bior-e | bierz-e, nio-s-e niess-i . . .],

a || e [swiat | swiec-i . . .];

b) the alternation found, among others, in Latin, in some German-speaking areas, and Čuvaš:

s || r;

(c) the alternation of a phoneme with zero, i.e., with the absence of a phoneme: e.g., Polish e || 0 [pies-a, sen | sn-u . . .],

0 || e [br-æ | bierz-e, bior-e . . .].

2) Examples of traditional alternations which have gone through three stages of evolution (from divergents to traditional alternants, from traditional alternants to correlations, and from correlations back again to traditional alternants).

The Indo-European alternation e || o which for some time marked the difference between primary verbs and certain types of nouns which is preserved until now, for example, in Polish as

e, o || o: [grzebi-e, grzeb-ç | grob-; cie- | tok-; wlec-e, wlok-ç | wlok-ç | pleci- | plot- . . .].

The Polish and other Slavic alternations 0 || i, ò || y [pin-e | pin-a, czyt- | czyt-a, . . ., tk-a | tyk-a, tch-ne | dych-a . . .].

The Polish alternation 0 || u (ô) [chod- | chod- . . .].

The alternation in the conjugation of the literary German “strong” verbs: e.g., i, e || a [bind-e | band, geb-e | gab . . .],

i, e || u, o || a, in || un, ar || or;

[bind-e, band | ge-bind-en; werf-e, warf | ge-worf-en . . .].
In view of the fact, emphasized above, that the correlations characteristic of a given speech community are acquired through the individual effort of its speakers who often fail to develop the feeling (awareness) of a correlation, it would appear that all the correlative or psychophonetic alternations mentioned in Chapter IV lack, for such speakers, a correlative character and fall into the category of purely traditional alternations. (. . .)

Features of Traditional Alternations

1. The alternating properties are associated with certain points of articulation, i.e., with specific phonemes, individually and autonomously. (. . .)

2. It is then apparent that at any given stage of a language, tradition (transmission), social intercourse, or usage are the sole causes of an alternation. We have learned to speak in a certain manner from our environment and our predecessors; this type of explanation is completely sufficient. The preservation of a particular alternation cannot be ascribed to any individual factor.

3. The anthropophonic causes, the anthropophonic causal relations of an alternation lie in the past history of a language and can be discovered through historical-linguistic studies. An anthropophonic cause was operative for a certain time, after which it ceased to act.

The above three features apply to simple traditional alternants and the correlatives.

4. Psychological associations, which support the preservation of traditional alternations, are in constant conflict with the tendency to eliminate phonetic distinctions that are justified neither by individual anthropophonic tendencies nor by individual psychological needs. Such a conflict leads either to the introduction of a correlative meaning in traditional alternations (. . .) or to the elimination of differences, to leveling (. . .).

The correspondences or formal equivalents of different languages are not used by the same speakers and lack a common psychological substratum, except for the special case of bilingualism, when one and the same person speaks two (or more) languages. But even outside such cases, a correspondence can become not only a historical but a live, psychophonetic phenomenon. This happens when a language has borrowed words from historically related neighboring languages as, for example, when Polish has borrowings from Russian dialects (and vice versa), Lithuanian from Slavic (and vice versa), or Latin from Italic. These borrowings may be due not only to geographical proximity, but also to literary or cultural proximity. Such are, for example, the borrowings from Latin into French and other Romance languages or from Old Church Slavonic into Russian and other Slavic languages.

In this way there arises a live phonetic correspondence, which is perceived as such by the speakers. But in addition to producing an awareness of correspondences, borrowings may also account for introducing:

a) paleophonetic alternations from a closely related language;
b) a live relationship between native and borrowed forms of etymologically cognate morphemes; such a relationship might be called an alternation of correspondences (or correspondence-simultaneity).

It is clear that such borrowings and exchanges are ordinarily found only between closely related languages, such as Polish and Czech, Polish and Ukrainian, Serbian and Bulgarian, Russian and Church Slavonic, French and Latin, Latin and Italic dialects, etc. For if there is no close linguistic relationship, we can hardly expect to find a sufficient number of morphemes having a constant etymological or psychophonetic relationship, which is required to produce in the borrowing speech community an awareness of a
thorough-going correspondence between the respective languages. And the existence of such an awareness is an absolute prerequisite for recognizing this type of alternation.

An example of a totally "foreign" alternation, i.e., of an alternation in which both members are of foreign origin is the Polish alternation $h || z$ [in blak- $y$ | blaz-en...], which was borrowed from Czech.

As examples of "mixed" alternations, i.e., of alternations in which one member is of native and the other of foreign origin, we may cite the Polish $g || h$ [gan-ič | hań-ba, gardz-ič | hard- $y$, blog-i | blak-i | blak- $y$, blaz-en...], Polish $l || l$ [blog-i | blak-i | blak- $y$, blaz-en...], Latin $b || f$ [rub-er, raf-us...], French $z || k$ [chose | cause, champs | camp...], and other such doublings which are partially felt by the speakers themselves to be etymologically related and which can partially be established only through scientific, theoretical study.

Different types of alternations which are due to borrowing can be studied to great advantage in literary Russian, since this language was for a long time subject to strong Church Slavonic influence, to which it owes a significant number of alternations.

In accordance with what was said above, we must distinguish first of all two basic types of alternations occurring in Russian:

1) alternations which are entirely of Church Slavonic origin, and
2) mixed alternations, which are half Church Slavonic and half Russian.

The alternations of the second type are far more numerous than those of the first type. The phonetic quality of a mixed alternation in which one of the members is of Church Slavonic and the other of Russian origin may sometimes give rise to uncertainty as to whether one member of the alternation or both members are of Church Slavonic origin.

Russian alternations which are entirely borrowed from Church Slavonic are:

a) $t || ć, d || ž$ in o-sveti-t' $|$ o-svetč-d' $| rožč-d'...$

The corresponding native alternations are $t || ě, d || ž$ in sveti-t' $|$ svetč- $|$ rožč-d'...$

In both types of alternations, the first members are identical, but the second ones are different. The properly Russian $ć$, $ž$ come from another source and participate in another type of alternation: $sk || ć [isk-đt | ilč-et, pisk- | pišč- $|$ pišč- $|$...], $st || žč [pustč-t' |
which are equal to a third entity are equal to each other,” or “two entities which are similar to a third entity are similar to each other.”

Let us compare, for example, the native Russian alternation ū || ė | ē [edrōt'] || ęg-ńěć-ú... (korol-ı || korol-ı) and the alternation ı || ẽ of Church Slavonic origin (sfera-tı || sę-voorć-ú... (sorovati- || sorovati-). Both of these alternations share a common member, ti, which alternates with ū in Russian and with ūe in Church Slavonic.

In accordance with the above mathematical formula we may say: two psychophonetic entities (that is, two phonemes or groups of phonemes) alternating with a third entity, alternate with each other. In the given case we obtain the bilingual alternation ę || ẽ of which Russian makes, in fact, extensive use.

On the basis of the above analysis of alternations from the viewpoint of the history of inter-ethnic relations we may conclude that the paleophonetic alternations, whether they be purely traditional or correlative (i.e., psychologically mobile) form two types:

1) they develop within a particular language without any foreign influences, they are the result of the linguistic activity of one speech community; or

2) they arise under the impact of a closely related speech community from which a whole category of words has been borrowed containing phonemes that are part of a particular alternation.

The process of borrowing takes place (a) through oral transmission, or (b) under the influence of a foreign literature.

The alternations resulting from the influence of another language can be of two types: (1) either the entire alternation, i.e., both of its members is borrowed, or (2) only one of its parts (members) is borrowed and the other part is of native origin.

In a homogeneous (with respect to its alternations) speech community, all alternations owe their origin to an internal anthropophonetic impulse. But when a speech community is mixed (with respect to its alternations), we can distinguish in terms of the original anthropophonetic impulse (1) monolingual and (2) bilingual alternations. Monolingual alternations may owe both parts (members) (a) to the native language, or (b) to the foreign language from which they were borrowed. The following possibilities obtain:

1) monolingual native, or internal;
2) monolingual foreign;
3) bilingual, or internal-external.

Only in the case of the first type can it be asked whether the
original anthropophonic cause is still active in the given state of the language, or whether it belongs to the past. In the case of the second type, such a question is totally irrelevant.

Paleophonetic alternations, whether internal or external, can either
1) have a purely traditional causality, or
2) be utilized for a psychological, morphological, or semasiological purpose.

Characteristic Features of Foreign Alternations

1, 2, 3. The first three characteristic features are the same as in traditional alternations and correlations. In addition, they have a fourth and fifth feature:

4. The original anthropophonic causes for the transition of an originally homogeneous phoneme into an incipient (embryonic) alternation and then into a neophonic alternation (divergence) as well as the anthropophonic causes for the further transformation of a divergence into a traditional alternation do not belong to the given speech community, but belong either to a related speech community (more precisely, to the speech community from which the particular alternation was borrowed), or in part to the borrowing speech community, and in part to the speech community from which one of the members of the alternation was borrowed. Thus the Russian alternations ы || ыъ, ыъ || иъ arose not within the confines of Russian, but among the Slavs who settled the Balkan peninsula; one of the members of the Russian alternations ы || ыъ, ыъ || иъ is rooted, however, in the past of the Russian language itself, while its other member was formed in the past among the Balkan Slavs, since it was they who originally formed the Church Slavonic language.

5. Fully or partially borrowed alternations cannot be explained by anthropophonic causes. But as far as the neopheptic aspect of the borrowed alternations is concerned, it should be noticed that the phonemes making up the alternations must obey the requirements of the native language of a given period. The “sound laws” governing the language of a given period apply equally to the native phonemes and alternations and to the naturalized or borrowed phonemes and alternations.

The fourth characteristic feature of traditional alternations pertains only to those borrowed alternations which remain within the sphere of purely traditional alternations, without being utilized for psychological purposes. When such a utilization takes place features 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, which characterize the correlations or psychophonetic alternations, apply also to the borrowed alternations.

CHAPTER VII

Incipient (Embryonic) Alternations.

As in nature in general, we must also distinguish in language two kinds of phenomena: macroscopic phenomena which are immediately apparent and accessible to observation without any special effort, and microscopic phenomena which can be detected only as a result of a concentrated effort.

This distinction also holds with respect to observable entities and their differences. In the first case the “entities,” whether they are bodies, impressions, or representations, are macroscopic or become accessible to our senses by means of magnifying devices. In the second case however the entities in question and their differences may at first glance appear to be clear and transparent, or they may be infinitely small and, as it were, unreachable, unless we apply magnifying instruments and exercise an effort of maximal attention and concentration.

For this reason we should consider, in addition to the clear and easily definable alternations, alternations involving minimal differences, embryonic alternations.

What is in question here is not merely the desire to satisfy an idle curiosity or the fruitless exercise of our powers of discrimination, but the discovery of the germinal beginnings of anthropophonic causality. For it is precisely at this stage that we find the original influence of different phonetic conditions which produce those incipient differences that, as they increase with time, lead to a split of an originally homogeneous unit into two or more clearly distinct units.

On the basis of the positive results obtained in the study of phenomena due to diverse anthropophonic conditions, we should examine such conditions even though at first sight they do not seem to account for any palpable effects.
And, if for no other purpose, the embryonic alternations should be studied for the simple reason that they may point up the possibilities of linguistic change and provide a stimulus for further objective microscopic linguistic investigations, where we need no longer depend on our subjective impressions but on physical, acoustically and optically reliable equipment.

Thus we may investigate the factors of anthropophonic change and the emergence of phonemic divergence in morphemes containing the respective phonemes independently of their etymological relationship. What we are concerned with is the pronunciation of divergent phonemes in phonetic words or in any phonetic combinations of the given language, regardless of their meaning. Thus the embryonic divergences of the phoneme k in the combinations ka | ke | ki | ko | ku | ke | kr (kra) | kl (klac) | kl (kryuy) | ks (k oasi) | km (kmín) | kř (kriač) | kt (kito) | kp" (kpič) ... do not depend on the meaning of the morphemes and words containing these combinations. Compare the similar independence of meaning of the phoneme a in the combinations ka | ta | pa, where the phonemic divergence of the vowel is determined only by the preceding consonantal phonemes. These embryonic differences in seemingly identical phonemes may further depend on their occurrence in word-initial, word-final, or word-medial position [-x- | -x | -x-], on the degree of intensity (accent), on their occurrence in autophthongal or symphthongal position [u | [x] u, [x] u, ...], i.e., [u | [x] u, [x] u, ...], etc.

But if we are to consider this type of divergence within the framework of alternations, we should concentrate only on related morphemes. In the pair dn- o | den-ko, the phoneme d is only seemingly identical. While the main point of articulation, the moments of pause and closure produced by the respective speech organs are identical in both d's, they differ in the transition to the following phonemes so that their pronunciation is, in effect, different both acoustically and physiologically.

In the Polish words rød | rod- u, mroz- u, mał | mał- a we have, in addition to the transparent traditional, paleoanthropophonetic alternations u(ə) || o, a || e, and the equally clear phonemic alternations or divergences -t (-d) || -t(-d) || -e, the following embryonic neophantonic alternations:

a) rjod || rjodu, [m] rjódka || [m] rjódka,
b) rjódka || m [cza],

c) drj || drj [x], [mr]od || [mr]od [x], [mr]ad || [mi]ad [x], ... .

These alternations, -t || -t(-d) || -e, -e, require further comment. We are not here concerned with such transparent divergences which stem from the different activities of vocal chords in the larynx, or the weaker quality of -t, -t(-d) with respect to -t(-d), -e, -e, but rather with those that are due to the influence of the preceding vowels u(ə), o, and e upon the consonants. (....)

In Russian gída || gíd there are two embryonic alternations, g || g, and d || d, since the vowels following these consonants carry in each case a different stress.

In short, an enormous number of phonetic facts are caused by such phenomena. One could affirmatively claim that there is not a single group of etymologically related words in any language that does not display a whole series of such embryonic alternations or, to put it differently, that there is not a single phoneme in any language that always occurs in the same anthropophonic environment.

Embryonic alternations are to be interpreted as alternations of imperceptible differences in the respective phonemes. As these differences are infinitely small, we may designate them by Φ:

d(x'- x) = Φ

where d indicates the difference, and x', x—any phoneme in different anthropophonic environments, which may in time produce a split of the phoneme into two or more phonemes.

The very fact that the words containing the respective phonemes differ on the one hand anthropophonically, i.e., in their phonetic combinations and structure (e.g., the different place of stress), and on the other hand psychologically, i.e., semasiologically or morphologically, introduces a difference between the seemingly identical phonemes that may eventually become perceptible.

Thus the anthropophonic difference between a || a in the Polish words maika | maitcerz (where the first a occurs in a closed syllable before a nonpalatal consonant, and the second a in an open syllable before a palatal consonant) may in time lead to a transformation (degeneration) of the a in two different directions; for example, to the change of a in maitcerz into an e-type vowel.

Such a change, we may hypothesize, would in turn entail an alternation m || m, since the m before a in maika is in a different anthropophonic position than the m before e in our hypothetical *maitcerz.
A similar anthropophonic difference may affect the vowel a in *mata* | *mateczka* (the first in a closed, the second in an open syllable) which may eventually split into two distinct phonemes.

On the other hand, we must keep in mind that because of psychological reasons the phonemes belonging to the morpheme *mat- in mata* may undergo different changes than the same phonemes of that morpheme in *mateczka*, since the word *mateczka* is a diminutive, affectionate, hypocoristic term, which the word *mata* is not. The morpheme *mat-* and its phonemes *m* . . . *a* . . . *t* are, consequently, subject to quite different conditions in the two words.

But the potential changes of phonemes caused by psychological differences are not to be confused with anthropophonic causality and must not be subsumed under the concepts of embryonic or other kinds of alternation.

It is, nonetheless, a fact that each phoneme (sound) is subject to different kinds of influence depending on whether it is treated as a simple sound or a phonetic constituent of a morphological unit. In a similar fashion, each human is subject to different influences as a psychological individual, as a member of a family, of a society, of a state, etc., just as each body is exposed, in turn, to physical conditions, chemical conditions, and so forth.

Embryonic alternations involve two degrees of differences depending on the particular combinations of the phonemes:

1) Truly embryonic, potential alternations in which the difference between the phonemes equals zero (φ).

For example, the perceptual difference to the ear between *s* | *c* in the Polish *kos* | *kosa* is φ, as long as our perception is not sharpened by means of optical and acoustical equipment.

2) Overt and discernible alternations. The difference between the phonemes can here be designated as *α* → β, i.e., as a discernable difference with the limit φ.

The latter alternation is transitional to *divergents*.

The embryonic alternations include, however, only alternations with minimal phonemic differences which are not immediately perceived but can be discovered through the conscious effort of analysis.

In the chain of historical development these alternations form only an intermediary link between embryonic alternations proper and neophonic alternations or divergents which can be detected by minimal perception.

---

An Attempt at a Theory of Phonetic Alternations

That such minimal perception is at work is confirmed by "analogical" formations, such as Polish *z wona*, instead of *z wonu* "down from the wagon," which appears not only in the language of children, but also in the language of adults, due to the influence of (the nom. sg.) *waś* (*wóś*).

---

CHAPTER VIII

THE (GENETIC) RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIFFERENT TYPES OF ALTERNATIONS. GRADUAL TRANSITION FROM ONE TYPE TO ANOTHER.

Let us take as an example a pair of etymologically related Polish words: *ploc* | *pleć* (now pronounced *ploe* | *pleće*). The constituent phonemes of these words form the following alternations:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>l</em></td>
<td><em>[o]</em></td>
<td><em>[e]</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|  | embryonic alternation,
| *[t]* | *[e]* | *[e]* |
|  | neophonic alternation or divergence,
| *o* | *e* | paleophonetic or traditional alternation,
| *t* | *é* | psychophonetic alternation or correlation.

The present state of alternations in these words has developed from earlier stages in which the constituent phonemes belonged to different classes of alternations.

Historical and comparative studies enable us to posit the following succession of alternations dating back to the Indo-European period:

1) *plet-o-e* | *plet-e-e*.

This period was characterized only by the embryonic alternations *t* | *[o]* | *[e]*, in which *t* and *e* were differentiated in the same way in all anthropophonic sequences of *eto* | *ete* regardless of etymology.

2) *plet-e-o-e* | *plet-e-e*.

with the neophonic alternation or divergence *t* | *t* and the embryonic alternation *e[t]* | *[t]*.

3) *plet-e-o-e* | *plet-e-e*.

with two divergences, *t* | *t* and *e* | *[e]*, or *plet-e-o-e* | *plet-e-e*.
with the traditional alternation $t \parallel t'$ and the divergence $e_i \parallel e_o$.

This period was marked by a gradual accumulation of anthropophonic tendencies. It was also a period of individual oscillations, when an individual speaker, following earlier usage, might retain the alternation "plet-" $\parallel$ "plet-'", while another speaker would yield to the strong anthropophonic tendencies and introduce a new alternation "plet-" $\parallel$ "plet-'" into his speech. Moreover, the same individual might use "plet-" and "plet-'" interchangeably, that is, "plet-" $\parallel$ "plet" or "plet-" $\parallel$ "plet'. The language of the children of the speech community had an important role in this process.

4) The established norm

*plot- $\parallel$ *plet-

$\Rightarrow$ plot- $\parallel$ plect-

with the paleophonic or traditional alternations $t \parallel t'$ ( $\Rightarrow$ t $\parallel$ t), $\theta | e$, and the embryonic alternation $l[e] | l[e]$.

5) The state of conflict between a feeling for the unity of the morpheme and the impression made by its outer form. One consequence of this is the tendency to eliminate external differences and unify the phonetic form of a morpheme which is felt to be a psychological unit, or else to utilize the phonetic differences for psychological purposes, so that phonetic divergence comes to be associated with psychological divergence.

In the case we are discussing, the alternation $t \parallel t'$ is associated with certain verb forms, plot-}$, plot-$, plectic-}$, plectic-}$, plectic-en, plectic-}$; the other alternation $\theta | e$ is also to some extent associated with the psychological alternation of verb forms, but it is psychologically much weaker, leading to analogical formations such as pleto, pleto instead of plot, plot (plota, plota).

Let us consider more closely the history of the different alternations in the morphemes plot- $\parallel$ plect-.

Let us take first the alternation

$t \parallel \theta$.

In the first stage this was an embryonic alternation $t[e] \parallel t[e]$; then it became a divergence $t[e] \parallel t[e]$; in the third stage it became a paleophonic alternation $t \parallel t'$ (t denotes a t with palatalization caused by a following palatal phoneme, while $t'$ is the same phoneme t with concomitant independent palatality). In the fourth stage palatalization increases, so that finally the original phoneme splits in two, $t \parallel t'$, and eventually $t'$ becomes $\delta$. In the fifth stage the traditional alternation $t \parallel t'$ $\Rightarrow t \parallel \theta$ becomes a correlation, and has remained so until the present.

Now let us take the alternation

$\delta | e$.

In the first stage it was merely embryonic and remained so in the second stage. In the third stage it became a divergence, i.e., $e[t] | e[t] \Rightarrow \theta [t] | e[t]'$. In the fourth stage this divergence became a paleophonic or traditional alternation. Finally, in either the fourth or the fifth stage, the alternation $\delta | e$ became psychophonetic, i.e., a correlation; today, however, it seems to have retreated, so to speak, to the status of a traditional alternation which, as a result of the tendency to level the phonetic form of identical or etymologically closely related morphemes, is gradually being eliminated.

As for the embryonic alternation

$[e] | [e]$.

this appeared in the third or fourth stage, but has remained embryonic.

Many other examples could be cited to illustrate this gradual development.

We can make two general conclusions from our study of these alternations:

a) first we can give a survey of the genetic development of alternations in the history of a particular language;

b) then we can examine how this process is implemented in the language of individual speakers of a given speech community, especially in the language of children.

I. Historical Sequence of Various Alternations in the National Language (the Language of a Speech Community).

All alternations owe their origin to a splitting of a unity into variety as a result of special circumstances and general causes.

The original cause or impulse of any alternation will always be found in the various anthropophonic conditions in which an originally unified phoneme is bound to appear.

As a consequence of anthropophonic differences, the emerging
embryonic distinctions of a phoneme give rise to distinctions which are minimal both in terms of their own objectively observed magnitude and in terms of the impression of them perceived by members of the speech community; and as is well known, the greater or lesser force of the observable image depends on the force of the perceived impression.

Later in the historical succession, the minimal distinctions cease to be minimal; they increase, become intensified and apparent to the naked eye.

This increase of distinctions is first brought about by the same conditions which provided the first impulse for the development of minimal distinctions; but it lasts only a limited period of time, for the phonemes which have now been endowed with new properties begin to change spontaneously in a certain direction. Thus, originally combinatorial changes are replaced by later spontaneous changes, and a conditioned neophonic alternation or divergence becomes an anthropophonically independent, paleophonetic, traditional alternation.

However, in addition to this possibility of development, i.e., the possibility of increase and ultimate independence of the embryonic minimal distinctions which are at first due to the role of the environment, there also exists another possibility, the possibility of the disappearance of minimal distinctions, namely at a point when the conditions responsible for these distinctions cease to operate. Thus, for the elimination of neophonic alternations, irrespective of whether they are embryonic or already plainly divergent, it is sufficient that there no longer be a causal relationship between the anthropophonie modifications of the given phoneme and the conditions responsible for them. Subsequently, however, a neophonic alternation can be eliminated in either of two ways:

1) the anthropophonie distinctions between the alternating variants of a given proto-phoneme (Urphonem) are totally dependent on the influence of the environment, owing to anthropophonie factors, but by themselves they lack individual traits and are committed to memory neither by way of tradition nor through linguistic intercourse in general;

2) or else, in addition to dependence on the anthropophonie environment, the new features developing in this manner acquire a sort of individual independence and ex ipso are transmitted by tradition and linguistic intercourse in general. The phoneme in

question is subject to such a strong anthropophonie influence that the new features which are thus being formed force themselves upon our perception as independent and autonomous.

1) In the first case anthropophonie variants (variations, modifications) of the phonemes disappear along with the loss of the functional dependence, and the embryonic variants return to a state of absolute identity. When the causes are eliminated their results, too, disappear.

2) In the second case the loss of dependence on anthropophonie conditions does not entail the loss of the features which have been acquired by way of anthropophonie adaptation; on the contrary, having ceased to be functionally dependent, the new features become individualized and autonomous; as such they are capable of further strengthening and growth and are able to impress themselves ever more strongly on the memory of the speakers. In this way the properties of the phonemes which are acquired by way of anthropophonie adaptation become individual, independent properties of a given phonetic segment of a given morpeme in a given word.

This unconscious remembering of individual features, insofar as it affects etymologically related morphemes, provides the point of transition between the category of divergents and that of traditional alternations.

Thus we enter the field of traditional alternations, which are maintained by force of linguistic intercourse between the members of a given speech community. However, although tradition is a force capable of preserving alternational distinctions inherited from earlier generations, it is not sufficient to endow these distinctions with a causal relationship to serve for the expression of specific needs. But it is precisely in terms of these needs that the individual speaker, and eventually the entire speech community becomes aware of the lack (absence) of a raison d'être (for the distinctions) and this awareness cannot but lead to a conflict with tradition. Nevertheless, the distinctions between phonemic alternants which have already lost their raison d'être can be retained for two reasons:

1) one, psychological—when individually unmotivated distinctions are committed to memory not as types, but precisely because of their specific, individual character. This is especially true of frequently used, everyday verbs such as be, eat, know, give . . . , nouns
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"bod-e | bad-am;
"wierci-ec | warty-ki | wars-twa | wreczono | wrot-a
\| po-wrot, po-wrot-u;
"wodz-ic | wad-a;
"po-czet | czet-ic | czyt-ac | za-c-ny;
"ciag-nac | tec-ic | uj-tak, ka.

Even jes- (jes-t) | x-(t-q) or chodz-ic | zed-l, zla are now phonetically speaking two separate roots which maintain their connection only through their semasiological association.

The complexity of alternating relations of a given morpheme facilitates its mixing with morphemes, its attraction to a different class of morphemes. Pertinent Polish examples are:

od-po-caz-ec | od-po-caz-ec | od-po-caz-en-ek . . . from od-po-

czy-nec | od-po-czy-nec-ec | od-po-czy-en-ek, and attracted, at least morphophonemically, to the class of za-caz-nec, po-caz-nec | czec | czec-en-ek . . .

czyz-nec | czyz-nec, from czec-nec | czec-nec; czec-nec | czec-nec,

rzecz-ec | rzecz-nec, drawn into an alternation with zec-ec | zec-ec | zec

3) The third way of eliminating unmotivated alternations is the utilization of these alternations for psychological purposes, that is, for the association of phonetic differences (nuances) with morphological or semasiological ones. This is the source of psychophonetic alternations, or correlations, which every member of a given speech community is bound to acquire by his own mental effort through accumulating and generalizing individual associations.

Regardless of the subjective feeling of the speaker, traditional alternations may regularly occur in certain types of forms which are semasiologically distinct; e.g., Polish:

nog-a, rek-a | nosa, rekaz-ka . . .;
pit-ec, gni-ec, gnioj-t . . .;
tok, bok | tocze-yc, boca-yc sie . . .;
po-mog-ec, chodz-ec, mocz-ec, robie | po-mog-am, chads-am,
macz-ec, rabi-am . . .;
gniet-ec, miet-ec, mieniat-am, miat-am . . .;
sl-ec, tk-ec | syt-ec, tyk-ec . . .;
pu-bier-ec, pu-bier-ac, pu-bier-ec, pu-pier-ac . . .;
pu-nier-ec, pu-nier-ec, pu-nier-ec, pu-nier-ec, pu-nier-ac, pu-nier-ac . . .;
A Baudouin de Courtenay Anthology
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In time both of these alternations either can be eliminated by analogical leveling of the constituent phonemes (either \( x \rightarrow x' \) or \( x' \rightarrow x \)) or can lose their alternational character altogether when what were at first phonetic variants of one basic morpheme split into two morphemes which are no longer felt to be related, so that the alternations become merely residual (rudimentary):

\( (x' \rightarrow x^* \Rightarrow x') \). 

Since we are dealing with the psychological value of phonetic phenomena, and the feeling for this value ebbs and wanes with the individual characteristics of all the members of a given speech community, we must assume a whole scale of indeterminate transitional states which are reminiscent of the flickering of a flame about to die out.

In this gamut of countless indeterminate transitional states three classes of alternations stand out conspicuously, and have been discussed in Chapters III, IV, and V:

- traditional alternations which are motivated purely socially (being due only to tradition and communication); these alternations are either paleophonic or paleopsychological (but the latter are likewise ultimately of a paleophonetic origin; Cf. Chapter V);
- neophonic alternations, or divergences, which have an individual anthropophonic motivation absent in the other two classes (Cf. Chapter III);
- psychophonetic alternations, or correlations, having an (individual) psychological motivation absent in the other two classes (Cf. Chapter IV).

From the viewpoint of their historical development these classes can be presented in the following sequence:

1) divergences, characterized by a live physiological process and individual anthropophonic relationship, preserving the original motivation of all alternations (\( \ldots \)). (examples: \( d \rightarrow t \) in \( \text{wod} \rightarrow \text{wod} \), \( t \rightarrow l \) in \( \text{pros} \rightarrow \text{pros} \), \( i \rightarrow i(\) in \( \text{stom} \rightarrow \text{ziem} \);

2) paleophonetic, or traditional alternations, characterized by active social factors, with loss of the originally anthropophonic motivation of the alternations. (Examples: \( p \rightarrow t \) (\( p \rightarrow t \) in \( \text{na} \rightarrow \text{nast} \), \( p \rightarrow t \) in \( \text{pier} \rightarrow \text{pie} \), \( l \rightarrow l(\) in \( \text{cal} \rightarrow \text{cal} \);

3) correlations characterized by vitality of the psychological factor, individual psychological correlation, secondarily developed.
psychological motivation (e.g. Examples: o || a in chodz-ię | chodz-aų, trważ-yę|trwaž-ąc, s || ch in włos | teloch, klucz-ky | klucz-yą).

From the standpoint of space, i.e., of place of origin, the traditional alternations fall into two classes:

a) native formations developed within a given speech community, and

b) foreign formations adopted from another speech community by interlingual oral communication or through writing.

From the viewpoint of transition from an earlier to a later state, the traditional alternations in turn form two classes:

a) those that developed directly from divergences, and

b) those which are a continuation of correlations, and have switched to the category of traditional alternations.

In the former alternations we can, in turn, distinguish three classes:

a) those directly derived from divergences;

b) those which have passed through only two stages of alternative evolution—that of divergences and that of traditional alternations; and

c) those which have passed through four stages of evolution before their disappearance—divergences, traditional alternations, correlations related to tradition, and purely traditional alternations.

In the correlations we can distinguish two principal levels of psychological intensity:

a) a higher level which involves an active and creative association of the phonetic variants with psychological differences (nuances), and which makes possible the formation of new alternating pairs on the model of an existing productive type (for example, the alternation o || a in Polish verb stems: nos-ię | nas-aę); and

b) a lower level on which the association between the phonetic variants and psychological differences, though present, is not strong enough to create new analogical formations; this is then the level of psychophonetic weak and passivity (for example, i || oj in pi-ię, gni-ię | poj-ię, gnoj-ię . . .).

Between these two levels there is a whole range of intermediate stages.

We have shown above that the traditional character of simple traditional alternations always finds itself in conflict with the tendency to eliminate phonetic distinctions which are not moti-

uated physiologically or psychologically, and that when these individual tendencies prevail, the traditional alternations assume a psychophonetic character and become correlations, or else there is phonetic leveling of the alternating pair.

Similar conflicts can also develop in the case of correlations. For example, in the Russian correlations k || چ in verbs such as peků | pekšč, tolšů | tolššč . . . we can detect a conflict which leads ultimately to the substitution of the k || چ correlation by a new k || k' correlation (peků | pekšč, tolšů | tolššč . . .).

If we were to regard the alternating phonemes k || چ as indivisible entities, we would have to deny the presence of any conflict and expect the correlation k || چ which forms a closed unity to remain without change until its psychophonetic character is finally replaced by a purely traditional one. However, if we consider the articulatory components of the phonemes and the verbal type to which they belong, the conclusion imposes itself that the correlation k || چ disrupts the harmony of the (verbal) type and that only the alternation k || k' does it justice, since it is in full agreement with such other partial alternations as b || b' (greg-bą | greb'ęt), d || d' (ved-bą | ved'ęt), s || s' (nesk | nesęt), etc., which can be subsumed under the general formula

PO || PY

(where PO designates the absence of palatalization, and PY the presence of palatalization in the consonant).

This generalization of Russian correlations in the above-mentioned verb type is taking place at present in various Russian dialects. The same phenomenon occurred at a much earlier time, for example, in possessive adjectives which have come to serve primarily as patronyms and family names, such as sūkun syn, Sūk-in, Sōbōk-in, Kōo-k-in, Sipjaq-in, Mūj-in . . . the old correlation k || چ, g || l, x || s (sūk-a | suč-in, sipjaq-a | sipjaq-š-in, mūj-a | mūj-in . . .) has been replaced by the new correlation k || k', g || g', x || x' on the model of a large number of partial alternations of the same general type, b || b', d || d', s || s' (ryb-a | Rīb-in, Marūd-a | Marūd-in, plakš-a | Plakš-in . . .).

Thus we see how correlations can grow, how partial correlations can be absorbed by more general ones, and how the generalization of correlations may make them more efficacious and supple.

However, as is the case with all linguistic forms, the alternations
too must ultimately be weakened and disappear, no matter how transparent and productive [mächtig] they may be at first. Having absorbed a series of partial correlations and having reached the highest degree of strength and clarity, the general alternations in time lose their force and psychophonetic character, become plain traditional alternations, and are finally lost in the mass of unproductive extinguished alternations.

II. The Development of Alternations in Individual Language, especially in that of Children

Language can not be inherited; only the faculty of speech and the tendencies toward a certain direction of changes incipient in the structure of the language are inherited. Heredity is a biological factor, while the language of any individual develops through social intercourse. Nevertheless, we must fall back on heredity in order to explain the persistence of repeated historical changes.

The most radical changes take place in the language of children. The most far-reaching are phonetic changes and morphological leveling. Thereafter the children gradually acquire the speech habits of the adult members of the community, but a certain number of changes inherited from children’s language may remain in their individual speech, and, more importantly, the tendencies toward such changes, even if they arise again spontaneously in later generations, become a part of their inheritance. Insofar as they accrue in successive generations, these changes eventually become ingrained in the language.

In alternations we are dealing first of all with the inherited accumulation of phonetic tendencies and with their gradual intensification.

Since every individual acquires on his own the language of his speech community, he necessarily also acquires the alternations by himself.

During the gradual acquisition of his native language, every child proceeds through several stages: at first he does not understand anything; then he begins to understand the language of his environment, although he is still unable to speak, i.e., he is still in a state of audition and passive linguistic perception; finally, he begins to speak, adding to audition and perception the factor of phonation. Linguistic cerebration or thinking, once set in motion, now finds a solid foundation in the acquisition of individual language.

To be sure, in the earliest stages of this process, when the child is just beginning to understand the language of his environment, there can be no question of alternations. Alternations develop only later. But in any case we can regard pairs of phonemes which enter into words and morphemes understood by the child, and which form alternational pairs in the language of his environment, as embryonic, or germinal (incipient) in the speech of the child.

At this stage, when the child has not yet begun to talk but is already aware of the properties of the native language and can understand it within certain limits, that is, when the child has reached the state of advanced audition and perception, but without phonation, there naturally cannot be any question of neophonic alternations or divergences, since these depend on individual pronunciation. Whether there also develop (at this time) correlations or psychophonetic alternations depends on the personality of the given child, or his psychological capacity and agility. In any case, there are no correlations in the very first stages of this development; they emerge only by way of associations from traditional alternations. The simple traditional alternations apparently exist in children’s speech in the stage of audition and perception: the ability to distinguish phonetic modifications (variants) of morphemes which are felt to be etymologically related then develops spontaneously. That is why the clear distinctions between divergents or neophonic alternants also leave a definite imprint on the memory by dint of their own traditional quality. Thus, for example, before the child begins to distinguish in his own pronunciation such a divergence as d || t in Polish broda | bródka, he has already observed the anthropophonic difference in the pronunciation of the two phonemes. And this is how the element of tradition becomes added to the neophonic alternations or divergences.

When the child begins to talk, imitating the speech of his environment, he also imitates the alternations, although the neophonetic alternations or divergences may develop independently, inasmuch as they are determined on the one hand by the shape of the speech organs and on the other hand by inherited tendencies. This allows for wide individual variations: some children develop divergences to a much greater degree than others. However, the tend-
ency to develop new divergences is, on the whole, much more
typical of the speech of children than that of adults, whose lan-
guage represents the linguistic norm. What is only embryonic in
the latter can become apparent and palpable in the speech of
children. The various conditions implicit in the combinations of a
single phoneme quickly yield definite results here when the phon-
eme splits into two or more phonemes; the anthropophonic
causes in the language of children are far more prominent than
in that of adults, and their effects are, consequently, more im-
mediate.

In short, as in the realm of phonology and morphology, children
anticipate the normal development of language in the area of
alternations.

At any rate, children's speech has far more neophonic alternations
or divergences and fewer correlations or psychophonetic
alternations than the normal language of a given speech commu-
nity. However, we cannot ignore one correlation which is highly
developed in children's speech: the alternation of palatal with
nonpalatal consonants for the expression of endearment (d' \| d,
d' \| s, P \| t').

As children's language comes to resemble that of adults, the child
regresses, so to speak, in the field of alternations; he loses the most
innovative variants (modifications) and replaces the stage of trans-
parent divergence with that of an embryonic alternation.

Now that we have examined, although only in rough outline,
the development and transformation of various types of alternation
in the language of children, we shall briefly and schematically pre-
sent in tables and formulas the historical sequence of the various
stages of alternation, and the transition from one stage to another
in the language of an entire speech community.

I. Divergences encompass the whole language, but arise spontan-
eously, through anthropophonic adaptation. Every period in
the history of a language is characterized by its own divergences,
although there are some which are external and universal.

II. Correlations develop from traditional alternations.

III. Traditional alternations develop either from divergences
in the native language or from traditional alternations of foreign
origin.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monolingual (native)</th>
<th>Foreign alternations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Divergences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                     | Traditional alterna-
| correlations        | tions                 |
|                     |                       |
| either become       | or else remain tra-
| correlations        | ditional alternations |
|                     |                       |
| these either        | or else cease to      |
| remain              | be correlations       |
| correlations        | and again become      |
|                     | traditional           |
|                     | alternations          |

II—III. Phonemes, which express traditional alternations,
whether merely traditional or traditional-psychophonetic (correla-
tions), must at the same time fulfill the requirements of divergences
or anthropophonic alternations of the particular period. (. . .)
While the alternations, after completing a certain evolutionary
cycle finally disappear, the sources for new alternations never do.
Consequently, there is an unending process of reconstruction of al-
ternations: relationships resulting in the accumulation of new
layers of alternations.

Some kind of anthropophonic change is always taking place at
every stage of the language, some kind of adaptation of the pho-
mmes to anthropophonic conditions. The effects of these adapta-
tions are transmitted by tradition from one generation to another,
until they are, in turn, replaced by new changes.

NOTES

in any case Brugmann erroneously states that the author defines as "phonetic
interchange" what is usually called "phonetic transformation" or "phonemic
change."

2. However, at that time I understood phoneme to mean something different
than now; i.e., I interpreted it as the sum of the phonetic properties represent-
ing an indivisible unit within either a single language or a group of languages.
5. In the case of this alternation, there is a striking parallelism between ɪ̞ and ɪ. Why don't we have ɪ̞ like ɪ̞, or ɪ̞ like ɪ̞? It is not too difficult to answer this. In the Old Church Slavonic documents there was an abbreviated symbol ɪ̞ instead of ɪ̞. This sign, which had the form of a single letter, was pronounced like ɪ̞ in words of Russian origin that were not influenced by Church Slavonic such as puke-ɪ̞, i-ɪ̞et, pude-ɪ̞t, . . . . It was then quite natural for this pronunciation to spread as well to words with the letter ɪ̞, borrowed directly from Church Slavonic texts such as avečkiāt' / pronaučeniāt', pronaučatiāt', prekračatiāt', pišu, umerkovatiāt' . . . . and not “avečkiāt’,” “pronačeniāt’,” although this second pronunciation, with ɪ̞, was characteristic of Old Church Slavonic itself. The matter stands somewhat differently with ɪ̞. The Church Slavonic texts use no abbreviated sign for ɪ̞ of the type ɪ̞ in place of ɪ̞, and therefore it did not occur to any Russian to pronounce the words rokčatiāt', rokčetjovt', ogrukčatiāt', ubedčatiāt', iščetiāt', voklečemajt' in any way other than with ɪ̞.

VIII

Statement of Linguistic Principles

1) There are no "phonetic laws."
2) To treat language as an "organism," and linguistics as a natural science, is a fallacy without any scientific basis.
3) Language is exclusively psychological. The existence and development of language is governed by purely psychological laws. In human speech, or language, there is not a single phenomenon which is not psychological.
4) Since language exists only in human society, the social aspect must always be considered, in addition to the psychological aspect. Linguistics must be founded not only on the psychology of the individual, but also on sociology (which, unfortunately, has not yet been developed well enough to afford any fruitful conclusions).
5) The laws of the life and development of language have not been discovered yet, but they can be arrived at only through careful inductive research. Present-day linguistics is well on the way toward this goal.
6) The cause, the impulse for all linguistic change, is a tendency toward convenience, toward a minimum of effort in three areas of linguistic activity: in pronunciation (phonation), in hearing and perception (audition), and in linguistic thought (cerebration).
7) All existing and extinct languages arose by way of mixture. Even individual speech, which originates and is formed in contact with fully developed individuals, is the product of mixture and interaction.
8) Many characteristics of historically formed languages can be explained if we assume the previous occurrence of mixture of the peoples and languages in question.
9) The history of language is a process of gradual "humaniza-
tion," that is, a growing departure from the linguistic state of animals of a higher order.

10) The historical evolution of the morphology of a language consists in the alternate shifting of emphasis from the end of the word to its beginning, and vice versa. The life of words and sentences can be compared to a *perpetuum mobile* consisting of constantly oscillating weights which at the same time continuously move in a certain direction.

11) There is no immobility in language. The assumption of invariable roots contained in the same, invariable stems of declension and conjugation, etc., in all related languages is a scholarly invention, a fiction, and at the same time, a hindrance to objective research. In language, as in nature in general, everything moves, everything is alive and changing. Rest, standstill, stagnation are seeming phenomena; they are but special cases of movement with minimum change. The statics of language is only a special case of its dynamics or, rather, its kinetics.

12) In language there is an unending process of shifting the place of contact of the ultimate, no longer divisible linguistic units. A given linguistic unit is either expanded at the expense of another, or it cedes a part of its structure to another unit. One unit disappears and another is formed.

13) The dictum *ex nihil nil fit* finds complete confirmation in linguistics. Linguistic units seemingly originating in nothing (e.g., the phonemes or "sounds," the morphemes) are created from material already at hand which only acquires new form.

14) The object of investigation must be treated as it is, without forcing upon it alien categories.

15) In linguistics, perhaps even more than in history, one must adhere strictly to the requirements of geography and chronology.

16) "The monosyllabism of roots" in the Indo-European languages is an unproven dogma.

17) "Roots" are by no means the monopoly of any one period of development of a language. Every language has roots. New roots can be created endlessly, at any time.

18) For linguistics, as a science dealing with generalizations, the study of living, existing languages is much more important than that of languages which have disappeared and can be reconstructed only on the basis of written records. Only the biologist (zoologist or botanist) who has thoroughly studied living flora and fauna can

undertake the study of palaeontological remains. Only the linguist who has thoroughly studied a living language can venture to make assumptions about the characteristics of dead languages. The study of living languages must precede the study of extinct languages.

19) According to the doctrine now accepted by Darwinian biologists, the embryo reflects on a smaller scale the changes and transformations of the entire species. Just the opposite takes place in the linguistic development of the child. The child in no way repeats on a smaller scale the linguistic development of an entire nation; on the contrary, he reaches into the future, anticipating in his speech the future state of the national language, and falls back, so to speak, only later, conforming more and more to the language of his environment.

20) The impetus for essential changes in the national language come principally from the language of children. Children introduce certain substantial changes in pronunciation and morphological structure. Later they learn to speak "correctly," on the model of their environment, but the original tendencies leave their traces. The children of these children inherit a disposition toward similar changes, toward the future state of the language, reiterating on their part the same changes. They also subsequently master the linguistic norm of the environment, but the inclination to change is transmitted with ever greater force to the following generations. The accumulation of such traces over a number of generations leads, finally, to definitive changes in the language.

21) Mankind, as an aggregate of individuals endowed with language, has emerged at various times in various places. The beginning of language is not monogenetic, but polygenetic.

22) In investigating language we must strictly distinguish between development and history. History consists in the succession of homogeneous, but different, phenomena. Development consists in the continuity of essential, and not merely phenomenological (concerning only the phenomenon) changes. Development is characteristic of individual language; history, of collective language.
IX

On the Mixed Character of All Languages

... The usual conception of a "comparative grammar of the Slavic languages" or a "comparative grammar of the Indo-European languages" is based on the assumption that languages are pure, that the history of languages is an uninterrupted and undisturbed development of an original system in various directions without the interference of foreign languages. Fundamental linguistic studies, such as the Grundris der vergleichenden Grammatik by Brugmann and Dibelius, give such an impression in fact by working with several dozens of "roots" or groups of etymologically related words. Yet it is sufficient to consult any dictionary of such a supposedly pure language as Indo-European or Slavic to convince oneself that it contains a far larger number of assimilated words or words of obscure or unclear origin than words suitable for "comparative grammar" in the current sense of the word. The latter, indeed, constitute a negligible number, if we consider that ordinary "comparative grammar" do not cover entire languages, do not give an insight into the entire structure of the languages in question. Many people, however, seem to be unaware of this, treating the thesis of the absolute purity of language as a linguistic dogma. They admit, it is true, the possibility of foreign elements being borrowed, but at the same time add that the basic character of a given language remains unchanged. Thus, for example, they do not deny that many Romance elements have entered English, but they insist that all these foreign elements have been completely assimilated without in the least affecting the Germanic base of the language. And once such an allegation is made by an authoritative scholar, it is bound to be repeated by a whole crowd of imitators.

It is well known that teachings drawn from foreign grammars which have been obsolete even within their own areas have hampere the development of original but true-to-fact views on the nature of particular languages.

How a country's "public opinion" may be offended by any attempt to emancipate a given science from prevailing views, from prejudice and preconceived ideas, can be shown by an example from the history of Russian grammar. Thirty-five years ago, N. P. Nekrasov attempted to treat the Russian verb in an independent fashion (in his O znachenii form russkogo glagola, St. Petersburg, 1865). He was shouted down and bitterly attacked. How dare he, a Russian, look with his own eyes at the facts of the Russian language and see in it what actually exists instead of what is supposed to exist according to the stereotypes of medieval Latin grammars! This peculiar kind of "Westermism" was inspired by the fear that the acceptance of Nekrasov's teaching would force one to think and, as is known, "denken ist schwer und gefährlich!" It is all right to go on repeating the ideas of others, but, for goodness' sake, let us not stir things up!

Do not think, however, gentlemen, that my remark is intended to champion the ideas of the Slavophile imitators of those German philosophers who claimed special originality for the Russian or Slavic mind. On the contrary, I do not recognize any national logic, but only identical laws of thought for all mankind. There is no European, American, French, English, German, Russian, or Polish science--there is only one science, common to all men. For the same reason I believe that Western European scholars have no monopoly on scientific discoveries and generalizations, that a Russian or Pole may also have original ideas, and that there is therefore no need to slavishly follow so-called "European science" and to hold to its tenets blindly and uncritically.

Each of us has a duty to look with his own eyes. And if we examine the question of the mixing or non-mixing of languages with our own eyes, we will have to admit that no language is pure or unmixed.

Mixing, be it of a physical or psychological nature, is the beginning of all life. Mixing takes place in the development of any individual language beginning in early childhood. The child is influenced by his parents and other persons of his immediate milieu. The language of any of these persons is surely, even if negligibly, different from the language of other persons, and the various indi-
individual languages shape the language of the child who will almost invariably select those linguistic peculiarities which he can master more readily and with less effort.

For example, if in a Russian or Polish family, at least one person pronounces š instead of š, or a velar r instead of an apical ř, the children of this family will, in the majority of cases, tend to make the same sound substitution, pronouncing ša instead of ša, and ᵜa (with a velar r) instead of ᵜa (with an apical r).

Marriage produces mixed family languages, and the contact of tribes and nations leads to interaction and mixing of dialects and, on a wider scale, to mixing of linguistic groups and of tribal and national languages.

Nations and tribes live in close proximity or are interspersed. Along the boundaries of tribal and national languages, multilingualism inevitably arises, and with it, mixed languages.

Nomadic life, military campaigns and war service, abduction of foreign women and slaves, trade, scientific exchange, etc.,—all these factors contribute to the mixing of languages.

We could easily hypothesize that at a certain time the Slavs of Eastern Europe were scattered among the Finns (to a certain extent this is still the case even now); in other parts of Europe the Finns mixed with Germanic and Lithuanian tribes; in Central Europe Slavs lived among Germans; Celts, who were scattered over almost all Europe and in Asia Minor, underwent the influence of peoples of different origin who, in turn, influenced their languages; the Aryans of Eastern India were scattered among peoples of Dravidian origin; in Western Europe, tribes related to the modern Basques were constantly in contact with Celtic, Romance, and other tribes; the language of the nomadic Gypsies, who are still nomads, absorbed all kinds of foreign elements; the Jews, who have lived among other peoples, have felt the impact of the languages of their fellow citizens and have influenced their languages to a greater or lesser extent.

But this interaction and mixing of languages is determined not only geographically and territorially, but also chronologically. An old language used as a language of the church, of ritual or in traditional formulas and expressions, may influence the living language of a given period which in turn undergoes the influence of the latter. It is enough to think of the interaction between modern

Latin and the Romance languages, or between the varieties of Church Slavonic and the modern South and East Slavic languages.

The formation of a mixed language, that is, of a language whose elements prevail over another language, though not without being seriously modified by the language spoken by the linguistically assimilated people, can in some cases be documented by historical records. Thus, for example, Pastor Bielenstein was able to trace the formation of Latvian, a language of the Baltic or Aistian branch of the Indo-European languages, and to show the indelible traces which Finnish has left in its phonetics, morphology, etc.

The Armenian language is, for a variety of reasons, justly treated as one of the Indo-European languages, but there are good reasons (considerations of its basic structure, as well as its peculiarities) why it should be grouped also with the Turko-Tatar or Ural-Altaic or some such closely related group of languages. For example, external, physical, and spatial relations are in the Armenian declension expressed in the Tatar manner (in the locative, ablative, and instrumental cases), while social relations continue to be expressed through Indo-European forms (in the genitive, dative, and accusative). The Armenian suffix of the plural is obviously not of Indo-European origin, but a borrowing, if not from Tatar, at least from some other language. The loss of gender distinctions and the lack of sexualization of reality must be due to “foreign,” non-Indo-European influence. The question of the ethnic origin of the Armenians is even more complicated by the fact that the Armenians have historically mingled with the Jews and other Semites who had shared their habitat with Caucasian, and especially Georgian peoples whose languages must have affected to a noticeable degree the character of the Armenian language.

The influence of foreign peoples upon the development of the Romance languages from vulgar Latin dialects can likewise be traced historically.

In recent times, mixed dialects have been formed in border areas where Chinese have come into contact with Europeans. Such are, among others, the Kjästra or Majmah dialect of Russian-Chinese and the international dialects of English-Chinese and Portuguese-Chinese. Recent decades have witnessed the creation of artificial mixed languages which are to serve as vehicles of international communication: Volapi k, Esperanto, Bolot.
The effects of language mixing are twofold: on the one hand, they enrich a given language with elements of another, "foreign" language (with a stock of new words, new syntactic phrases, forms, pronunciation), and, on the other hand, they weaken the distinctions peculiar to the given language. They bring about a more rapid simplification and fusion of forms, the disappearance of irrational distinctions, the assimilation of some forms to others (through the process of "analogy"), the loss of declension and its replacement by single forms with prepositions, the loss of conjugation and its replacement by single forms with prefixes of a nominal origin and auxiliary particles, the loss of a morphologically mobile stress, etc.

In the contact and interaction of two languages that mix in a "natural way," the victory goes in each case to that language which is marked by greater simplicity and clarity. Simpler and clearer forms prevail over difficult and irrational ones. Thus, if one language has gender distinctions and the other language lacks them, the language resulting from the mixture will either lack these distinctions completely or exhibit them in a weakened form. If only one of the two interacting languages has an article, or personal possessive suffixes (that is, suffixes denoting the belonging of an object or person to another person: "my," "your," "his," "her," "our," "your," "their"); it is much more likely that the resulting mixed language will inherit this "analytic" or decentralizing feature than not.

The same can be said regarding the predominance of one of two mixing languages in their "struggle for survival": victory belongs to that language which is more easily acquired and which requires less physiological and psychological energy. Thus, for example, in localities where Roumanians live side by side with Germans or Slavs, the predominating language, the language of intertribal communication, is Roumanian; this is understandable, since Roumanian is more easily mastered by Germans and Slavs than the other way around. Similarly, because of the relative simplicity of Tartar as compared with the far more difficult Russian, the language of communication between Russian and Tartar peasants within Russia is usually Tartar. Of course, this takes place only in the "natural" course of things, in the absence of conscious interference on the part of administrative authorities and of other political and social forces which employ preventative or coercive measures.

Looking, then, at the whole Slavic linguistic world, we can find in it a considerable number of cases of language mixing. In some instances this mixing is occurring now and can be observed in actu; in other instances, we are faced with the results of mixing that took place a long time ago.

Right now mutual influence can be seen to take place, for example, between literary Russian and the various dialects of Great Russian and Ukrainian or varieties of Polish, with Great Russian gaining the upper hand as a result of existing peculiar conditions. Similar mutual influence takes place between Polish and Ukrain-ian, Polish and Czech, Polish and Slovak, Polish and Kashubian, Serbian and Bulgarian, etc. Mutual influence is also observed between the various Slavic literary languages and the territorial dialects where the respective literary languages are being used.

Several peripheral Southwest Slavic areas (mainly the "Slavic" areas of Northern and Southern Italy) are subjected to Romance influence, as are Slavic areas bordering on Roumania. Some Southwestern and Northwestern Slavs (e.g., the Lusatians and the Poles of Prussia, including the Kashubians) are subjected to strong German influence. The Slavs of the Hungarian kingdom are exposed to the influence of Hungarian. Within Russia, the Slavic linguistic element is in a state of interaction with various "foreign," non-Slavic elements (Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian, Tartar, Czuvăș, etc.). In America, the speech of Poles, Czechs, Slovenes, and other Slavs is subjected to the influence of English and to gradual Anglicization.

Conversely, we can note the Slavicization of foreigners. Thus, the Russians are gradually assimilating the ethnic minorities; the Czech and Slovenes are partially assimilating the Germans; a partial, though negligible, Polonization and Russianization takes place in Lithuania.

The final results of language mixing can be seen in the different parts of the German linguistic territory where Slavs have been absorbed, not however without leaving more or less clear linguistic traces in the German dialects which they have made their own. The same can be said of those parts of the Romance linguistic territory where we find descendants of Romanized Slavs.
Within the boundaries of the Russian state there are quite a few regions whose populations constitute a mixture of a "foreign" and a preponderant Slavic element. In the Northwest such Slavicized areas are the former territories of Lithuania and Estonia. The Polish cities were at one time occupied, in addition to the Jews, by settlers from various parts of Germany; now these cities are mostly Polonized, but the formerly predominant German element is of necessity reflected in the language of their present ethnically mixed populations.

With our own eyes, so to speak, we could observe the final Slovenization of several settlements of German exiles or colonists in Krainska and Gorica: in Nemčka Roč (Deutschroth), in Koritnica, in Striščke, etc. As early as the first half of the 19th century, the inhabitants of these villages spoke a characteristic South German dialect (which is closely related to the dialects of Tyrol); in the 1870's, only the old people could express themselves in this dialect; their children, who were then middle-aged, could still understand this dialect, but they no longer could speak it; but the youngest generation could not even understand this language of its forefathers. The commonly used dialect at that time was a Slovenian dialect, borrowed from nearby Slovenian neighbors.

The local dialect, however, preserved clear traces of the German origin of its speakers in its phonetics, morphology, and syntax. Phonetically it was so thoroughly German that at a distance it gave the impression of a German dialect. Later, of course, under the influence of the school, sermons, and communication with the adjacent "purely Slovenian" villages, this German-Slovenian dialect has more and more relinquished its German imprint, though it is unlikely to lose it completely.

In view of such historically proved cases of the influence of foreign linguistic traits on the basic structure of Slavic languages, we have the right to admit a similar influence of foreign traits in wide areas of the Slavic linguistic world. We can regard Bulgarian, Macedonian, Upper and Lower Lusatian, Great Russian, Ukrainian, Slovenian, Serbo-Croatian and other areas as being linguistically mixed. The tiny group of the Resija dialects shows certain basic features that cannot be explained without admitting external, non-Slavic influence. Czech, Slovak, and Polish exhibit peculiarities which are reminiscent of the Finno-Ugric branch of languages.

Among these is the fixation of stress on a certain syllable of the phonetic word (on the penultimate syllable in Polish, and on the initial syllable in Czech and Slovak), and the loss of distinction in most Polish territorial dialects between the "hushing" consonants, s, l, c, and the "hissing" consonants, z, s, e, in favor of the latter. The original Slavic stress was morphologically mobile, and characteristic of certain morphemes, i.e., morphologically connected with significant parts of the word, and not bound to a definite syllable of the phonetic word. The mobile stress could not have disappeared spontaneously while the original structure of the Slavic word remained unchanged. The basis of this structure was a centralized and cohesive unity of the various significant parts of the word; such a structure is even now characteristic of all varieties of Czech, Slovak, and Polish. Only the impact of ethnic mixing with tribes incapable of perceiving the morphological mobility of stress could have caused the loss of this stress among the linguistic ancestors of the present-day Slovaks, Czechs, Poles, as well as of the Upper and Lower Lusatians.

The inability to pronounce "hushing" consonants (which characterizes most Polish dialects) is peculiar to the western Finns (Estonians, Suomi, etc.), but there is no doubt that in former times the Finns reached farther west, and it is most probable that some of them lived scattered amidst the Northwestern Slavs. That the Finns once lived together with the Lithuanian (Balts, Alstians) tribes is attested by the development of the Latvians who formed a nation only in historical times, as is shown by the investigations of Bielenstein, which I mentioned above. And, in fact, the number of "hushing" consonants is much smaller in Latvian than it is in Lithuanian, whereas the "hissing" consonants prevail in the Latvian dialects and are less common in Lithuanian. The patterns of old Lithuanian stress were likewise destroyed in Latvian, evidently under the influence of the Kurs and Livonians, who are closely related to the present-day Estonians, and who were totally absorbed by the Lithuanian-Latvian tribes. The relationships of stress and quantity of vowels and syllables in the Latvian dialects are very similar to those found in the Estonian linguistic area.

In view of all the above-mentioned instances of interaction between Slavic and foreign elements, of all the completed and continuing influences of foreign dialects upon Slavic and of Slavic upon foreign dialects, we believe that the "ideal Slavic linguist"
should master not only all the Slavic languages in their multifarious variety, but also all the languages that influenced or might have influenced the Slavic languages, and vice versa. Such a goal is, of course, only an ideal. I myself am quite remote from it; in the first place, I do not have perfect mastery of all Slavic languages, and in the second place, I am completely or almost completely unfamiliar with some foreign dialects that influenced or were influenced by the Slavs. But I can, at least, console myself that there is hardly a scholar who fits this ideal, that is, who knows the Slavic languages in all their variety together with all the above-mentioned foreign languages.

Realizing full well the demands of such an ideal, we shall be content with a more modest goal: we shall limit our investigation to certain phenomena of the Slavic linguistic world and examine them in their mutual relation from a scientific, primarily psychological, point of view; on the basis of this investigation we shall then attempt to arrive at conclusions of a general linguistic nature.

Thus, we shall "compare" languages "in their mutual relation." But the "comparison" and examination of languages "in their mutual relation" opens up two possible approaches.

In one approach, we can compare languages independently of their genetic (or historical) relationship. We can examine the identical features, changes, historical processes, and transformations of languages which are unrelated historically and geographically. From this viewpoint we can compare the development of the Romance languages with that of the modern Indic languages, the development of the Slavic languages with that of the Semitic languages, the development of Russian with that of Coptic, the development of English with that of Chinese, etc. Everywhere we are confronted with the question of the cause of the similarities and differences in the structure and evolution of language. This kind of linguistic comparison provides the basis for the broadest linguistic generalizations in the fields of phonetics, morphology, and semantics (the science concerning the meaning of words and expressions).

The other approach enables us to compare languages on the basis of their historical kinship and geographic, social, and literary proximity. The comparison of historically related languages constitutes the foundation of "comparative grammar" in the current sense of the word. On it are based the comparative grammars of the Indo-European, Semitic, Uralo-Altaic (or Turco-Tatar), Germanic, Romance, Slavic, and other languages.

Less common is the comparison of languages on the basis of their geographic, social, and literary proximity, that is, the kind of comparison which takes into consideration their mutual influence in the widest sense of the word. Geographic contiguity, compact or diffuse proximity, commercial and other relations, wars, various types of cultural influence, even at a geographical and historical distance—all these provide the basis for comparative studies of two or more languages against a historical background. A most rewarding topic of study along these lines would be a comparative grammar of the Slavic and Baltic (Lithuanian-Latvian) languages as representatives of both the Indo-European and Finno-Ugric languages. Of equal interest would be comparative studies of the Slavic and Uralo-Altaic (Turco-Tatar) languages, of the West Slavic dialects and the neighboring German dialects (including the German literary language), of some Slavic languages and Hungarian, of the South Slavic languages and Roumanian, Albanian, modern Greek, and others.

Having entitled my course "Comparative grammar of the Slavic languages with relation to other Indo-European languages," I intend to present, of course, a comparison based on the posited historical, or genetic, kinship of these languages. We shall, consequently, consider not the borrowed, but the internal material as it has evolved in time in various directions along the line of historical succession from proto-Indo-European to Common Indo-European, and from proto-Slavic to Common Slavic. Thus, we shall devote our main attention, first, to the comparison of those aspects of the Slavic languages which are considered purely Slavic with those aspects of other Indo-European languages which are considered purely Indo-European, and second, to the formulation of general linguistic conclusions on the basis of these comparisons.

NOTES

A Note on the Changing Character of
Declensional Stems, especially on
their Reduction in Favor of Endings

(. . .) As a result of well-known phonetic processes, the forms of declension and conjugation do not remain the same, but undergo changes. The changes consist chiefly in a shortening of the forms.

The question arises: do only the endings become shortened, or do the stems as well? Are only the endings subject to change, or the stems too?

In the view of most investigators, one can speak only of a history of endings, but not of stems. This view is based on the assumption that once stems had been shaped and formed in a certain way, they exist somehow, like fossils, outside of man, and remain independent of our thought processes.

Thus, if we assume that proto-Indo-European had stems ending in the vowels -∅, -i, -u, then we must posit them in all languages continuing the original proto-Indo-European language despite the various changes which these underwent in the course of time, despite the fact that some of them have not preserved the slightest trace of -∅, -i, -u nor, for that matter, of any ending. Thus, although the proto-Indo-European *sarka-∅* is represented by the modern Russian volk, the primary root *sarks-, or at least *volks-, is still assumed to be present in volk. It is as if we were faced with a grey-haired man whom, despite appearances, we still think of as dark-haired, because we know that his hair used to be dark. And what would we perceive if we met this man for the first time and had no idea that he used to be dark-haired? We would still insist that he is dark or blond or a redhead but never that he is grey.
Similarly, we can see no clear connection between one or another isolated Slavic noun and a vocalic stem in -a, -u etc., but we continue to treat it as if it were a vocalic stem and not knowing the details, assume that the given noun contains an -a, -i, -u, -ia or other kind of stem.

We see a bald man before us, but we do not regard him as bald because in his youth he had a splendid head of hair, and we still believe him to be thick-haired and handsome.

At a point in man’s embryological development, he had a small tail which later shortened and disappeared, leaving only an unnoticeable rudiment. In line with the view that the Slavic and other Indo-European languages still contain -a, -i, -u stems, every man should then be described as having a tail, a small one to be sure, but still a tail.

American farmers have bred a new, hornless breed of cow from the usual horned breed; but to the followers of the -a, -i, -u stem-theory, the heads of these cows are still graced with long horns.

Somewhere on earth a mountain has appeared where there had been none, and somewhere else a mountain has disappeared; in a third place, the sea has given way to dry land, and in a fourth, dry land has yielded to the sea. To the eye of a follower of the theory of the immutable -a, -i, -u stems, there stand as before, a plateau, a mountain, the sea, and dry land.

What would we say about biologists and geologists if they proceeded in a similar fashion? And yet this is precisely the sort of logic pursued by the champions of the incontrovertible -a, -i, -u stem-theory.

What is the raison d’être of this stubborn stem-theory? What prevents its champions from reexamining its worn-out and illusory truth and from embracing an evolutionary point of view, which has prevailed as the only valid one in the biological and social sciences?

To answer this question we shall turn for a moment from linguistics to psychology.

The founders of comparative grammar took Sanskrit as the basis for their study of all Indo-European languages. Even at the birth of this discipline, which was not so long ago, its practitioners did not attempt to explain the structure of the Indo-European languages, but were intent only to compare them with Sanskrit, looking at their development through Sanskrit glasses and imposing upon them Sanskrit categories. They found the -a, -i, -u stems in Sanskrit itself (although even here they are not retained intact), and what is more important, in Indic grammatical literature. And since these stems existed in Sanskrit, it was concluded they must exist in all other Indo-European languages. The followers of the early comparativeists made this theory their own, and it is well known how strongly people feel about what they learn at the beginning of their study. Were it not for teachers who cannot distinguish sounds from letters, there would not be that profusion of grammarians (among whom some enjoy fame and respect) who confuse sounds and letters in the most simplistic manner, for whom the Russian c is a simple consonant, ji is a soft vowel, 6 and 6 semivowels, and so on, to give but a few examples.

If it were not for the inspiration of the Indic grammarians, if the comparative grammar of the Indo-European languages had instead begun with Latin, Greek, or the Slavic languages, and if Greeks, Romans, or Slavs, and not the ancient Indians, had been the authors of illustrious treatises on the morphology of language, then all those ardent champions of the -a, -i, -u stems in all Indo-European languages would have probably failed to see them not only in their own languages, but even in Sanskrit and proto-Indo-European. Such is the power of suggestion and habit. As someone once said, the strongest drive behind human activity is laziness. And laziness, no doubt, is the main reason why scholars cling to the theory of the -a, -i, -u stems in all Indo-European languages.

I propose that each subject be first of all treated in terms of its own properties without imposing upon it alien categories. A feeling for language, and especially for its psychological aspect, must serve as an objective criterion for the scientific investigation of the facts of language. I submit that "feeling for language" is not just a clever formula or a will o’ the wisp, but a real and objective phenomenon of language.

Even a foreigner, or rather, a speaker of a foreign language, can discover and acquire a feeling for a given language if he studies it thoroughly, if he masters its facts with insight and perspicacity and, above all, if he is free of all the prejudices which we acquire by tradition.

If we approach language in this way, it appears that the stems or themes are not merely fictions in the hazy atmosphere of the proto-language, not merely echoes of a golden age of language frozen
in their immobility, but living parts of declined and conjugated words. They are a necessary component of inflection so long as the latter is not replaced by a different word-structure consisting of morphologically indivisible wholes, which happens when declined and conjugated words cede their place to an "analytical" form of language development.

Since it is generally agree that stems, like other morphological parts of the word, become petrified in the secondary or "analytical" languages, why not admit that they could similarly develop and change in the primary languages, in which we recognize the development and regeneration of roots, suffixes, and endings?

Furthermore, if the theory of fixed and petrified stems concedes that certain "consonantal" noun stems were replaced by vocalic stems, that and -i and -u stems were replaced by -a stems, and moreover that the stems admitted phonetic diversity (e.g., the distinction of strong, middle, and weak stems in Sanskrit), then why rule out the possibility that the end of a stem could have been reduced and its final vowels -a, -i, and -u dropped?

In the light of the foregoing remarks we would have to conclude that stems or themes, like everything else in language, are subject to constant change. These changes are either (1) purely phonetic or (2) due to analogy. Because of these changes, the once extant stems in -a, -i, -u and the like (which were not fully retained even in Sanskrit) lost their final vowel in Slavic and other Indo-European languages and changed into shorter, consonantal stems. The phonetic reflexes of the old endings now serve in Slavic, as in the other primary Indo-European languages, as simple endings expressing different case relations.

This reduction of stems in favor of endings must have begun in proto-Indo-European in those instances where the final vowel of the stem coalesced with the initial vowel of an ending into one long vowel. Thus, for example, one can hardly detect a vocalic -a stem in abl. sg. masc.-neut. in -ād or -āt (Sanskrit -āt, Lat. -āt, Lith. -o, Slavic -a), or in other cases that were similarly formed. The proto-language itself showed in such instances a reduction of the stem in favor of the endings yielding a shorter stem form (which included only the last consonant).

The historical development of declined nominal stems from proto-Indo-European to the present as represented, for example, by the Slavic languages, can be reconstructed approximately as follows:

---

A Note on the Changing Character of Declensional Stems

The posited oldest proto-Indo-European period contained two groups of stems:
1. Stems ending in vowels and diphthongs.
2. Stems ending in consonants.

The first group was more numerous both in terms of the words belonging to it and in the variety of thematic types.

The principal types included:
1. Stems in final -ā (long a) (fem. and in part masc.).
2. Stems in final -ē (short a) or -e (masc. and neut.).
3. Stems in final -u or -ē | -eu | -ou (of all three genders, but preponderantly masc.).
4. Stems in final -i or -i | -ei | -oi (also of all three genders, but preponderantly fem.).

Types 3 and 4 were transitional to the second principal group of stems ending in a consonant.

The final vowels of the first and second type were preceded either by a "hard," nonpalatalized consonant, or by j (alone or clustering with a preceding consonant). This distinction is of great importance for the development of proto-Slavic from proto-Indo-European, since the final vowel split into two vowels, depending on the quality of the preceding consonant.

The second principal group of proto-Indo-European declensional stems was represented by only one subgroup, comprising substantives of all three genders, but only a few isolated forms belonging to this type were retained in the transition to the individual Indo-European languages, especially proto-Slavic, namely: stems ending in -ā | āv (fem.), -ēr | -er | -ē (fem.) | -men | m (masc. and neut.), and -as (-es | -os) (neut.).

The transition from proto-Indo-European to proto-Slavic was marked by two phonetic processes which are reflected in the declension. One was the influence of the consonant j on the following vowel. Under the influence of j, the first and second declensional types of the first principal group split into two subtypes, (A) and (B) exhibiting the following vocalic endings:

- in subtype A: 
  - o 
  - u ( ū ) 
  - y ( ē ) 
  - e ( ē )

- in subtype B: 
  - e 
  - i ( i ) 
  - ē ( ē ) 
  - j ( ē )

---
The phonetic process was the loss of all consonants at the end of syllables and the appearance of open syllables at the end of all words. The endings, too, lost their final consonants. But the loss of final consonants did not eliminate the need to express case relations by means of endings, which came now to be expressed by the vowels of the former stems, whereas the new stems terminated in a consonant. Thus, there came about a general reduction of the stems in favor of the endings. The endings at that time consisted either of a part of the former stem, or of a part of the former stem combined with the phonetic continuation of the old ending.

The two phonetic processes brought about morphological changes only in the first principal group of declensional types, that is, in the group going back to the proto-Indo-European vocalic stems (–a, –u, –i, –e). The result of the first process was a rearranged distribution of the first and second subtypes of the first group, while the second process affected the morphological character of all four subtypes of the first group.

In the second (consonantal stems) group the word-final consonants disappeared without entailing morphological consequences.

The declension of Proto-Slavic and its more or less faithful continuation in Old Church Slavonic presents the following main types:

I. The first group includes six subtypes instead of the previous four.

1a. continues proto-Indo-European type 1 with a final "hard" consonant. Its characteristic endings are: nom. sg. –a, abl.-gen. sg. –ť (ṭ), all new formed endings begin either with back vowels (o, ö, ŗ, ř, ą, q), or with front vowels (e, i, ę).

1b. continues proto-Indo-European type 1 with the final stem consonant j. Its endings are: nom. sg. –u, rarely –f (f), abl.-gen. sg. –ě (ě); the endings begin with the back vowels (a, q, u), or the front vowels (i, ř, e). The front vowels of certain endings developed from back vowels under the influence of a preceding j.

2a. continues proto-Indo-European type 2 with a final "hard" consonant. Its characteristic endings are: acc-nom. sg. masc. –u (u), acc-nom. sg. neut. –o, abl.-gen. sg. –e; as in type 1a, its endings begin with either a back or a front vowel.

2b. continues proto-Indo-European type 1 with the final stem consonant j. Its endings are: nom. sg. –e, rarely –f (f), abl.-gen. sg. –ě (ě); the endings begin with the back vowels (a, q, u), or the front vowels (i, ř, e). The front vowels of certain endings developed from back vowels under the influence of a preceding j.

3. continues proto-Indo-European type 3. Its endings are: nom. sg. –ű (ű), abl.-gen. sg. –ő (ő), dat. sg. –őv- (őv), nom. pl. –őv-e (őve); in general all newly formed endings begin with back vowels (u, ř, ő, y).

4. continues proto-Indo-European type 4. Its endings are: nom. sg. –ī (ī), abl.-gen. sg. –i; they all begin with a front vowel.

Proto-Slavic type 3 contains only masculine nouns, and type 4 masculine and feminine nouns. Types 1a and 1b have mostly feminine nouns and a small number of masculine nouns. Types 2a and 2b remain, as before, masculine and neuter.

Even in proto-Slavic the nom. sg. forms had become associated with particular genders: a with feminine, ų (ỹ) with masculine, and o or e with neuter.

II. The second, consonantal group of proto-Indo-European stems relinquished many individual types. Proto-Slavic retained the following types:

- –u || –u– (–u– || –u–), fem.
- –me– || –me– (–me– || –me–), neut.
- –o || –e– (–e– || –e–), neut.

All these types share the ending –e of the abl.-gen. sg. The old morphological relationships were retained in this group with minor modifications.

If we now compare the two major proto-Slavic groups I and II with the corresponding proto-Indo-European groups, we obtain the following features characteristic of both groups.

**Group I:**

Nom. sg. = stem + ending

**Group II:**

Nom. sg. (stem) (shorter than the stem)

The ending of the abl.-gen. sg. is phonetically the continuation of either a diphthong or a long vowel; morphologically it consists of a part of the old stem plus the old ending.
The distinctive features between proto-Indo-European and proto-Slavic are:

In group I
there occurred a morphological reduction of stems in favor of endings.

In group II
there occurred only phonetic reduction of whole case forms, while the morphological boundaries between the stems and endings remained the same.

This period witnessed the development of one generalized type of ending: every Common Slavic ending had to contain at least one vowel, and had to begin with that vowel.

Thereafter we can distinguish three periods in the development of Slavic declensional types:

1) The period of morphological distinctions, discussed above. These distinctions are reflected in Old Church Slavonic monuments and, to some extent, in the oldest monuments of other Slavic languages.

2) The period of redistribution of declensional types according to genders, characterizing almost all contemporary Slavic languages.

3) The period of declensional stems, reached conspicuously in Bulgarian.

The transition from the first Common Slavic period to the second was furthered principally by the loss of the final vowels ū (2) and ĭ (3).

This phonetic process introduced, on the one hand, forms with a zero ending and established on the other hand, the phonetic identity of the stem with the nominative case in many substantives of the first group.

The phonetic process, furthermore, prevented the preservation of the old morphological distinctions of declensional types, causing their regrouping and redistribution. One of the principal results of this process was establishment of a connection of particular endings (including the zero ending) with distinctions of gender.

Various semasiological and lexical features now took precedence over purely morphological ones. Thus there was a gradual shift from a purely morphological to a semasiological and lexical distribution of the declensional types.

Along with the new declensional types based on semasiological and lexical distinctions, there continue to exist residues of the old morphological distinctions. In this context it should be noted that:

1) Some old types merged. Original group II, continuing the proto-Indo-European consonantal stems, was absorbed by group I. In general, the original first and second subtypes of group I predominate over the other subtypes. Subtype 3 merged with 2a, subtype 4 with 1b.

2) The original, purely morphological differences were utilized for new semasiological purposes. It is enough to mention the distribution of the endings -e and -u (3) in the abl.-gen. sg. in Russian, Polish, and other Slavic languages. These endings come from types 2 and 3, but are now used to convey different meanings. Similar distinctions are attached to the various endings of the nom. pl. which differentiate between the personal and nonpersonal, animate and inanimate genders, and so on.

3) In addition, there evolved purely morphological distinctions, but along different principles than in the old declensional types. Thus, for example, several Slavic languages distinguish declensions with final "hard" and "soft" consonants, with stems ending in consonants which are modified according to meaning or case (according to psychological association) and stems ending in consonants which are not so modified. In some stems the vowel preceding the final consonant or consonant cluster remains the same in all forms (of the declension) without undergoing psychologically determined changes, and in others the final vowel is subject to change (e.g., Polish śród — rude, Czech bůh — bůha, Slovenian bug — bogi, Ukrainian nič — not). In languages with short and long vowels the stems display quantitative alternation: some stems retain the same vowel in all forms, while in other stems there appears a short or long vowel depending on the declensional form.

In all Slavic languages the stems may alternate as a result of the split of the old vowels ū (2) and ĭ (3) into zero and full vowels; one and the same stem may appear with or without the vowel (e.g., Russian son— || sm-a, pen— || pm-ja . . . , Polish piech || pm-a . . . ). Finally, in languages with a morphologically determined stress, there are stems with a fixed stress, as opposed to stems with a mobile stress.

The development of stems reached its extreme point with the full merger of declensional types, the fusion of stems and endings into a single morphological unit, the appearance of one general "case" (causus generalis) and, where the need to retain the inflection
remained, the replacement of all endings by syntactically separable suffixes and case determinants, i.e., "prepositions." This stage of development is tantamount to the complete disappearance of the category of declensional stems in the old sense and the appearance of a new kind of stems. These new stems combine not with endings, but with prefixes which are at first syntactically separable (in free combination) and later on syntactically inseparable from the stems (bound combinations and the germ of new declensional forms based on new principles).

Among the Slavic languages, Bulgarian has almost reached the stage outlined above. In that language the only distinctions preserved are those of the singular and the plural and the continuation of the old vocative case with a special ending, i.e., the case which in proto-Indo-European had only a bare stem without any formal marker, i.e., without an ending.

The transition from a "synthetic" or centralized to an "analytic" or decentralized morphological structure has been accelerated to a significant degree by the mixture of ethnically different tribes.

**NOTES**

1. I wish to remind the reader that this article was written in 1870, at a time of the absolute dominance of the theory of three original vowels, a, i, u, which lay at the basis of Schleicher's Compendium.

**XI**

**Linguistics of the Nineteenth Century**

This (the 19th century) has seen science make increasingly rapid progress and achieve greater successes than ever before. Not the least among the various sciences is linguistics (glottology, glottics), which has come to be organized as an independent discipline in Europe only in this century.

When we speak of 19th century linguistics, we refer exclusively to the European-American world, i.e., to the world which has already gone beyond the 19th century. The Chinese, Japanese, and Modern nations, let alone the nations which have not participated in the intellectual life of this world, have not yet made the transition from the 19th to the 20th century. Thus it is only in the European-American sphere that an inventive and progressive generation has created a genuine linguistic science, and a new form of understanding and studying human speech in all its variety and complexity.

The beginnings of today's impressive science of linguistics are noticeable in the 18th century, and even earlier. These were at first only narrow, shallow currents of knowledge, but as they broadened and deepened, they merged into a vast ocean of knowledge. ( . . . )

What then were these currents, these initial impulses, which gradually led to modern 20th century linguistics?

The main current was the uninterrupted philological tradition of Greek and Latin language and literature, to which was later added the philological study of the ancient Hebrew and Arabic languages that had become accessible to European scholars, as well as Indic philology, including Sanskrit and the theories of the Hindu grammarians, which Europeans came to know in the latter half of the 18th century.
In European schools they taught Latin, and sometimes Greek, besides the national languages. The need to speak and write correctly forced people to consider the characteristics of different languages. Outside the schools, foreign languages were also studied, and all this gave rise to the production of textbooks, practical grammars, and dictionaries. These purely practical considerations were soon combined with scientific interests, with an intellectual quest for a deeper understanding of linguistic problems: attempts were made to define the peculiarities of one or more languages, to juxtapose and compare various languages by compiling dictionaries and in works containing logical speculations. Attempts were made to classify individual languages and groups of languages.

There appeared philosophical or rational (logical) grammars (in France as early as the second half of the 17th century); studies on the origin of language (Herder's work in the second half of the 18th century); attempts at physiological investigations of pronunciation, including even machines to reproduce some sounds of human speech (Kempelen, Kratzenstein), similar experiments continued in the second half of the 18th century.

Leibniz, the famous philosopher and mathematician, who lived at the turn of the 18th century, pointed out the analogy between the study of linguistics and the natural sciences and the importance of studying living languages above all; it took a long time (until the second half of the 19th century) for this approach to become the motto of linguists, yet by no means of all. At the beginning of the 17th century European missionaries had begun to write down words in the languages of other parts of the world, and to describe the grammatical properties of these languages. The monarchs of multilingual states also took an interest in these questions.

Contemporary linguistics, linguistics of the 19th century, which has developed from and continues philology, is inspired by a more modern outlook.

The following factors contributed to its final development and character:

a) The ideas of Leibniz had opened up wide horizons to students of languages.

b) Acquaintance with the Hindu grammarians brought about an increasing awareness of phonetic differences and the ability to analyze and break up words into their constituent parts.

c) The method of observation and of experimentation practiced in the natural sciences found practical application in linguistics.

d) The philosophical ideas of W. Humboldt and the application of the psychology of Herbert and others to the study of linguistic concepts imparted to linguistics a genuinely scientific character, based on a psychological approach to language.

e) Darwinism, and the theory of evolution in general, which gained popularity in the last century, had a positive influence on the views of linguists concerning the life of language. In this connection it should be noted that linguistics adopted these principles earlier and more boldly than the natural sciences.

The part of linguistics which is called "comparative grammar" is an offspring of the 19th century. For its method it is indebted to the Hindu grammarians, from whom (the linguists) learned to analyze language and to break up words into constituent elements that provided, in turn, the impetus to compare words of various languages in "comparative dictionaries."

Franz Bopp's modest work on the system of conjugation of Sanskrit in comparison with several other Indo-European languages published in 1816 must be viewed as the beginning of so-called comparative grammar of the Indo-European (Indo-Germanic, Aryo-European) languages. Bopp convincingly proved the genetic relationship of these languages; and this led to the creation by Bopp himself and his contemporaries, especially Pott, of comparative grammar in general and, subsequently, to the improvement of this branch of science which has gone through two basic stages. A synthesis of the views characterizing these two stages can be found in the comparative grammars of Schleicher (published between 1868 and 1870) and Brugmann and Delbrück (published more recently).

In the beginning investigators slavishly repeated certain mistakes of the Hindu grammarians, but they began to discard them rather early; comparative phonetics is now free of these mistakes, while morphology is still in need of some serious corrections. European and American linguists still find it hard to free themselves of some residues of medieval scholasticism and the antiquated tenets of classical philology. Its tradition is very old, and the force of habit much stronger.

Alongside comparative grammar, there began to develop a "historical" grammar, which drew its material from literary records
which it arranged according to the uninterrupted and gradual development of language. The true creator of historical grammar in the field of the Germanic languages was Jacob Grimm (1819).

A separate trend in the field of linguistics is, finally, represented by the so-called philosophy of language or philosophy of speech, whose most illustrious representative in the first half of the 19th century was Wilhelm von Humboldt. This philosophy of language was dominated at first by a metaphysical orientation which gradually changed into a psychological one. The credit for this change is due to Steinhals and to the journal "Zeitschrift für Völkerpsychologie und Sprachwissenschaft" (1866-1878) founded by Steinhals and Lazarus. So-called philosophy of language profited further from the various generalizations and conclusions contained in the works of Whitney, Paul, Romanes, Sayce, Bréal, Potobnja, Appel, and others.

In outlook, contemporary linguistics is becoming more and more psychological. The latest work by Wundt shows best of all the importance which some of the foremost philosophical psychologists attribute to linguistic studies.

Around 1880 psychological data began to be utilized quite consciously to explain changes in linguistic forms (e.g., by Scherer, Leskien, Sayce, Bréal, Havel, Brugmann, Osthoff). A contemporary linguist who does not know how to apply consciously the notions of association and of relation of concepts falls below the standards of his science.

In the history of 19th century linguistics one can observe a gradual but more and more decisive emancipation from the influence of preconceptions and unfounded opinions which either were inherited from older times or originated in the 19th century itself.

To a considerable degree linguistics freed itself of the influence of philology and the dominance of the letter over the sound. It began strictly to distinguish spoken discourse from the written text. Instead of the notion of the arbitrary changes of letters which had been held by philologists, it first introduced the concept of transition from sound to sound and, subsequently, the concept of alternation. It replaced the naive explanation of linguistic changes in terms of euphony by an explanation of these changes in terms of the tendency to economize linguistic behavior in three areas: in phonation or sound-formation, in audition or listening, and perception in general, and finally in cerebration or in linguistic thought.

As I have already noted above, it also freed itself of some false theories of the Hindu grammarians.

The old Aristotelian attitude which was inspired by admiration for the erudition of philology and which considered worthy of investigation only noble, literary languages conferred with divine or regal power had to cede to the ever growing democratization of linguistic thought. Today there is no language that would be considered unworthy of study.

The renowned thesis about "the organism of language" (Becker) was subjected to devastating criticism by Steinhals in his work, "Grammatik Logik, und Psychologie" (Berlin, 1877).

August Schleicher had likewise held that linguistics is a natural science, and believed accordingly that language is a single, whole organism. This theory was bound to collapse under a trifling objection: it was noticed that no language can exist without man. Moreover, language as a physical phenomenon does not exist at all, and the basis of the individual continuity of language is exclusively psychological.

The genetic classification of languages, i.e., the classification based on historical affinity, was at first presented in the form of a genealogical tree (Schleicher, Curtius, and others), and later in the form of concentric waves (Schuchardt, I. Schmidt). But neither the first nor the second theory can withstand criticism, for on the one hand they are based on the supposition that language exists independently of man, and on the other hand, they fail to take into account the complexity of linguistic facts.

In the genetic classification of languages, linguistics has rid itself of the notion that Sanskrit constituted the proto-language of the Indo-Europeans, or that Old Church Slavonic was the proto-language of the Slavs; it came to be understood that the proto-languages of these families and peoples could not be preserved owing to changes in various directions.

In short, the characteristic feature of the development of 19th century linguistics was the emancipation from the authority of sorcerers and soothsayers of all kinds and the liberation from preconceptions which might even have appeared well intended and scholarly at first sight.

Linguistics adopted the principle of gradual development, or evolution; new attention was paid to the relative chronology of
changes and to the chronological sequence of linguistic processes; separate strata were now distinguished in language, i.e., linguistic phenomena were viewed in their historical perspective and not on a single temporal plane, as was done by the Hindu grammarians. Evolutionism compelled consideration of the laws of genetic succession and adaptation or accommodation; at the same time a scientific explanation of the so-called rules and exceptions became possible.

Embryonic phenomena, archaisms of various kinds, the interaction of various factors, particularly the historical tradition and physiological-psychological causes peculiar to a given period of linguistic development—all these are new concepts and they characterize linguistics of the second half of the 19th century.

The rigorous and skillful inquiry into the historical sequence of processes as well as the derivation of later branches from an assumed common source makes it possible to reconstruct the former state of the language, and to predict its future development.

Today we know that in language, as in other phenomena of life, change, continuous motion (pānta rhei) are uninterupted, and the influence of constant factors which are infinitesimal at any given moment may bring about radical alternations.

The notion that there is a connection between linguistic characteristics and the world-view and disposition of people speaking particular languages has gained acceptance, while the generalizations drawn from particular changes indicate that there are certain steady directions of change and mutual dependence, (a notion) reminiscent of functional dependence in higher mathematics.

The methodology of linguistics increasingly resembles that of the exact sciences: there is more and more refined analysis and more abstraction. A quantitative mode of thinking finds ever larger application. We can characterize languages on the basis of statistical counts; we can apply the notion of infinitesimal quantities, infinitesimal distinctions, embryonic differences, limits (boundaries) of development in a certain direction, etc. The explanation of linguistic phenomena also warrants the application of mechanical concepts as, for example, the use and distribution of psychological energy; we can define the conditions of stability and fluctuation, that is, the variability of certain linguistic formations.

An index of the growth of scientific thought in the 20th century is the ever increasing connection between the various sciences and, consequently, the connection between linguistics and other sciences which are close to it for one or another reason. To be sure, there is greater specialization in the problems of research, but at the same time there is a tendency toward constant synthesis, generalization, and the establishment of common viewpoints. The conviction of the necessity of a common scientific mode of thinking underlying the different sciences affirms itself more than ever, and goes hand in hand with the rejection of any kind of sorcery, uncritical thinking, and reverence for authority that is exempt from criticism, in short, with the banishment from science of all residues of an antiquated mental attitude. The methods of science must differ in their particulars, but the foundations of thought are common and identical.

Let us now look at the internal divisions of linguistics in the 19th century and at the various aspects and topics of its research.

Along with the investigation of the languages of peoples and nations at various stages of their development, the language (speech) of the individual has become a subject of careful study. This exploration of individual speech, which is characterized by uninterrupted development, i.e., by development in the true sense of the word, has a direct bearing on general linguistics, whereas the study of tribal and national languages with their peculiar traditions and history is of concern primarily to historical linguistics. The study of individual life, in contradistinction to social or phylogenetic life, is connected with the embryology and pathology of language.

In embryology we investigate the formation and development of children’s speech, and in pathology the language of dysphasia, i.e., of people who are linguistically underdeveloped.

The quest for a thorough exploration of the phylogeny of language has led inevitably to the study of the languages of peoples who have probably remained on the lowest level of mental development, as well as to the investigation of the speech of those animals, particularly apes, who are closest to man. In accordance with anthropological and biological facts, one has to agree that the prehuman or even the formed human being could enter the road of linguistic development only after he rose on two feet.

The problem of the origin of language is also of interest to anthropologists and sociologists (cf., for example, the hypotheses of the sociologist Gumplovitch).

The question has been raised whether human language has one
or many origins, whether it was formed at one time and in one place or at various times and in various places; this is a genuine scientific question (...).

The 19th century has also made significant advances in the study of linguistic material. Thus it was discovered that Celtic, Armenian, Albanian, and the ancient languages of Asia Minor belong to the Indo-European linguistic group. Extremely valuable material came to light through the study of the records of the oldest representatives of this group: Zend and Old Persian in the Iranian family; Oscan, Umbrian, and Vulgar Latin in theItalic-Romance family; Gothic and other ancient Germanic languages in the Germanic family; Old Irish in the Celtic family; Old Prussian in the Baltic or Aistian (Lithuanian-Latvian) family; Old Church Slavonic in the Slavic family, etc.

The discovery and study of various languages including extinct languages which have been preserved only in written records have likewise contributed to the broadening of the linguistic horizon. It is enough to mention the deciphering of Accadian and Sumerian, the study of Etruscan and Basque, the exact description of many Caucasian,Finno-Ugric, Uralo-Altaic, American Indian, African, Australian, Polynesian, Eastern Siberian, and other languages.

In many cases it was possible to determine the genetic relationship or kinship of the newly discovered languages and of those already known. Thus, for example, the texts of the Accadian and Sumerian languages (in the area of ancient Chaldea) which were deciphered in the second half of the 19th century allow us to state that these languages are ancient representatives of the Uralo-Altaic or "Turanian" group, but with a different morphological structure. According to Professor V. Tomsen of the University of Copenhagen the language of the ancient Etruscans might also possibly belong to this group.

Information about exotic languages that are still alive has been furnished to linguistic science either by individual scholar-travelers, or by joint undertakings, by scientific expeditions. We owe considerably more to the work of individual investigators than to those collective efforts.

The democratization of linguistics, which has come to recognize the equality of popular dialects with literary languages, has in the 19th century led to the creation of a new branch of linguistics called dialectology, or the science of dialects. The results of dialect studies are of utmost importance not only for linguistics, but also for ethnology and the history of peoples and nations. One consequence of these studies has been to apply the term "language" only to literary languages, and to designate living linguistic communities by such terms as "linguistic territory," "linguistic area," or "dialect group."

Along with dialectology there also developed epigraphy, or the science of inscriptions, which makes it possible to determine the characteristics not only of ancient, extinct dialects, but also of contemporary dialects, and which serves thereby as an ancillary discipline of dialectology. The science of inscriptions in the broad sense of the word also includes the study of the writing of dysgraphs, i.e., people who have not fully mastered a given orthography. Thus the use of written records helps us to arrive at dialectological conclusions.

In all these branches of linguistics (in the investigation of individual languages, of whole linguistic territories of various peoples, of national dialects and of literary languages, of live speech and of written documents, etc.), attention is being paid to the various aspects of language, constituting the following divisions of general and of particular (specific) grammar:

- Phonetics (phonology), the science of sound-representations or of pronunciation, which is subdivided into anthropophonetics (physiology of human speech) and psycho-phonetics;
- Morphology, the science of the structure of words (morphology in the proper sense), and the science of the structure of sentences (syntax);
- Lexicology, the science of the word in general;
- Semasiology (semantics), the science of the meaning of words, i.e., the combination of linguistic and extralinguistic representations;
- Etymology, the study of the composition of words and their meaningful parts from the point of view of their historical origin.

A great many successful and lucky discoveries were made in all these branches of our science in the 19th century. To this day however lexicology has remained isolated. Anthropophonetics has developed most of all, since it has attracted the attention not only of linguists, but also of physicists, physiologists, and others.
Anthropophonetics, also called the physiology of human speech, is a separate branch of science which deals with the investigation of the conditions of pronunciation and of the phonational-auditory production of language. Anthropophonetics also includes phenomena which lie outside of language and which consist exclusively of the combination of representations, i.e., which have a purely psychological basis. Anthropophonetics employs physical-physiological methods: it devises experiments and utilizes physical apparatus (the phonograph, the glossograph, and other specialized equipment). There has even been invented a synthetic device which imitates the human voice. This talking machine (Sprechmaschine), constructed by Faber in 1830, was, unfortunately, lost to true science.

Anthropophonetics is a part of general phonetics, whose second part is psycho-phonetics and historical phonetics, which already belong entirely to psychological linguistics proper.

Among the 19th century discoveries in the field of phonetics special mention is due to the results of accentual investigations, especially in the field of Slavic and of Lithuanian, and of the Indo-European languages in general (Vuk Karadžić, Daničić, Valjavec, Masing, Skrabec, Rešetar, Kuršchat, Baranowski, Jaunis, Lekšien, Werner, Wheeler, de Saussure, Fortunatov, Saxmatov, Melillet, Hirt, and many others).

In addition to phonetics there is the morphology of the word, which in the last three decades of the 19th century has become a strict science, especially in application to the Indo-European languages; in some respects it is perhaps a more strict science than morphology in the biological sciences.

In the last years a solid foundation was also given to the science of the meaning of the words, or of the relation between linguistic and extralinguistic concepts, i.e., to the science called semasiology or semantics (thanks to the works of Bréal and others).

In the area of etymology, which studies the composition of words and their meaningful parts from the point of view of their historical origin within the limits of one or more languages, the 19th century can boast of many extremely fortunate and successful findings which shed light on the development of human concepts in the most diverse areas of thought and life.

The 19th century laid the scientific foundations for the classifi-

cation and the systematization of languages; the influence of certain languages upon others began to be carefully investigated; and attention was turned to the problem of the formation of mixed languages (Schuchardt, Petriceicu-Hasdeu).

The utilization of linguistic data in the field of other sciences (mythology, history of legal concepts, ethnology, etc.) produced more or less worthwhile results. Special mention should be made of the attempts to reproduce a picture of primitive culture by means of linguistic reconstruction (Kuhn, Picet, Schradter).

Modern linguistics has found least application in the realm of pedagogy, in the study of languages in the schools, although it is clear that the methods of practical instruction of languages have been considerably improved during the 19th century.

The second half of the 19th century has also witnessed attempts to create universal, international artificial languages. The first attempt at the creation of such a language, but of a philosophical character, dates back to the 17th century (the Mercury language by the Englishman Wilkins, which was published in 1665). Leibniz also worked on the creation of an international philosophic language. In the 19th century efforts in this direction were made by the Frenchman Letellier (La Langue universelle, 1856) and by the Spaniard Sotos Ochando (1858). We can further cite the Chabé language created by the engineer Maldant, the Spokil language by Dr. Nicholas, and the Arte signorum by a certain Dalgarino. None of these philosophical languages could claim to be generally used.

This problem could only be solved by artificial languages in the full sense of the word, which were the creation of the 19th century. Among the many attempts in this direction (for example, the Catholic language [Langue Catholique] by Liptay or the Lingua international by J. Lott) only three attracted the attention of wide circles of society and scholars. The first was the most popular—Volapük by Schleier, the pastor of Baden; the second was the Espero or Esperanto by Dr. Zamenhof of Warsaw; Leon Bollack in Paris recently invented the blue language (la langue bleue).

Side by side with these developments in linguistics which made full use of human reason and of sober minds, there were throughout the 19th century, just as before, dreamers talking in their sleep, people of unbridled fantasy, who, impressed by accidental
sound similarities, derived *Gepidi* from *kief* ("fool") and *Thuringians* from *durni* ("fools"). The "learned" works of such "scholars" are of interest primarily to psychiatrists or to humorists.

Furthermore, in linguistics, just as in statistics, history, anthropology, etc., the real state of affairs has more than once been distorted and falsified. This was done unconsciously or half consciously because of greed and patriotic sensitivity, or quite consciously when knowledge was bargained away and "convictions" prostituted.

Nineteenth-century linguistics, like other sciences, largely increased the various channels of diffusion of its knowledge. The enormous growth of scientific literature, the variety of special works, brochures, publications, journals etc., significantly aided speculation about language and the investigation of linguistic problems.

The works and scientific studies were either of a general, synthetic or of a specialized, monographic character. On the one hand we have complete grammars of some languages, and on the other only parts of grammars, such as phonetics, syntax, etc. Along with these we have "comparative grammars" of larger or smaller scope, classifications and systems of languages, philosophic-linguistic synthetic works, etc. Finally there are books devoted to the bibliography of linguistics, works and studies on the history of this science, etc.

Scholarly journals have appeared, dealing with linguistic facts from both pedagogical and nonpedagogical viewpoints. These were either of a purely linguistic character or they dealt with linguistics in relation to other sciences. Among the specialized linguistic journals we can distinguish three main types: journals of general linguistics, journals of anthropology and phonetics, and journals devoted to the study of separate linguistic families. In the journals of mixed content, linguistics was combined with philology (classical, Oriental, Romance, Germanic, Slavic, etc.) or with ethnography and anthropology, etc. Linguistics also received attention in general scientific and popular science journals. Much valuable and important linguistic data can be found in physical, physiological, medical, pedagogical, philosophical, psychological, anthropological, ethnographic, and historical journals.

Among the great quantity of linguistic publications special attention is due to the publication of ancient texts (for example,
one must note that the Scandinavian countries (Denmark, Sweden, and Norway), Finland, Switzerland, and North America are exceptions in this respect. In these countries language teachers try as much as possible to utilize the results of linguistic research.

Nineteenth-century linguistics was first organized as a separate science in Germany. The Germans were ahead in both the number of scholars and in the quantity of scientific attainments; at any rate, Germany remained the center of intellectual ferment in the field of linguistics. But other nations and countries soon emerged in several fields, perhaps even surpassing the Germans. Linguistics developed quite rapidly among the English and Americans (Sayce, Whitney, Wheeler), among the French and Swiss, (Benloew, Bréal, Darmsteter, Bonaparte, Vinson, de Saussure, Meillet, Rousset), in the Scandinavian countries (Rask, Lundell, Verner, Tomsen, Möller, Torbønsen, Broch, Lidén, Pedersen, ...). Several branches of linguistics were also developed independently in other states and countries, reflecting the general trend of international linguistics and the needs of their particular society; e.g., in Italy (Biondelli, Ascoli), in Russia (Potebnja, Fortunatov, Korsh, V. Miller, Brandi, Ilinskij, Kruševskij, Bogorodickij, Sobolevskij, Saxmatov, ...), in Holland (Uihlebeck, ...), among the Czechs and Slovaks (Dobrovolj, Šalčik, Gelauber, Zabatý, ...), in Hungary (Hunfalvy, Budenz, Gneecze, Munkácsi, Szinyei, ...).

Anthropophonic studies dealing with the pronunciation of the sounds of human speech attained the highest development among the English and Scandinavians (Danes, Swedes, Norwegians) and among the French, although the Germans, too, have obtained some noteworthy results in this field. In dialect research in their own states and countries, particular credit is due the Italians, French, Scandinavians, Czechs, Serbs and Croats, Bulgarians, Slovenians, Russians, and Poles. Comparative grammar of the Indo-European languages was greatly advanced by the French (and Swiss), the Dutch, the Danes, and the Germans. The most remarkable successes in the study of new, previously unknown languages have been achieved in North America (the languages of the ancient indigenous peoples), in Russia (Caucasian, Siberian, and other languages), and in Hungary (languages related to Hungarian).

The philosophy of language and the quest for generalizations in the field of linguistics made rapid advance not only among the Germans, but also among the English and Americans, the French and the Scandinavians and, to some extent, among the Romanians.

But even in smaller countries and among smaller nations various linguistic problems have received original and successful treatment as, for example, among the Finns (Castrén, Ahlquist, Linnrot, Donner, Seflälä, Viklund, Mikkola, who studied not only Finnish and the Ugro-Finnic languages but also the languages of other nations); in Roumania (Petriicea-Hasdeu), Portugal, Belgium (Bang), Greece, Bulgaria (Miletić, Mato); among the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenians (Miklosich, Daničić, Budmani, Jagić, Škrabec, Obiš); Estonians (Wiedemann, Veske), Latvians (Bielenstein), Lithuanians (Kurschat, Bishop Antanas Baranauskas, the priest and professor Kazimír Jaužis); and the Latvians (Ernest Muka). In all these countries we find works which are not only of local significance but which also belong to international science. One may assume that even Japan, which has recently joined the international intellectual community, will soon come forth with original contributions in the field of linguistics.

The various directions of linguistic thought have also exerted a greater or lesser influence upon the Polish scientific community. This influence, coming almost exclusively from the West, has either evoked passive adoption of a ready made foreign, or rather alien science, or has also provided an impulse for speculation and original research. Scholars adopting this science (which has in the meantime provoked a strong opposition against “heretical novelties from abroad”) worked either in the specialized area of Polish linguistics (particularly in the area of the history of the language and dialectology), or made their own contribution to the international and universal science.

In the very near future, i.e., in the 20th century, linguistics will have to face and solve the following problems:

1. It will have to rid itself once and for all of the scholastic views inherited from the original grammatical attempts of the Greeks and Romans and also of some later ideas which were slavishly adopted from the Hindu or Arabic and Jewish grammarians. Consequently, modern linguistic terminology will have to be changed fundamentally not only in form, but also in its essence, with regard to its concepts.

2. It will have to implement Leibniz’s idea, and following the example of natural science, start always and everywhere with the
study of living languages which are accessible to observation, proceeding only afterwards to the study of languages which are reflected in the written documents of antiquity.

3. Wherever possible, it will have to apply the experimental method. This can be best accomplished in anthrophonetics, which must broaden the range of its observations to include on the one hand sounds emitted by animals and on the other hand languages with peculiarities of pronunciation which until now have remained incomprehensible for us. Broadened in this way, anthrophonetics will in fact become a general science, based on a real foundation.

4. In this connection the signs of the alphabet will have to be replaced by signs of a transcription based on the analysis and identification of the sounds of various languages.

5. It will be necessary to apply quantitative, mathematical methods in linguistics more often in order to bring it closer to the exact sciences.

6. Linguistics will also become a more exact science depending on the degree of the refinement of the qualitative method in psychology, the science on which it rests.

7. The study of linguistic facts will have to become strictly objective; it will have to comprise statements of actual facts of a given period and in a given linguistic area without imposing alien categories on them.

8. The first and cardinal requirement of objective research must be the recognition of the psychological and social character of human speech.

9. The concept of "sound laws" must be once and for all discarded from linguistics and replaced by its psychological equivalent.

10. Languages under study must be subjected to a multifarious analysis of their elements from every possible viewpoint.

11. The concepts of development and evolution must become the basis of linguistic thinking. This will lead to the eradication of the anthropocentric prejudice that isolates man from other living beings, and also to liberation from the megalomania which is based on the illusion that "our" kind of languages represents the peak of morphological development among the languages of the world.

12. The concept of evolution must allow for the existence of constant fluctuation and variation in the structure of a language.
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(in the area of complex linguistic forms, words, expressions and sentences, the transition from centralization to decentralization, and vice versa).

13. Lexicology, or the science of words, as a separate branch of grammar will be the creation of the 20th century.

14. It is possible that new genetic relations will be discovered between languages and groups of languages, and even the very concept of the nature of interlingual relations may undergo fundamental change. Completely new horizons will open up. The attempts hitherto made in the 19th century to compare genetically the Semitic and Indo-European languages or the Ugro-Finnic and Indo-European languages were doomed to failure because of the lack of sufficient proof. Perhaps the 20th century will be more successful in this respect. A true and excellent discovery in this area is the proof adduced for the genetic relationship of a group of Semitic languages with Caucasian (Georgian-Mingrelian) languages (this discovery was made by Professor Marr at St. Petersburg).

15. Linguistic generalizations will gain greater breadth and will bring linguistics ever closer to other sciences: psychology, anthropology, sociology, and biology.

16. Etymological and semasiological studies will exert a tremendous influence on psychology and will provide it with completely new data for conclusions and generalizations.

17. Along with the two well-established contemporary modes of knowledge, i.e., the intuitive-artistic and analytic-scientific, there will be a third, linguistic one.

But linguistics will be in a position to prove its usefulness in the very near future only if it will rid itself of its ties with philology and (the study of the) history of literature. Above all, university chairs of linguistics must become autonomous, and combine rather with departments of sociology and natural science than with those of philology. The preparation for all this must begin in elementary schools and high schools, in which the application of linguistic knowledge is bound to occupy a serious place. But to achieve this it will be necessary to disabuse oneself of the notion that the science of language begins with "dead" languages and that instruction in foreign languages must proceed through translation, without recourse to the observational method. In schools, grammatical terminology must be made uniform, and the "native" language, or any other acquired in a similar way, must constitute the basis for
the mastery of grammatical concepts. The pedagogical utilization of linguistic material will consist in providing the students with an insight into the unconscious processes of language. To achieve all this the schools will have to free themselves of the reign of obscurantism, which prevents the light of true science from penetrating into the minds of students.

NOTES

2. Cf. my Próba teorii alternacji fonetycznych, Kraków, 1894.
3. At the present time the chair of comparative linguistics and Sanskrit at Cracow University is held by Jan Rosowski, a completely independent scholar and the best Polish expert on the Indo-European languages in all their diversity.

XII

Toward a Critique of Artificial World Languages

... BRUGMANN is mistaken when he maintains that "French, like every living language, has a homeland."

A collective “language” does not have a “homeland” in the sense that Brugmann has in mind. Individual language may indeed have a “homeland” in the mind of its bearer, that is, the speaker of the language. And if several languages coexist in the same mind, then they have a common “homeland,” without persecuting and dislodging each other. At that, it is not at all necessary that a given language belong to the so-called living ones. Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Sanskrit, etc. have a homeland insofar as they exist as different languages in the minds of individuals.

In the same sense there is a “homeland” for the “artificial world language which has no firm base, but is only a bold independent undertaking of certain individuals” (p. 25).

Any “language” can be learned by a normal human being. Individual languages are by no means something innate. Only the most general preconditions of language are transmitted through heredity; while among specific ethnic characteristics only minimal differences, only minute distinctive tendencies are inherited. A child born as a Chinese or Hottentot can easily become a German in the linguistic sense if it is from the beginning raised in a German milieu, and vice versa. Linguistic ancestors are thus something entirely different from biological ones. The identification of origin with linguistic affiliation, or even with the pressure of a linguistic system, rests on a lamentable confusion of concepts which is illogical, as well as unjust (unnoratisch)...

... 18. Does man exist for language or language for man? Language
is neither a self-contained organism nor an untouchable fetish; it is a tool and an activity. Man not only has the right, but also the social duty to improve his tools in accordance with their purpose, and even to replace the existing tools with better ones.

Since language is inseparable from man and constantly accompanies him, man must master it more completely and subject it to greater conscious control than other areas of his psychological activity.

Even the most ardent opponents of artificial languages will admit that even if we disregard the case of artificial world languages we still do restrict and, with premeditation, change the "natural course" of language through "artificial" and conscious interference. Thus, any instruction in a language, whether this language be "native" or "foreign," is an offense against the "natural development of language." When we correct "mistakes" and "slips of the pen," we sin against the principle of naturalness. All linguistic purism, all persecution of linguistic "aliens," as well as all kinds of orthographic reform, are artificial devices restricting the natural course of things. Many new expressions and scientific and technical terms (termini technici) arise only "artificially," thanks to conscious interference.

14. "Well, all right," it will be argued, "let us grant that in all such cases there is artificial encroachment upon the natural course of language, but all this is quite different from inventing a special language for, after all, a language cannot be invented."

This seemingly sound objection is, unfortunately, refuted by the way some languages are actually invented. Such inventions are made either "unconsciously" (or we should say semiconsciously) as a result of 'spontaneous tendencies,' or they are made consciously, intentionally, "artificially." The first category includes "artificial" border languages ("mixed" languages), which make possible communication between speakers of different languages (for example, between Russians and Chinese, between Englishmen and Chinese), as well as secret languages and the argots of students, street urchins, tramps, etc., which are found in various countries and at various times. The second category includes the more or less "scientifically" constructed, "artificial" languages which are designed to function as auxiliary world languages. What is realized only partially and without planning in the languages of the first category is carried out on a significantly broader scale and with utmost consistency in the languages of the second category.

NOTES

The Classification of Languages

language, or more simply speaking, of mastering more than one language. Multilingual thinking exerts an influence in various directions;
2) Changes of habitat, the consequence of nomadic life, which bring about a dislocation of the so-called languages or, to be more precise, of the speakers of these languages.

Notes

1. In written language we are concerned on the one hand with manual activity which is implemented in the physical world, and on the other hand with optical impressions.
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1) the psychological world of the individual, the basis for the existence of invariant and lasting linguistic ideas;
2) the biological and physiological world of a given organism, the first centrifugal transmitter of linguistic representations from one individual to another;
3) the external, physical world, the second transmitter;
4) again the biological and physiological world of the members of the speech community, now the centripetal transmitter of linguistic representations from one individual to another;
5) the psychological world, etc.;
6) the transmission of linguistically expressed ideas from one individual to another by means of the human organism and the external world is a linguistic process that takes place in the social world, but presupposes man’s faculty of speech (PT. 41–44).^3

All this refers both to articulatory-auditory language and to the graphic-visual language of people who know more or less how to read and write. I shall leave aside the graphic-visual aspect and dwell here only on the articulatory-auditory aspect of language, with which the notion of “phonetic law” is closely connected.

All linguistic communication, including the transmission of the articulatory-auditory properties of a language, can be seen as a complex process of transition from one phase of development to another.

The articulatory-auditory representations that exist potentially in the psychological system of an individual are converted into physiological energy when they are implemented with the help of the speech organs, that is, when they are discharged by the organism which sets the speech organs into motion. The operation of the speech organs in turn converts the physiological energy into physical energy, which involves not only acoustic phenomena but also phenomena of a mechanical order (such as thermal, electrical, or metabolic phenomena). The acoustic vibrations in the physical world which evoke auditory impressions affect the receptive powers of other organisms and produce corresponding types of physiological energy that are converted into perceptive energy of the psychological system. The acoustic impressions activate sensory nerves which transmit these impressions to the cerebral center. The apperception of the received impressions takes place in this system. Thanks to apperception, each representation is potentially
and actively associated with and enriched by other existing representations (PT. 43).

In view of the above, we may distinguish two types of phonetics: an anthropological phonetics (an anthropophonic or even zoo-phonics), which is a phonetics of articulation and hearing (and which is an ethnic and national property), and an etymological phonetics, which is associated with morphological and semasiological representations (and which is relevant for history, ethnography, etc.) (PT. 44–5, 34, 40–41).

Only articulatory-auditory representations are transmitted in the process of social communication. The transmission is of an acoustic nature and is effected through the physiological (biological) and physical worlds. Everything that goes beyond articulatory-auditory representations, everything that is related to morphology and semasiology, or even to morphological and semasiological phonetics, must occur and renew itself in each individual (PT. 45).

As I have said, there exists only individual language, which is the sum total of articulatory-auditory representations that are associated with linguistic and extralinguistic concepts. The articulatory-auditory representations manifest themselves in phonetic phenomena which, being transient by nature, are fleeting moments of social intercourse, can in no way be considered to have any real existence. That is why languages are neither phonetic nor acoustic in their nature.

Since phonetic language does not exist, it follows that neither are there sounds of language. And what does not exist, what is of only a transient nature, what is but a sign, so to speak, of that which does exist, can neither change nor develop. Thus there is no phonetic development of sounds or of words composed of sounds.

In individuals endowed with speech there is only development of:
1) general linguistic representations, in particular articulatory-auditory ones, and
2) functions of the speech organs, of the faculty of phonation and audition.

Thus, one may speak about "phonetic laws" only with respect to acoustics, but not phonetics (PT. 5–6).

It is impossible to point to those connections and causal relations of speech sounds that would qualify as genuine "laws." Instead of "phonetic laws" we should speak of:
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1) psychological laws concerning the human mind, that is, laws of psychological states and change, and
2) laws of the ways through which social communication comes about, the laws of the manifestation of linguistic representations by means of organic and physical media.

We must assume that in the course of many generations, witnessing the various changes that go under the name of "phonetic laws," there was an infinite number of moments in which each transition depended both on the conditions of individual linguistic thought and on the conditions of social interaction, including interaction of each individual with himself. These moments made themselves felt (1) in the psychological system of the individual (both in isolation and collectively), (2) in the manifestations of the articulatory-auditory ideas, and (3) in the process of perceiving speech through the auditory organ, that is, during hearing (PT. 7, 9–10).

Thus, we have to deal with (1) psychological "laws" (of association, perception and apperception, emotion, etc.); (2) physiological laws (reflex motions, mechanical responses of the organism); and (3) physical laws (of acoustics, mechanics, optics, etc.).

The interplay of various factors which is subject to the law of regularity (conformity to rules, Gesetzmäßigkeit) has, in other words, a psychological, psycho-physiological, physical-physiological, mechanical, and acoustic basis, as well as a psychological-receptive one which depends on the individual's psychological state and the socio-linguistic conditions of communication.

The historical results of the causally related phenomena which are used to transmit linguistic representations and are based on habits of articulation and perception are governed by uniformity and regularity (PT. 46).

Socially conditioned linguistic behavior is thus a highly complex process consisting of more specific processes. Each of these processes is based on an infinitely large number of possibilities which vary under certain conditions. These possibilities include:

1) individual and collective-individual psychological systems;
2) individual and collective-individual organisms;
3) the physical world; and
4) the social world, or the representations formed as a result of social solidarity.

In speaking of individuals, we must separate the anthropological
aspect pertinent to all living organisms from the social aspect concerning human individuals, who possess the faculty of speech and are members of specific speech communities. We must also pay attention to factors of heredity and adaptation to the physical and social world; adaptation begins at the embryonic stage of the individual.

Heredity is determined both biologically (anatomically and physiologically) and psychologically. In dealing with “phonetic laws,” it is important to note the effect of heredity on the structure of the speech organs (primarily their histological structure), on the ability in particular to speak a given language, and on the articulatory and auditory abilities and tendencies of a given individual (PT. 34).

We must, furthermore, take into consideration (1) the different psychological states of speakers; (2) their different linguistic abilities; (3) differences in the responsiveness to linguistic stimuli (which ranges from 0 to 1, i.e., to a maximum); (4) different articulatory and auditory dispositions; (5) differences in automatization of the organs of speech and hearing; (6) differences in adroitness in controlling the functions of the speech organs; (7) differences in morphologic and semasiologic of the articulatory-auditory representations; (8) differences in the instinct for self-preservation, which goes with the tendency toward economy of labor in all three areas of language: (a) in cebration; (b) articulation (or manifestation of the linguistic representations); and (c) audition, perception, etc. It should be added that there is a difference between linguistic cebration and the various systems of pronunciation and perception that are found within one and the same speech community (PT. 14–16, 20–21, 38–39).

There is also a difference between the psycho-linguistic system of people who can only speak, that is, communicate by means of articulatory-auditory representations, and the psycho-linguistic system of people who can also read and write, and thereby correct and regulate their pronunciation and auditory impressions on the basis of graphic and optic impressions. The psychological difference between these two categories of people also has a bearing upon phenomena of their ethnic or national language that pertain to the problem of “phonetic laws.”

The anatomical and physiological differences between individuals belonging to the same speech community are connected with deviations in the articulatory-auditory development of a given language. These may depend on age, on individual idiosyncrasies, on organic defects, including paralysis and deafness (e.g., the various kinds of aphasia and, in particular, dysphonia) (PT. 34–35).

The auditory impressions of our speech activity may, in turn, depend on the channel of transmission, especially on the atmospheric conditions of a given locale (the seashore, mountains, village, city, etc.) and their changes (log, humidity, etc.). So far, such a dependence can only be postulated, for no one has, as yet, shown that it exists.

The receptive side of linguistic intercourse is, furthermore, affected by visual impressions. Visually perceived articulations (for example, lip movements) leave a stronger and more permanent impression than invisible articulations produced inside the vocal apparatus. In the latter case, the speaker relies on his muscular sensitivity for control and regulation of the auditory impressions, whereas the hearer imitates potentially the articulatory activities of the speaker (PT. 29).

The individual peculiarities exerting an influence on the articulatory-auditory development of a language are, as we have seen above, either of a collective-individual character (i.e., ethnic or national), or individual in the proper sense of the word.

Linguistic intercourse between normal members of a speech community, that is people who do not suffer from speech defects, activates the collective-individual characteristics of their psychological system; the mobilization of these traits takes place both in the speaker and, by means of perception, apprehension and association, in the hearer.

Other individual peculiarities affecting the articulatory and auditory qualities of verbal intercourse retain their individual character, even though they are interpersonal. One such psychological and organic peculiarity is the manner of speaking which is determined by the social status of the speaker, his environment, way of life, diet, etc. (PT. 37).

In the final analysis, however, it is difficult to draw a sharp line between individual-collective and purely individual peculiarities. We might say that the occurrence of individual peculiarities ranges from 1 (restricted to one individual) to 2 (shared by all members of a speech community).

As happens in other fields of social life, language in general and
its articulatory-auditory aspects in particular is affected by the drive to imitate, by the herd instinct, which is a social factor of a lower order.

We have noted above (p. 262) the various ways for the transmission of the articulatory and auditory features which lie at the foundation of any language regardless of its fullness and diversity. One kind of energy passes into energy of another kind: the central, psychological energy of performance passes into physiological energy of performance; the latter is transformed into external, physical energy; this again, into physiological energy of reception which is converted, finally, into the central, psychological energy of reception. During these various conversions certain changes inevitably occur, as a result of the discrepancy between the intention, or original impulse, and its implementation. The psychological arrangement of elements on the side of performance, that is, at the starting point of the cycle of conversions, may differ from its arrangement on the side of perception, at the end of the cycle of conversions. The action of the above-mentioned forces may account for the discrepancy between the psychological value of the phonemes and their realization (PT. 12 - 13; 59).

Furthermore, the ways to be transversal by the articulatory and auditory elements may be so complex that some of them become weak and disappear without a trace. In such cases the movements of the speech organs may reach the physical world without reaching the receptive organ, the ear. But then, hearing varies in different people, what one person cannot hear, another will hear quite well.

We must note an extremely important fact: the facultativeness in the manifestation and duration of the articulatory elements. An articulatory element may be activated in the psychological system, with the corresponding innervation of the muscles, without yielding the articulatory work itself. These facts have a singular bearing on the social-ethnic and national language (PT. 21; 23 - 24; 29).

The facultativeness in mobilizing the articulatory-auditory elements is closely connected with the degree of their morphologization and semasiologization. Phonemes whose elements are weakly morphologized and semasiologized tend to disappear when language is transmitted from one individual to another. Conversely, phonemes whose elements are more strongly morphologised and semasiologised, though superficially they may seem to be identical, have a greater social value and remain stable for a long time.

The degree of morphologization and semasiologization depends on (1) the psychological prominence or psychological stress (accent), a special case of which is the psychophonetic stress, sensu stricto, and on (2) the occurrence of syntactic junctures between syntagms (between words and expressions) and morphological junctures between morphemes. It is clear that the psychological accent and degree of morphologization of the phonetic elements of morphemes are stronger when the morphological formants are monomorphic, and weaker when they are polymorphic (as is the case in most Indo-European languages) (PT. 16, 20 - 21).

The above-stated dependence of the stability of articulatory-auditory representations on their morphologological and semasiological functions, or on their degree of morphologization and semasiologization, also has a bearing on the so-called phenomena of analogy and folk etymology, or morphological assimilation and semasiological attraction. The ability of morphology and semasiology to resist purely phonetic change, that is, prohibitive analogy, requires no further explanation (PT. 20 - 23, 29).

The various psychological, morphologized, and semasiologized units of collective-individual language function either as indivisible units or as complexes of different parts forming a scale that includes: syntagm, as components of the sentence, morphemes, as components of the syntagm, and phonemes, as components of the morpheme. However, requirements of scientific analysis, which is obliged to do justice to the realities, do not allow us to stop with the phonemes. The phonemes consist of ultimate psychological (articolatory and auditory) elements which cannot be decomposed into smaller elements. From the point of view of linguistic production, or pronunciation, these ultimate elements are the kinemes, whereas from the point of view of audition or perception, they are the acousemes. I consider these terms indispensable for the greater precision of the abstract concepts of our science (PT. 10 - 12, 21 - 23).

I must emphasize the importance of errors in hearing (lapus auri), when one word is mistaken for another, as a factor of change at any given moment of linguistic intercourse and in the history of language as a social phenomenon. Experimental methods can help to define the types and directions of these errors which depend on physical conditions, on the sense of hearing of individuals,
and on the degree of morphologization and semasiologization of the mobilized articulatoriy and auditory representations.

Mistakes in hearing are sporadic or permanent in any speech community whose members possess a greater or lesser command of their native language. Among the errors in hearing we must count those mistakes, or rather inaccuracies of "comprehension," that occur when speakers of one language are confronted with the new and incomprehensible articulatory and auditory elements of another language. Such errors can be viewed as a kind of collective-individual auditory (acoustic) Daltonism and as a distinctive anthropological and ethnic trait (PT. 17-22).

In the process of linguistic intercourse, of which I have spoken above, we also encounter the so-called confusion of tongues, that is, the influence of speakers on each other in the realm of linguistic concepts in general and of psychophonetic representations in particular, and in the area of automatized (articulatory and auditory) habits. Along with the influence of speakers on each other, there also is the influence of each speaker upon himself. In the articulatory-auditory domain we find thus the following types of mixing of languages that are related to the problem of "phonetic laws":

a) In the brain of each individual there is constant interaction of linguistic and extralinguistic concepts. Moreover, each speaker has at his disposal several individual "languages," which differ from each other articulatorily and auditorily and which are endowed with different social values: an everyday language, an official language, a language of church sermons, a language of university lectures, etc. The use of these languages may vary according to age, mental state, time of day, season, and recollection of former and newly acquired linguistic habits;

b) Interaction of people belonging to the same milieu: members of a family, profession, etc.;

c) Interaction of people belonging to different ethnic and national groups, to which they owe their heterolinguisitc and heteronational concepts and habits;

d) Interaction of generations. The basic tendencies in children's language, which accumulate over generations, may bring about historical changes in the language of the entire ethnic group;

e) The influence of people suffering from speech defects, from various kinds of aphasia and other deviations from normal speech upon their environment; and
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7) the influence, finally, of "inert" and organic nature upon hearing.

Uniformity and purity of language are then fictions based on prejudice. Language did not emerge, like Minerva from the head of Jupiter, all at once, but was formed and is constantly being formed in each speaker through the fusion and interaction of multiple and diverse automatized concepts and habits (PT. 35-26, 29-34, 35-36, 36-37, 37-38, 41).

Thus it should be apparent that the articulatory and auditory representations of each individual—his muscular sensitivity (sensitivity of the muscular apparatus), his acoustic impressions, etc.—are in a state of constant fluctuation, qualitative variation, and quantitative change.

The fluctuations and variations are most apparent when individual languages are being compared. For example, the degree of morphologization and semasiologization of the articulatory and auditory elements differs in various speakers, though at first glance it seems to be identical in all of them. Even if we were to assume the lack of such difference, we would soon enough become aware of the existence of "accidental" variations in the speech of different speakers.

There are, furthermore, fluctuations in the processes accompanying linguistic intercourse, namely in the psycho-physical behavior of man's organism and in the physical world. Given the constant changes in the make-up of any speech community, we must admit a priori the existence of fluctuation in that fiction which is known as the "average" ethnic or national language.

The transmission of language from one individual to another, constantly involves a rearrangement of linguistic concepts (A ≫ A₀ ≫ A₁ ≫ A₂ ≫ A₃ ... ≫ Aₙ).

The history of language in general, and of its articulatory and auditory representations in particular, is a history of continuous change; something is constantly being born and something constantly disappears.

Nevertheless, and in spite of all the fluctuations and variations, we must note the presence of "conservatism." The saying "something is constantly changing" should, consequently, be supplemented with "and something is constantly being preserved, something remains stable."

The articulatory and auditory representations of the contempo-
Phonetic Laws

constant of coincidence under certain conditions of socio-linguistic intercourse (PT. 46–48, 5, 7–9).

From an epistemological point of view, the results of observation and theoretical thought depend, on the one hand, on the observed object, and, on the other, on the mind of the observer, who formulates the results of his findings and judgments.

In like manner, the formulation of “phonetic laws” is different for the individual and the collective-individual types of thought and understanding (PT. 44–45).

Our thought is influenced by graphic and visual representations which are associated with phonetic and acoustic representations. Even the simplest elements of writing are the result of a deeper analysis of complex linguistic representations. But the application of this analysis to the choice of our graphic symbols (graphemes), stops with the phonemes which are, from the point of view of simultaneity, heterogeneous combinations of more basic articulatory and auditory activities of a certain type. The decomposition of phonemes into these elements is only partially reflected in writing. This peculiar relationship between writing and pronunciation and auditory perception has left its mark on the interpretation of “phonetic laws.” It is the suggestive power of our writing that has led and is leading linguists to their customary doctrines of “phonetic laws.”

The confusion of letters with sounds, of graphemes (representations of letters) with phonemes (representations of sounds), is responsible for:

1) conclusions about the difference and identity of sounds based on the difference or identity of letters;

2) the transfer of the notion of homogeneity and indivisibility from graphemes to phonemes. The proper analysis of the phoneme should lead us, on the contrary, to conclude that it is an objectively complex concept, a composite of irreducible elements, of the most simple real representations which are psychologically no longer divisible. On the articulatory side, they are representations of different activities (which are, in my opinion, incorrectly called “articulations”); and on the auditory side, they are representations of acoustic differences, resulting from the uniformity of representation of the vocal activities. I shall call the representations of the vocal articulatory activities kinesis and the representations of the
acoustic, psychologically indivisible differences, acousmenes. The unity of kinemes and acousmenes constitutes a phoneme. Phonemes are not like separate notes, but are like chords composed of several elements.

The totality of phonemes, kinemes and acousmenes found in any linguistic cerebration constitutes the systems of phonetic notions which are objectively present in men's "souls" (PT. 6–7, 52, 10–12).

The articulatory aspect is, moreover, usually confused with the auditory aspect, the emission of sound with perception, the representations of muscular sensations (the sensations of performed activities) with the acoustic and perceptive sensations. "Sounds" are called "labial," "dental," "palatal," etc.

It must be said that this confusion of ideas is characteristic of many scholars; only a few make the effort of thinking clearly and precisely.

Many scholars, who are either undemanding or incapable of critical thinking, confuse law, that is, functional interdependence, with statistical statements of facts or with plain coincidence. Others posit logical, methodological, and epistemological axioms, set up conditions sine qua non for each scientific proposition, and formulate subjective laws for any theoretical idea in place of objective laws that account for the relationships of observable facts. Almost all "phonetic laws" formulated by Kruzewski (PT. 52–53) belong to the latter category.

As happens in other fields of theoretical thought, the part of linguistics which contemplates the nature of "phonetic laws" breeds two kinds of theoreticians: those who are capable of dealing only with the concepts of elementary mathematics, such as the mathematical forms of discontinuity, integers, sums, intervals, finite states, and those who are capable of conceptualizing continuity in higher mathematical terms of differential and integral calculus.

Many linguists fail to understand that causal relationships can be subsumed under the idea of law precisely because there exist imperceptible microscopic fluctuations and changes. Between the starting and ending point of historical change (such as the transition from an original k to t, or et to ėt), there is no relationship that could be interpreted as a law of evolution. On the contrary, the path of evolution taken by a series of generations presents an in-

finite number of discrete points, such that each successive stage depends directly on the conditions of individual linguistic thought and on the conditions of social intercourse. These points appear either in the individual or collective-individual psychological systems, or in the manifestation of articulatory and auditory representations (through the speech organs in the process of phonation or when the perceptive organ, the ear, receives the corresponding impressions).

Thus, we must exclude from the domain of phonetic laws: (1) all the historical interrelations of the articulatory and auditory representations which can be stated in terms of precisely defined alternations of a given linguistic system (for example, in the linguistic system of Polish); (2) all the phonetic correspondences of heteronomous linguistic cerebrations (for example, the various correspondences in the linguistic cerebration of Slavic, Romance, Indo-European, and other languages); (3) the various errors in pronunciation (lapsus linguæ) and in hearing (lapsus auris) (when we mistakenly hear one word instead of another); and (4) all easily observed cases of substitution of separate phonemes, etc. All changes which fall under the concept of "phonetic law" occur unnoticed, like the changes in the mental states of a man or in the development of an organism (PT. 7–8, 33–34).

The confusion of the individual language with the common language is one of the greatest obstacles to the proper understanding of linguistic relationships and in particular of the problem of "phonetic laws." This confusion gave birth to Mr. Schuchardt's theory, according to which the "frequency of repetition of a word" determines its change and shortening. If it were only a matter of the constant repetition of a word by one speaker, the consequence of this purely mechanical effort and ensuing fatigue would, indeed, conform to the proposed theory. But this kind of repetition is peculiar to all members of a speech community, so that each individual, on his own part, pronounces the same word, if not for hours on end, at certain intervals (PT. 26–27, 40).

In the history of scientific and pseudoscientific linguistics the problem of phonetic laws has given rise to the following theories and interpretations:

1) According to those for whom language is an organism similar to the organisms of animals and plants, that is, an organism existing apart from man, all phonetic laws without exception are
"laws of nature" (Nurgesetze). This "theory" is a dogma, an article of faith, without practical consequences. Despite its vacuousness, it has for some time enjoyed popularity and is even now unconsciously at the basis of conclusions concerning individual linguistic behavior and linguistic thought in general. At any rate, the claims that language is born and dies independently of people, that the development, growth, and the history of a language are mutually exclusive, that there are no mixed languages, that words do not exist, etc., are closely connected with this viewpoint (PT. 49).

2) Another theory, which is the antithesis and complement of the first theory, sees language only as caprice, chaos, anarchy, and derides any attempt to discover in it relationships, causation, and to formulate scientific laws (PT. 44-45).

3) The appearance of the Neogrammarians (Junggrammatiker) and their followers should be seen as a protest against the theory which treated language as an organism apart from man. The Neogrammarians placed language again on a solid basis, regarding it as a function of man's organism. They explained the interdependence of phonemes or 'sounds' of language and the "transitions" of sounds into other sounds in connection with the changes taking place in the speech organs. Unfortunately, the mind of many proponents of this theory is befuddled by that confusion of ideas which we spoke of earlier. Such is the confusion of the idea of individual language with that of average language, or, in other words, the fiction of the continuity of a linguistic base in time and in space, and of the temporal continuity of one and the same pronunciation. For these scholars there is always an individual personifying all mankind or some ethnic group or a nation, who speaks continuously, never closing his mouth; this phonetic perpetuum mobile speaks, furthermore, so artfully that he constantly, without sleep and without rest, utters simultaneously all sounds or phonemes. The proponents of this theory, which confuses individual evolution with the history of an ethnic group (with polygenetic evolution), admit, it is true, the existence of gradual changes of phonetic representations (Erinnerungsbilder, Lautbilder), but they treat these changes as if they were taking place in a colossal brain of a single man or, at least, of an ethnic group (as far as the anatomical and physiological side of language is concerned) or in a monolithic psychological system of all mankind or, at least, of an ethnic group (as far as the psychological side of language is concerned).

It would be unjust to assume that the proponents of this doctrine do not realize that changes in the so-called ethnic or national language cannot occur without the aid of social intercourse. In dealing with the question of "phonetic laws," they nevertheless choose to close their eyes to this outstanding fact. The carrier of linguistic variations is for them some imaginary being, representing all mankind, and the respective linguistic facts are investigated without any reference to the social interaction of people (PT. 49-50).

The Neogrammarians preach the dogma of the "unexceptional character of phonetic laws." If this is not to be an empty phrase, it can mean only that there is a certain uniformity of phonetic correspondences in the area of monolingualism and multilingualism, of correspondences that are conditioned historically by provenience from a common source or rather from common sources (PT. 8-9).

4) The Neogrammarian lack of respect for the fact that the general and abstract concept of an ethnic and national language is dissolved in the multitude of individuals, in the actually existing world of speakers and hearers who communicate through the intermediary of the external world, has evoked opposition and brought forth a critique of their views. Most decisive and vigorous was the critique launched by Schachardt.

This far-reaching critique and total rejection of the Neogrammarian dogma have, on the other hand, led to the view that linguistic, and in particular phonetic, changes are the result of more or less conscious imitation, that is, simply the result of fashion and the mixture of languages (PT. 50-51).

According to this view, which is now quite widespread and which arose in reaction to the rigid conception of the "unexceptional character of phonetic laws," each phonetic change has its own author, its own initiator (sex, age, and social position are irrelevant, though prominent personalities are supposed to play an important role), whom other people imitate, like sheep or geese. I suggest that we have to do here with a misunderstanding that will be overcome when the concept of collective individuality, which I am proposing, is generally accepted. Certainly any change, in nature or in social life, must have some starting point, must originate in some individual "soul," but this does not exclude the simul-
taneous beginning of a certain tendency, of a certain trend in different places and in different minds. This simultaneity should not be interpreted in a strictly mathematical sense. The difference of a second or even of several days (which cannot be pinned down a posteriori) is, from a historical point of view, still a case of simultaneity. In any event, I definitely reject the opinion that ascribes to one man the introduction of a linguistic innovation in the entire development of a language of a given ethnic group (PT. 24–25, 39).

There is no doubt that the consciousness and will of a people may exert a certain influence on changes of language. The same must be said of the role of literacy, education, etc. (PT. 27–28, 41–42). But if these were decisive, there would have to be noticeable, macroscopic differences in pronunciation. And, as I have already pointed out, any conditioned combination falling under the concept of "law" belongs to the field of imperceptible, microscopic differences.

The same applies to all kinds of mixing of languages and to borrowings that cause changes in pronunciation. As far as they carry the mark of macroscopic differences, they must be excluded from the concept of "phonetic laws," and if the concept of "phonetic laws" is to hold, the specific changes must be viewed as being microscopic and imperceptible (PT. 35–36, 39–34, 51).

After all that has been said, my opinion on this question should be clear. I shall complete it with a few remarks.

The "unexceptional character" of all phonetic correspondences and generalizations which go under the pretentious name "phonetic laws" can be compared with such "laws" as apply to meteorological generalizations or to various kinds of statistical generalization; in fact, they are only statements of what occurs on the surface of phenomena. Genuine "laws," the laws of causality, are hidden in the depth, in the intricate combination of the most diverse elements. "Laws" do exist, but not where they are being sought (PT. 9).

Of course, in any field, scientific thought, if it is not to be self-defeating, must start from the premise that nothing happens without a "cause," nothing happens outside a successive chain of causal connections and independently of conditions. The lack of exceptions is merely a corollary of logical thinking. We do not reject causality, leaving it to the nihilists and anarchists of science to do so.

We recognize necessity, lack of exceptions, and absolute condi-
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The Difference between Phonetics and Psychophonetics

Branches of different sciences often use the same name; thus “morphology” is used to designate both a branch of biology and a branch of glottoLOGY (linguistics). In linguistics itself the term “phonetics” is employed in two different senses that may cause a confusion of concepts: on the one hand, it refers to the “phonetics” or “phonology” of an individual or collective language or to “comparative phonetics” of several languages and, on the other hand to anthrophonetics, i.e., experimental, instrumental, or general phonetics, for which special chairs have even been set up at some universities.

Like so-called “experimental psychology,” experimental phonetics is actually a natural science; neither of them deals with truly psychological or linguistic processes, but they examine only those physiological and other phenomena that underlie and make possible the psychological and linguistic processes.

General or experimental phonetics includes: description of the speech apparatus (pronunciation, phonation); description of the auditory apparatus; description of the cerebral apparatus, the instrument of the linguistic thought processes; description of the medium (air) or natural channel of linguistic communication. The data of anthrophonetics or experimental phonetics are the phenomena which affect our senses in the process of social-linguistic intercourse and which are associated with mental concepts.

All sciences operate with representations and concepts. The world provides data for thought only insofar as these are reworked into representations and concepts and become a part of man’s psychological activity.

Sciences are divided into (1) those which do not conspicuously deal with the reflection of phenomena and their impressions and which include such outstanding products of the human mind as mathematics, logic, and gnoseology, or the theory of knowledge, and (2) those which deal with phenomena that are reflected in the human mind. The latter sciences study: (a) either the psychological surrogates of what is assumed to occur outside ourselves, that is, in nature, including our own body; and (b) what is assumed to occur only in us, that is, the psychological processes in the broadest sense, including individual psychology, social psychology, sociology, etc. However, inasmuch as interpersonal communication is impossible without the mediacy of physical means acting upon our senses, psychology itself must at each step take into account physical and physiological phenomena.

Like Janus, therefore, the life of man (and animal) presents a double face: one turned to the external world, to nature, and the other to the world of the mind, to the person. Halfway between the natural sciences and the so-called humanistic (or we should say animalistic) sciences stand such sciences as biology, anthropology, psychology, sociology, ethnology, and glottoLOGY (or linguistics). Some of them deal primarily with the natural element, others with the animalistic element.

The functions, processes, and impressions which, in the field of linguistics, refer to the external world and are transient, constitute the subject matter of the natural sciences, whereas insofar as they are constant and fixed concepts of the mind, they are the subject matter of linguistics proper.

The terms “sounding,” “sound,” “resonance,” etc., designate the transient representations of linguistic thought and, therefore, belong to (natural) science; but insofar as they are representations of linguistic thought based on individual and individual-collective mental processes, they should be replaced by (proper linguistic) terms, such as:

phoneme, the psychological equivalent of physical “sound,” the actual and reproducible phonetic unit of linguistic thought. The phoneme consists, in turn, of constituent elements of which we are
The Difference between Phonetics and Psychophonetics

An example of residual distinctions is the difference between the two j’s, i.e., between j continuing the proto-Indo-European ĭ, and the j which stems historically from proto-Slavic ć (ć), a difference that Belić established, in my presence, for the Slavic dialects of Istria.

An example of phenomena that point to future distinctions is the historical transition from the distinction of the velars k, g, x depending on the following palatal or nonpalatal vowels into an autonomous distinction independent of the phonetic sequence: k, g, x, and k’, g’, x’, ć, ć, ć, ć.

Just as it is necessary to distinguish phonetics and psychophonetics, sounds and phonemes, etc., so one must keep apart letters and sounds, graphemes and phonemes. There is no direct relationship between the optical impressions of letters and the acoustic impressions of sounds; there exist only associations of written-visual representations with articulatory-acoustical representations, of graphemes with phonemes, and vice versa.

Two types of confusion must then be guarded against: (a) that of letters with sounds, graphemes with phonemes (and their respective constituent elements), and (b) that of phonetic-phonatory phenomena with their fixed psychological counterparts. For example, in Polish there is no psychological distinction between the phoneme rendered by the grapheme y and the phoneme rendered by the grapheme i. Instead of two apparently different phonemes y and i, Polish has only one – i (i mutabile).

All psychophonetic and psychographic representations, insofar as they exist in linguistic thinking, are semasiologized and morphologized. Acoustic or optic impressions may exist outside the sphere of semasiologization and morphologization, but they are not a part of linguistic thinking.

With respect to their morphological role, individual phonemes may:

- form a part of the syntagm, i.e., of the word as a morphological element of the sentence; e.g., Polish o, a, u, i;
- or constitute a morpheme within a word; e.g., a in vod-a, šan-a, bik-a, gad-a; u in stol-u, ojc-u, piu-u-je; o in šan-o, žon-o; e in pol-e, stol-e, hel-e; i in vod-i, m’ez-i, nič-i, stoj-i, vol-i; b in lič-b-a, šej-b-a; n in trud-n, lič-n, da-n; t in b’i-t, dar-t, bi-t; or enter into the structure of a morpheme as its main semasi-
ologized and morphologized component; e.g., Polish 0 || a in 
mog- || mag-, noł–i || nał–, vol–i || val–, ... .
The morphological structure of words must be distinguished
from their articulatory-auditory structure, as evidenced, for exam-
ple, by the existence of rhymes.
Semiaisologization and morphologization contribute to preser-
ation of phonological distinctions acquired in the history of a na-
tional language.
The morphologization of articulatorily-auditory differences may
show different tendencies at different periods of the history of a
given linguistic community. For example, in Polish the connection
between the various endings of the declension and the final con-
sonants of the stem was once different from what it is now: sto–l–e ||
król–u, muł–e | kult–u, puń–e | koch–u... ; ślan–e, recept–e | pusiu–n–i, m’eg–i,SJ–i. In the past the chief distinction was between palatal
and nonpalatal consonants; at present it is between consonants
which change psychophonetically in the declension vs. consonants
which remain unchanged.
Morphologization affects only certain articulatory-auditory dis-
tinctions and different ones in different languages; for example,
tonation, length (i.e., length or shortness, quantitas temporalis),
accent, palatalization or nonpalatalization, the degree of opening
of the oral cavity (o || u, a || ã, e || ë), the place of articulation
(e || ë), voicing or voicelessness. ... Semiaisologization, on the other
hand, affects all articulatory-auditory distinctions: to || po, kot ||
pot, do || no, tom || dom, kos || kąs, sam || tam, car || čar. ... .
Semantic differences allow for a different morphological analysis
of homonyms: dam–O “of ladies” (O = zero) | da–m “I give”... .
The degree of morphologization affects the varying historical
susceptibility of the phonemes of a national language to articula-
tory-auditory change; for example:

-m > -n when the morphologization of -m is weak, but
-m > -m when the morphologization of -m is strong;
-t > -t (facultative ò) when the morphologization of -t is
weak, but
-t > -t when the morphologization of -t is strong.

The relationship between the individual, psychological and the
collective, social element may vary in different phonemes: in some
of them there is a preponderance of the individual and changeable,
of physiology and phonation (in the phonemes t... s... x...),
and in others a preponderance of the collective and general, of
acoustics and audition (in the phonemes of nasal resonance, in l,
r... , in the vowels).
The assumptions of “sound laws” operating “without except-
tions,” of gradual, purely physiological change in a definite direc-
tion, and of gradual “transition” of some phonetic nuances into
others (n₁, n₂, n₃, n₄... n₉) are not confirmed by the actual facts
of language and are in contradiction with its socio-psychological
character. ... The first of these assumptions is confirmed neither
by scientific phonetics nor by historical psychophonetics. “Sound-
laws” would be possible only if we ignored the existence of indi-
viduals, collectivity, social life, linguistic intercourse—in brief, the
impact of sociology on linguistic behavior.
The physiological-mechanical production of phonemes and
their combinations yields various kinds of temporary and trans-
itory adaptation, whereas psychophonetics involves psychological
habits (for example, the habit of narrowing vowels before nasal
consonants).
Psychophonetic differences and identities exert an influence
upon the morphological types. For example, in the Bohinj-Posavian
dialects of Slovenia, the merger of l and v into a single phoneme w
yields the declension: gwava, gwal, gwali; mrtw, mrtil instead of
the older glava, glave, glavi; mrtv, mrtvi. Compare also the Polish
kakayo “cocoa” || v kahale.
The Influence of Language on World-View and Mood

... 20. In the first lecture I spoke about the dependence of worldview and mood on language in the proper sense of the word, that is, on articulatory-auditory language. For in addition to language in this sense, there is, as a result of civilization, a graphic-visual aspect of language, that is, writing, literacy.

Writing, too, can exert an influence on world-view, on the capabilities and mood of the writer and reader, which is similar to that of the various forms of auditory language.

Let us consider first the differences in the mental processes of the literate person as opposed to those of the illiterate person.

Literacy weakens the memory of acoustically received and transmitted phenomena. A literate person is not capable of storing in his memory (on the basis of hearing alone) such great folk epics as the Russian *bylina* (even if we should agree with Roźnecki that they are Slavic reworkings of Scandinavian sagas) or the Serbian heroic songs. The memory of a literate person regresses and can no longer do without the aid of reading and writing.

The objectivation of linguistic representations, of what is thought and spoken by means of language, differs likewise in the literate and illiterate person. For example, when I, as a literate person, want to imagine something that can be expressed through language, I visualize, as it were, written words and phrases. I can no longer remember how I imagined the same thing in my childhood before I had learned to read and write. (Most likely I made no effort in this direction at all.) In this context we should also notice that aural hallucinations are far less frequent than visual hallucinations.

21. As for other questions concerning the relation of writing to world-view and mood, we must first distinguish two forms of writing:

1) writing that bears a more or less close relationship to the phonetic-acoustic side of language;

2) writing that bears a relationship to the extralinguistic concepts of the external world.

The second form of writing (e.g., ideograms, Egyptian hieroglyphics, Chinese writing) evidently influences the human mind differently than the alphabetic writings which were and are now dominant among most nations.

Iledigraphic writing can actually be read in any language, while our customary writing system mobilizes the phonetic-acoustic side of our particular linguistic thinking.

22. The simplest elements of a written language do not correspond at all to the simplest elements of sound language. As a rule, the simplest elements of writing are *graphemes*, that is, representations of letters or syllables, while the corresponding *phonemes*, that is, the representations of sounds, can be decomposed into more elementary phonetic and acoustic, psychologically determined elements. A letter, or sometimes a complex of letters, is itself indistinguishable, but represents the phonetic-acoustic aspect of language in such a way that it is associated with the phonetic-acoustic elements of a particular phoneme and the phoneme as a whole.

The orthography of our written languages is based on two main principles: (1) phonemography and, (2) morphemography.

Phonemography is the one-sided, strictly phonetic way of writing, in which the division of the sentence into syntagms or syntactic elements and of the word into morphemes or morphological elements is not taken into consideration. Conversely, morphemography focuses on psychological affinity, on the associations of the sentence with other sentences and of the word with other words.

The grammatically regulated (normalized) method of writing in Sanskrit is a classic example of one-sided phonemography. But along with the phonemographic method of writing, or *Samhita*, we find in the texts of the *Rigveda* a parallel word-by-word commentary (*Pada*) which separates the individual words of the sen-
the visual with extralinguistic concepts, i.e., representations of meaning, so that vision and hearing operate simultaneously. The extralinguistic representations are in part directly related to the visual ones without the intermediacy of pronunciation although in part, they depend on this intermediacy. In this respect, English orthography recalls to a certain extent ideographic and hieroglyphic systems of writing.

24. All writing systems exhibit, in addition, some elements of ideography. Here we refer primarily to punctuation marks, blanks between words, divisions into chapters, variations in the size and thickness of letters, etc.; but that form of ideography which is characteristic of English, namely the direct association of visual representations of words with extralinguistic concepts without the intermediacy of hearing, is evidently rare.

Differences in writing are in all probability connected with differences of world-view. But how this connection actually comes about I could not attempt to explain.

I shall venture to remark only that, for example, the English system of writing forces thought to move simultaneously in various directions, enhancing the activity of the mind. Impressions connected with both hearing and vision (and their corresponding associations) are aroused simultaneously.

25. The influence of orthography on world-view and mood also depends on whether it renders the speech-sounds clearly and accurately or leaves certain things incompletely expressed and to the reader's conjecture.

Thus, in the Semitic systems of writing, only the consonants were originally indicated; the supplementation of vowels, that is, of the various syllable-forming elements of speech, was more or less left to the reader. This method is sometimes applied in the printing of European textbooks (for example, in Poland), in which letters are used to represent consonants, and dots vowels. It is left to the wit of the student to supply the missing letters.

Most orthographies do not mark stress (accent), which characterizes the spoken word in any language, or the singing quality that is carried by various types of intonation, or quantity (length or shortness) of vowels; in other words, all those quantitative elements of human speech that accompany the activity of the vocal cords. In order to pronounce correctly a written word of German, French, English, Danish, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Lithuanian,
Latvian, or some other language, one must first understand the word. To the speaker of a given language this presents no special problem, but for the foreigner this is a difficult task.

Not all peoples are as considerate of outsiders as the Magyars, Czechs, or Slovaks, who designate vowel length employed by their language by special diacritical marks; and since stress in these languages is always bound to the first syllable, the foreigner confronted with a Hungarian, Czech, or Slovak text can generally pronounce the words correctly.

The Poles are rather fortunate in that their language completely ignores the quantitative differences mentioned above. And since stress plays no morphological role in the pronunciation of individual Polish words (that is, it does not serve to separate morphemes but pertains entirely to the field of sentence phonetics), where it serves to separate syntagms of more than one syllable within the sentence by stressing the penultimate syllable of these syntagms), the Poles can afford, without any orthographic effort, to be altruistic with respect to people speaking other languages.

Systems of writing in which important elements of pronunciation are left to the reader’s acumen probably have a positive influence on his ingenuity and ability to solve problems and crossword puzzles.

26. The history of the people accounts for a great deal in the writing systems of French, English, Swedish, Danish, and other languages that do not occur in the respective spoken languages. The French spelling est reflects the original Latin pronunciation; although the French word lost its consonants, the old spelling was preserved thanks to the written tradition and the influence of sentence phonetics (liaison). All the above-mentioned languages present two norms (die doppelten Sprachen): one of pronunciation, and the other of spelling, with numerous examples similar to the French one.

In the history of a given collective language, some phonemes may, furthermore, disappear, that is, not be reproduced by succeeding generations or survive only facultatively. In the latter case they may continue to exist as morphologized phonetic-acoustic representations, but they vary in their acoustic implementation: in careful speech they are pronounced and heard, but in rapid speech they are too weak to reach the periphery of the speech apparatus and to appear in the physical world of the speaker and listener.

Such facultativeness is of interest in the case of languages whose orthography makes use of the historical principle even when they are chiefly based on the principles of morphemography and phonemography (or contemporary pronunciation). For example, when the Polish words, written jabło, zedź, rzekl, garnka, jarnko are pronounced jabło, şet, şek, garka, şarko, or in a higher style, jakło, şetl, garnka, jarnko, the speakers are primarily aware of the morphological connection of these forms with the forms jabłeh, szla, rzekls, garneka, jarnke, but the spelling as well as the careful, solemn pronunciation continue the earlier state of the Polish collective language . . .

28. In systems of writing which combine the principle of phonemography with elements of morphemography, the parallelism or lack of parallelism between the chain of sounds and the chain of printed symbols, between the sequences of graphemes and the sequences of phonemes, generally exerts an influence upon the mode of thinking.

Thus, for example, in Russian phonemography, certain properties of the consonants are graphically rendered not by graphemes which usually stand for consonants but by the symbols for vowels that follow them or by the substitutes for vowels. In the Russian letter combinations bu/bju, tu/tju, st/se, p'°/f', p'/f', by/î/, etc., the symbols for the consonants are identical, but the symbols for the vowels differ; in pronunciation the reverse is the case: the consonants differ (l'/f', p'°/p', etc.), but the following vowels (excluding the zero vowel) are identical.

This lack of parallelism leads to a confusion of concepts, to a confusion of letters with sounds, of graphemes with phonemes, so that one speaks (misleadingly) of the “soft” vowels ja, ju, je, ji and the “hard” vowels a, u, e, i.

A similar confusion affects the phonemography of Ukrainian, White Russian, and Bulgarian, as well as of Polish, Slovak, and Czech, which use the Latin alphabet.

Complete parallelism of the written and the pronounced word is found in the Serbian and Croatian orthographies, no matter whether they use the Cyrillic (Russian) or Latin alphabets.

A lack of graph-phonetic parallelism, similar to that in the Russian system of writing, is found in French, Italian, and in general in the modern Romance languages (as well as in English and
earlier in German). Cf. the pronunciation of the graphic sequences
ca co cu ga go gu vs. ce ci . . ., ge gi . . .
French: que, qui, gue, gui . . ., pa po cu . . . je jo . . .;
Italian: che chi . . . ghe ghi . . . cia cio ciu . . . gia gio giu . . .
The confusion of letters with sounds is paralleled in other areas
of human thought (compare, for example, the confusion of re-
ligious denomination with nationality, citizenship, or personal
qualities). . . .

Facultative Sounds of Language

1. The Rezian dialects (spoken in the communities of Resia
(Rezija) and Ucze in the district of Moggio near Udine in north-
east Italy), which I investigated first in 1875 and several times
thereafter, are, in my opinion, a separate dialect group, as are the
dialects of certain other language areas (especially Slovenian and
Serbo-Croatian). The following (Rezian) phenomena, among
others, attracted my attention:

At various times I perceived as different the seemingly identical
(phonetically speaking) final consonant —t of the words and word
groups: pêt “way,” xit “world,” llt “year,” on the one hand, and
years,” daxat llt “nineteen,” daxat llt “ten years,” sejst llt “six
years” . . ., on the other hand. Sometimes I heard the —t in all these
words, but more often only in pët, xit, . . ., but not in pët, daxat,
. . . i.e., pët, daxa, daxa, sejst . . ., pët xit, and, less often, in none of
these words; i.e., not only pët . . ., but also pët xit, . . . pët xit . . .

What we are dealing with here is obviously not only the differ-
ent perception of words ending in —t but of all words with a final
consonant. (Cf. my “Versuch einer Phonetik der rezianschen Dia-
lekte,” Opyt fonetiki rez’ianskix govorov [Warsaw-Petersburg-
Leipzig, 1875], §§ 89–109).

2. In the Serbo-Croatian dialect of southern Italy (the com-

munities of Acquaviva, Colle-Croci, San Felice Savo, and Monte-
nitrto in the district of Molise of Campobasso province), I discov-
ered a similar phenomenon affecting the final vowels. Thus, for
example, the word udovica “widow” is sometimes pronounced
udovica, but more frequently udovic. This is evidently connected
with the fact that in the Slavic dialect of Molise the importance of
the desinent endings as syntactic morphemes has sharply declined under the influence of the neighboring Albanian and Italian dialects and especially the Italian literary language, which is used in schools, business, government, the church, military service, cultural affairs, and literature. We see here one of the final stages in the weakening of the morphologization of endings, a manifestation of the tendency to eliminate inflection.

3. Upon a cursory examination one might regard this as a contradiction of the laws of logic: what seems to be psychologically identical sometimes appears externally as a positive unit and sometimes as a zero. This logical and gnosiological puzzle can be solved if one approaches the question from a psychological viewpoint and bears in mind the fact that in one's own language, i.e., in actual individual linguistic thought, we do not encounter strictly phonetic or phonetic-acoustic phenomena, but psychologically live psychophonetic phenomena, images, and psycholinguistic social processes. In linguistic thought there are no sounds; there are only representations (concepts) of sounds. But in linguistic intercourse (i.e., in collective linguistic behavior), there are not only linguistic concepts in the individual soul or brain, but the speaker also informs the hearer, by physical means, that he has mobilized at a given moment some of his linguistic concepts, while the hearer receives the impressions and sensations thereby formed. Not everything that is either consciously or semi-consciously dormant in linguistic thought manifests itself every time.

4. Let us consider, for example, the case cited at the beginning of this article: the pronunciation or nonpronunciation of consonants at the end of a word in the Rezian dialect (§ 1). What factors are here to be considered operating and operative?

First, there is the general psychophonetic tendency to an ever greater weakening of consonants at the end of a word, a tendency which gradually must lead to the total psychological loss of these consonants (more precisely, to their not being reestablished in the minds of a given generation).

Second, there are various degrees of morphologization and semasiologization, various degrees of psychological stress (psychological accent) of individual morphologized and semasiologized phonemes.

Third, there are differences of tempo and style of speech. On the one hand, though more rarely, there is a greater or lesser degree of solemnity and carefulness; on the other hand, in everyday life there is a greater or lesser degree of carelessness. With increasing carelessness in pronunciation, there is a decline in the ability to resist weakening and change. A well-known example is the pronunciation of nonpronunciation of the French e muet.

5. The above-mentioned tendencies toward the weakening and ultimate disappearance of final consonants in the speech of a community is only a special case of the general tendency toward abbreviation, simplification, and relaxation of effort which is present in individual and collective linguistic behavior.

Just as two seemingly identical pieces of iron, glass, or sealing wax behave differently, depending on whether they do or do not possess magnetic or electric energy, so, too, the relative ability of seemingly identical phonemes to withstand quantitative or even qualitative change depends on the degree of their semasiologization and morphologization.

In the Rezian (cf. § 1) indeclinables pēt “live,” dēvat “nine,” the -t is only the final consonant of a single word used in the “general case” (casus generalis, casus unicus), and it plays no special morphological or inflectional role; an understanding of the word in connection with other words hardly requires that its existence be signaled aloud in the communicative process, i.e., that the word be pronounced or perceived as either pēt or pē. Conversely, pēt “way” and li “year” represent only one case among several others: pēta, pētu, pēton . . . , leto, leton, liu, litam . . . The final stem consonant -t plays here a highly important morphological role as a morphological link or boundary between two morphemes, and we are constantly reminded of its role. Thus, while the psychological pēt is rendered physically as an audible pē, with pēt being used only in high, solemn speech, the final -t in pēt, li, resists elimination even in the physically weakened or reduced pronunciation of everyday linguistic intercourse. If, however, carelessness in pronunciation prevails, the psychophonetic tendency toward eventual weakening of the final consonant can cancel out even strong morphologization, so that even pēti, lii, etc., whose final -t is present in the speaker’s mind, are rendered by the shortened sound forms pē, li . . .

6. The same applies to all cases of weakening of psychophonetic energy, of lessening of psychological stress, of the decrease in the semasiologization and morphologization of speech elements that
takes place with the passage of time in the history of all collective languages without exception. There is a continuous "struggle" between two opposing tendencies: between a progressive drive toward simplification, ease, and elimination of superfluous activities, and a conservative, therapeutic force striving, also physically, to underscore indispensable psychophonetic elements. If one takes his speech activity seriously, accurately, and responsibly and wishes to express and to project into the external world everything that is mobilized in the mind, then the conservative principle prevails. But if one treats his own speech less rigorously, the mobilization of the sound image, or the linguistic representation of the less essential elements of language in the mind will not be strong enough to reach the world of the senses or to become perceptible and to signal its presence. Then only the intention remains, without its psychological realization. When carelessness of speech is increased, i.e., when speech energy is reduced, the tendency toward a psychophonetic weakening of the categories that correspond to the acoustic elements prevails, so that they all remain, regardless of the degree of their semasiologized or morphologized prominence, in a state of psychological mobilization without affecting the world of external perception.

7. There are, of course, individuals who speak very carefully and clearly and whose pronunciation counters the weakenings and changes in the language of the community. But such individuals are the exception. Most people speak slovenly. An unaccustomed listener or participant in a conversation "does not get the full message," is not in a position to understand it, and asks that it be repeated; upon repetition, the intended psychological sound-representation is, as a rule, rendered with precision.

But even individuals who are extremely slovenly in their speech usually write far more accurately, conveying their linguistic concepts and representations more precisely in the sphere of optics than in that of acoustics. Writing thus exerts a conservative effect on speech habits. It often happens that children learning to read conceive their natural speech as faulty and unsuitable, and instead of speaking, begin, in fact, to read. Their speaking is guided by their reading.

8. The weakening and disappearance of phonemes and other psychophonetic elements which are not sufficiently semasiologized and morphologized is counteracted by practice in the solemn and high style of speech which is used in schools, offices, on the stage, on the podium, at official meetings, at public gatherings, etc.

9. The revival or restoration of psychophonetic elements that have seemingly disappeared and can no longer be reproduced in the national language can be effected through communication with representatives of other dialects in which a certain phoneme is still psychologically present and externally manifested.

10. An inhibiting influence on the course of change and a stimulus toward the revival of disappearing elements is, in the case of literate and educated speakers, exerted by the familiarity of these speakers with the earlier stages of the development of the given linguistic forms (material): knowledge of Latin among the French and Italians; knowledge of standard literary French (or of standard Italian or standard Spanish) by those who speak the modern and recent French patois.

11. The use of slovenly speech in everyday life is, nevertheless, far more common than the use of clear and solemn speech; and because of its high frequency, it ultimately prevails. The accretion of the phenomena of slovenly speech in the course of many generations, i.e., the nonpronunciation of weakly equipped phonemes, brings about their extinction. A phoneme approaching extinction conveys to the representatives of one or another generation such weak acoustic impressions of its psychological stress that these no longer suffice to mobilize their psychological attention, i.e., to awaken the old sound image in the mind of the next generation.

The phoneme looses the energy necessary for its existence, and there occurs a historical transition of a certain positive quantity into a historical-phonetic zero.

What was acoustically and physically facultative for an earlier generation ceases to exist even psychologically for a later generation.

12. This is, for example, how we should think of the transition of the final consonants inherited from the Latin linguistic state to a zero in Italian, French, and in all other Romance dialects, i.e., a reduction of consonants characteristic of the later phase of the Italo-Romance linguistic material...
 Problems of Linguistic Affinity

1. The comparison of languages, the determination of their similarities and differences, their comparative characterization and classification can be studied from three points of view:

1) **Historical affinity**, actual affinity of languages as a result of transmission and borrowing between generations by way of tradition, i.e., in a direct line of historical succession, or through communication, both articulatory-auditory and graphic-visual, among speakers of different languages (among peoples of different origin) This viewpoint involves questions of linguistic kinship, linguistic families, “genealogical trees” (Stammbäume), “proto-languages” (Ursprachen), primary languages (Grundsprachen), and secondary ones. But it is also concerned with the question of the “polygenesis” of each language, with the fact that each language is the result of fusion and interaction of various languages.

2) **Affinity**, based on the communality and similarity of features in languages that are in geographic contiguity and share the same substratum.

3) **Similarities and differences common to all mankind**, dependent neither on genealogy (historical kinship) nor on spatial contiguity (geography).

The first type of comparison makes reference to a substratum which is mainly historical; the second, to a substratum which is mainly geographical, and the third, to a substratum which is physiological-psychological. But in all three types the explanation of facts requires simultaneous reference to history and geography, physiology and psychology, and even to physics and mechanics.

2. Here, as in other branches of linguistics, we are faced with the deep-rooted habit of personifying and spiritualizing language, that

is, with the habit of treating languages as if they were individual beings, "living organisms," independent of their speakers. It is this habit which accounts for both the theory of the "genealogical tree" of related languages (Stammbaumtheorie) and the "wave theory (Wellentheorie). According to the first theory language is a living being, animal or vegetable (as Schleicher says, "Sprachen, wie alle Naturorganismen"), whereas according to the second theory (Wellentheorie), first advanced by Johann Schmidt, waves spread out from individual centers with tendencies toward a particular kind of change emanating from neighbors. Language is accordingly divorced from man and is viewed as a flowing, liquid substance, something like water or a poison gas.

The concept of isoglosses, which is connected with the wave theory, has in fact, however, a solid foundation and must figure in any sober approach that treats language as an anthropological phenomenon involving the subject, or man as a speaking being.

I have already criticized the one-sidedness of the genealogical tree and wave theories in my Petersburg doctoral dissertation, Očerk fonetiki rez'janskich govorov, and I have emphasized the importance of linguistic fusion for any comparative characterization and classification of languages in my various later works (for example, in "On the Mixed Character of all Languages") and lectures at scientific congresses. At the same time I was able to refer to the concurrence views of such outstanding scholars as Hugo Schuchardt and G. I. Ascoli.

3. The disintegration and fusion of languages can and must be considered with relation to the history of interacting human communities.

Even individual languages are to be treated as products of fusion, inasmuch as each individual language is the result of interaction of the existing individual languages.

Even within one and the same family the formation of individual languages allows for great variations. Given a free range of development along a certain line, these variations may increase to such an extent that children of the same parents, brought up under the same roof, will eventually begin to speak different dialects, if not entirely different languages.

Individual peculiarities of the articulatory-auditory apparatus, and the system of associations that underlies the formation of morphological types, account for the tendency to substitute some of
the articulatory processes and their concomitant auditory impres-
sions (for example, the substitution of u for l, velar and uvular r for apical r), and to replace complex morphological types with
simpler ones (for example, plaka instead of place, from płukać). En-
vironmental influence and standards of grammatical correct-
ness tend to suppress these deviations from the prevailing norms of
a given speech community. But the embryonic deviations do not
disappear without trace: as long as the descendants reiterate the
incipient (individual or hereditary) tendencies of their ancestors,
and as long as the same process recurs over successive genera-
tions, the gradually accruing tendencies may become strong enough
to resist the pressure of the existing linguistic norm and to affect
its structure by way of "neologisms" which the given and follow-
ingspeech communities will consider correct and obligatory.

In general, however, the individual and embryonic deviations
from the social norm decrease in the process of linguistic in-
tercourse within a given social environment; the individual lan-
guages are drawn closer together and are eventually unified.

4. We are familiar with mixed languages, that is, languages that
everyone (both linguists and the ordinary speakers of the language)
recognize as being mixed.

One such typical mixed language is the Russian-Chinese lan-
guage of Kjaxta and Majmačina on the Siberian-Chinese border,
or the "Kjaxta dialect of the Russian language." Its lexicon, its
inventory of words, is almost exclusively Russian, but its structure,
its morphology bear a clear imprint of Chinese.

In the same way there arose English-Chinese, Portuguese-Chi-
nese, and other dialects. The study of these dialects was primarily
advanced by Hugo Schuchardt, who also directed his attention to
the mixed Creole containing Romance material.

3. A Romance base was also assumed by G. I. Ascoli when he tried
to explain the strikingly common properties of the linguistic area
that he called Zona Ladina (the area of Friuli in the provinces of
Udine and Gorica, the Ladins in Tyrol, and the Grisons in Swit-
zerland). According to G. I. Ascoli, to whom we are indebted for
the hypothesis of linguistic fusion, various parts of this territory
that is now occupied by the Friulians, Ladins, and Grisons was at
one time settled by foreign tribes which assimilated Latin, or Ro-
mane linguistic material into their native idioms. The problem

of the Zona Ladina is closely connected with the problem of the
diffusion of the Franco-Gallic dialects.

English and Romanian are similarly considered to be "mixed"
languages. The former absorbed Germanic, Romance, and some
Celtic elements, and the latter, Romance and Slavic elements.

5. The historical emergence of Latvian was due to the fusion of
the Aistian or Baltic language (which is now represented by Lith-
uanian, but which at one time also included Old Prussian) with a
Finnic, or rather Finno-Ugric language. As the famous Latvian-
German investigator, Pastor Bielenstein, was able to show on the
basis of historical documents the Finnic tribe of the Courlanders
gradually lost its linguistic identity during the thirteenth century
when it came into contact with an Indo-European population, the
presumed ancestors of the present-day Lithuanians.

6. We could observe with our own eyes the formation of mixed
German-Slavic dialects on a Slovenian base in the former south-
western part of Austria (now in Yugoslavia and partly in Italy,
which occupied a large part of purely Slavic territory after World
War I). The Germans from Tyrol and Bavaria who had settled
various parts of Krajna and Gorica were concentrated mostly in
Kočevje (Gotschee) around Novo Mesto, in Ribnica (Reinfzi) in
Lower Krajna (Dolenjsko), in several scattered villages of Upper
Krajna (Gorenjsko), and in the province of Gorica. Here and there
we still encounter the name Nemški Rost (Deutschreuth). Upon
my visit to these places in 1872 and 1873, I came right at a transi-
tional period: old people spoke German with each other, but they
understood Slovenian; middle-aged people spoke mainly Slovenian
with each other, but German with the older generation; young
people and children generally understood German, but spoke Slo-
venian with each other as well as with their parents and grand-
parents. When heard at some distance so that separate words could
not be distinguished, this Slovenian speech of theirs sounded just
like German. From an articulatory-auditory viewpoint it was noth-
ing but a precise replica of German phonetics and psychophonetics.
But even the morphology, word-formation, syntax, and other areas
of linguistic thought were based on the German linguistic system
of previous generations. The pulpit, school, military service in
Slovenian regiments of the Austrian army, as well as the constant
contact with other Slovenians had eventually exerted an influence
on this German-Slovenian dialect, cleansing it, as it were, of its German substratum, and Slavicizing it. What happened to this dialect is similar to what happens in the language of children, whose embryonic individual deviations are exposed to the pressures of the normal language of the family and nation to which I have alluded above. I suppose that the present-day Slovenian spoken in these formerly German areas no longer gives the impression of a German dialect and no longer contains enough elements to qualify it as German in a linguistic analysis.

Let us suppose, however, that in the period of transition, that is, at the time of my visit at the beginning of the second half of the past century, a significant part of the speakers of this unique Slovenian dialect which had to be qualified as mixed German-Slovenian, had to emigrate and settle either on an uninhabited island or in foreign, non-Slavic surroundings (let us say, in Romance, Germanic, Finnic, or Altaic areas) without abandoning their peculiar dialect for a number of generations. Each unprejudiced investigator would then have the right, and duty, to acknowledge the existence of a particular Slavic linguistic community along with the other Slavic linguistic communities. We may recall the descendants of the Serbo-Croats from Dalmatia and neighboring districts and the descendants of the Albanians who, after the death of Skanderbeg in the fifteenth century, fled from Turkish persecution to the Campobasso Province in Southern Italy, and who have to this day retained even the articulatory-auditory nuances of their native languages. In the same way the descendants of our hypothetical German-Slovenian emigrants from the Krajna and Gorica could have retained for generations the peculiarities of their dialect of the middle of the nineteenth century caught at a stage of transition.

Some Slovenian and Serbo-Croatian dialects of Istria, Gorica, and Krajna bear distinct traces of the Roumanian language of colonists who were assimilated by the neighboring Slavs, but whose survival in the modern language could not be explained without recourse to this hypothesis, a hypothesis which is, furthermore, supported by the presence of Roumanian speakers, the so-called Gribiri, in Istria, near Mt. Učka (Montemaggiore). (I am not sure, by the way, whether the inhabitants of this place still speak a Roumanian dialect.)

7. As a typical example of how a given language may adopt the traits of a totally different language (including its articulatory and auditory features), I can cite the situation of the valley of Režija with its neighboring Ucce (Wolff) Valley, which have been the subject of my investigations. This territory has only a few settlements (Bilja or San Giorgio, Ravana or Sul Prato, Nova, Koroško, Stolbica or Stolvizza, Osojan and Ucce) with a population (in 1879) of about 3000 persons. The differences between the Slavic dialects spoken here were, nevertheless, so great, that here and there they divided entire linguistic territories, and could serve as the basis for drawing isoglosses. For example, one Rezian dialect had at the time the difference between $g$ and $h$ ($x$) (ga, gora, gnat, grebiti . . . xodi or hudi, xud or hud . . .), another between $g$ and $x$ (ya, yora, ynat, yratiti . . . xodi, xud . . .), a third fused both into $h$ (ba, hora, hat, hrabiti . . . hodi, hud . . .), and a fourth had a zero phoneme in place of both ($a$, óra, $u$, $r$biti . . . $o$, $ud$ . . .). In some Rezian dialects $i$ was retained at the end of a syllable (dal, bil, sul . . .), in others it was replaced by $u$ (du, biy, suq . . .). In some dialects $j$ is retained at the beginning of a syllable (ja, jama, jasno, pozaru . . .), in others this $j$ is absent (a, ama, asno, azarui . . .). This diversity permits the separation of these dialects to roughly the same degree as that of Slovak and Czech, or of Kashubian and Polish.

The Rezian people must, in effect, be viewed as speakers of one language as opposed to the neighboring Slavs (i.e., the various Slovenians, the Slavs of Ter who derive their name from the river ‘Ter’ [Istria], the inhabitants of Nadaliko [Natisone] also known as Sempezer [San Pietro al Natisone, or San Pietro degli Slavi], the Serbo-Croats, etc.), inasmuch as their language had a common foreign substratum of a Finno-Ugric type which exhibited synharmonism, i.e., assimilation of vowels in dependent, secondary syllables to the vowels of dominating syllables. The Rezians were furthermore bound into one linguistic-national unit by a foreign, non-Slavic superstratum.

Thus, the multidialectal Rezian “language” is derived from a number of “protolanguages”: from many Slavic dialects, from some unknown Finno-Ugric or Uralo-Altaic (“Turanian”) language. It includes, in addition, recent heterogeneous elements which the Rezians borrowed from their Slavic, Romance, and Germanic neighbors, as well as from inhabitants of more distant places (Italy, former Austria, Hungary, Germany, Poland, and Russia,
including Siberia, and all of the Balkan peninsula), with which the
Rzess came into contact when they were forced to travel in
search of work and a living.

8. The accumulation of similar deposits and layers on a given
linguistic base can be stated or assumed to have existed in a
number of places.

Contemporary speakers of Polish in the vicinity of Białystok,
Bielsk, and Sokólka do not have nasal vowels in their speech, hav-
ing replaced them by combinations of oral vowels with nasal con-
sonants of a varying position: e.g., donor, demba, kempa, kormpy,
 dent, ponity, mendry, mendzec, monce, sveniš, marnit, jenmi,
renka, svenka, rojik, osonga . . . , as well as moni, donit, mienso,
menša, sveniš, genti. . . . This inherited articulatory-acoustic pec-
uliarity must be explained by the fact that the ancestors of these
speakers of Polish were Byelorussians or other non-Poles who, at
some point, at a period of transition, where they were subject to
linguistic Polonization, were unable to pronounce nasal vowels,
splitting them into two successive phonemes: a purely oral vowel
and an occlusive consonant of different localization in the oral
cavity, but involving the lowering of the soft palate with concom-
itant nasal resonance.

In the Balkan peninsula, in Macedonia and near Lake Ohrid
there are likewise Bulgaro-Macedonian dialects which preserve
the nasal resonance in morphemes corresponding to the mor-
phemes which contained nasal vowels in Old Church Slavonic
and in proto-Slavic: jenšik, svenšta or svenška, bendem, etc. This is
not at all some kind of “archaism,” but on the contrary is a conse-
quence of the fact that the Slavized former speakers of a foreign
language were unable to precisely render the Slavic pronunciation;
they split the perceived single nasal vowels into two successive
articulations. The same kind of substitution is encountered in the
vicinity of Gorica which had a Slovenian base: svenša, venč or
venč, sa kompat, etc.

I shall take this opportunity to remark that the views of Prince
Trubetzkoj on the proto-Slavic and Slavic nasal vowels, recently
stated in the journal Slavia', are, in my opinion, mistaken.

9. Since linguistic fusion and the emergence of mixed languages
is a recurrent and necessary aspect of language and of all individual
and social interaction, we are entitled, and even obliged, to state

that a considerable foreign admixture also pervades Polish and the
other northwestern Slavic languages.

For it is hard to imagine that having preserved a complex sys-
tem of inflection and productive morphological forms, a language
could simply renounce such a useful ancillary device as mobile
stress, i.e., stress which is not bound to a particular syllable of the
word or syntagm or which does not have a syntactic function but
rather a morphologized stress which characterizes some morphemes
in the word in contradistinction to other ones. Such a loss of the
morphological stress could have come about only when the speakers
of a certain language in which the formants (i.e., the suffixes,
endings, and prefixes) but not the stress were strongly morpholo-
gized, acquired a new language. The speakers of this new language
could not cope with the morphological mobility of stress, and they
eliminated it. Such a linguistically Slavicized people could have been
any of the Finno-Ugric tribes whose morphological system is
suffixed-inflationary but which lacks a morphologized stress and
intonation. And since the Finnic languages do not distinguish
three series of apical spirants (j, z, c, ź; j, z, c, ń; j, z, c, ń), using at
most only two, I venture to ascribe the so-called phenomenon of
macaronie (i.e., the fusion of j, z, c ń with j, z, c ń which is found in
most Polish dialects) to the Polonization and linguistic Slaviciza-
tion of a Finnic tribe that had at one time occupied the same terri-
ory as the Slavic ancestors of the Poles. Research in other fields
also seems to suggest that the Polish tribe originated with the
merger of Slavs and Finns, just as the abovementioned Latvians
emerged through the Lithuanization of the Finnish tribes of
Courland and Livonia.

10. It is also most plausible that various languages of Europe
were subjected to the influence of the Celts who spread throughout
Europe and in Asia Minor, of the Iranians, Scythians, and Sarmat-
ians, and of the Iberians (cf. the lack of distinction of b and v
and the confusion of j and x which, by the way, are also found in some
Slovenian dialects).

Professor N. J. Marr has recently advanced the popular japhetic theory which ascribes enormous influence to a certain tribe of
“Japhetites” who were related to the Semites and widely spread
“in prehistoric times”; their contemporary representatives are al-
legedly various tribes and nationalities of the Caucasus who were
either direct descendants or speakers of other languages that had mixed with the "Japheties" but preserved most elements of their own languages.

A representative of the second type might be Armenian. One must not forget that Armenian lacks the distinction of grammatical genders which is so characteristic of the Indo-European languages.

Some Armenian features are found in German; first of all, the so-called *Lauteverschiebung*, that is, the special development of occlusive consonantal phonemes. Some plausibility cannot be denied the hypothesis that Armenian and Germanic are the result of the mixture of a common foreign substratum with various elements of Indo-European.

The above remarks lead us to conclude that there can be no question of a unilateral branching out from some homogeneous *Ursprache*, as if from a single tree trunk, of several parts that, in turn, undergo disintegration and splitting. It is clear that there is a continuous and steady process of disintegration, but there is also continuous mixing, fusing, integration, amalgamation, and reduction of diversity.

In the field of biology each four-legged, four-armed, or two-legged individual has 2^n or 10^24 ancestors for the 10 generations preceding him. In the field of tribal or collective linguistic genealogy, the situation is of more modest scope and, in any case, quite different. For example, when we think of the collective Polish language we may imagine a long chain of predecessors scattered in the East, West, North, and South and reaching back to older and more recent times. In addition to direct transmission along a straight line of historical succession, there are also lateral influences and forces, influences through direct contact and influences from a distance, articulatory and acoustic communication, as well as communication through graphic and visual signs.

In any case, even in the sphere of linguistic kinship we must posit the existence of *n, i.e.,* of many ancestors.

A special kind of linguistic problem is the occurrence of common traits and peculiarities in languages of different nations that are in geographic proximity.

Thus, for example, we can discern a certain unity among the languages of the Scandinavian peninsula and the adjacent countries occupied by the Germans and Finns.

Special features unify the various languages of the Balkan pen-

insula: the postpositive article (which also exists in the Scandinavian languages), the absence of the infinitive, which is also characteristic of modern Greek whose distant ancestor, Classical Greek, had in this respect (in its various dialects) a veritable *embarras de richesse*. And thus it is from one extreme to another!

Geographic proximity also accounts for the common traits of the Caucasian languages. It is clear that the communality of features which is related to geographic proximity, is also due to linguistic "fusion" that follows the line of least resistance: the more difficult gives way to the easier, and the simpler wins over the more complex.

13. All aspects of language, linguistic thought, its expression and the produced auditory impressions are, of course, deeply affected by the linguistic changes that occur in time. There are changes in the articulator-auditory aspect of language (that are matched in the optical field by changes in the graphic-visual representations, whether expressions or impressions) and in its very structure—in the morphology of the word (in morphology proper) and of the sentence (in syntax).

As living and growing beings are characterized and classified according to age and periods of transition, so tribal and national languages can be characterized and classified according to the various stages in the history of their structure, and according to their complex and heterogeneous elements and interrelations of their simplest component parts.

For example, among the Indo-European languages (which have absorbed other languages) we can distinguish old and new languages, "primary" (that is, relatively primary) and "secondary" languages, languages of various periods, epochs, and stages which carry and transmit approximately the same, that is, identically named sets of linguistic concepts. Italo-Romance (Latin and the related Italic dialects) which was itself a product of fusion and mixture with old Italic languages (at first with Etruscan, and then with Volsc and Celtic), has in the course of time expanded far beyond its original Italic homeland giving rise, by way of separation and fusion with other languages, to a number of medieval Romance languages, which have in turn produced, as a result of uninterrupted, gradual change, a multitude of modern Romance dialects (Italian, Ladin, Gallo-Italic, Provençal, French, Walloon, Spanish, Catalan, Galician, Portuguese, Roumanian, etc.).
Similarly there are old and more recent Germanic languages and Slavic languages of different age and structure; there are old Indic (Vedic and Sanskrit) and old Iranian (Avestan or "Zend") and Old Persian languages, and more recent ones (Prakrit, Palli, Pahlavi) in addition to the great variety of modern Indic and Iranian dialects.

In a comparative approach all these languages can be grouped and classified chronologically. For example, Latin and the other old Italic dialects can be grouped with old Indic and old Iranian, setting them off from the (1) later Romance languages and Prakrit dialects, and (2) still later stages of the modern Romance, Indic, and Iranian dialects.

14. In attempting a comparative characterization and classification of the agglutinative Uralo-Altaic, or Turco-Altaic languages, we are compelled to notice the existing contradiction in their word-structure and sentence-structure: the semantically dominating morpheme, the root, occupies the initial, principal position in the word, whereas the other word- and syntagm-forming (inflectional) morphemes are attached and phonetically assimilated to it; in the sentence, on the other hand, the formally dominating syntagm, the subject of the main sentence, occupies the end of the utterance, or phrase, whereas the other syntagms or members of the sentence, which are formally dependent on it, as well as the adverbial, determinative and complementary clauses, precede it.

15. Some forty years ago, shortly after the discovery of the Sumerian rock carvings (which were discovered in connection with Akkadian), I worked out for myself a general, though probably very superficial, idea of the structure of this language, which was assigned by some people hypothetically to the "Turanian" group of languages. Comparing the ancient structure of that language with that of its later linguistic stages, I came to the conclusion that in the course of time (of over a millennium) this structure was subjected to a series of radical changes. The once strongly morphologized suffixal-inflectional structure became gradually weakened and could no longer render its morphological functions. Consequently, more expressive, prefixal elements were called into play. Their role kept increasing, while the role of the suffixes continued to grow weaker, until they disappeared altogether. But the continuous increase of prefixation led at the end to the same result that had previously been the fate of suffixation. The purely suffixal structure changed into a structure with weakened suffixes and with auxiliary prefixal markers; this in turn, changed into purely prefixal structure which, after some time, became weakened and replaced by a suffixal structure. The suffixal structure then changed into a mixed one, then into a prefixal; this became, in turn, mixed, and then again suffixal, and so on, _da capo al fine_. The result (of linguistic change) is thus constant oscillation, vibration, and external evolution which is reminiscent of the ebb and flow of the tides.

This "hypothesis" which I have formulated for myself, for my own personal use, I have called _evolutiones linguarum terraestrium_. But who knows whether some kind of misunderstanding and confusion of concepts does not lurk in this expression?

NOTES

The Slavic languages and dialects are related to other Indo-European (or Indo-Germanic) languages. Relationship here means only that all Indo-European languages are peculiar modifications of the same primordial linguistic material, reshaped and further developed by each Indo-European people. The present and past Indo-European languages and dialects are only separate descendants of a single, common proto-language which in the course of time evolved in various directions.

At the stage of the proto-language there already existed minute, at first individual, and then dialectical peculiarities that formed the basis of subsequent differentiation. The increase of these minute dialectal differences led in the end to the formation of separate dialect groups.

There is no reason, however, to assume that this differentiation followed an uninterrupted, ever more disparate development. The centrifugal process was at all times paralleled by a centripetal development. The latter led to ethnic leveling and assimilation by way of borrowing and mixing. However, many transitional dialects, which served as connecting links between various groups, have disappeared, whereas the languages or dialect groups which clearly differed from each other have survived. Of all the clearly differentiated and mutually interacting Indo-European language groups, the following have been preserved until now:

—major groups with a large number of speakers: Indic, Iranian, Romance, Germanic, and Slavic;
of German inhabitants, are the Sorbians or Lusatian Wends, who form a Slavic island in Saxony and Brandenburg and who are divided into Upper and Lower Sorbians.

Some Slavic tribes, designated by the general name Polabians, were located earlier north of the Lusatian Wends. Assimilated by their immediate German neighbors and conquerors, they completely lost their ethnic identity. The Kashubians, who occupy the shores of the Baltic Sea near the mouth of the Vistula, may be viewed as a remnant of one of the Polabian tribes. The language of the Kashubians is at present very similar to that of their immediate Slavic neighbors, the Poles, and their dialect is usually treated as a dialect of Polish.

Finally, there are the Poles, the most numerous of the Northwestern Slavs in spite of the heavy losses which they suffered in the ethnic struggle with the Germans.

In most cases it is easy to determine the dialect boundaries between the above-mentioned Slavic peoples. Thus, there are no transitional dialects between the Poles and the Russians, the Serbs and the Bulgarians, the Poles and the Slovaks, the Poles and the Czechs, or even between the Great Russians and the Ukrainians.

The topographic boundaries between the various Slavic peoples can in most cases be drawn quite easily, but sometimes, as in the case of the Poles, this is not so simple. Eastward the Poles do not form a compact mass even within the borders of their own Polish kingdom, overlapping in the north with the Lithuanians and in the south with the Byelorussians and Ukrainians. But the Polish population reaches far east of this line. For in addition to the compact Polish settlements in certain parts of the Grodno and Vilno provinces, Poles are also scattered in the area occupied by the compact Russian population in the east.

At any rate we can state that generally the Slavs do not form compact linguistic areas. The linguistic area occupied by the Poles, Byelorussians, and Ukrainians also has a strong admixture of Jews who speak a variety of a German dialect, and must be grouped ethno-linguistically with the Germans.

We may now ask the question: how did the differentiation and designation of these various linguistic groups come about? Was the distinction between the Slavs and other Indo-European peoples, and between the Slavs themselves, established scientifically? Were the linguistic traits of the Slavs established first, and of the separate Slavic groups later? This was patent not the case. The designation of a people and its difference from other peoples, as well as the difference between languages, were mostly established intuitively, on the basis of overall impressions. Originally no one appealed to scientific linguistic criteria in separating the Slavs from the Balts or the Poles from the Czechs. These questions were broached only later when scholars began to define linguistic differences and to work on the classification of languages.

This work was not at first confined to a simple scientific justification of generally accepted distinctions; it aimed at the discovery of new groupings and the establishment of the various degrees of relationship between the members of a given language family.

Until now, however, efforts in this direction have yielded insignificant results. The (scientifically) established distinctions have mostly been too negligible to serve as a basis for the genetic classification of languages. Under close scrutiny all the genealogical schemes, which have absorbed so much energy, appear to be inadequate.

Thus, for example, the Slavic languages form a separate language family within the Indo-European linguistic group. The question of whether this family is in some particularly close relation to another family of the same linguistic area remains at best uncertain. The classification of the Slavic languages themselves is not much clearer. The genealogical schemes suggested until now remain, at any rate, less scientific than the commonly accepted division of the individual Slavic languages or, rather, the individual Slavic dialect groups.

What is, however, quite clear is that there never existed an Italo-Celtic, Italo-Greek, or Germano-Balto-Slavic proto-language, just as there never existed a Southeast, Northwest, or South Slavic proto-language. The Slavs are ethnically no closer to the Germans than are the Greeks to the Romance peoples, and the Russians no closer to the Bulgarians than to the Poles. The posited proto-languages are fictions which never existed in reality.

The scholars have, furthermore, sought in vain to provide a genetic classification that would reconstruct the actual course of linguistic development. This, unfortunately, cannot be achieved with the means available to contemporary science. The solution of this problem is a matter for the future. But what is indisputable is that such a reconstruction cannot be based on the notion of a
genealogical tree. The genealogy of languages is not as simple as the personal genealogy of the nobility. It is too complex, too confused.

The attempted genealogies of related languages lend themselves to the following objections.

Even a priori it is clear that the branching of languages is not as simple as is usually assumed (proto-language A splits into daughter languages B and C, and each of them again splits into several daughter languages—for example B into D, E and F and C into G, H, etc.). The actual situation is quite different. For at two distant points of a continuous linguistic area the same tendencies may arise quite independently, yielding similar, though genetically unrelated, results. Several variant dialects, B, C, D, etc., may, furthermore, develop in the same originally single linguistic area A. Later on, however, a part of C may develop, under certain conditions, into a vernacular differing not only from B and D, but also from the rest of C to a larger extent than the latter differs from B and D. No one will deny that the difference between Russian and the Russo-Chinese dialect of Kjazza¹ is greater than the difference between Russian and other Slavic languages. The difference between High German and Yiddish, a Judeo-German language which is related to High German, is greater than that between High German and the other German dialects or even the Germanic languages. Thus, it is impossible to ignore the enormous role of ethnic mixing, on the one hand, and of emigration and other forms of ethnic separation, on the other.

This being the case, we must abandon the supposedly precise genetic classification of languages and be content with a precise characterization of separate languages and language families including the periods of transition from older to more recent stages.

What is important, however, is to identify characteristic traits that are of general significance, that pervade the phonetic and morphological structure of language, and not disparate facts of a secondary nature or details which are mere surrogates of the general features.

Unfortunately, very little has so far been done in this area. Preliminary investigations do not yet permit us to form an idea of the general patterning of languages and to establish those features which occur in some languages but not in others.

Every language presents two sides: a phonetic and a psycho-

logical one. Every utterance can thus be dismembered and analyzed from a double viewpoint. A purely phonetic analysis yields ultimate, indivisible, linguistic units: the sounds of the language. An analysis from a psychological viewpoint deals, on the other hand, with the relationship of the psychological content of language with the psychological equivalent of sounds, i.e., with the sound images. We shall not dwell longer upon the question of what is psychological in the strict sense, leaving its solution to philosophers and physiologists. But what is a proper linguistic problem is the means by which the phonetic aspect of language is linked with its psychological content. Insofar as we deal with linguistic form, we can speak of morphology, or the study of forms in the broad sense of the word (including syntax); insofar as we study the psychological content, we can speak of semasiology, or the science of meaning.

The most useful characterization of languages would be in terms of their common morphological and semasiological features. The current state of our science hardly permits such a characterization of the Indo-European languages or of the Slavic languages either. Such a characterization is, at any rate, far more difficult than a characterization of phonetic features and of their historical development.

The latter type of characterization of individual languages opens to us several different approaches.

First, the state of a phonetic system can be characterized descriptively and statically. This characterization is in terms of phonetic statics. It includes a description of those organs of speech (e.g., the larynx, nasal cavity, tongue) which participate in the production of the sounds of a given language.

Second, we may investigate phonetic dynamics, i.e., the causes and conditions under which sounds emerge at any given moment, under what conditions they are pronounced more or less energetically, when they play an active role and when a passive one, and so forth. The accumulation of a long series of such dynamic moments permits us to deal with a third kind of phonetic characterization of languages: namely, the characterization of the historical process of phonetic evolution. This approach attempts to establish two actually given periods in the development of a language, and to determine the direction of change of the various categories of sounds and of the sound system as a whole. This, then, is a characterization of language in terms of its development, of the paths
taken by the sound system of a language in its transition from an earlier to a later stage.

I shall not dwell at greater length on the application of these principles to the characterization of the Slavic languages as opposed to other Indo-European languages or the various Slavic dialects. But in order to show approximately how such a characterization might look, I will adduce the following example.

In the transition from the proto-Indo-European (proto-Indo-Germanic) to the proto-Slavic period, there occurred a general forward movement of the speech organs, from the larynx toward the tip of the tongue. It involved, among others, the loss of aspirates, the forward shift of the two original series of the so-called “guttural” consonants, etc. The original aspirates became simple voiced consonants and coalesced with the corresponding old ones. Thus, one of the phonetic distinctions connected with the activity of the larynx was lost. The two series of velars, which are usually referred to as “gutturals,” shifted forward, so that the entire back series became fronted and the old series of fronted gutturals changed into the consonants s, z or similar dental consonants. If we were to turn to the history of the Slavic languages of a later period, we could detect a continuing development along the same lines.

Although such a development is not exclusive to the Slavic languages, it nevertheless proceeded in these languages most consistently and in a peculiar fashion.

Such general conclusions concerning the phonetic development of individual groups of languages are by no means negligible, and have an import not only for linguistics but also for anthropology.

The transition period from proto-Indo-European to proto-Slavic was marked, in addition, by the change of all closed syllables into open ones, that was generally caused by the elimination of consonants at the end of syllables. This was also accompanied by a loss of certain consonantal elements that were replaced by zero. Conversely, the transition from proto-Slavic to the modern Slavic languages was characterized in the first place by the loss of some vocalic elements and in the second place by the loss of some consonantal elements.

The above examples for the characterization of languages are taken from the history of their phonetic development, whereas a static characterization of the phonetic system would point out, for example, the relatively large role of the larynx in the production of sounds in Serbo-Croatian, its minor role in Russian, and its minimal role in Polish and Czech. The role of the nasal cavity is, at the same time, somewhat greater in Polish than in the other Slavic languages.

The strong influence of stress on the character of Russian vowels in contrast to its passive role in Polish and in Czech is an example of a characterization pertaining to the field of phonetic dynamics.

In addition, one must consider the various chronological layers, or strata, of phonetic processes. If some strata are shared by two or several related dialect groups, then one can unhesitatingly acknowledge the close genetic relationship of these dialect groups as opposed to other dialects. Thus, for example, there can be no doubt that Ukrainian and Byelorussian belong to the same Common Russian dialect group in contradistinction to all other Slavic dialect groups. Thus, only the Russian group (which includes Great Russian, Byelorussian, and Ukrainian) has the disyllabic sequences -oro, -olo in such words as boroda, golova, which are in the other Slavic languages matched by monosyllabic sequences: broda, glava; broda, glava, or borde, etc. This trait, like other typically Common Russian traits, shows that the entire Russian dialect group was for a certain period of time subject to a common development which differed from that of the other Slavic dialects.

So far we have been primarily concerned with those phenomena of Slavic linguistic development that were of a natural and spontaneous character. Side by side with these, there were developments of an artificial or, more precisely, cultural character that led to the formation of the Slavic literary languages.

The road to them has always been through writing. Every written language, even if it be insignificant, can be viewed as a source of the entire cultural-linguistic life of a nation. There are a good number of more or less significant written languages among the Slavs. Each Slavic people which considers itself independent has developed a written language of its own. Not all of these written languages have become literary languages in the broad sense of the word; for example, one can hardly speak of the existence of a Kashubian literature. Other minor Slavic literatures include Lusatian-Wendish (Upper and Lower Lusatian), Slovak, Bulgarian, Slovenian, and Ukrainian. In no way can they be considered on a par with the great literatures of the Serbs, Croats, Czechs, Poles, and
especially Russians (Great Russians). The internal importance, range of ideas, sphere of influence, depth and breadth, and geographic spread of these respective literatures are incomparable.

Every written language can, in addition, become a common language, a language of communication for all the members of a speech community, or for all those who identify themselves with a given nation, so that it becomes a model, an ideal norm, for all more or less educated people.

Depending on circumstances, this language may penetrate into the various spheres of social life. It may become the language of the school, church, and so forth, transcending, finally, the national boundaries to become a language of international communication, a world language.

So far no Slavic written language has risen to the level of an international language that would encompass at least all the Slavs. What the future will bring we cannot tell. It is known, however, that the Latin written language, which at one time was dominant in almost all of Europe, is steadily losing both in sphere of influence and in importance. It is also known that French, which is so widespread today, did not emerge until the ninth century, that New High German is of recent origin, and that the third world language, English, is fairly young. Will some world language also emerge among the Slavs in a few centuries? Who can tell? It is possible but not inevitable. Each language is entitled to be used for this purpose, but whether it has the strength required for it is another matter. "Every tongue shall glorify the Lord," wrote the Apostle Paul (Romans, XIV, 11). And if every tongue is eligible for communication between man and God, then it is so much the more eligible for communication among people.

It cannot be denied that there is no common Slavic written language and no common Slavic literature. There is only a Russian, Polish, Czech, Serbian, or Slovenian written language. For that matter there is no common Germanic, but only an English, German, Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, or Danish written language. Nor is there any common Romance written language, but only French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Roumanian. Latin was once the literary representative of the Romance linguistic world, but neither the Germans nor the Slavs developed such a literary vehicle.
the almost unique linguistic phenomena of minimal dialectal diversity in the immense Great Russian linguistic area, as well as profound dialectal diversity in the tiny Slovenian area—a diversity due to a number of historical, geographical, and other causes. The mutual borrowings among Slavs, and those from other peoples, will confront us with cultural-historical problems. The Russo-Chinese dialect of Kjaxta, in which the Russian linguistic material has been adapted to Chinese content, will provide us with an example of a mixed language resulting from contact of neighboring peoples. Finally, we shall tackle the question of the effect of social contradictions upon the distribution of languages.

The Slavic linguistic world is extensive enough to allow us to study all those general linguistic questions which I have raised, as well as those which I have not raised.

We shall, besides, not forget that the Slavic languages do not form a closed linguistic group but that they must, on the contrary, always be studied in relation to other, cognate and noncognate, languages. (. . .)

NOTES

1. Kjaxta is a town in Russia south of Lake Baikal and on the border with Outer Mongolia. In the eighteenth and most of the nineteenth century (before the opening of the Suez Canal) it was an important center for trade with China. Therefore there were many speakers of both Russian and Chinese living in the city, and a local dialect (Kjaxtinski), based on Russian but containing many elements of Chinese, developed (cf. note 59, p. 77).

3. The constantly used term “language” has a vague meaning when applied to everyday speech in all its variety. Thus, for example, the term “Russian language” refers to the entire complex of Russian dialects (e.g., Otonic, Rjazan’, or even the various Ukrainian dialects). The term “language,” however, must of necessity designate a finite, definite whole. Consequently, the term “Russian language” cannot apply to the speech of all speakers of Russian, as the latter presents an almost infinite variety. It is correct to speak of the “Russian language” only with respect to its literary language, a language which has been normalized and subjected to certain rules. The most suitable and objective term to be used with respect to any living speech community would be “linguistic area” or “linguistic territory.” Thus we could speak of a Russian linguistic area, Slavic linguistic area, etc. (pp. 8-10).*

. . . Since “grammar,” in the strict sense, deals only with one language, it would be appropriate to replace the term “comparative grammar” with the terms “comparative survey” or “comparative study” of a certain group of languages or language areas.

6. Comparative surveys, and comparison in general, of linguistic phenomena can be of three types:

1) Linguistic processes can be examined without regard to linguistic kinship, in order to establish the degree of similarity or difference between the structures of two languages. For example, Slavic forms exhibit side by side a k or a ě in the root: peku – pečě. This alternation is a clear case of coexistence which was determined by historical facts: the presence of k in peku was brought about by conditions favoring its retention, whereas ě appeared at a certain moment under conditions which caused the “softening”
(palatalization or centering of the tongue position) of ķ. Three stages can be singled out in this process:

1) There is a ķ which is independent of conditions, and a ķ which is palatalized under certain conditions.
2) ķ and palatalized (softened) ķ exist side-by-side.
3) ķ and ĺ (from the earlier ķ) exist side-by-side.

A similar coexistence of ķ and ĺ can be found in almost all languages: in Romance, Germanic, Indic, Semitic, Finnic, etc. From this one may conclude that the alternation of ķ and ĺ under certain conditions is a universal linguistic phenomenon.

II) Two or more linguistic areas may be compared without regard to their historical origin, if they show similar linguistic phenomena as a result of their territorial proximity. Thus, for example, Armenian, one of the Indo-European languages, can be compared with other Caucasian languages with which it shares phonetic and other peculiarities as a result of geographic contiguity. We observe a similar phenomenon on the Baltic shores: here too, some fundamental linguistic similarities between genetically unrelated languages, such as Latvian (an Aistian or "Baltic" language) and Estonian (a Finnic language) can be explained only by the geographic proximity of the peoples speaking these languages and who (judging from historical data) came into mutual contact and lived together as far back as the 13th century. As a result of this mixing, Latvian acquired several features peculiar to Estonian: stress on the first syllable (instead of a mobile stress), the distinction of long and short syllables (quantitas). The role of geographic proximity on languages of diverse origin is also apparent in the Balkan peninsula where, along with the descendants of ancient Greeks, we find Albanians (a tribe belonging to a separate Indo-European branch), Slavs, and Roumanians (of Romance origin). Bulgarian, Roumanian and Albanian show, for example, the same use of the postpositional article. The similarity of linguistic phenomena enables us to give a comparative survey of such linguistic areas.

The cultural influence of the literature of a representative of one or another linguistic area can also serve as a basis of comparative surveys. Good examples of this type are the Romance and other West European languages which underwent the influence of Latin literature, or the languages of the Russian area which experienced the impact of Church Slavonic.

III) Finally, there is the comparative study of linguistic areas which are assumed to stem from a common historical source and which can, therefore, be viewed as variants of one originally common state that has subsequently broken up into the very same variants that are being compared. This kind of comparison constitutes so-called comparative grammar in the strict sense of the word (§§ 14–19).

26. "Comparative grammar" or the comparative survey of a definite group of languages consists of the following main parts:

1) Phonetics, or the study of phonetic representations.
2) Morphology, in the broad sense, or the study of the concepts of a given language. Morphology encompasses two parts: (a) the study of concepts pertaining to the structure of words and phrases (morphology in the narrow sense of the word); and (b) the study of concepts pertaining to the structure of sentences, their parts and combinations (syntax).
3) Lexicology, or the study of words as parts of speech and of the various categories of words, such as the grammatical genders and verbal aspects.

Phonetics. 27.

1) Because of their common morphological origin we can compare identical morphemes occurring in different words of the same language, as for example, the radical pt- in (Russian) pt-tú-a and pt-at-k-a.
2) Because of their assumed etymological or historical relationship, we can compare morphemes occurring in different languages, as, for example, the Russian boloto, the South Slavic blato, and the Polish bloto.
3) We can compare phonemes on the basis of their pronunciation. Take, for example, the representation of ķ: the Polish cz (cź) is pronounced differently than the Russian ķ: in Russian it is mediodental, whereas in Polish it is apical. In "comparative grammars" such comparisons have almost no place; their main attention is focused on the kinship of phonemes that form a part of genetically related morphemes.

To shorten this exposition we should (only add that we shall) not compare individual sounds, but the various elements of sounds, their phonetic components. Take, for example, the sound b, which combines the representations of several specific articulatory activities: labial closure, nasal closure, vibration of the vocal cords,
etc. We can, in turn, consider the representations of the labial activity which characterize the pronunciation of this phoneme. In our comparative approach to phonetic problems we shall ask: does this activity of the lips occur in other languages? And if not, how does it differ? Etc. (pp. 94–96).

NOTES

* (Page numbers refer to the Russian original.)

XXI

An Outline of the History of the Polish Language

CHAPTER II

An Outline of the History of the Articulatory-Auditory System of Polish

(. . .) §13. This is a history of the phonemes (or sound-representations) and their smallest components, i.e., their psychologically indivisible articulatory-auditory elements on the one hand, and the various combinations of phonemes on the other.

But are we justified in comparing in a historical framework the differences and similarities between phonemes and their components apart from the morphemes, or morphological elements, of which they are a part? Can we speak of an identical history of the Polish phonemes associated with the letters or graphemes $c, c, s, d$, etc., just because all the phonemes associated with each letter are identical from an art.-aud. (articulatory-auditory) viewpoint, and because they can be reduced to the same art.-aud. representation?

We cannot.

In the present linguistic system, the phoneme $e$ has a different historical origin and different variants in the morphemes $\acute{\text{swiec}}$, $\acute{\text{plac}}$, $\acute{\text{piec}}$, $\acute{\text{tuec}}$, $\acute{\text{tuec}$, $\acute{\text{moc}$, $\acute{\text{moc}$, $\acute{\text{strec} . . . , } \acute{\text{reg}}$, $\acute{\text{trec} - (\acute{\text{trec}} - a$, $\acute{\text{trec}} - e)$, $\acute{\text{owc}}$, $\acute{\text{kiec}}$, $\acute{\text{lic}}$, $\acute{\text{plac}}$, $\acute{\text{tac}} - a$, $\acute{\text{cegl}}$, $\acute{\text{cesarz}}$, $\acute{\text{car}}$.

Despite its art.-aud. identity, the Polish phoneme $e$ has a different history in the morphemes $\acute{\text{wiezie}}$, $\acute{\text{wiedzie}}$, $\acute{\text{bierze}}$, $\acute{\text{plecie}}$, $\acute{\text{miedza}}$
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... wiedza, święci ..., wiel, len, cześć ..., ser, mech, leb, krew ..., pełny, belia ..., ser, sierota, zabierać ..., cera, telegraf, etc.

The phoneme s (or Z) of sud, syn, siedem ... is historically connected with the proto-IE phoneme s; the very same phoneme s of stoma, pros- (prosić), pros- (prosić), sto, ostem, dziesięci, wieś ... is historically related to the IE phoneme k (fronted k), whereas the phoneme i of pleć, klatć ... alternates with (i.e., is a variant of) l, d and developed historically from t, d. The phoneme s, furthermore, is a part of many loan-words, or rather, of assimilated morphemes.

The phoneme d of dać, dom, wiadomo ... has its origin in a nonaspirated IE d; whereas the d of dym, wdowa, broda, rudy ... goes back to an aspirated dh; in addition, the phoneme d occurs in many assimilated words.

Thus we can see than an art-aud. history of a language must consider the phonemes and their components not as art-aud. elements independently of meaning, but as art-aud. elements endowed with semasiologized and morphologized functions.

§ 14. One could shorten and simplify the exposition by presenting the history, not of the whole, psychologically complex phonemes, but of the psychologically indivisible components, i.e., of the simplest articulatory and auditory elements making up the phonemes. I shall explain this with examples.

In the consonantal phoneme which is associated in Polish with the grapheme s, we can single out the following ultimate, indivisible elements: (1) the art-aud. element which is connected with the action of the tip or front part of the tongue (the art. element) and the acoustic effect corresponding to this position (the acoustic element); (2) the art-aud. element of constriction (the art. element) which produces the effect of hissing or friction (the aud. element); (3) the art-aud. element of the separation of the vocal cords (the art. element) which produces the expulsion of air without acoustic vibration (the aud. element); and (4) the art-aud. element resulting from the activities of raising and pressing the soft palate toward the lower and rear opening of the nasal cavities, activities which prevent the production of an acoustic or auditory resonance in the nasal cavities.

The phoneme corresponding to the grapheme s includes the following constituent elements: (i) the art. element of contracting and rounding the lips, combined with the activity of the back sec-
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tion of the tongue. Together they modify the passive position of the oral cavity to produce: (2) an aud. element of resonance due to this very modification of the oral cavity; (3) an art-aud. element consisting of the contraction of the vocal cords (the art. element), producing a corresponding acoustic vibration (the aud. element); and (4) the non-participation of the soft palate, i.e., its lax position (the art. element) which allows the expelled air to pass through the nasal cavity and produce a nasal resonance (the aud. element).

Each psychologically indivisible articulatory element we shall call a kinece, and each psychologically indivisible acoustic element, an acousmem, whereas the acoustic result corresponding to the articulatory activity we shall call a kinakeme. This is the indivisible and twofold art-acoustic element, which, Janus-like, has one face turned toward the physiological and motor activities of the speech organs, and the other toward the sphere of acoustics, i.e., the sphere of vibrating air and auditory impressions produced by these vibrations.

The above terms may at first glance seem strange and will undoubtedly startle the reader, and I only use them with reluctance. But I cannot avoid using them, since any newly formulated scientific concept requires its own verbal symbol.

§ 15. In order to give a historical outline of the art-aud. aspect of the Polish linguistic system, whose direct predecessors include Slavic and proto-Slavic, and the more remote predecessors, IE and proto-IE, we must first of all establish the art-aud. make-up of proto-IE and then show how its elements developed in the course of time, by either remaining the same or less the same as in their initial period, or by changing their form, i.e., by changing the place or manner of articulation, by splitting into two or more variants, or by disappearing altogether.

§ 16. The juxtaposition and comparison of the various IE languages which constitute the branches of a once common language enables us to infer that original IE contained three categories of phonemes which differed in syllability, the configuration of the oral cavity and the articulatory-acoustic activities of the speech organs. These categories were:

1) pure consonants, i.e., phonemes which are incapable of forming syllables and are, from an articulatory viewpoint, occlusive, with the oral cavity being completely or partially closed. The corresponding auditory element results from the specific manner of
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closure of the lips or the tongue (the graphic symbols of these phonemes are p, b, t, d, k, g, ...); 
2) pure *vowels*, i.e., syllabic and open sounds which are produced when the movements of the lips and some part of the tongue modify the oral cavity, making it into a resonator for the vibrating air expelled from the lungs: a, o, e, u, i, ...; 
3) *semi-syllabic sounds*, or phonemes, which are intermediate between consonants and vowels with regard to both syllabicity, the behavior of the lips and tongue, and the shape of the oral cavity. These include the phonemes which are represented by the graphic symbols r, l ("liquids"), m, n (nasals), u, i (the semi-vowels u, i or w, j). All these phonemes may function both as non-syllabic (consonants) or as syllables (sonants). 
§17. The proto-IE consonants may be assumed to have had the following distinctions: 
1) five kinakemes differing as to their position in the oral cavity, namely: (i) labial (p, b, ph, mh); (ii) dental-alveolar (t, d, th, dh, i); and three kinds of retracted ("back-lingual") consonants (k, g, kh, gh): (iii) fronted (palatal), (iv) medial, and (v) back ("deep-back" velar); 
a sixth medial (mide-tongue) position can be assumed for the nonsyllabic i; 
2) the distinction between a kinakeme of friction (s) and that of occlusion followed by an explosive release (t, d, and the other consonants); 
3) two distinctions in the articulation of the occlusive consonants: (1) one between the kinakeme of voicing (b, d, g, gb, gk), and voicelessness (p, t, k, k, k); and (2) another between aspiration (ph, th, kh ...), bh, dh, gh ... and lack of aspiration (p, t, k, ...); 
4) In their consonantal, or nonsyllabic function, the half-open phonemes m, n were distinguished through the kinakeme of a lowered soft palate with the corresponding acousmen of nasal resonance, as opposed to the kinakeme of a raised soft palate with the corresponding acousmenes of the lack of nasal resonance characteristic of the other consonants; 
5) Proto-IE contained only one autonomous, independent, separate phoneme of friction, the asyllabic (voiceless) s. Its voiced counterpart z could have occurred only before a voiced consonant (e.g., zb, zd, zg). The other spirants, the labial v (w) and the palatal j 
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were only a special case of the nonsyllabic function of the vowels u and i.  
6) Proto-IE lacked consonantal diphthongs (affricates) of the type which are represented in Polish spelling by the phonemes or groups of phonemes (r, dz, cz, dz, i, dz; in Polish these arose historically from back or front phonemes which became centralized or "softened" under the influence of the adjacent palatal phonemes i, e, ...);  
7) Proto-IE also lacked the palatal consonants c, dz, i, e, n, ...; 
8, m', w' ...; k', g', ch', which are found in modern Polish. Palatal j was the vowel i in its nonsyllabic function, and not an independent consonant. 
The proto-IE vowels, or open syllabic phonemes are assumed to have carried: 
1) the distinction between simple vowels (a, o, e, u, i) and vocalic diphthongs (au, ai, ou, ei, eu, ei);  
2) the distinction between short (a, o, e, u, i ... ) and long vowels (a, o, e, u, i);  
3) three different positions of narrowing of the oral cavity: labial, combined with a back articulation (o, u), back (a, s), and palatal (e, i);  
4) two degrees of narrowing: medium and extreme, pertaining to the labial vowels (o, u), and the palatal (e, i), and back vowels (a, o, e, u, i);  
5) supplementary back narrowing of the labial vowels (o, u) and the absence of labial narrowing of the palatal vowels (in other words, the absence of the kind of phonemes known to modern German and French, where they are rendered by the graphic symbols ã, ì, ó, eu, and eu respectively);  
6) the absence of nasal vowels. 
The sonants or syllabic "liquids" (r, l) and nasals (n, m) may be assumed to have been distinguished by:  
1) palatal narrowing (the "soft" syllabic r, l, n, m) and its absence ("hard" syllabic r, l, n, m);  
2) by shortness (short syllabic r, l, n, m of both the "soft" and "hard" varieties) and length (also of both types).  
§18. According to established custom, the simplest art.-aud. elements which receive graphic representation are not the kinemes, acousmenes, or kinakemes, but the phonemes. In adhering to this custom, we posit for proto-IE the following system of phonemes,
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The short and long sonants \( l, r, n, m \) can be divided into those without \( (l', r', n', m') \) and those with a palatal kinakeme \( (l', r', n', m') \).

From the standpoint of the proto-IE system, as well as from a historical viewpoint, we must posit, along with the individual phonemes, the following diphthongs and combinations:

\[
\begin{align*}
au & \quad ou & \quad eu & \quad ai & \quad oi & \quad ei \\
ar & \quad or & \quad er & \quad al & \quad ol & \quad el \\
an & \quad on & \quad en & \quad am & \quad om & \quad em
\end{align*}
\]

These were pronounced with a different intonation, that is, showing different nuances and yielding historically different results. Thus it can be assumed that the syllabic and nonsyllabic phonemes had, in addition to quantity, a changeable accent, i.e., different degrees of stress and intonation.

The history of an art-aud. system includes, finally, the history of the structure of syllables and whole words, as well as the history of the relation between the art-aud. structure of morphemes and the division of words into syllables, i.e., the difference between tautosyllabism (when the final phonemes of a given morpheme are a part of the same syllable) and heterosyllabism (when the final syllabic phoneme of a given morpheme marks the end of the sylla-

§19. Let us consider now from a historical viewpoint what happened to the art-aud. elements (kinemes, accousmesmes, kinakemes) of proto-IE when they passed into proto-Slavic and the subsequent Polish linguistic system.

First it should be noted that some semasiologized and morphologically art-aud. elements (kinemes, accousmesmes, kinakemes) making up the phonemes may disappear from the system of subsequent generations. This may occur when the environment and position in the word group cause the disappearance of the phonemes containing these elements, or when entire words or morphemes containing the phonemes and their elements disappear.

If, however, the minimal art-aud. elements do not disappear, but are, on the contrary, reproduced together with the phonemes that contain them, we are faced either with straightforward linguistic conservatism, or with transformation and a new arrangement of the elements.

§20. The following art-aud. distinctions have been preserved without change from proto-IE to the present:

1) There is not a single case of change of nonsyllables or consonants into syllables or vowels, or conversely, of vowels into consonants. This is true not only of the first two clearly differentiated categories of phonemes, namely the pure consonants and vowels (to, woza, wos, piek-, widzi, ducha . . . ), but also of the third category, the so-called sonants (which may function both as nonsyllabics and syllabics). If any of these transitional phonemes was nonsyllabic (consonantal) in proto-IE, it remained nonsyllabic also at a later period (ma-t-ka, nos, dyma, syza, raz, leje . . . .). If they were syllabic, however, they could have maintained their syllabic function or lose it, as is the case of the Polish phonemes \( i, l, r, z, n, m . . . \).

In Polish the syllabic function is performed either by a full vowel that has replaced the entire sonorant phoneme (e, the nasal vowels in piæe, na-piæe-cie, czæ-e, iæe . . . ), or by the syllabic element of the original sonant which is otherwise preserved in the adjacent consonant (kærk, tærk, smærk, mørug-a, pierëski-ëch, na-pæræt-ëch, wîlh, petn-ë, dlæg).

§21. 2) If we turn to the consonantal and sonant phonemes in prevocalic position, we observe that they preserved the distinction between the kineme of a lowered soft palate (with a corresponding
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acousmeme of nasal resonance) and the kinakeme of a raised soft palate (with the corresponding acousmeme of the lack of nasal resonance). The kineme of a lowered soft palate has been preserved in morphemes which in Indo-European had a consonantal, nonsyllabic m or n before a vowel of the same morpheme or in morpheme: e.g., ma-t-k-a, morz-e, nos, nowy, mig-s-o, nie... dom-, dym-, syn-, jun... On the other hand, there is not a single morpheme in which the kineme of a raised soft palate was historically replaced by a lowered soft palate, or where nasal resonance replaced its absence. The IE phonemes of the type b, p, d, t, g, k, s, r, l, a, o, e, i, u... have remained nonnasal until this day.

The nasality of the nonsyllabic m, n has been absorbed into the art.-aud. composition of the preceding vowel of the same syllable, giving rise to proto-Sl. nasal vowels. In such a manner, the IE syllabic nasal sonants have in most cases yielded a proto-Sl. nasal vowel e. The nasal resonance disappeared only in those cases where the syllabic m was replaced in pre-Sl. by a short u, and in proto-Sl. by a short y. The reflexes of proto-Sl. nasal vowels are in Polish almost always nasal vowels or their substitutes, sequences of vowel plus nasal consonant: w-s-, wch-, ksa, gęs, męski, wech, migso, szcz, wieczny, wig, brzeź, plas, zeb-, dęb-, zeb-, deł..., sang, wętę., mięty, tędzy, sędzię, mącę, sędzio, piętł., piąty, rka ręk., cięg, ciągnąc, spiąć, spięcie, częć, części... §22. 3) The so-called liquid phonemes which, like the nasals, could function in proto-IE as either nonsyllables or syllables, were even more resistant to historical change. As we have seen the nasality of the nasal phonemes could have been lost historically in some environments, whereas the phonemes r and l (which were either nonsyllabic or syllabic in the IE period), though they could mix with and replace each other, have been preserved to this day as a separate pair. We can thus formulate the stability of a "liquid" // "nonliquid" opposition: on the one hand there is r and l, as in ra, rok, ruch, ryba, rudy, rydż, rda... łanać, łuna, lozę, łzy, leb..., leży, liże... prosi, grodzi..., doma, głowa... lże... Ignie, lży; and on the other hand, all the other morphologized and semasiologized phonemes.

It should, however, be noted that in Polish the liquid phonemes have been subject to some constraints: in certain positions they depended on the following or preceding consonant, becoming either voiced (dzw, ląć, lże, lży, Ignie, lży...), or voiceless (ryż, bkał, lśni... wiatr, znysię, myśl... jąbko...).

But a similar dependence and weakening also affected the nasal consonants (migła, migli, mknie, mchu, msci... pasm, drachm, widem, pionka, pieśi, wadż...).

The phoneme r underwent palatalization ("softening") both in the proto-Sl. period when it became r before j (burza, morze, stvarza...), and later, in the period of a separate Polish language, when it "softened" before the palatal vowels i, e, e (parzy, duorze, rzeka, rzecz, rzesa, rzad, gresbie, gręda, brzeg, drzewo... przy, trzy, kresy, prze, trzeba, krzemięc...). This i has, in turn, become rź, i.e., a consonant proper which was at first a diphthong (an "affricate"), and then a spirant.

The phoneme l, which was originally fronted or "hard" (ł), has in the pronunciation of most Poles become a nonsyllabic, bilabial vowel (w or nonsyllabic n).

§23. 4) Among the consonantal phonemes, the kinakeme of labiality was transmitted without change from IE to contemporary Polish. The labiality of the phonemes p, ph, b, bh has been preserved in proto-Sl. and Polish: po, piana, ból, baśń, być. This psychologically autonomous noise-producing action of the lips has also been preserved in the phonemes v (u) and m in their nonsyllabic, consonantal function: woda, widzi... morze, mało, miglo... Thus the consonants have preserved without change the difference, or we should rather say, opposition between the kinakeme of labiality and any lingual kinakeme. The history of Polish offers no instance of interchange between labial and lingual consonants. Such an interchange takes place, however, in the case of fricatives or spirants where f may be replaced by ch, chw or vice versa; but these are special cases which do not affect the general regularity of the historical continuity of linguistic material.

§24. 5) The kinakeme of fronting (przedniojezykowych) which characterized some IE phonemes as components of morphemes, was also transmitted via proto-Sl. to contemporary Polish: to, stoi, ty, dać, dom, wdzia, dym, broda, wdowa... The number of fronted elements was, furthermore, increased in proto-Sl. when some back phonemes acquired a fronted point of articulation, either spontaneously, i.e., owing to the peculiar make-up of these phono-
§27. IE had a morphologically mobile accent, i.e., an accent which accompanied different syllables of the word and differentiated certain morphemes. This morphologized and semasiologized art.-aud. property was transmitted with some modifications to proto-Sl. and Cm. Sl., and, in one way or another, to the later stages of the separate Slavic languages. However, in Polish this property was suppressed and lost, leaving only some traces of its former existence. The Polish accent became fixed and relinquished its morphological role; now its function is purely syntactic, in that it serves to distinguish different words.

Such a transformation in the art.-aud. structure of the language could hardly have occurred without foreign influence. In this respect we must regard Polish as an ethnically mixed language. In Kashubian dialects and elsewhere in the Lekhtic linguistic community, we find phenomena of morphologized accentual mobility.

§28. In passing from IE and the oldest reconstructible stage of Polish to its subsequent stages, certain art.-aud. features underwent qualitative or quantitative change. Some elements of the linguistic system disappeared without a trace, and others were replaced. These shifts in the mutual relation of art.-aud. elements also changed their numerical ratio. While the number of elements of one category increased, the number of elements of another category decreased or disappeared completely. On the one hand, some elements disappeared in the neighborhood of other elements as, for example, certain consonants before other consonants (e.g., the simplification of IE *tr* or Slavic *r*), and at the end of words or syllables; on the other hand, certain distinctions between phonemes were lost.

In the transition from IE to proto-Sl. there disappeared:

1) the distinction between aspirated and unaspirated stops. On the basis of the Slavic languages alone, no one could have thought that the historical source of the phonemes *b* (in *bôd*), *d* (in *dar, dom, siade*), *z* (in *zab, zna*), going back to the IE unaspirated voiced stops *b, d, g*, differs from that of the phonemes *b, d, z* (in *by, bu, bû*), *dym, wouta, brod-*, and *woc*, *sîm*, *zor-*, going back to the IE aspirated stops *bh, dh, gh*.

2) the distinction between three series of IE velar stops *k*, *g*, *g intensified to *kw, gw, gwh*. The first series moved into the class of fronted fricatives *s, z* (sloma, slowo, sto, spro, pros-; for examples with *z*, cf. 1 above).
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The ratio of the original semasiologized and morphologized phoneme $s$ was, at the same time increased by $s$ from $k$, whereas the change of $g$, $gh$ to $z$ gave rise to a new independent phoneme, the fronted voiced fricative $z$. The remaining two series $ks$, $g$, $gh$ and $ks$, $g$, $gh$ remained in the class of velars, but without any difference in position [localization], so that proto-Sl. has only one psychologically defined velar (tylnojęzykowe) position $k$, $g$ (and only one $g$, because of the loss of distinction between aspirated and unaspirated consonants); e.g., the suffix -k: - krywe, - krew, - ko-go, - wilk–, - gòra, - snieg, - gawiedź, - gorzeć, - goni, ...

3) the distinction between an IE narrow a (i.e., o) and a short open a: a merged with a which, in turn, merged with o; proto-Sl. short o thus continues all three IE phonemes (stoi, ostry, oš, sol–, oš, ośm–, owa, owa, ...

4) The kinakeme of labiality of long $u$ and short $u$ was lost (delabialization): these vowels were replaced by proto-Sl. long $y$ and short $y$ (dym, były, syn, wymieć; krew, mech, sen, leb, ...

The labiality of long o was likewise lost, merging with a long a, whose ratio increased: (duć, dar, dwa, nagi, ...

The ratio of short o increased, however, at the expense of short a, which had merged with it. (Examples under 3).

5) The IE vocalic diphthongs became long vowels (§26).

Thanks to all these changes, which marked the transition from IE to proto-Sl., the latter acquired new phonemes and series of phonemes; among others:

1) more fronted consonants; more positions and combinations of fronted consonants;

2) more spirants (z, l, ch, ...);

3) a series of palatal [średniejęzykowe] consonants which appeared as a result of the palatalization [zachodniejęzykowień] of back consonants in a palatal environment (cz, sz, c, dz) or as a result of the merger of fronted and labial consonants with j (tj, dj, sj, zi; pji, bij, wj, mj, tj, nj);

4) consonantal diphthongs cz, c, dz, di, ...

6) the vowel y (long and short);

7) nasals (§26).

§26. Some of these art.-aud. innovations were the result of combinatorial, i.e., environmental influence which split an originally single phoneme into two or more phonemes. These include:

1) the appearance in some environments of proto-Sl. x (ch)
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from IE $s$, which in other environments remained unchanged (e.g., such, duch–, mech, wiez, pych–, chory, ...); the locative plural ending -ch, side by side with in such–, syn, bos–, nos–, sad–, ...).

2) the split of velar consonants into velars and palatal spirants or consonantal diphthongs: k vs. cz (piech–, piecze, rok–, rocz–, wilk–, wilczyc–, ..., mog–, mór, śnieg–, sniez, bog–, boź–, szych–, sush, strach–, strasz, much–, musz–).

3) the split of the combinations of dental and labial consonants with the vowel i (ti, di, zi, ni, vi, li, pi, bi, mi, vi) into the same combinations in syllabic position (i.e., before consonants and in word final position) and into palatal consonants before t, d' (mod. Polish c, dz, z, i, n$, r$, l, p', b', m', $v''$, or p', b', m', $v''$ before a vowel (e.g., mod. Polish płaci–, płac, chodzi–, chodzi–, noli–, nos–, wodzi–, wodzi–, goni–, gani–, tworzy–, tworz–, chwal–, chwal–, top–, lubi–, lubi–, tłum–, tłum–, łowi–, łowi–, ...

The proto-Sl. phoneme t' (from $t$) also developed from the group kt (kt, gt) before i (mod. Polish: piec, noc, tłuc, wlec ... ite, moc, móc, strzecz...).

4) in the pre-Sl. combinations jo, ju, later jo, jy, the vowels became fronted under the influence of the preceding palatal j, yielding the combinations je, ji, ... (morze, pole, ..., kraj, koh, maj, place, ...). The ratio of the vowels e, i was thus increased at the expense of o, y.

§30. Passing from IE to proto-Sl., certain phonemes and series of phonemes emerged, whereas others, previously autonomous, split into two or more phonemes. But here we must distinguish merger and splitting of phonemes in immediate contact with other phonemes from the same kind of processes which take place in the psychologically existing phonetic system of a language.

The following mergers took place in immediate contact:

—combinations of consonants with $j$ (i.e., hj, gj, chj, ..., tj, dj, nj, lj, nj, sj, zj, ...) (§88);

—one syllabic combinations of vowels with nasal consonants which changed into nasal vowels (§26).

The following splits took place under the same conditions:

—palatal velar consonants changed into consonantal diphthongs ($k'$–, cz, c'–, dz) (§28);

—labial consonants, palatalized through merger with the consonant $j$, changed into the groups $p'$, b', m', $v''$ (§26).

§31. The following phonemes merged in the phonetic system:
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Certain of the art.-aud. components and distinctions of proto-Sl. have remained the same up to the present, whereas others have undergone either qualitative or quantitative changes. In examining the invariance and changes, we shall first consider those that were shared by all branches of the Slavic linguistic world, by all “Slavic languages,” second, those which Polish shared with some other Slavic languages, and third, those which are characteristic only of Polish in contradistinction to the other Slavic languages.

Before analyzing the common and individual Slavic changes, let us first single out those elements, groups, and series of elements which underwent neither common nor separate change. To some extent we will have to repeat what was said above (§§20—24) about the preservation of the IE elements and distinctions in the present state of the (Polish) language.

Thus, in the evolution of proto-Sl. and Common Slavic to later stages, including Polish, the following elements remained unaltered:

—labiality of the consonants p, b, v, m;
—frontedness of the consonants t, d, s, z, c, ss, z, cz, r, l, n;
—backness of the consonants k, g, x (ch) (insofar as these did not become palatalized (“soft”);
—palatality of the consonant j;
—occlusive articulation of the consonants p, t, k, b, d, g, m, n;
—the specific oral articulation of s, z, c, r, l, j;
—closure of the nasal cavity and the nonnasal acoustic character of all proto-Sl. nonnasal consonants and vowels, and openness of the nasal cavity and the nasal acoustic character of the nasal consonants m, n.

By contrast, there is not a single vowel that has not changed in some way or other.

§§4. Among the common changes and invariance of the proto-Sl. state in its later phases, including Polish, we may list:

—the gradual change of the consonants going back to the original groups sj, sz, which finally became sz, z (nozse, nozó);
—the gradual change of palatalized (“softened”) consonants going back to k, g, ch, which first became sz, s, cz and then c, dz;
—the disappearance of the autonomous, psychologically distinct vowel y, which may be regarded as the last step of a pre-Sl. process. Originally the long u had become delabialized into a back vowel y, which was psychologically distinct from other vowels; this stage of
development is still reflected in OCS records. Later, however, this vowel lost its independent status and either merged completely with the reflex of the vowel i, or became only a variant of that vowel, which varied according to the preceding consonants.

§345. Another change shared by the entire Slavic world was the general phonetic shortening and weakening of words, which was realized in two ways:

1) the original proto-Sl. long vowels a, i, e, y, u, ø, e became shortened (this stage is reflected in the oldest OCS records);
2) the short vowels y (from IE u) and i disappeared or became phonetic zeroes under certain conditions, particularly in word final position.

The latter historical-phonetic process had the following consequences:

1) the shortening of a large number of words by one or more syllables;
2) the appearance of new closed syllables, i.e., syllables ending with a consonant;
3) the appearance of new consonantal groups;
4) the creation of new conditions of phonetic accommodation (phonetic adaptation) between adjacent words, i.e., at the juncture of the end of a word and the beginning of a following word;
5) the appearance of new syllabic “liquid” sonants r, l and nasal sonants n, m (which are alien to Polish, but which are found in Czech and in some other Slavic languages), or of voiceless, nonsyllabic “liquid” and nasal consonants, such as are found in the Polish wiatr, jabło, myśl, piosenka, piesi, pasm...;
6) lengthening and “compensatory” strengthening of vowels in syllables preceding those syllables in which the short vowels y and i became phonetic zeroes, e.g., bog, wóz...; święg, chleb...; sen, pies, wisć...; from older *bogy, *bozy... (with short y), *meg, *chleby... (with long e and short y), *syny (with the first y long and the second short), *wisć, *piszy (with short i and y).

§346. Among the changes, as well as many manifestations of conservatism which Polish shares with some, but not all Slavic languages are:

—the reflexes of the consonant clusters kr, gw in combination with front vowels among the Northwestern Slavs (including the Poles) (kwiat, kwilić... gwiada...). The Southern and Eastern Slavs have replaced these groups by cq, zw;
—-a similar territorial division corresponds to the treatment of the proto-Sl. consonant groups dl (dl, dź), tl (tł, tź). The Northwestern Slavs (including the Poles) have retained these groups without change (mydló...; pada...; plota...), whereas the other Slavs simplified them to l (ł, ł);
—the proto-Sl. nasal vowels which have been preserved, albeit with some modifications, only in Polish, were also used by those Slavs whose speech provided the basis for the OSC graphic-visual language or literature, i.e., by the early Bulgarian and Macedonian Slavs who occupied the Eastern part of the Balkan peninsula. Only the OCS literary documents reflect the proto-Sl. stage in which the ø (continuing the pre-Sl. group on) and the e (continuing the pre-Sl. group en or the syllabic sonant n) were differentiated. Among the other Slavs, including the linguistic descendants of the early Bulgarians and Macedonians, we find only traces of nasality in the reflexes of the proto-Sl. nasal vowels. In Polish the two nasal vowels have merged; ø and e continue both proto-Sl. ø and e. But if these vowels are preceded within the same morpheme by a consonant, the consonant itself provides a clue to the historical origin of the nasal vowel. If the preceding consonant is palatal, the consonant itself provides a clue to the historical origin of the nasal vowel. If the preceding consonant is palatal or “softened” consonant, the nasal vowel in question goes back to a proto-Sl. ø (piędź, pięć, więźć, wieźć, miecę, miczę, część, część, dziedź, dziedź, ścieść, ścieść, zęt, tęt, przędź, przędź...). On the other hand, the consonant is palatal or can be traced back historically to a palatalized or “softened” consonant, the nasal vowel in question goes back to a proto-Sl. ø (pieć, piąt, więźć, wieźć, mięść, miczę, część, część, dziedź, dziedź, ścieść, ścieść, żęć, żęć, przędź, przędź...). Of course, after the consonant j it is impossible to determine the origin of the nasal vowel, since j as a nonsyllabic i has ever since IE been an autonomous palatal consonant not subject to palatalization; in proto-Sl. it could be followed by either e or ø (jeweć, jąć...). (The word język has its own particular history):

—-the proto-Sl. palatal phonemes ź (from tj and kť) and dź had the same development in Polish as in Slovak (trzec, świeca...; chodzę, mieđa...), whereas Czech has c from tj, like Polish and Slovak, but z, not dz from dź;
—Polish shares only with the Lusatian languages its treatment of the pre-Sl. tautosyllabic groups or, er, ol, el (broda, grodu, proch, krowa, prość, droga, sroka, mrowie...; przodu, dzewo, brzeg,
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1) the proto-Sl. fronted (palatalized or "softened") consonants \( t', d' \) (from \( tj, fj, d \)j) became \( c, dz \) (§38);

2) the pre-Sl. groups \( or, er, ol, el \) (in proto-Sl. long syllabic sonants (§36)) underwent metathesis with the restoration of the pre-Sl. shortness of their vowels: \( ro \) (b)roda, g)rod, rze, rz, rzó, ve, vo, \( r \) (brzeg, trzewia, przódu, przód, trzoda, trzód, średni, \( \)żabić, \( \)sroda, śród), \( l \) (głowa, głu, b)lo, s)łoma, m)lot, g)łód..., te (l) (mieko, plon, ...) (§37);

3) like all other Slavic languages, Polish underwent a general temporal shortening of words, and in particular the elimination in many cases of the short \( j \) (from pre-Sl. \( u \)) and \( i \), and shortening of words through the loss of whole syllables, with all the far-reaching consequences which this development had for the general phonetic character of the language. Where the short vowels \( y, i \) were not eliminated, they changed historically to \( e \): sen, mech, leb..., pies, dzieci, len... (§35);

4) in connection with the last change, Polish acquired a whole series of phonetic zeroes of vocalic origin, whereas the phonetic zeroes of proto-Sl. were mostly of IE consonantal origin (§28). In the course of the shift of the art.-aud. representations from proto-Sl. to Polish, and in the independent history of Polish, there also was, of course, a loss of some inherited consonants, so that there also appeared a phonetic zero of consonantal origin. As for the vowels which became phonetic zeroes in Polish, it should be noted that in addition to the articulatory-auditory weak and short \( y, i \) (which disappeared primarily in word final position, but also within the word), other vowels (which were either short in proto-Sl. such as \( o, e, r \), etc., or long, such as \( a, a, i \)...) could likewise disappear if they were weakly morphologized and semasiologized. Thus, for example, the infinitive desinence \( -o \) is historically derived from \( ci \) (with a long proto-Sl. \( i \)) and has a phonetic zero in place of the vowel \( i \);

5) the secondarily lengthened vowels \( a, o, e \) (§§86, 35) were narrowed, creating a new historical category of narrow (pochylone) vowels: \( a \) (medial between \( a \) and \( o \), with a tendency toward \( o \) or \( a \)), \( o \) (medial between \( o \) and \( u \), with a tendency toward \( u \)), and \( e \) (medial between \( e \) and \( i \), with a tendency toward \( i \) or \( e \)). The distinction between \( d, a, c \) and \( u, \) and \( i \) was eventually lost;

6) a specifically Polish historical-phonetic phenomenon is the change in certain consonantal groups and combinations of \( s, \), \( z, \),

The Historical Phonetic Changes Which Took Place in the Period, or rather, in the Various Periods of a Separate Polish Language

§§8. In addition to the changes touched upon in §§44–96, we shall now reiterate or state for the first time, the following historical-phonetic processes:
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1) p b m f w
   t d n s z c dz j
   sz z cz dz [rz] r
   k g ch
   p’ b’ m’ f’ w’
   (‘t’) (‘d’) ń š ż ć dz l
   k’ g’ ch’

2) u o a
   a q (nasal a, conventionally written an)
   i e e

Notes: 1. The phonemes associated with the graphic combination rz are from an acoustic-auditory viewpoint r or l; only a relatively small part of the Polish linguistic territory has a separate phoneme rz, which is a kind of consonantal diphthong, i.e., a combination of a weak r with ż or R(ż).
   2. The digraph ch in this table stands for either ch or h of the conventional Polish orthography.
   3. i is a symbol for the conventional Polish γ (byd, ty, syn) or i when not followed by a letter denoting another vowel (biś, ci, szy . . .).
   4. I have used the letter a to denote both the representation of the vowel q (nasal a) and the combination an.

acteristic of some onomatopoeic words. Only in rare cases is it the historical continuation of phonemes and phonemic combinations in morphemes or in morphemic groups which are of IE and proto-Sl. origin (e.g., ufač . . .).

3) the nasal phoneme q occurs only in words and morphemes which are of foreign origin: Anna, awans, kwadrans, kontradans, revenzna, blemansk. Compare also Francja, bankiet, lampka, tram pelina, gangrena . . . vs. ponowów, bron, bronza, koncha . . ., pensywn, pensja, sensat. . . .

§89. This table cannot be considered absolutely precise and exhaustive, for it is by its very nature in flux and variable, depending upon dialectal influences and the usage of individual speakers of Polish.

§40. If we compare the table of the Polish phonemes with that of the proto-Sl. phonemes, we arrive at the following conclusions:

1) the phoneme ž, which was lacking in IE and in proto-Sl., appeared in the Polish system mostly as an art-aud. component of morphemes borrowed from other languages; in addition, it is char-
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the elements ę or ő were, in some cases, lost (środa, śrebak, śródo ...). The hard ę, on the other hand, has lost its dental consonantal character in the speech of most Poles, who pronounce it as a bilabial, non-syllabic vowel u (§32).

§41. 4) In the table of proto-Sl. phonemes (§32), the phonemes c, dz, sz, ę, cz are listed as palatal ("soft"), for according to their historical origin they really contained a palatal element; their Polish reflexes have lost this palatal element and have become non-palatal ("hard");

5) the proto-Sl. palatals r', r' have been replaced in the same positions in historically related morphemes by the Polish non-palatal phonemes c, dz (§§36, §8); the palatal r', which had greatly increased in frequency owing to the palatalization of dental and labial consonants before front vowels, gave way at a much later period to the phoneme rz (§37);

6) owing to this very palatalization of dental and labial consonants before front vowels and to the further development of these palatal consonants, Polish acquired a new category of palatals, ę, ę, ę, ę, which did not exist in proto-Sl. The series p', b', m', f', w' belongs, in fact, to the same category and is partially matched (in a far smaller number of cases) by the proto-Sl. series p', b', m', f', w'. The latter were actually groups of two consonants, but we treat them as indivisible units on the basis of comparison with other phonemes: in proto-Sl. they were variants of p, b, m, w, and their subsequent Slavic correspondences (e.g., the older p, b, m, w or younger; Pol. p', b', m', w') are single phonemes. These indivisible units can, of course, in turn be broken down into psychologically no longer divisible elements such as kinemes, acousmemes, and kinakemes (§51).

§42. 2) The proto-Sl. phonemic system did not tolerate the palatal ("soft") consonants k', g', ch', inasmuch as the back phonemes k, g, ch, which became palatalized in their transition from pre-Sl. to proto-Sl. had changed into cz, ę, sz or c, dz, ę, whereas they did not undergo palatalization in the groups ky, g, chy (where y was long or short). The new vocalic phonemes of a palatal character, which arose when long y merged psychologically with the historical reflex of long i (thus ceasing to be a separate phoneme), and when short y (which merged psychologically with the reflex of short i) became e (if it did not become a phonetic zero), failed to exert a palatalizing ("softening") effect upon the labial and dental consonants.

By compensation, the velar consonants, which in general more susceptible to palatalization, in turn underwent the effect of palatalization. Thus there appeared in place of the original proto-Sl. combinations ky, gy (with long y) the groups k'i, g'i, and in place of the combinations ky, gy (in which the short y is preserved), the groups k'e, g'e.

The velar spirant ch, which involves acoustically not only backlingual but also glottal activity, did not undergo this new palatalization, and remained a hard consonant. Thus, although we have forms such as kisiel, kipi, boki, ręki, ... ginie, gil, stugi, nogi, ... kierz, kieł, bokiem, ... giez, rogiekm, we also have such forms as chytry, chybi, duchy, strzechy, ... duchem, piachem, ... Only iterative and durative verbs formed with the suffix -iu(-a) (-ywa) exhibit a soft ch; thus we have not only forms such as przepłókiwać, odskakiwać, pobrzewiać, usługiwać, obegłiać, ... but also rozdmuchować, rozmachować. This is obviously not the result of a historical-phonetic process, but rather the effect of a strong morphological assimilation, or "analogies," inasmuch as the forms rozdmuchować, rozmachować are likewise possible here. In this respect Polish differs, for example, from Great Russian which, along with the soft k', g', also has a "soft" ch. Before ę, which continues proto-Sl. ę, the non-palatal ("hard") k, g have been preserved: kep, ked, kes, ... ges, ... ręka, noge, ... though dialectally we also have k'i, g'i: kiep, ... giel, ...

The number of cases containing "soft" k', g' has considerably increased since they appear in many words of foreign origin, or in adopted words: kier, kier, kimono, ... gieniusz, geografia, gigan, ... . One should also keep in mind cases of onomatopoeia, such as chichotać, ...

In Kashubian-speaking territory, this third phase of palatalization produced a new set of velar consonants which became palatal. In Kashubian we have not only examples of the oldest proto-Sl. layer to which we owe cz, ę, sz (piecze, ręczyź, ręczka, ... może, dłużyć, nóżka, ... straszyć, dusza, ...) and the subsequent proto-Sl. layer to which we owe c, dz (ręce, wielec, lice, owca, ... noże, drożdy, ... §36), but also examples of the youngest—no longer proto-Sl., but rather Kashubian stratum with its ę, ę (such as čuwać, ciedzi, dzienie, drodżi instead of kiuwać, kiedy, taki, ginie, drogi, ...).

At any rate, velar consonants with a palatal element k', g', dz'
are a new phenomenon in Polish which was unknown in proto-Sl. §43. As a result of the later historical-phonetic processes which marked the transition from proto-Sl. and Common Slavic to pre-Polish, and subsequently to an autonomous Polish language with all its historical varieties, the Polish-speaking community acquired the following phonemes and series of phonemes which were alien to proto-Sl.

1) the consonants ē, δl, i, ē;
2) the consonant rw;
3) the consonants ph, bh, mh, w;
4) the consonants kʰ, gʰ, chʰ;
5) the vowel i, continuing proto-Sl. i;
6) the vowel e, continuing short y (from pre-Sl. short u) and exerting no palatal effect (except when combined with the velar consonants ky, gy, §44);
7) new short vowels (later neutral, neither long nor short): i (i, y), u, a, e, e, e;
8) new long vowels formed through compensatory lengthening (later likewise neutral) o, e, i, u, a;
9) narrowed vowels: ḏ ḏ ę;
10) the vowels ą (from ą), ę (from ą), and nasal a.

In addition, we have in contemporary Polish some sounds which are not psychologically independent phonemes, but speech-sounds which are due to the impossibility of implementing the phonetic (articulatory) intention:

1) weakened consonants at the end of words and of syllables: -p, -t, -k, -b, -d, -g, -pʰ, -bʰ, -m, -f, -w, -s, -zz, -ch, -l, -w, -z, -ś, -r, -ś, -ć, -ę, -cz, -ń, -ń, -ń (§35).
2) voiceless -ń, -ń, -ń, -ń, -ń, -ń (§35).

The Strengthening of Consonantism and the Weakening of Vocalism

§44. In the history of Polish, as in the history of many other languages, we can observe an ever greater strengthening of consonantism at the expense of vocalism. This phenomenon expresses itself, among other ways, in the ever greater importance of the palatal element, as well as in the ever growing influence of the consonantal distinctions upon the quality of vowels (e.g., the strong influence of dental consonants as opposed to (the minor influence of) other consonants, §37).

In comparison with the less remote pre-Sl. past, Polish displays a great increase and intensification of palatal activity, whereas in comparison with the more distant past, it displays an increase of dental (front-lingual) activities.

Although the "hard" labial and dental consonants in Polish underwent palatalization (or "softening") under the influence of following palatal vowels (§37), this seeming increase of the influence of vowels upon consonants has gradually turned in favor of the consonants, which have acquired the distinction between non-palatal and palatal which was originally peculiar to the vowels. The two vocalic phonemes of proto-Sl., long y and i, merged into one i which was variable and dependent on the preceding consonant. The corresponding short vowels merged with i, if they did not disappear and become phonetic zeroes (§35). But their original psychological distinction is to this day reflected in the different preceding consonants, e.g., być but bić, chłopek but chłopiec, dech but dzień, ten but cieńno... A similar differentiation of consonants dating back to proto-Sl. and having its origin in a pre-Sl. and IE difference in the following vowels applies only to the original IE velar consonants; cf. on the one hand, ky, gy, chy (with proto-Sl. ch continuing IE s, and long or short y continuing u) and, on the other hand, czi, zi, sui (with short or long i); e.g., Polish kipi, ginie, czytry... , kiel, giez... , czuty, iżywy... , cześć... Further, proto-Sl. ka, ga (with a going back to IE long a or o) vs. cza, za (with a going back to IE long e); e.g., Polish każe, kara... , gani, gazi, gud... , but caz, czer, żar, żal, żaden. Proto-Sl. short e, the long e, ę, q, and the syllabic sonant r with a palatal element have split, either under the influence of the following dental consonant or from other causes; thus short e split into e and o, long e into e and a, ę into e and q, a into q and q. But whether these vowels were in proto-Sl. o or a, and short or long e, can be deduced only from the preceding consonants; e.g., wosi, nosi, plot, wybory... , pada, malę, dar, tak, sódło, swat, laź, ras... , but wiozą, niża, plotę, biore... , wiadomo, miasto, dziad, cziało, sidło, świąt, laź, rzadki. The same can be said about nasal vowels (§36).

Another phenomenon pointing to the strengthening of consonantism and weakening of vocalism is the stabilization of the Polish accent and the loss of the psychological distinction of quantity, i.e., the length and shortness of vowels (§27).
In line with the same historical tendency is the decrease of laryngeal activities in favor of activities and distinctions made within the oral cavity (§§28, 31, 27, 18).

Historical Changes in the Structure of Syllables and Words

§45. The transition from IE and pre-Sl. to proto-Sl. and Common Slavic was marked by a tendency to eliminate narrowed or closed syllables. This general historical-phonetic process consisted of the following specific changes:
1) the elimination of consonants at the end of words and syllables. In other words, tautosyllabic syllables comprising vowels and consonants are continued by syllables ending in vowels; e.g., slovo from slovos, to from tod... (§28);
2) the change of vocalic diphthongs into homogeneous long vowels (§26);
3) the change of combinations of vowels with nasal consonants on, om, en, em into nasal vowels ą, ę (§21);
4) the change of the pre-Sl. combination of vowels with "liquid" sonants or, er, ol, el into presumed syllabic long r, l, which later yielded different combinations in various Slavic languages; in Polish ro, re, lo, le (§30).

In the transition from Common Slavic to Polish, there appeared a great variety of closed or narrowed syllables, due mostly to the loss of syllables containing a short y or i.

The Importance of Semasiologization and Morphologization for the Distinction of Phonemes and for the Preservation of their Distinctions

§46. If the distinctions between phonemes or, to be more precise, between the art-aud. elements (kinemes, acousmes, and kinakemes) which make up the phonemes did not play a part in distinguishing morphemes (the morphological-semasiological elements which are associated either with a particular meaning, that is, with a group of extralinguistic concepts, or with a particular form such as case, person, etc., in connection, of course, with some suffixes or desinences, including zero suffixes or desinences), or, in other words, if the distinctions between phonemes were not semasiologized and morphologized, they would not be so persistently
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preserved and would have gradually been lost in the transmission from one generation to another.

In contemporary Polish, as inscapably in all languages, all phonemic distinctions must be semanicized (semasiologized). In mama, as opposed to baba, the semanicized distinction is that of a lowered soft palate with the acousmeme of nasal resonance vs. the kineme of a raised soft palate (that prevents the passage of air to the nasal cavities) with the acousmeme of the absence of nasal resonance. In kosa as opposed to koza, the distinction is that of a kinakeme of the activity of the vocal cords. In tom and tam, kora and kura, bok and byk, there is a semanicized distinction of vocalic arrangements of the oral cavity with corresponding differences in their resonance.

The morphologization of certain art-aud. distinctions is, on the other hand, only a transitory phenomenon in the history of languages. It is usually brought about by some historical-phonetic split of one phoneme into two or more phonemes. These new varieties of an original single phoneme acquire the value of psycho-phonetic alternants which become associated with different forms. In Polish, for example, such psychophonetic alternants or correlatives consist of the distinction between nonpalatal consonants and those which are, or were historically palatal; e.g., ryba, kopa, siona, sowia, sufa, robota, woda, wa, kosa, rana, sika, kora, ręka, nogi, mucha... but rybie, kopie, sintome, sowe, sofe, robocie, wodzie, osie, kociie, nanie, sile, korze, ręce, nodzie, musze...; ręka, suka, pęka, nogi, mucha... but rączka, suczka, pączka, nóżka, muszka. Vocalic differences are similarly morphologized: głowa, broda, robota, ręka, usta. But główki, bródka, robótka, nóżka...; rączka, wstążka... Morphologization supports phonemic distinctions more firmly than semanticization, but it operates only as long as there is a clear morphological division of words and a clear-cut distinction between various types of declension, conjugation, etc.

Alternants or Phonemic Alternations Going Back to Different Stages of the History of the Language

§47. The following alternants of Polish go back to IE:
1) alternants based on the distinction of tautosyllabism (membership in the same syllable) and heterosyllabism (membership in
two syllables). The following specific categories are involved:

a) combinations of simple vowels with simple consonants; e.g., nieb-ō beside nieb-ös-a, nie-bi-ex-kī... wymięcie beside wymienia... cień beside cień-t-e...;

b) combinations of two vowels: the tautosyllabic or diphthongized ou with the heterosyllabic o-u or o-e; e.g., kie-ō beside kol-ō...

c) the tautosyllabic or, ol, er, el... with heterosyllabic or, o-l... e-r, e-l... e.g., pró-ō, kło, brze-śmie, mle-ć... vs. porz-e, kol-e, bierz-e, bier-ć, miel-e;

2) alternations based on the split of the IE vowel e into e and o (short or long): of ei into ei and o, of eu into eu and ou, of en into en and on, of er into er and or, and el into el and ol; e.g., wiezie, wieże beside wozzi, siadzi, siada beside sadzi, sadzi; widzieć beside widzięcia wiadomo; lęk beside lęk; sięk beside sięczy; krząć beside kręcić; wroclocie beside wrota; wielce beside zawolaka...;

3) alternations due to the weakening and loss of vowels in unaccented syllables, i.e., alternations of a historical-phonetic zero with the vowels e and o plus sonant: zero vs. e and o; i vs. ei, oi; u vs. eu, ou, syllabic u; m vs. en, on, em, om; syllabic r vs. er, or; syllabic l vs. el, ol. Examples: jes-t beside s-a, dech beside duch; sech, schnie beside such; wasczi, wasdzi beside wrzeczono, wrota; dlibec beside dluto...

§48. To the continuation of alternations which were formed in proto-Sl. but had their beginning in IE, we owe:

1) ży, czy, szy beside ś, cz, sz; śi, ni beside í, ñ; rzy beside rz (e.g., trważe, toczy, straszę, palę, rani, twory... beside traważe, tocze, straszę, palę, rani, twory...);

2) 'p, 'b', m', w', beside 'p, 'b', m, w' (e.g., topi, robi, tłumi, łowi... beside topię, robie, tłumię, łowię...);

3) śi, ñ beside s, z; ć beside ć, dz (e.g., nosi, gasi, wozzi, grozi... noszę, gaszę, woże, grozę...; świetci, traci, chodzi, kadzi... świetce, trage, chodzie, kadże...).

Alternations of proto-Sl. origin, i.e., those brought about phonetically and art-aud.-ly in the proto-Sl. period or in a transitional period from IE to proto-Sl.;

1) g, k beside ẓ, cz (e.g., nago, ręka, nógę, piekę... beside obnająć, ręczyć, moje, pieczę...);

2) g beside dz, c (e.g., nago, ręka, druga, wielka... beside nodze, rece, druży, wielcy...);
1) the difference in energy and autonomy of the phonemes when the intended articulation is fully realized, on the one hand, and weakly or not at all realized on the other; e.g., *stup, ryk*... beside *stupa, ruke*... *głód, ryž, wōz*... beside *gōlū, rдра, wəcə*... *waītr, myšl, pieśh, pasm, drachm*... beside *wiaatru, myšli, pieśni, pasma, drachmy*... *drop, paw, drob*... vs. *dropia, pawia, drobiu*...;

2) the difference in quantity when a phonetic zero or a facultative syllable (i.e., a possible but not obligatory one) alternates with a full syllable; as a unit of thought, as a phoneme, it retains its identity (?); e.g., *niōst, padl, rzekl*... beside *niosła, padła, rzeka*... *jabłko beside jabłek*... §55.

These two kinds of alternations are of a quantitative character, since they imply a difference of intensity, or quantity. Other alternations are of a qualitative character; they are as follows:

3) alternations in the activity of the vocal cords with the corresponding acoustic effects: *w gaju beside w kraju, z żyta beside z czego, pod bokiem beside pod pasem, nad bramą beside nad podlogą*... *głodu, głodny, głodzić beside głód, męża beside mać, prostić beside prosiba*... *wiaatru beside wiaatr, Piotrek beside Piotrka, mech beside mchu, pasmo beside pasm*... *ryk beside ryk wół, jest beside jezdem, dwuch beside we dwuch*... *chełmy byli, rzekl beside rzegem, niech beside niech no przyjdzie*... *4) alternations based on palatal activity: kosća beside koś, pasę beside paść, niśła beside niśli*... *pies beside poa, kupiec beside kupca, krawiec beside krawca*... *drobia, drobiu, golębia, pawia, karmi, Radomia beside drop, drób, goląb, paw, karm, Radom*...; 5) alternations based on activities of the front part of the tongue: *s, z || ʂ, ʐ || ʃ, ʒ*... *z domu, z masła, z ogrodu beside z tańca, z kaszy beside z dżumy, z żyta beside z czego, z sały beside zsiągł, z ziemi, z dźiury beside z sil, z ciebie, z cicha*...; 6) alternations of the nasal element of the nasal "vowels" (§§21, 51).

§51. Nowadays it is assumed that the Common Polish language, which unifies the entire nation in a single community, is reflected in its literary language, and that its beginnings in Wielkopolska and was later influenced by other regions of the Polish linguistic territory. Of course, even today the dialectal variation which is observed in different parts of this territory, or more precisely community, leaves its imprint on the external form, i.e., on the art.-aud. perception of the Common Polish language and its literary language which, in turn, modifies and lends variety to its corresponding art.-aud. representations.

Three possibilities should be mentioned:

1) the same phoneme is pronounced in different ways;
2) dialectally colored speech presents differences and phonetic nuances which are not found in the larger part of the Polish linguistic territory;
3) dialectal pronunciation presents fewer differences and nuances than the Common language.

The different regional pronunciations affect the following phonemes and phonemic series:

a) the "hard" or "normal" pronunciation of the consonant *l* (i.e., with dental occlusion and lowering of the ridges of the tongue) is found among only a minority of Poles; in rare cases the consonant is pronounced as *l* (like the German or Czech). More often, and in the speech of most Poles, it is pronounced as a nonsyllabic vowel, either with a velar narrowing and a place of articulation close to the vowel *a* or with a labial narrowing which is close to a bilabial *w*, that is a nonsyllabic *u*;

b) the "soft" *l* varies territorially in degree of "softness" (palatality), ranging from a nonmedial *l* to an *l* which resembles the French *l* "mousillé" with very strong palatality;

c) the series of palatal-dental consonants *j, ʒ, ć, dź* is territorially graduated from an almost pure dental pronunciation with the addition of palatality (as, for example, in the "model" pronunciation of the Russian consonants *ś, ɕ*) through pure palatals *j, ʒ, ě, dż* to consonants which merge acoustically with *ś, ɕ, ć, dź*; Among the Kashubians the latter consonants have merged with the dental consonants *s, z, c, dź*.
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As one moves northwards, the palatal element of the consonants \( p', b', m', f', w' \) becomes intensified, developing into a separate phonetic art.-aud. unit which leads to a split of these phonemes into consonantal diphthongs \( p'j, b'j, m'j, f'j, w'j \). The \( j \) acquires a definite degree of friction such as \( \text{tor} \) and like \( n' \) after \( w' \). This change of the labio-palatal phonemes into the groups \( p', b', m', w' \) and into the simple phonemes \( l, z, n \) is a characteristic dialectal feature of the northern part of the Polish speaking territory;

e) In the pronunciation of some Poles, a velar \( n \) appears when a nasal vowel is followed by a velar stop (\( \text{męka, małk, gęga, draga} \ldots \)) and in place of the dental consonant \( n \) followed by a velar stop (\( \text{panienka, wanięska, wianka, piastunka} \ldots \)). Some Poles pronounce the velar \( n \) only in the first of the above cases, while others (e.g., in Lithuania) employ only the dental consonant. In the mixed Polish-Byelorussian territory, vowel plus consonant \( n \) is used instead of a nasal vowel, even in the case when the latter is followed by the spirants \( s, z, č, ń, čh, w; \) thus \( \text{mięsa, węga, kasza, więzy, wiązał, cieśko, mecha, zdąży, gesi, gosior, więzie, węchwa, wąwoza} \ldots \). Are here pronounced \( \text{mięsnio, wóns, kosna, wienczy, wionzał, ciężnisko, menaż, zdzonzy, gestni, gosior, wienezi, woncha, wonużas} \ldots \). This phenomenon is of great importance for the ethnic history of these regions;

f) The pronunciation of the "soft" \( b', g', ch' \) varies regionally.

§34. Art.-aud. differences and nuances alien to most Polish-speaking areas and not admitted in the contemporary literary language:

a) The vast majority of Poles do not employ any vocalic narrowing intermediate between a narrow vowel \( u \) and a narrow \( o \), pronouncing the vowel which is graphically rendered by the letters \( u \) and \( o \) in the same way. In some parts of the Polish-speaking area, primarily in the Southwest, \( o \) is pronounced as a narrow \( o \), i.e., an intermediate vowel between \( u \) and \( o \). Such words as \( \text{mur} \) and \( \text{mős} \), \( \text{buk} \) (Bog) and \( \text{bóg} \) with \( ģ \) and \( ăl \), \( \text{stol} \) and \( \text{štól} \), clearly differ here in their pronunciation. Similarly, there are some areas which distinguish three degrees of the front vowels \( i, ė, e \) and other areas that have an \( ā \) "pochylone" or a narrow labialized \( a \), intermediary between \( o \) and \( a \).

b) The phoneme which is graphically represented by \( rż \) is not, in contemporary pronunciation, distinguished from \( ž \) and \( sz \) (e.g., \( \text{mórza} = \text{móż}, \text{róża} = \text{żeka}, \text{dziwo} = \text{dźewo}, \text{trzy} = \text{tsey}, \text{prze} = \text{przy} \ldots \)). However, in certain regions (e.g., in Silesia) this phoneme is pronounced with a prominent r-like vibration differing from both \( ż \) and \( sz \). These regions thus have two additional consonantal diphthongs \( rż \) (\( \text{rzeka, drzewo} \ldots \)) and \( rż \) (\( \text{trzy, przę, krzak} \ldots \)).

c) Although the great majority of Poles do not employ an autonomous voiced \( h \) as opposed to voiceless \( ch \), in some regions (especially in those which are adjacent to Byelorussian, Ukrainian, and Czech or Slovak areas) there is such a phoneme, which is clearly distinct from \( ch \).

d) In the pronunciation of some Poles speaking the common language, there is a greater number of nasal vowels. In addition to the nasal vowels \( o (g) \) and \( e (g) \), these Poles also use the nasal vowel \( a (g) \). Such a nasal vowel \( a \) appears otherwise in the speech of all Poles who employ such words as \( \text{ana, pasjans, kauflans} \ldots \) (§30; cf. however §51, 1e).

g) Dialectal influence is responsible for the decrease of phonetic (art.-aud.) nuances in the case of the above-mentioned distinction (§34) of the two \( i \)‘s, two \( e \)‘s, and two \( ė \)‘s when they are preceded by palatal (\( ni, bi, ci \ldots nie, pie, cię \ldots \)) as opposed to nonpalatal consonants (\( ny, py, by, ty \ldots \), \( ne, pe, ce, te \ldots \), \( ne, pe, ce, te \ldots \)). But in the Southeastern part of the Polish-speaking territory there is not the slightest difference between these vowels. Here the words \( \text{syn}, ryba, ty, być, bysi} \ldots (\text{cmin}, r'iba, t'i, bić, tis'i} \ldots \), have exactly the same \( i \) as the words \( \text{siny}, ci, bić, lisy} \ldots (\text{sin'i}, ci, bić, lisy} \ldots \).
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Among some Slavs the reflexes of nj, lj, and rj are kept distinct from the reflexes of n, l, r that at one time preceded the palatal (fronted) syllabic vowels i and e etc., while among other Slavs they are not distinguished. The same applies to the combinations of the labial consonants p, b, m, f, v with ţ and the originally soft (syllabic) sonants. Finally, there is the difference between the reflexes of the consonants: tj, dj, sj, zj and tP, dP, sP, zP.

The reflexes of pre-Slavic tj and dj, or the proto-Slavic t and d yield the most diverse isoglosses.

Further, there are the various isoglosses marking the distinction or fusion of the proto-Slavic vowels ą (Ą) and i (I), ę (Ę) and i (Ł), ś (Ś) and e (Ę).

Special isoglosses mark the different reflexes of the proto-Slavic nasal vowels ę (Ę) and o (O).

The isoglosses reflecting the diverse reflexes of proto-Slavic ĺ and i, ę (Ę) and i (Ł) are, in turn, connected with the isoglosses distinguishing the reflexes of the combinations of the velar consonants k and x with the vowels ę (Ę) and ĺ (ń).

Various Slavic linguistic areas can be distinguished by isoglosses which pertain to the influence of consonants on vowels and which concern, in particular, the influence of dental consonants upon the development of depalatalization in vowels and sonants; or the distinction between the features of denticity and that of velarization and labialization.

Isoglosses that represent a boundary between Slavic areas with initial je-, ju- and areas with initial o-, u-

We obtain numerous isoglosses if we consider the diverse reflexes of the pre-Slavic and proto-Slav liquid sonants r, r, l, and especially the pre- and proto-Slavic or, er, ol, el, occurring both the consonants and in initial position (i.e., the groups called [following Miklosich]) ort, tert, telt, ort, ert, ert, ert).

We may obtain special isoglosses by focusing on the diverse Slavic processes of secondary lengthening of vowels, or of the so-called “compensatory lengthening” (productio suppletoria, Ersatz-dehnung), which resulted mainly from the loss of the vowels ę, ĺ, and e, and on the reflexes of alternation of vowels with “zero.”

By means of isoglosses we can show the boundaries of Slavic areas which do or do not possess the distinction of proto-Indo-European and proto-Slavic intonations, the psychological distinction of length (quantitas temporalis) of vowels and syllables,
distinctions of accent or of stress (ictus) which concern the accentuation of certain morphemes of the word (the morphological use of stress), or of certain syllables of the word (the syntactic use of stress).

V. The Slavic linguistic world also yields a number of distinct areas from a morphological standpoint. Special isoglosses define the borders of areas that have retained the original types of word-structure, and of their combinations, or which have formed new ones. In some territories suffixes predominate, and in others prefixes and prepositions. Along with a prevailing centralized (“synthetic”) structure, we encounter manifestation of a decentralized (“analytic”) structure; along with syntags that have coalesced into a single unit, we find special morpheme-syntags expressing certain formal concepts; there exist both pre- and postpositional determinants of gender (“articles”); there is the loss of inflectional declension and its replacement by agglutination; diversity of grammatical gender (physiological, biological, and sociological genders); the continuation of one or another morphological type of declension, conjugation, and word formation; the preservation of three numbers (singular, plural, and dual) and the disappearance of the dual; diverse relations of declension types (nominal and pronominal declension, adjectival and numeral declension, etc.). In the system of the verb, a difference in the retention of the verbi finiti not only in the forms of the present tense, but also in the forms of the preterite (orist, imperfect); formal similarity of the future and the present tenses vs. the formation of the future tense by means of various auxiliary verbs; the retention of a special form of the infinitive or its disappearance and replacement by a substantivum verbale; the differentiation or identification of the supine and the infinitive.

Thus, the map of the Slavic linguistic world presents also from a morphological standpoint a network of various isoglosses.

VI. Finally, it is desirable to draw isoglosses distinguishing Slavic areas that have been subject to various foreign influences (tribal, religious, or national) and those which have been formed either through oral-aural contact or through graphic-visual impressions. We can distinguish the Slavic East, which has been subject primarily to Graeco-Byzantine influence, and the Slavic West, which fell under the power of Rome and its Romano-Germanic successors. In addition, one must take into account the influence of some Slavs upon others (the role of Church Slavic, Czech, Polish, etc.), as well as the influence of Germanic (German, English, Scandinavian), Romance (French, Italian, Romanian), of Finno-Ugric (Hungarian, Finnish), Turko-Tartar and others.
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I. Nekotorye obščie zametanija o jazykovvedenii i jazyke, ZMN, 1871; Soviet ed. I, pp. 47-77.


III. Podrobnaja programma lekcij... v 1876-1877 uč. godu, IKU, 1877; ed. I, pp. 88-107.

IV. Podrobnaja programma lekcij... v 1877-1878 uč. godu, IKU, 1879; Soviet ed. (excerpts) I, pp. 108-117.

V. Z patologii i embrilogii jazyka, PF, 1885-1886; Soviet ed. (introduction and conclusions only) I, pp. 14-45.


VII. Versuch einer Theorie phonetischer Alternationen; ein Kapitel aus der Psychophonik, 1895; Soviet ed. 1, p. 265-347.
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XII. Zur Kritik der künstlichen Welschsprachen, Annalen der Naturphilosophie, 1907; Soviet ed. (excerpts) II, pp. 119-129.

XIII. Die Klassifikation der Sprachen, IF, 1910; Soviet ed. (only introduction) II, pp. 187-88.


XVI. Einflus der Sprache auf Weltanschauung und Stimmung, PF, 1919; Soviet ed. (excerpts) II, pp. 331-36.
2. Editorial Deletions

A. in Soviet edition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>p. 92, 93-95, 97, 98, 99, 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107, 108</td>
<td>bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>p. 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120</td>
<td>bibliography and portions of text which repeat Ch. III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>p. 124</td>
<td>§§ 9-103 article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX.</td>
<td>p. 216</td>
<td>introductory remarks most of article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII.</td>
<td>p. 155</td>
<td>most of article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII.</td>
<td>p. 168, 159</td>
<td>most of article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVI.</td>
<td>p. 284</td>
<td>end of last paragraph most of article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVII.</td>
<td>p. 285</td>
<td>most of article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX.</td>
<td>p. 319, 320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. in English text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>p. 69</td>
<td>last 2 para.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p. 75</td>
<td>5 words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p. 76</td>
<td>1 sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>p. 117</td>
<td>para. 13, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII.</td>
<td>p. 166, 168, 173, 180, 181, 182(4), 204, 209, 211</td>
<td>formulas and equations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p. 195</td>
<td>examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X.</td>
<td>p. 227</td>
<td>5 para. (Intro.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p. 229</td>
<td>2 sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI.</td>
<td>p. 237</td>
<td>1 sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV.</td>
<td>p. 260</td>
<td>10 para.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 sentence  Sov. ed. II, p. 196
XV. p. 283
1 sentence  Sov. ed. II, p. 329
XIX. p. 318
6 § (Intro. and conclusion)  Sov. ed. I, pp. 127-28, 138

For further discrepancies between the Soviet and English editions, see Sources of Translated Texts, pp. 365.

3. Glossary of Polish and Russian Words

A. Polish*

\begin{tabular}{ll}
\textit{ata}, animosity & \textit{bursa}, soil \\
\textit{arkusz}, sheet of paper & \textit{brzeg}, bank, shore \\
\textit{awans}, promotion & \textit{brzytwy}, razor \\
\textit{baba} (p ej ), woman & \textit{bud}, beech \\
\textit{badaż}, study & \textit{bursa}, storm \\
\textit{banquet} & \textit{byli, jestem (pres.), byłeś (fut.), by} \\
\textit{bądź}, fable, tale & \textit{bój}, bull \\
\textit{beltad, stir} & \textit{car, car} \\
\textit{biel, white} & \textit{cegoś, brick} \\
\textit{ból, heat} & \textit{cera, complexion} \\
\textit{blanąk, blanc mange} & \textit{cesarz, emperor} \\
\textit{blady, trivial} & \textit{chichotać, giggle} \\
\textit{blazen, buffoon} & \textit{chleb, bread} \\
\textit{blogi, bilsful} & \textit{chłop, peasant} \\
\textit{błoto, mud, swamp} & \textit{chłopiec, boy} \\
\textit{boczys (niej), look askance} & \textit{chodzić, walk} \\
\textit{bok, side} & \textit{chora, sick} \\
\textit{bonza, bonze (Buddhist monk)} & \textit{chóć, walk} \\
\textit{bony, barefoot} & \textit{chwałić, praise} \\
\textit{ból, beef} & \textit{czyścić, miss} \\
\textit{bog, god} & \textit{czytry, cunning} \\
\textit{ból, pain} & \textit{cały, body} \\
\textit{bór, pine grove} & \textit{ciąć, rip, cut} \\
\textit{bólś, body, gore} & \textit{ciągły, pull} \\
\textit{brak, briar, take} & \textit{ciągła pregnancy} \\
\textit{brama, gate} & \textit{ciężki, quiet} \\
\textit{broda, beard} & \textit{cieć, ciek, drip} \\
\textit{bronz, bronze} & \textit{cielesny, corporal} \\
\textit{bródka (dim.), beard} & \textit{cięć, call} \\
\textit{bród, dirt} & \textit{cieńny, dark} \\
\end{tabular}

* For the relation of Polish spelling to pronunciation see p. 375.
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muśka, fly
murow, wall
muśzka (dim.), fly
mydło, soap
myśl, thought
nabor, selection
negi, nude
naginad, bend down
naparstek, thumb
napierśnik, tension
naroż, nation
naul, our
nić, thread
nie, not, no
niebo, sky
nieć (particle), let
nieny, mute
niesć, niź, carry (on foot)
noc, night
noga, leg
noś, noose
nośić, carry (on foot)
nosy, new
nóż, knife
nóżka (dim.), leg
obasank, cracknel
obgniat, insult
obłok, cloud
obnabyć, denude
obowiązek, duty
obola, camp
oddych, breath
oddychać, breathe
odpoć, rest
odpoczynek, rest
odshakunył, jump away
ogrod, garden
ogrojeć, the Garden of Olives
ojciec, ojca, father
osa, wasp
osiągnąć, reach
osiem, eight
astry, sharp
ok, axis, axle
owca, sheep
owlecza (dim.), sheep
ozdoba, ornament
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ozdóbka (dim.), trinket
ózy, eighth
paczka, package
paka, crate
pałąc, burn
pan, gentleman
panierska (dim.), young lady
parzył, burn
pas, belt
pasmo, band
pądł, pad, fall
pask, pas, tend (cattle)
paw, paw, peacock
pętla, full
petsz, crawl
pensja, pension
pensum, homework
pęta, letters
piach (augm.), sand
pianka, foam
piasek, sand
piastunha, foster mother
pig (pig), pęp, climb
pięt, fifth
pier, drink
pier, piesz, bake
piechota, infantry
pierścien, ring
pierwotny, first
pierścionek, flec
pisko, pisa, dog
piesz, song
pięć, five
pizun (dim.), song
Piotr, Peter
pisąć, write
pisk, squeak
pisknie, squeak
plac, plaza
pląs, dance
pluné, (pig), multiply
pluś, płóto, braid
plom, crop
placa, payment
plac, pay
placa, crying
płochy, timid
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Following is a list of letters and diacraphs which are peculiar to Polish with their corresponding phonetic equivalents:

w = v (labiodental)
y = i after hard consonants
ź = ż
č = ch
ži, gi, chi = k’, g’, x’ before vowels.
pi, bi, vi, mi = p’ (or p) etc., before vowels.
dz, dz = 5;
dℓ = 5; spelled dl before front vowels.
š, rs, cs = “hard” (strident) palatals
ž = z

Russian

băha (pej.), woman
bał, dance
będę, bereć, take care
bęreg, shore
berędź (dial.), load
blistră, shine
bog, god
bogaty, rich
boloto, swamp
boroda, beard
brat, brother
brat’, brère, take
bręg, (ChSl., see bęreg)

żywa, singing
bręha, cluck
błęka, fowl
śród, source
błazen, none
śm, regret
błoto, swamp
śnie, grindstone
śp (1) śp, sleep
śp (2) śp, sleep
ślepa, iron
ślepa, crible
ślępa, yellow
śona, wife
śyte, rye
Abbreviations of Sources

BPTJ  Buletyn Polskiego Towarzystwa Językoznawczego, Cracow.
ES  Encyklopediczki Słowar, ed. by Brokgauz and Efron, St. Petersburg.
FZ  Filologische zapiski, Varsovia.
IF  Indogerminatische Forschungen, Strassburg.
IKU  Izvestija i učenye zapiski imp. Kazanskogo universiteta, Kazan'.
IOLJa  Izvestija Otdelenija literatury i jazyka, Moscow.
IORJaS  Izvestija Otdelenija russkogo jazyka i slovesnosti, St. Petersburg.
JA  Archiv für slavische Philologie, Berlin.
JP  Język polski, Cracow.
KSB  Beiträge zur vergleichenden Sprachforschung, Berlin.
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UŻapJU  Učenye zapiski Jur'evskogo universiteta, Dorpat.
VJ  Voprosy jazykoznaniia, Moscow.
WE  Wielka powszechna encyklopedia ilustrowana, Warsaw.
ZKU  Zapiski Kazanckogo universiteta, Kazan'.
ZMNP  Zurnał Ministewra narodnego prowećzenia, St. Petersburg.
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Accent: accent and vowel harmony, 199; morphological, 305; psychological, 199, 235; 296 ff.
Acoustics, 283, 287, 287, 288, 326
Acoustoscope, 267, 271, 280, 326
Acoustics, (See Phonetics)
Ailalsin, 123
Alternance, (See Alternations)
Alternations: causes of, 186; classification of, 182 ff.; conflict of, 184 ff.; definitions of, 189; embryonic, 189, 174, 184, 185 ff., 289; foreign, 186, 187 ff.; foreign monolingual, 186; historical layers of, 189, 346 ff.; in children’s language, 208 ff.; innovations in, 181; layers of, 13; 346 ff.; living, 501; mixed (foreign-native), 181, 191; neophonetic, 194, 209; of alternations, 170 ff., 191; of correspondences, 187; of morphemes, 154; palaeophonetic, 194, 204 ff.; palaeopsychological, 204; petrified, 162; phonetic, 149 ff., 154, 179; psychophonetic, 148, 203, 206, 348; simple vs. complex, 170; traditional (inherited), 163, 185, 201, 204, 211; vowel/zero alternations, 350 ff.
(See also Correlates, Divergence(s))
Analogism (Morphological assimilation): 87, 104, 178, 190, 230, 345; “prohibitive,” 172
Anthropophonic (See Phonetics; Divergence(s))
Anthropophonic alternations, (See Divergence(s))
Applasia, 123, 264
Aperture, 38, 361
Articulatory-auditory elements, (See Representations)
Artificial (International, World) languages, 139, 142, 274 ff., 296, 315 ff.
Assimilation, 88
Automatization, 264
Categories (of linguistics and language), 73
Cerebration, 123, 135
Characterization, (See Classification of languages)
Children’s language: 74, 122, 209, 215; alternations in, 204; development of, 208 ff.
Laws—Cont.
116, 235, 275 ff., 281 ff.; teleological;
72; vs. statistical statements, 277
Lexicology, 245, 321
Linguistic: affinity, 256; area, 244, 319;
categories, 63, 75; concepts, (See also Representations), 240, 258 ff.;
continuity, 274; embryology, 122;
fictions, 269; generalizations, 214;
geography, (See Dialect(s)); laws, 57 ff.;
paleontology, 67; norms, (See Norm); records, 74; representations,
261 ff., 270 ff.
Linguistics and practical politics, 147;
applied, 53, 60, 67, 140 ff.; as
a natural science, 241; as a psy-
chological science, 139; as a science,
237; as an inductive science, 55; as
science of language(s), 53, 57, 128;
as social science, 57, 63 ff.; 139;
as socio-psychological science, 138;
avuxiliary sciences of, 139; chrono-
logical principle in, 214; compar-
ative, 56 ff., 119, 312, 319 ff.;
deductive method in, 56, 64;
democratization of, 243; descriptive
(empirical), 55 ff.; 70, 81; empiri-
cal, 54, 60, 70, 81; experimental
method, 253; explanatory, 56, 71 ff.;
generalizations in, 59 ff.; genetic,
55; geographical principle, 214;
goal-directed activity, 128; historical,
55, 148, 243; history of, 73;
philosophical (speculative, aprior-
istic), 55 ff., 240; psychological,
219 ff.; pure, 60, 81; qualitative
method, 252; quantitative method, 252 ff.; socio-psychological
science, 139; statistical, 84, 98, 256;
synchronic, 214, 229

Mimicry, 133
Mixed languages, (See also Language
contact; Dialect(s)); 112, 130, 212, 219;
288 ff.; artificial, 256; confusion of
tongues, 268; conscious interfer-
ce, 182, 236; effects, 210 ff.; for-
nation, 219, 247, 298, 318; fusion
of languages, 77, 297 ff., 302, 305;
substratum, 302
Morpheme(s): 114, 135, 153; alterna-
tions of, 154
Morphological: accent, (See Accent);
analysis, 156; assimilation, (See
Analog); change, (See Language
change); classification, (See Classi-
fication of languages); comparison,
311; disturbances, 232; dynamics
and statics, 95; layers, (See also Al-
terations), 101; role of phonemes,
281, 335; shifting of m. boundaries
("absorption"), 214, 230; structure
of words, (See Word); translation,
109
Morphologization, (See Sounds; Pho-
netics)
Morphology: 61 ff., 135 ff., 245 ff., 312,
321; compounding, 99; "general"
case, 293 ff.; historical development,
213; substitution (simple for com-
plex), 298; types of word-formation,
120
Multilingualism, 218
Neophonic alterations, (See Alter-
nations)
Norm: abnormal linguistic behavior,
121 ff.; deviations from, 298, double
norms, 288
Origin of language: 74, 231 ff., 298;
monogenesis vs. polygenesis, 152;
215, 274, 296; phylogeny and on-
togeny, 74, 215, 240
Orthoepy, 69
Paleophonetic alterations, (See Al-
terations)
Particles, 104
Parts of speech, 77, 100
Phonology: 71; classical, 123 ff.; com-
parative, 57
Phoneme(s), (See also Sounds; Pho-
netics; Phonology; Psychophonet-
ics)
Phonemes—Cont.
ics): 170 ff., 266 ff., 270 ff.; adapta-
tion of, 211, 283; as ultimate unit,
234 ff.; as sum of phonetic properties,
(See Representations); borrowed,
342; combinatorial properties,
173; combinatorial and sponta-
naneous change, 200; definition of,
153, 266, 279; facultative, 288; for-
given, 344; historical change, 286;
merger of, 344: morphological role,
341, 293; morpho- and semasiologi-
ization, 264, 266 ff., 281, 292, 344
549 ff.; oppositions, 83 ff., 531;
protophonomes (Urophones), 200;
psychological reality of, 159 ff., 173,
260, 294; splitting of, 171 ff., 193,
535; tables of, 398, 344; variants of,
194; vs. grapheme, 281, 289
Phonology, (See Sound(s); Phonemes);
Psychophonetics: 245, 278, 280;
comparative, 51; phonological re-
relationship, 148
 Phonetic: cement, 109; change, (See
Sound change); development, 262;
dynamics and statics, 92, 115, 313;
habits, 53; "laws," 158, 265, 272,
289; levelling, 207; translation, 77,
117, 177; system, 272
Phonetics, (See also Divergence(s);
Sound(s); Phonemes; Psychophonet-
ics); 82, 135, 151, 246, 276;
acoustic-physiological aspect,
58; acoustics, 75; anthropo-
phonetics, 245 ff., 252; as periph-
ery of language, 159; comparative,
381; etymology, 266; external aspect
of language, 159; grammatical role,
115; 283; historical, 61, 245; laws of,
156 ff.; physiological aspect, 61 ff.,
115 ff.; psychological aspect, 82, 117,
158 ff., 271, 313; sentence-phonetics,
269; statistics, 84, 92
Physiology of language, 59 ff., 75, 85.
115
Prefixes, 99
Principle of least effort, (See Lan-
guage change)
Protoplanguag1(s), 77, 117, 196
Psychological stress, 293 ff.
Psychology of language, 59 ff., 115,
239, 286
Psychophonetic alternations, (See Al-
terations; Correlatives)
Psychophonetics, 245, 280, 392
Purism (in language), 51
Repetition: as principle of change,
273; frequency of, 273
Representations: 261 ff.; articulatory-
auditory (phonetic), 79, 132, 158,
261 ff., 287, 288, 398, 347; extra-
linguistic, 187; graphic-visual, 289;
morphologized and semasiologized,
264, 280 ff., 292, 313; psychopho-
netics, 281; sound-images, 313
Rhetoric, 141
Roots: 95 ff., 247; monosyllabic, 214
Semasiologization, (See Phoneme(s))
Semasiology (semantics), 105, 162, 245,
513
Semasiological attraction, 267
Sentence-phonetics, (See Phonetics;
Sentence-structure, 906
Sign-language, (See Visual language;
Writing)
Sound(s), (See also Phoneme(s); Pho-
netics, Phonology); dynamics, 93,
115 ff., 313; equivalents, 115; facul-
tative, 266, 291 ff.; laws, 116, 219,
252, 272, 282 ff.; morphologization
of, 264, 280, 292 ff., 349 ff.; objec-
tive properties, 115; oppositions,
59, 331; parallelism of, 85; physiologi-
cal causes, 86; physiology, 85, 115;
psychological properties, 119, 266;
psychological stress, 109, 292 ff.; psy-
cho-physiological aspect, 95; sounds
vs. letters, (See Writing); stability,
84, 94; statics, 92, 115 ff.; substi-
tution, (See Divergence(s))

405
Sound change, (See also Language change): 84, 86, 112, 315 ff.; by imitation, 275; categories of, 89, 93; causes, 86, 93; chronological layers, 315; combinatorial and spontaneous, 200; compensatory lengthening, 87; general tendencies, 88, 94 ff.; microscopic and macroscopic, 276; phonetic evolution, 313 ff.; physiological causes, 115; sound shift, 87
Speech: careful, 294; slowly, 294 ff.; tempo and style of, 294: vs. language, 154
Speech act: cycle of, 266; speaker vs. hearer, 192
Stages, (See Language change)
Stems: 106 ff., 227 ff.; absorption of, 230 ff.; formation of, 61
Stress, (See Accent)
Structure of language: centralized (synthetic), 326; change in, 111; decentralized (analytic), 325; fluctuation and variation, 252; foreign influence on, 222
Style, (See also Languages; Speech): high style, 294
Substitution, (See Divergence)
Suffixes, 99
Syllable(s): hetero- and tautosyllabism, 328
Syntagm, 297
Syntax: 61 ff., 105, 196, 245; statics and dynamics, 105 ff.

Systematics, (See Classification of language)

Tendencies, (See Language change)
Tree Theory, (See Language change)

Universals of language, 137

Visual language, (See also Writing): 284, 287; of deaf mutes, 74, 79; sign language, 131 ff.; vs. acoustic language, 131

Vowel-harmony, 109

Tiddhi, 177 ff.

Wave theory, (See Language change)

Word(s): borrowed (foreign vs. assimilated), 197; morphological structure, 290, 282, 306, 312

Word formation, (See Morphology)

Word order, 110

Writing, 271; diacritics, 288; grapheme, 271, 180; grapheme vs. phoneme, 271, 281, 289; graphic-phonetic relation, 61, 289; ideography, 287; influence of, 71, 172, 284, 320; influence on world view, 284 ff.; morphemography, 287, 289; orthography, 286 ff.; phonography, 289, 289; principles of, 285 ff., 289; syntagmography, 286 ff.; written language, 312 ff.

Zero, (See also Alternations), 116, 341